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Foreword

Science is, like most other human activities, in essence, a collective endeavor. Every
scientific researcher draws on a body of knowledge which has been gradually built over a
large time span by a collective of scientists and researchers before him. When did a
certain idea appear for the first time? Even when an idea represents a radical cut with
what was previously regarded as being the ‘scientific truth,’ that is, the accepted
paradigm at that time, it always contains some elements that had already been laid
down earlier, even if only in an embryonic stage. Likewise, the present Ph.D. thesis owes
a great deal to general and specific scientific knowledge I tried to accumulate both
during my undergraduate and post-graduate studies.
During my academic path I was fortunate in coming across a number of outstanding
lecturers and researchers from whom I learned much. As the Ph.D. degree represents the
last stage of a formal Academic education, it is adequate that I acknowledge the
priceless contribution I received from my contact, as a student, with these remarkable
scientists and teachers. First, I must mention the names of Herman K. van Dijk, Pedro
Lago, Jan Magnus, Georgi V. Smirnov, Jean-Jacques Herings, Maarten Janssen, Manuel
Ricouh and Cristina Sernadas as among those whose lectures, scientific work and
example as a scientist and researcher have made a significant contribution to my actual
perception of the meaning of science and of the ‘métier’ of researcher and lecturer.
During the M.Phil. program at the Tinbergen Institute, as in any Academic program,
there were some subjects which were more appealing to me than others. In some cases,
the skill and enthusiasm of the lecturer was able to turn into an appealing course what
would otherwise be (from my perspective) a rather uninteresting subject. Overall, I
need to acknowledge the outstanding quality and relevance of the courses that make up
the Academic program at the Tinbergen Institute. In particular, I am most grateful
that I was able to attend the course lectures by Siem Jan Koopman, Frank Kleibergen,
Peter Boswijk, Frank de Jong, André Lucas, Richard Paap and Marno Verbeek. These
courses really helped me with my own research. I would also like to mention the friendly
collaboration I was able to keep with a small number of my colleagues at the Tinbergen
Institute. In this sense, a friendly word is due to Ghebre Debrezion, Rute Mendes, Ana
Babus, Eddy Bekkers, Desislava Rusinova and Yin-Yen Tseng.
On a more formal note, I would like to thank my supervisor Prof. Dr. André Lucas, as
well as my (other) co-authors, Prof. S.J. Koopman, Prof. Georgi V. Smirnov and Dr.
Kräussl. I think I did my best in trying to learn as much as possible from the
collaboration with these knowledgeable and experienced Researchers. I further wish to
thank Prof. André Ran, Prof. Michel Mouchart, several anonymous referees at the
Journal of Econometrics, the Journal of Empirical Finance and Econometric Reviews as
well as seminar participants at the Tinbergen Institute, VU University Amsterdam,
Trinity College of Dublin, University College of London, University of Copenhagen,
University of Venice, Dutch Central Bank, Technical University of Lisbon, University of
Porto, ISCTE Business School, CORE Louvain-la-Neuve, University of Western
Australia, Edith Cowan University and University of Vienna for many helpful
comments. Financial support by the VU University Amsterdam, in particular the Asset
Management Program, and by Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia (Portuguese



Foundation for Science and Technology) is gratefully acknowledged. I want to thank
specially the Tinbergen Institute and the VU University Amsterdam for sponsoring my
participation in the Global Finance Conference held at the Trinity College in Dublin,
the 2005 World Congress of the Econometric Society held at the University College of
London, the 2005 International Conference on Finance held at the University of
Copenhagen, the CREDIT 2005 conference in Venice and the international conference
on Time Series, Econometrics and Finance in Perth, Western Australia. I further wish
to thank Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia for sponsoring my participation at the
61st European Meeting of the Econometric Society, held at the University of Vienna, as
well as my seminar presentations at the Technical University of Lisbon, the University of
Porto and ISCTE Business School. The data I used in this study, the CreditPro 7.0
dataset on credit ratings, was generously supplied by Standard & Poor’s.
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Introduction

What’s in This Book

Corporate Credit Risk refers to the risk borne by investors who hold a financial stake
that depends in any way on the credit quality of a privately owned debt issuer or
borrower, usually a corporation. While Market Risk is mostly due to the variation in
market prices and rates, Credit Risk is the consequence of changes in the credit quality
of the counterparty. There are several reasons why Credit Risk requires a distinct
modeling approach with respect to Market Risk. One such reason is that defaults are a
rare event, and therefore, the corresponding historical data is sparse. At least compared
with data on prices and rates. Secondly, some financial positions prone to Credit Risk
are mostly illiquid. This means that the corresponding market prices cannot be readily
determined.
The analysis and modeling of Credit Risk requires methods fundamentally different from
those used for handling Market Risk. Credit Risk is essentially driven by granular credit
events. These can be basically split into two types: default and (credit) rating migration
events. Default corresponds to the failure by the counterparty to honor a financial
agreement. This can be due, for example, to a bankruptcy, or the repudiation of a
particular contract.1 Additionally, the extent of the financial loss, to be incurred as a
consequence of a particular rating event, can vary. The Exposure at Default (EAD) is
an (apriori) estimate of the maximal financial loss to be incurred if the counterparty
defaults, and is mainly used by banking institutions. However, in the event of a default,
due for example to a bankruptcy, the lender may actually be able to recover a certain
fraction of his (or her’s) financial stake due to a combination of credit risk mitigation
techniques and legal proceedings. The Loss Given Default (LGD) is the percentage of
the EAD that is likely to be lost by the lender (or investor) as a consequence of the
default event.
Credit ratings provide a subjective assessment of the default probability incurred by an
investor who enters into a long financial position with a (rated) counterparty. Using

1In a banking context, “A Default is considered to have occurred with regard to a particular obligor

when either or both of the two following events have taken place. The bank considers that the obligor

is unlikely to pay its credit obligations to the banking group in full, without recourse by the bank to

actions such as realising security (if held). The obligor is past due more than 90 days on any material

credit obligation to the banking group.” Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (2004)



both public and privately available information, credit rating agencies classify debt
issuers according to a particular ordinal scale.
The objective of this thesis is to present a dynamic econometric analysis of corporate
(agency) credit ratings, and to quantify and estimate the Credit Risk associated with a
rated corporate debt issuer. This last aspect includes both the risk of default and of a
rating change. In particular, one of the aims is to obtain insight into the dynamic
behavior of credit ratings. How does rating activity co-varies with the business cycle?
How can we measure the current state of the ‘credit cycle?’ These are some of the
questions addressed in this thesis. Ultimately, the objective consists in being able to
accurately forecast the rating transition matrix. This aspect is crucial both for risk
management and pricing purposes.
This thesis presents several innovative statistical procedures for quantifying, estimating
and forecasting Credit Risk, expressed in terms of both default and rating transition
probabilities.

Credit Ratings

Credit ratings play a prominent role in the current credit industry. Their main objective
is to provide a qualitative classification of the level of default risk associated either with
a particular financial instrument or with the corresponding debt issuer in general. In
this thesis I focus on corporate debt-issuer credit ratings. These are aimed at providing
a simple qualitative summary of the overall solidity, solvency and prospects of a firm.
The literature on credit rating methodologies is vast and owes much to the seminal work
of Edward Altman, who introduced in 1968 the credit scoring methodology based on
Discriminant Analysis.
Credit ratings are used extensively across financial markets. Under the Basle II accord,
credit ratings are used to determine the required capital buffer to be held by the lender
(banking institution). Additionally, interest rates for corporate loans are negatively
correlated with the borrower’s credit rating. Investors use credit ratings as a simple way
of assessing the relative Credit Risk of different debt issuers. In fact rating agencies hold
an enormous power over companies. If a corporation receives a very low credit rating,
not only will interest rates for new loans go up, but also other contracts with financial
institutions can be adversely affected. This is because large corporate loans often
contain special clauses that make this one due if the corporation’s credit rating falls
below a certain point (most usually the so-called “junk bond”or “speculative” level).
Furthermore, many private and institutional investors will avoid buying bonds issued by
these companies. In fact, in some countries, some institutional investors (for example
pension funds) are not allowed to invest in firms rated below a certain threshold. This
effectively means that, for many companies, receiving a “junk bond” rating can be
tantamount to bankruptcy.
Now, if aggregate credit ratings co-vary with general business conditions, this has the
potential to exacerbate a downturn, as for a larger number of firms the cost of capital
will increase when it is most needed. Further still, a simultaneous decrease in the credit
ratings of a significant number of firms in an economy can lead to a decrease in the
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willingness to lend by banks and investors. The resulting ‘credit crunch’ can have
devastating consequences over an economy already caught in the middle of a downturn.
Credit ratings thus have an indirect impact over the stability of the whole financial
system. Therefore, understanding the aggregate dynamic behavior of credit ratings is
crucial.
In this thesis I do not focus on the particular methodology behind the precise credit
ratings contained in the CreditPro 7.0 database from Standard & Poor’s, the dataset I
used in this study. Neither do I attempt to suggest a particular rating methodology.
Instead, agency credit ratings are taken as given, and analyzed from a statistical
perspective. The aim will be characterizing their aggregate behavior. What statistical
patterns can be identified. How to model them, and use the corresponding empirical
model for obtaining forecasts.

Reduced-form Models for Credit Risk

Historically, two distinct approaches for modeling Credit Risk can be identified. In the
so-called Structural Approach, pioneered by Merton (1974), the defaultable contracts are
taken as contingent claims on the firm’s assets. Explicit assumptions over the capital
structure, the evolution of the firm’s assets and liabilities are made. The default event is
then endogenously determined as the time when the assets fall below some particular
threshold. An important drawback of this approach (at least when assuming full
information and a strictly continuous evolution of the firm’s assets) follows from the fact
that, under this set up, the default event is in fact predictable. As a consequence, the
(classical) structural approach yields unrealistic credit spreads (that is, the excess yield
required by investors to bear the default risk of the debt issuer).
In contrast, in the Reduced Form approach, the default even is considered exogenous.
That is, the precise mechanism that triggers the default event is left unspecified and
viewed as the occurrence of a Random Point Process (Jarrow et al., 1997).
There are some reasons for favoring the reduced form approach when analyzing a large
dataset of agency credit ratings with the purpose of estimating Credit Risk. The first
reason is essentially pragmatic. The structural approach requires firm-specific data that
may not be publicly available. There is, however, also some theoretical rationale for
choosing a reduced form model over a structural one. The structural approach may not
accurately describe the economics of the default mechanism (see for example Berkovitch
and Israel, 1998). In fact, there is some historical evidence in support of such a view.
Famous effective bankruptcy episodes, like Enron’s and Parmalat’s, or ‘near misses’ like
LTCM’s or the more recent cases of Bear Sterns and Northern Rock may add support to
the ‘black box’ view taken by the reduced form approach. Additionally, some empirical
studies have shown that the reduced form approach yields slightly better accuracy when
predicting the default event (for example, Chava and Jarrow, 2004). However, with
regard to this last aspect, I do acknowledge that this conclusion is not consensual.
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A Short Overview of this Thesis

In this thesis, departing from the reduced form approach of Jarrow et al. (1997), I
develop an empirical Credit Risk modeling framework that significantly extends
previous work by Kavvathas (2000) and Lando and Skødeberg (2002).
Because the reduced form approach stems directly from the statistical theory of Point
Processes, in Chapter 1, I present a short overview of the existing econometric literature
dealing with point process models. This chapter starts by recalling some background
results from the theory of point and transition processes. Chapter 1 proceeds by
reviewing the main econometric specifications used in the financial literature for dealing
with irregularly spaced data. Here, I make a minor contribution to the specification
(mostly introducing a more compact, and perhaps suggestive, notation) of two of these
classes of models. Namely the Autoregressive Conditional Intensity model of Russell
(1999) and the generalized Hawkes processes introduced in Bowsher (2007). The
distinction between parameter driven and observation driven models is emphasized
throughout.
Chapter 2 presents a first analysis of the CreditPro 7.0 database from Standard &
Poor’s using nonparametric tools. Additionally, this thesis makes some theoretical
contributions to the literature on semi-Markov processes (Lévy, 1954) by introducing
some novel estimators for this class of stochastic processes. First, a set of estimators for
the non-homogeneous semi-Markov kernel based on piecewise constant transition rate
estimators is presented. Second, Chapter 2 formally establishes the existence and
uniqueness of the non-homogeneous semi-Markov transition matrix and introduces a
numerical procedure for obtaining this matrix from any feasible estimator of the matrix
of transition rates. The convergence of this procedure is proved. It is further shown that
if a consistent estimator of the matrix of transition rates is used, the resulting estimator
of the semi-Markov transition matrix is also consistent. These new estimators are
applied to the credit ratings database of Standard & Poor’s. In line with previous
literature, it is found that there is significant evidence of the clustering of defaults and
rating transition events to reject the assumption that these occur in time with constant
intensity. However, this chapter shows for the first time that the default hazard is a
non-monotonic function of the sojourn time in the current rating.
Chapter 3 introduces the new parametric modeling framework for credit ratings. The
new class of Multi-state Latent Factor Intensity (MLFI) models is described jointly with
a computationally efficient methodology for conducting Likelihood-based estimation and
inference. The estimation methodology is validated by means of a simulation study.
Further, a new parametric bootstrap procedure for obtaining the forecasts of the credit
rating transition matrix implied by the MLFI model is introduced. This new model is
also applied to the CreditPro 7.0 database.
In Chapter 4, the empirical analysis from the previous chapter is significantly extended
by conditioning the observed rating transitions on a large set of macro economic
variables. A systematic search for the economy-wide determinants of the cyclical
behavior of the aggregate levels of default and rating transitions is conducted. The
observed rating transition rates are regressed over business cycle variables, variables
measuring the bank lending conditions and the state of the financial markets. Finally,
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the common latent factor (credit cycle) hypothesis is tested by enlarging the MLFI
model with multiple latent factors. The main driver behind the observed clustering of
default events is found to be GDP growth. Interestingly, this chapter shows that rating
and default cycles seem to be autonomous to a large extent. In the sense that significant
clustering levels are observed that cannot be explained with the macro economic
variables used. Financial contagion and ‘new-industry bubble’ phenomena become,
therefore, good candidates for explaining this finding.
The technical issues associated with the empirical implementation of the MLFI class of
models are intricate. The computational load required for estimating the MLFI model
in any sizable dataset is heavy. Therefore, in Chapter 5, I discuss three possible
approaches for conducting Likelihood-based estimation and inference for the class of
MLFI models. A simulation study is carried out in order to assess the finite-sample
performance of each one of the three different methods.
The conclusions and final remarks of this study are presented in Chapter 6. This
chapter summarizes the research findings of this thesis and discusses some interesting
ideas for future research.
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Chapter 1

The Econometrics of Irregularly

Spaced Data: A Survey

1.1 Summary

This chapter provides an introduction to the problem of modeling irregularly spaced
longitudinal data. Although Point Process theory was developed in the sixties and early
seventies, only in the nineties did this field of Probability theory attract the attention of
researchers working in Financial Economics. The large increase, recorded since the late
nineties, in the literature on Econometric models for dealing with financial duration
data is mostly due to the increased availability of trade-by-trade data from the financial
markets. This chapter provides an overview of the literature dealing with the
Econometric modeling of this so-called tick data. I start by recalling the essential
concepts and results from Point Process theory. Due to its relevance to the topic of
reduced form models for credit risk, some central results from the theory of
Continuous-time Markov chains are also briefly reviewed. The chapter then moves on to
describe the main specifications that have appeared in the Econometrics and Empirical
Finance literatures.

1.2 Introduction

The increasing availability of (ultra-)high-frequency data, arising mostly from financial
markets, led in recent years to a dramatic increase in the literature dealing with the
Econometric tools needed to handle it efficiently. The traditional methods based upon
fixed-length intervals of time are simply not adequate for dealing with this type of data,
as they require the aggregation of the observations to the level of the corresponding
time-grid. In general the aggregation of irregularly spaced event-data into a time-series
of counts, or of some general limited dependent variable, leads to several known
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problems. First, if the length of the chosen observational time-unit is too short then
there will be many intervals where there are no observations at all. This introduces
artificially a very specific type of heteroskedasticity in the resulting time-series. On the
other hand, if one chooses a large time-unit then the underlying micro structure features
of the data are lost, which can be a serious problem for some analyses. Third, in many
problems the duration between two well-defined successive events, or the frequency of
those events, is the subject of the study, and here, clearly no aggregation should be
taken.1 Fourth, the aggregation of point process data over some fixed-length time
interval does not allow the researcher to account for changes on time-varying covariates
of interest that take place during the duration of that interval.
The alternative to fixed-interval techniques is to model the Data Generating Process
(DGP) behind the successive events being recorded as a Random Point Process,
eventually a multivariate, generalized, non stationary one.

The General Mathematical Theory of Point Processes is a topic finding its origins in the
work of the 19th’s century French mathematician S. D. Poisson dealing with the analysis
of Life tables (i.e. statistics from the distribution of the duration of human life) and
mortality rates. The modern treatment of the subject, however, goes back to the works
of Cox and Wold in the early fifties. During the sixties several central limit theorems
concerning the superposition of Random Point Processes were proved. These theorems
basically showed, for the first time, that the Poisson Point Process (one of the simpler
Random Point Process models) plays a role in Point Processes Theory similar to that of
the Gaussian distribution in the Theory of Distributions.

During the seventies the field became a structured and established area within
Probability Theory. Several special branches, like Renewal Theory and Hyperplane
Processes Theory for example, were developed in this period. The main motivation for
the development, and also the main fields of application, of these emerging areas were
Physics, Medical Science, and Engineering.
Recently, Point Process theory has drawn a lot of attention from applied researchers in
Financial Econometrics. The seminal work of Engle and Russell (1998), introducing the
so-called Autoregressive Conditional Duration (ACD) model, spurred an entire new
stream of literature dealing with econometric specifications for modeling Point Processes
evolving with after-effects.2 Most of these econometric specifications were developed for
the analysis of financial tick data. A directly related, but distinct literature, deals with
the analysis of credit rating data. This chapter intends to provide an unified perspective
of both these streams of literature.
The main focus of the present thesis is the analysis of (corporate) credit rating data in
continuous-time and on a micro scale. That is, without resorting to any sort of
aggregation. In fact, one of the distinctive approaches of this thesis consists in treating
credit rating data as an example of an empirical point process. For this reason, in order
to provide a background to the contributions to the credit risk literature made by this
thesis, this chapter briefly reviews the main econometric point process models available

1Although for practical measuring purposes there is always some very small basic time unit. In the

case of tick data this can be as small as 1/100th of a second.
2see definition 1.4.
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in the literature. This survey intends to cover the main classes of econometric models
currently available for analyzing empirical point processes, both univariate and
multivariate. The focus is placed on situations where one suspects that some type of
serial correlation or unobserved factors are present i.e. that the past history of the Point
Process, or of some unobserved ‘information’ process, affects its own future evolution in
some way. The focus of most of the models in this survey is placed on
(ultra-)high-frequency data sets. However, there is nothing in the structure of these
models that prevents their application to the analysis of lower-frequency irregularly
spaced data. In fact, the Point Processes approach is not exclusively motivated by
high-frequency (or high-intensity3) data. A very prolific stream of literature on Duration
Analysis (i.e. the study of the distribution of the inter-arrival times - the amount of
time elapsed between two successive event-points of a point process) stemming from the
original work of Cox (1972), in particular from his so-called Proportional Hazards
model, has found a fertile ground of application in the fields of Labor Economics and
Sociology. Here, typically, the type of durations under study are better expressed in
weeks, months or even years (duration of the unemployment and employment spells for
workers for example).
The different econometric point process models available in the literature can be
classified according to, at least, two different criteria. Perhaps due to the influential
work of Engle and Russell (1998), many econometric point process models directly
specify the forward occurrence density4 conditional on a particular filtration. Examples
include the already mentioned ACD model (and all derived models), but also the
Stochastic Conditional Duration (SCD) model of Bauwens and Veredas (2004). A more
flexible alternative consists in specifying directly the intensity process associated with
the point process. This approach, which was in fact the central paradigm in Duration
Analysis since, at least, the path braking work of Cox (1972), was recovered by Russell
(1999) for his Autoregressive Conditional Intensity (ACI) model. Modeling directly the
intensity of the PP is also the approach taken by Bauwens and Hautsch (2006a) for the
Stochastic Conditional Intensity (SCI) model, and by Bowsher (2007) for his generalized
Hawkes processes. The ‘intensity approach’ to point process models is also the favored
one in this thesis.
Econometric point process models can, however, also be classified according to a general
criterion used extensively across Statistics. Models like the above-mentioned ACD, ACI
and generalized Hawkes processes are good examples of observation driven models. This
class of models assumes that, conditional on a particular observable filtration
(encompassing the internal one), the distribution of the future observations is completely
specified. In contrast, the main approach of this thesis consists in resorting mostly to
parameter driven models. This class of Statistical models explicitly acknowledges that in
most real World situations, even conditioning on a rich observable filtration, the
probability law governing future observations cannot be known precisely. That is, often
this probability law is itself random. Parameter driven models, however, postulate that
the shape of this probability law is known. The randomness being due to the presence of

3See equations (1.5) and (1.8).
4See definition 1.7.
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unobservable factors. These latent factors are modeled as stochastic processes inside a
fully parametric setting. In many situations, this view is somewhat more realistic, at
least with respect to the one implied by (parametric) observation driven models.

Bauwens and Hautsch (2006b) provides an overview of the econometric point processes
literature somewhat similar to one contained in the current chapter. There are, however,
a number of distinctive features between the later and the former. In particular, in this
chapter the two main classes of transition processes (or generalized point processes) are
also covered. These types of stochastic processes are directly relevant for the analysis of
credit rating data, and are outside the scope of the survey by Bauwens and Hautsch
(2006b). This chapter also provides a significantly more extensive overview of the theory
of both point and transition processes. This provides the reader with a deeper insight
into some of the technical issues associated with each particular specification. Two new
theorems connected with the topic of random time changes for point processes are also
introduced in this chapter. This chapter makes an additional contribution to the
econometric literature dealing with models for (ultra-)high-frequency data by presenting
an innovative approach to the specification of some of the models covered. This is the
case for the ACI, SCI and generalized Hawkes models.5 Finally, in this chapter all point
process models surveyed are classified as either observation or parameter driven. This
allows readers familiar with these two classes of statistical models to grasp more easily
the technical issues connected with the estimation of the different specifications covered.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.3 reviews the essential
concepts and results from the Theory of Point Processes (Subsection 1.3.1) and from the
Theory of Markov processes in continuous time (Subsection 1.3.2). Sections 1.4 and 1.5
constitute the core of the chapter. Here I briefly review the main Econometric models in
the literature dealing with empirical Point Processes. As mentioned, the different
models in the literature can be grouped in two large classes. In Section 1.4 the focus is
placed on observation driven models. Parameter driven models are the focus of
Section 1.5. Section 1.6 concludes.

5As a further minor contribution, a small technical issue connected with the specification of the SCI

model (which was erroneously stated in the original article by Bauwens and Hautsch, 2006a) is clarified.

See the discussion and footnote following formula (1.66) in Subsection 1.5.2.
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1.3 Theoretical Background

This section reviews important background concepts and results from the general theory
of Point Processes (hereafter PP), Classical Duration and Event-History Analysis and
from the theory of Continuous Time Markov Chains. These concepts are useful for
understanding clearly the assumptions and mechanisms behind each econometric PP
model. PP theory provides a structured and unified framework that accommodates
many seemingly disparate models. In fact, bot duration and count data models6 are
aimed at describing empirical PP. However, as mentioned in the previous section, count
data models, unlike their duration counterparts, imply a loss of information due to the
aggregation of the number of events over the corresponding time-grid. For this reason,
in this thesis I chose not to work with count data models. Therefore, in this section, the
emphasis is placed more on the duration and intensity statistics rather than on the
counting statistics associated with a PP.

1.3.1 Random Point Processes

In this subsection I provide a brief overview of some important results from the theory
of real-valued Point Processes. The literature on PP theory, however, is reasonably
extensive. An easily accessible and detailed treatment of the main results of the Theory
of Point Processes is available in Snyder (1975), which concentrates on temporal PPs.
Snyder and Miller (1991) provides a detailed treatment of more general PPs in
multidimensional spaces. Karr (1991) provides a formal treatment of the subject from a
Measure Theoretical perspective. A comprehensive and less demanding introduction to
the subject is given in Daley and Vere-Jones (2002). Andersen et al. (1993) sets out in
full mathematical detail the modern, martingale-based counting processes approach to
the theory of PP.

Definition 1.1 (Random Point Process)

6Some authors reserve the term “duration models”only for those PP models that directly specify the

forward occurrence density. According to this view, models that directly specify the (continuous-time)

intensity process associated with a PP are called intensity models. However, this distinction is slightly

artificial. Not only because the intensity process of a PP directly implies a particular forward occurrence

density, but also because these so-called ‘duration models’ also imply a particular type of (continuous-

time) intensity process - one that directly depends on the backward-recurrence time of the PP, i.e. the

time since the last observed event. For this reason, in this thesis, I designate as “duration models”any

PP model that does not explicitly assume the existence of a pre-determined time-grid over which the

observed number of events is counted. The later case corresponds to the so-called “count data models.”
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Let (Ω,F , {Ft} ,P) denote a filtered Probability Space satisfying the usual conditions,7 a

(real) Random Point Process

{..., T−1, T0, T1, ..., Tn, ...},

where the random variables Tn : Ω → R satisfy Tn−1(ω) ≤ Tn(ω) ∀n∈Z,ω∈Ω, is a function

from Ω into the set of all nondecreasing sequences in R.

In this definition it should be noted, that for a particular ω ∈ Ω the sequence {Tn(ω)}
may actually be finite. The random event-moments Tn are in fact stopping times with
respect to the filtration {Ft}.

Definition 1.2 (Counting Process associated with a Point Process):

Given a real Point Process {Tn}
∞
n=−∞ and a subset A of R, the associated Counting

Process N(A) is defined as the number of occurrences of the point process in the set A,

formally:

N(A) =
∑

n

1A(Tn),

where 1A(.) denotes the indicator function over the set A.

Of particular relevance for modeling purposes are the special cases where A = [t0, t] and
A = [t0, t) with t0 < t. For a fixed t0 ∈ R, and with a slight abuse of notation, I write
N([t0, t]) as N(t), and N([t0, t)) as N̄(t). Letting t ∈ R vary, the stochastic process N(t)
has càdlàg sample paths which are piecewise constant, while those from N̄(t) are càglàd
piecewise constant.
Consider a fixed t0 ∈ R, a random point process is said to be non explosive in the
interval [t0, t] if E[N(t)] <∞. Because for every t > t0 we have E[N(t) − N̄(t)] > 0, the
counting process N(t) is a submartingale, that is E[N(t)|Fu] > N(u),∀u,t : t0 ≤ u < t.
The Doob-Meyer decomposition establishes the existence of a unique càdlàg,
nondecreasing, Ft−predictable process Λ(t), which is the compensator of N(t). This
means the process defined as

M(t) = N(t) − Λ(t),

is a Ft−martingale. Therefore, the following holds

E[N(t) −N(u)|Fu] = E[Λ(t) − Λ(u)|Fu], ∀u,t : t0 ≤ u < t. (1.1)

If Λ(t) is absolutely continuous, then there is an Ft−predictable intensity process λ(t)
such that

Λ(t) =

∫ t

t0

λ(τ)dτ. (1.2)

7See Andersen et al. (1993) for brief discussion.
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Definition 1.3 (Orderliness):

A Counting Process, and the underlying Point Process, are called orderly at time t > t0

if for any given ε > 0 there exists a δ(t, ε) > 0 such that

P[N([t, t+ ∆)) > 1] ≤ εP[N([t, t+ ∆)) = 1], ∀∆ : 0 < ∆ < δ(t, ε).

A Point Process is orderly in an interval [a, b] if it is orderly at every point of that

interval. It is uniformly orderly on the interval if δ(t, ε) = δ(ε).

Intuitively this property means that, for an orderly point process, the probability of
observing more than one point in a given time-interval can be made an arbitrarily small
fraction of the probability of observing one single point, provided the interval is small
enough (in fact if we could rule out the possibility of P[N([t, t+ ∆)) = 1] = 0,∀∆>0 and
t > t0 then this definition would be equivalent to simply say that
lim∆↓0

P[N([t,t+∆))>1]
P[N([t,t+∆))=1]

= 0 and uniform orderliness means that this probability ratio

converges uniformly to zero).

Definition 1.4 (Evolution without after-effects):

A point process observed over an interval [t0,∞) is said to evolve without after-effects if

for any t > t0 the realization of points over the interval [t,∞) does not depend in any

way on the realization over the interval [t0, t).

In particular, this implies that the (integer) random variables (N(u) −N(u′)), ∀u>u′ ,
and N(τ) −N(τ ′), ∀τ>τ ′>u are independent. That is, a point process evolving without
after-effects has independent increments.

Definition 1.5 (Poisson Processes):

Let {N(t); t > t0} be the counting process associated to a point process defined on the

interval [t0,∞), this point process is called a Poisson Point Process (and {N(t); t > t0}

a Poisson counting process) if the following conditions hold:

1. P[N(t0) = 0] = 1;
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2. for t0 6 u 6 t, the increment N((u, t]) = N(t) −N(u) is Poisson distributed with

parameter Λ(t) − Λ(u), i.e.

P[N((u, t]) = n] =
(Λ(t) − Λ(u))n exp [− (Λ(t) − Λ(u))]

n!
. (1.3)

Where Λ : [t0,∞) → R
+
0 is an arbitrary, non-decreasing deterministic function

satisfying Λ(t0) = 0.

3. {N(t); t > t0} has independent increments. That is, the number of points in

non-overlapping intervals are independent random variables.

Recalling that the mean of a Poisson distribution (and actually also the variance) equals
the single parameter of this distribution, we can see that the general property (1.1)
implies that the compensator of the Poisson counting process coincides with its
parameter function (defined in point 2 above, therefore justifying the use of identical
notation).
The Poisson Process is without doubt the single most important Random Point Process
model. It can be viewed as the natural benchmark model when analyzing a particular
empirical point process. Most of the point processes covered in this survey can be
thought of as resulting from relaxing some of the qualitative assumptions behind the
Poisson Process (summarized in theorems 1 and 2 presented further ahead in this
subsection).
The properties of the parameter function directly affect the behavior of the Poisson
point process, in particular,

• If Λ(t) − Λ(u) is finite, then points do not occur with certainty (i.e. there is never
probability one of observing at least one point) over the interval (u, t] and there is
also zero probability of observing an infinite number of points in that interval.
Additionally, from the well-known fact that for a Poisson distribution the mean
and variance coincide, we see that

E [N((u, t])] = V [N((u, t])] = Λ(t) − Λ(u), (1.4)

• The points di of discontinuity of Λ(t) correspond to singular time-points of the
point process. That is, at these points there is a non-zero probability mass (equal
to 1 − exp

[
−
(
Λ(d+

i ) − Λ(d−i )
)]

) of observing at least one event-point. More
accurately still, at these predetermined time-points the number of events follows a
Poisson distribution with parameter equal to the size of the discontinuity jump in
Λ(t) (i.e. Λ(t+i ) − Λ(t−i )),

• If Λ(t) is continuous for all t > t0 then event-points do not occur at predetermined
times and lim

∆↓0
P [N([t, t+ ∆)) = 0] = 1.
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Definition 1.6 (Intensity function of a Poisson process):

The intensity function of a Poisson process is defined at the points of differentiability of

the parameter function Λ(t) as its first derivative,

λ(t) = lim
∆→0

Λ(t+ ∆) − Λ(t)

∆
. (1.5)

Because, when Λ is differentiable at t, the expected number of points in the interval
[t, t+ ∆) equals Λ(t+ ∆) − Λ(t) this intensity function can be interpreted as the
instantaneous mean rate at which event-points occur.
If Λ(t) is absolutely continuous then it can be expressed as

Λ(t) =

∫ t

t0

λ(τ)dτ. (1.6)

So far I have mostly considered the counting statistics associated with the Poisson Point
Process. That is, the statistics associated with the distribution of the number of
event-points over arbitrary intervals of time.
Another important aspect of a Point Process are the so-called time statistics. These
include both the statistics associated with the distributions of the sequences of
inter-arrival times and with the degree of clustering of event-points over time.
Two closely related time-sequences can be distinguished,

• The sequence of occurrence times {T1, T2, ..., TNt
} where the event-points were

recorded over the interval [t0, t],

• The sequence of inter-arrival times (or durations) {τ1, τ2, ..., τNt
} defined as

τi = Ti − Ti−1 implying Ti =
∑i

j=0 τi, with the convention τ0 = t0.

Clearly, both these sequences yield the same amount of information about the history of
the point process over the interval [t0, t].

Definition 1.7 (Forward-Occurrence density)

The conditional density of the next inter-arrival time (eventually the first) given the past

sequence of occurrence times (eventually an empty sequence) is called the

forward-occurrence density.

For the case of a Poisson Process this density is given by

fτn|Tn−1,...,T1 (τ | tn−1, ..., t1) = λ(tn−1 + τ) exp [− (Λ(tn−1 + τ) − Λ(tn−1))]

= λ(tn−1 + τ) exp

[
−

∫ tn−1+τ

tn−1

λ(u)du

]
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the last expression being valid if Λ(t) is absolutely continuous. A special case arises if
the intensity function λ(t) is constant (this case is termed a homogeneous Poisson point
process),

fτn|Tn−1,...,T1 (τ | tn−1, ..., t1) = λ exp (−λt) ,

so, in this special case, the forward-occurrence density is a Exponential density with
mean 1/λ.

In what follows, two theorems giving qualitative conditions for a general point process
to be a Poisson point process are presented. The first theorem (following Khinchin,
1956) has mainly a theoretical interest. It presents the weakest set of sufficient
conditions for an arbitrary point process to be a Poisson process.8 However, these
conditions are not easily relaxed for obtaining more general classes of point processes.
The second theorem, on the contrary, has more an operational interest. Relaxing some
of the conditions in this second theorem leads to more general classes of point processes
that actually contain most of the specific processes covered in this chapter.

Theorem 1.1 A counting process {Nt; t > t0} associated to a point process is a Poisson

counting process if the following qualitative conditions are met,

1. the point process is uniformly orderly on [t0, t), for all t > t0,

2. the point process evolves without after-effects,

3. points do not occur at predetermined times,

4. there is no finite sub-interval of [t0, t) where points occur with certainty,

5. P[N(t0) = 0] = 1.

The second set of sufficient conditions for a point process to be a Poisson process
(assembled under theorem 1.2), unlike the one in theorem 1.1, does not imply the most
general Poisson process possible. However, modifying slightly these conditions, leads to
a particularly important class of (non-Poisson) point processes, the so-called
Self-Exciting point processes. We first need the concept of conditional orderliness, which
is a stronger version of the orderliness notion already seen.

Definition 1.8 (Conditional Orderliness):

A Counting Process, and the underlying Point Process, are Conditionally Orderly at

time t > t0 if for any given ε > 0 there exists a δ(t, ε) such that

P[N([t, t+ ∆)) > 1|Ft− ] 6 εP[N([t, t+ ∆)) = 1 | Ft− ], ∀∆ : 0 < ∆ < δ(t, ε). (1.7)

8These conditions are sufficient to obtain the most general (non-singular) Poisson counting process

possible, one having a continuous nonnegative and non-decreasing parameter function Λ(t), termed an

inhomogeneous Poisson process
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The process is called conditionally orderly if it is conditionally orderly for all t > t0. A
conditionally orderly point process is also (unconditionally) orderly but the converse is
not necessarily true.

In intuitive terms this means that the orderliness of the process stays unaffected by any
possible event that may occur in the past history of the process.

A second theorem9 stating an alternative set of sufficient conditions for a point process
to be a Poisson process is now presented.

Theorem 1.2 A counting process {N(t); t > t0}, associated with a given point process,

is a Poisson counting process if it satisfies the following conditions,

1. the point process is conditionally orderly,

2. for all t > t0 the limit

λ(t) = lim
∆↓0

P [N([t, t+ ∆)) = 1 | Ft− ]

∆
, (1.8)

exists and is a finite integrable function that depends only on t. Therefore, we can
define Λ(t) =

∫ t
t0
λ(τ)dτ , which is also a finite function ∀t>t0 ,

3. P[N(t0) = 0] = 1,

Note that if we set n = N(t) and define T =
∑n+1

i=0 τi, where τ1, τ2, . . . , τn+1 denote the
first (n+ 1) inter-arrival times, then under condition (1) of Theorem 1.2, we can also
interpret λ(t) defined in (1.8) as

λ(t) = lim
∆↓0

P [t 6 T < t+ ∆ | T > t]

∆
. (1.9)

For any conditionally orderly point process (not necessarily a Poisson PP), equation
(1.8) defines the conditional intensity process of the PP.

In almost all applications, it is necessary to conduct estimation and inference over
observed Poisson processes. The critical quantity to be computed for this purpose is the
Likelihood function at the observed realization of the Poisson PP. This one is basically
the joint probability density of the observed sample path of the PP, considered as a
functional of the intensity function.

9For a proof see Snyder (1975).
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The Likelihood of a finite sample path of a Poisson Process

Consider a realization of a Poisson counting process N(t) over a given finite interval:
{N(u); t0 6 u 6 t} the Likelihood functional for a given intensity function λ conditional
on this sample path is given by,

L (λ | {N(u); t0 6 u 6 t}) = exp

[∫ t

t0

lnλ(τ)dN(τ) −

∫ t

t0

λ(τ)dτ

]
. (1.10)

The full set of Likelihood-based inference and testing procedures are readily available for
Poisson PP.

The reason for the importance of the Poisson point process as a model for empirical
point processes is threefold. First, as mentioned, the Poisson point process provides a
baseline model whose generalizations lead to the two most important classes of point
process models. These are the, already mentioned, self-exciting point processes and the
class of Doubly Stochastic Poisson processes. Second, many empirical point processes
are, in fact, adequately described by a Poisson process. This is in part due to the fact
that the superposition of many independent point processes leads to a Poisson PP (see
Snyder, 1975, for a treatment of some of these Poisson ‘central limit’ theorems). Third,
a particularly important result, the Random Time Change Theorem (Meyer, 1971,
Brown and Nair, 1988) establishes that any multivariate point (counting) process whose
corresponding (multivariate) compensator is absolutely continuous and unbounded can
be mapped into a set of independent homogeneous Poisson point processes each with
unit intensity.

Theorem 1.3 (Random Time Change) Let (N1(t), . . . , NS(t)) be a multivariate

counting process associated with S given point processes observed over [t0,∞], with

continuous, unbounded vector-compensator process (Λ1(t), . . . ,ΛS(t)). Let the

corresponding S sequences of occurrence times be denoted as {T sn}
∞
n=1, with s = 1, . . . , S.

Then the components of the multivariate point process Ñ(u) = N(Λ−1
s (u)), whose

occurrence times are given by {Λs(T
s
n)}

∞
n=1, make up a set of independent Poisson point

processes with unit intensity.

Proof. See Brown and Nair (1988).

As it turns out, see Aalen and Hoem (1978) and also Andersen et al. (1993, Subsection
II.5.2.2.), the type of time transformation t 7→ u employed in the Random Time Change
Theorem, that is u = Λs(t), can be extended to any non-decreasing, adapted, continuous
(and therefore predictable) process Φ(t). In what follows I present one extension of the
univariate Random Time Change Theorem for the class of counting processes having a
multiplicative intensity process.
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Theorem 1.4 (Multiplicative Intensity Univariate Random Time Change).

Let N(t) be an Ft-adapted counting process observed over [t0,∞], having an absolutely

continuous, unbounded, compensator process Λ(t). Let the corresponding sequence of

occurrence times be denoted as {Tn}
∞
n=1. Assume that the corresponding intensity process

can be factored as λ(t) = φ(t)ψ(t), where φ(t) and ψ(t) are two Ft-adapted, càglàd,

non-negative processes, and define Φ(t) =
∫ t
t0
φ(τ)dτ . Further assume that

Φ(∞) = limt→∞ Φ(t) = ∞.

Then, the point process Ñ(u) = N(Φ−1(u)), whose occurrence times are given by

{Φ(Tn)}
∞
n=1, has the F̃u-predictable intensity process λ̃(u) = ψ(Φ−1(u)) = ψ(t), where

F̃u = FΦ−1(u).

Proof. This result is in fact a corollary of Theorem 3.2 in Aalen and Hoem (1978). To
see this simply set k = 1 in that theorem and note that Φ(t0) = 0, Φ(∞) = ∞ and the
left-derivative of Φ(t), that is φ(t), is left-continuous. Therefore, the random time
transformation u = Φ(t) is a regular time change for N(t), as clearly φ(t) = 0 implies
λ(t) = 0.

Definition 1.9 (Marked Point Processes):

A Marked Point Process is a point process that has an auxiliary random variable (called

the mark) associated with every event-point. This random variable can take values on

some mark set M. That is, we can think of a marked point process as a pair (Tn,Mn)

where {Tn}
∞
n=−∞ is a real point process and Mn is a random variable defined over M

(either a denumerable or continuous set but independent of the index n).

As seen, a point process must be both conditionally orderly and evolving without
after-effects, in order to be a Poisson process. Certain types of point processes not
satisfying the orderliness requirement can be included in the class of Marked point
processes. A conditionally non-orderly point process can be modeled as a marked point
process where the mark represents the number of simultaneous events recorded at Tn,
that is, where the mark space is M = N.
Removing the requirement that the point process evolves without after-effects leads to
one of the most important classes of dynamic PP models. Self-exciting point processes
evolve with after-effects. This means, in the most general setting, that, at time t, any
sub-set of the history of the process {N(u); t0 6 u 6 t} can potentially influence any
sub-set of the corresponding future {N(u);u > t}.
The dependence of the future on the past is formalized through the conditional intensity
function of the process defined in equation (1.8).
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Definition 1.10 (Self-Exciting Point Processes):

The conditionally orderly counting process N(t) (and the underlying point process) is

termed a Self-Exciting Counting (point) process if λ(t), as defined in equation (1.8), is

not merely a function of time, but instead, a stochastic process adapted to the internal

filtration generated by N(t).

Again, we are interested in performing Likelihood-based estimation and inference
procedures for self-exciting PP models. The important fact here is that the Likelihood
functional computed for a specific realization of a general self-exciting PP is completely
similar to the Likelihood functional for a (inhomogeneous) Poisson PP.

The Likelihood functional for Self-Exciting Point Processes

Consider a realization of a Self-Exciting counting process N(t) over a given finite
interval: {N(u); t0 6 u 6 t} the Likelihood functional for a given realization of the
stochastic intensity process λ conditional on this sample path is given by,

L (λ(θ) | {N(u); t0 6 u 6 t}) = exp

[∫ t

t0

lnλ(τ ; θ)dN(τ) −

∫ t

t0

λ(τ ; θ)dτ

]
. (1.11)

Here it is assumed that the admissible intensity processes for a specific problem are
parameterized in terms of the (eventually infinite-dimensional) vector θ.

The similarity between the Poisson and the Self-Exciting cases is a consequence of the
fact that the intensity process for this last class of Point Processes is a stochastic process
adapted to the internal filtration of the PP. Parameter estimation can be performed
through the common Maximum Likelihood (ML) methodology. In a similar, way
Likelihood-based inference procedures are readily available, for example the test of two
simple hypothesis:

H0 : {λ(τ) = λ(τ)(0) ≡ λ(τ ; θ0); t0 6 τ 6 t} vs. (1.12)

H1 : {λ(τ) = λ(τ)(1) ≡ λ(τ ; θ1); t0 6 τ 6 t} (1.13)

can be performed using the standard Likelihood Ratio approach.

Definition 1.11 (m-Memory Self-Exciting Point Processes)

In the general definition of self-exciting point processes the entire history of the process

may influence the conditional intensity process (that is the total number of occurrences

N(t) and their occurrence times T1, T2, ..., TN(t)). By contrast for a m-Memory
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Self-Exciting point process only the last m occurrence times TN(t), TN(t)−1, ..., TN(t)−m+1

(and, eventually, the total number of occurrences N(t)) influence the conditional

intensity process.

A particular case of a finite-memory self-exciting process is the class of Renewal
processes. A self-exciting point process with independent, identically distributed
durations is termed an ordinary Renewal process.10 If all durations but the first (which
is measured from the initial moment t0) are identically distributed then the process is
called a modified Renewal process. In both cases we have an example of a 1-Memory
Self-Exciting PP. The only memory of the process is the last occurrence time (in
particular there is no memory of the total number of past occurrences). In intuitive
terms one can think that there is an underlying clock which is set to zero at every
event-point. This means that the conditional intensity function for these processes
depends only on the (left-continuous version of the) backward recurrence time

Ū1(t) = t− TN̄(t), (1.14)

The basic idea behind Self-Exciting counting (and point) processes, that is, allowing the
conditional intensity function to depend on the internal filtration of the counting
process, can be taken a step further. By allowing the conditional intensity function to
be a stochastic process adapted to the filtration generated by some (eventually
multivariate) ‘information’ process X we arrive at the class of Doubly Stochastic Poisson
processes also known as Cox processes.

Definition 1.12 (Doubly Stochastic Poisson Processes):

Let {N(t); t > t0} be a counting process associated with a given point process, let

{X(t); t > t0} be some left-continuous (multivariate) stochastic process, we say that N(t)

is a Doubly Stochastic Poisson counting process with intensity process {λ(X(t)); t > t0}

if for almost every given path {X(t, ω); t > t0, ω ∈ Ω} of the process X, N(t) is a

Poisson counting process with conditional intensity function λ(X(t, ω)).

In basic terms this means that the intensity process for this class of Point Processes is a
deterministic function of the stochastic process {X(t); t > t0}.

10Remark: this actually means that the homogeneous Poisson PP is a special case of a Renewal process

- one where every duration is exponentially distributed with a common mean.
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The Likelihood functional for Doubly Stochastic Poisson Processes

If the ‘information’ process {X(t); t > t0} is observable, then we can use the result
presented in equation (1.15) in Subsection 1.3.1 to obtain the Likelihood associated with
a sample path from one of these PP. The main problem associated with ML estimation
and inference for Doubly Stochastic Poisson Processes comes from the fact that the ‘full
information’ process X may not necessarily be observable. That is, the filtration
generated by the ‘information’ process X may be decomposable as Ft = Fo

t ∪ F∗
t , where

the observable filtration Fo
t corresponds to the observable components of X, while F∗

t is
a collection of subsets of Ω connected with the history of the remaining (unobservable)
factors.

L (λ | FT ) = E

[
exp

{∫ T

t0

lnλ(X(τ))dN(τ) −

∫ T

t0

λ(X(τ))dτ

}∣∣∣∣F
o
T

]
(1.15)

The multivariate integral implied by (1.15) represents a challenge for the practical
implementation of estimation and inference procedures for this class of PP (when some
of the components of X are latent). In Chapter 5 of this thesis I present a simulation
study comparing three different solutions for solving this problem. These three different
methods for (numerically) evaluating the expectation appearing in (1.15), are applied to
a new class of generalized point processes introduced in Chapter 3 of this thesis.
Next I present a theorem expressing a limit to the identification of latent intensity
factors in multiplicative intensity point process models.

Theorem 1.5 (The Identifiability of Latent Intensity Factors). Let N(t) be an

Ft-adapted counting process observed over [t0,∞], having an absolutely continuous,

unbounded, Ft-compensator process Λ(t). Let the corresponding sequence of occurrence

times be denoted as {Tn}. Assume that the corresponding intensity process can be

factored as λ(t) = φ(t)ψ(t), where φ(t) is a non-negative, Fo
t -adapted, càglàd process,

while ψ(t) is a non-negative Ft-adapted, càglàd process (Fo
t ⊆ Ft), define

Φ(t) =
∫ t
t0
φ(τ)dτ . Further assume that Φ(∞) = limt→∞ Φ(t) = ∞.

Then, from any given realization of the point process N(t) over a finite time-window

[t0, T ], it is not possible to conduct statistical inference on the individual values ψ(t)

with t ∈ (Tn−1, Tn ∧ T ) and n = 1, . . . , N̄(T ) + 1).

Proof. We start by applying Theorem 1.4, from where we are able to conclude that the
time-changed counting process Ñ(u) = N(Φ−1(u)) has the F̃u-predictable intensity
process λ̃(u) = ψ(Φ−1(u)) = ψ(t). This means that the F̃u-likelihood functional can be
written as

L
(
λ̃
∣∣∣ F̃T̃

)
=




Ñ(T̃ )∏

n=1

ψ(Φ−1(un))



 exp



−
˜̄N(T̃ )+1∑

n=1

∫ un∧T̃

un−1

ψ(Φ−1(u))du



 , (1.16)
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where un = Φ(Tn), T̃ = Φ(T ). Obviously, L
(
λ̃
∣∣∣ F̃T̃

)
= L (λ | FT ). Consider the process

ψ∗ constructed in the following way.

ψ∗ (u) =

{
ψ(Tn) for u ∈

(
un−1+un

2
, un
]

2
[∫ un∧T̃

un−1
ψ(Φ−1(u))du

]
/(un − un−1) − ψ(Tn) for u ∈ (un−1,

un−1+un

2
]

(1.17)
The process ψ∗ has sample paths which are càglàd piecewise constant. Statistically, this
process is completely indistinguishable from the true latent process ψ. In fact for any
realization of the N(t) process over the interval [t0, T ] both processes ψ and ψ∗ have the
same likelihood functional (1.16). However, process ψ∗ only requires the estimation of
two unknown constants for each spell (Tn−1, Tn ∧ T ).
This theorem establishes the limits to the identifiability of latent intensity factors in
point process data. Although nothing can be inferred with regard to isolated values ψ(t)
when t ∈ (Tn−1, Tn ∧ T ) and n = 1, . . . , N̄(T ) + 1), from (1.16) it is clear that point

process data is informative with regard to the integral
∫ un∧T̃

un−1
ψ(Φ−1(u))du.

In most of what we have seen so far, when we speak of a (orderly) univariate Random
Point Process, in intuitive terms, we speak of a series of similar “events occurring in a
one-dimensional continuum, usually time, the events being distinguishable only by
where they occur, i.e., having no qualitative or quantitative information attached to
them ”(Lewis, 1972, page 14). However, in many situations these event-points
correspond to transitions of some individual or observational unit between two
well-defined states within some denumerable state space. This motivates the definition
of a Transition process.

Definition 1.13 (Generalized Point Processes)

A Transition Process, also known as a Generalized Point Process, is a continuous-time

stochastic process {S(t) : t ∈ R} where each S(t), for a fixed t, is a discrete random

variable taking values over some denumerable (fixed) state space.

A particularly important class of continuous-time discrete-support stochastic processes
corresponds to those processes that actually have both finite-support and finite memory.

1.3.2 Continuous-Time Markov Chains

In this subsection, I review some fundamental concepts and results from the theory of
continuous-time finite-state Markov Processes, also known as continuous-time Markov
Chains. These elements provide a useful background to the class of reduced form credit
risk models (see for example Jarrow et al. 1997). Because this thesis makes several
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contributions to this stream of literature, it is useful to recall the related theory. A
comprehensive introduction to Markov theory is provided in Grimmet and Stirzaker
(1992). Isaacson and Madsen (1976) is a detailed treatment of Markov chains with an
emphasis on engineering and reliability applications.
Consider a continuous-time discrete-valued stochastic process defined on the interval
[t0,∞), {S(t); t > t0} and assume that the state space S (in which S(t) takes its values)
is finite i.e. S = {1, . . . , s}. In order to avoid some serious technical difficulties that arise
from the ‘point wise’ definition of S(t), I will assume for the remainder of this section
that this stochastic process obeys the càdlàg assumption. This means that with
probability one the trajectories of S(t) are Right-Continuous with Left-Limit functions of
time. This type of trajectories admit a countable representation,

{(Sn, Tn) , n ∈ N} ,

where the Tn, n ∈ N sequence consists of the transition (or occurrence) times, and
Sn = S(Tn).

Definition 1.14 (Markov Chain):

The continuous-time finite state-space stochastic process {S(t); t > t0} is termed a (1st

order) Continuous-Time Markov Chain (CTMC) if it satisfies the Markov property:

P [Sn = j | Sn−1 = sn−1, . . . , S0 = s0] = P [Sn = j | Sn−1 = sn−1] , (1.18)

for all natural numbers j, s0, ..., sn−1 6 s and any arbitrary sequence

t0 < t1 < . . . < tn−1 < tn of transition times.11

This means that the evolution of the chain in a finite time interval [t′, t] does not depend
on the history before time t′, i.e. it is a memoryless process (or more exactly there is
only memory of the present state).
This makes it possible to define a matrix function of t′ and t alone, whose (i, j)th entry
gives the probability that the chain will be in state j at time t given that it was in state
i at time t′.

Definition 1.15 (Transition Probabilities Matrix):

This matrix determines the evolution of the Markov chain. Entry (i, j) of this matrix is

defined by

pij (t, t′) = P [S(t′) = j | S(t) = i] > 0, (1.19)

11A pth order Markov Chain satisfies a generalized version of the Markov property,

P[Sn = j | Sn−1 = sn−1, . . . , S0 = s0] = P [Sn = j | Sn−1 = sn−1, . . . , Sn−p = sn−p] and so memory of the

past is limited to the last p-steps
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Note that each row of this matrix sums up to one, as it contains a discrete probability
function.

Theorem 1.6 The Family of matrices {P (t, t′) ; t′ > t > t0} for Continuous-time

Markov Chains satisfies the following conditions,

1. P (t, t) = Is,

2. P (t, t′) is a stochastic matrix (i.e. all the entries are non-negative and all rows add
up to one, P (t, t′)1s = 1s),

12

3. P (t, t′) = P (t, u)P (u, t′) ; t 6 u 6 t′ (Chapman-Kolmogorov Equations).

For a proof of this result see Grimmet and Stirzaker (1992).

Definition 1.16 (Generator Matrix):

This matrix is the equivalent, for continuous time Markov chains, to the 1-step

transition matrix for discrete time Markov chains, and the intensity function for a

Poisson PP. It is defined as

G (t) =
∂

∂t′
P (t, t′) |t′=t (1.20)

Under the càdlàg assumption we have that:

lim
t′↓t

P (t, t′) = Is

i.e. the entries of the transition probability matrix P (t′, t) are continuous functions of
the second argument, and thus, it follows that the sum of each row of G (t) is identical
to zero,

G (t)1s = 0s (a column vector). (1.21)

Additionally, the diagonal elements of G (t) are non-positive. In fact with λii (t)
denoting one such component of G (t) we have,

λii (t) = lim
t′↓t

pii (t, t
′) − 1

t′ − t
,

and as 0 6 pii (t, t
′) 6 1, we clearly obtain λii (t) 6 0 by the continuity of pii (t, t

′).
On the other hand, for the non-diagonal elements of G we have,

λij (t) = lim
t′↓t

pij (t, t′)

t′ − t
,

and so λij (t) > 0 by the continuity of pij (t, t′) .

12
1s denotes an s-dimensional column-vector of ones.
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So equation (1.21) together with these results means that

λii (t) = −
s∑

j=1,j 6=i

λij (t) . (1.22)

Theorem 1.7 The Transition and Generator matrices are related by the following

system of partial differential equations (the Kolmogorov ‘Evolution’ Equations),

∂P (t, t′)

∂t′
= P (t, t′)G (t′) , (Forward equation) (1.23)

∂P (t, t′)

∂t
= −G (t)P (t, t′) . (Backward equation) (1.24)

Theorem 1.8 The Transition Probabilities matrix is recoverable from the Generator

matrix by finding the unique solution to the Kolmogorov Equations that also satisfies the

auxiliary condition P (t, t) = Is. This solution is explicitly given by

P (t, t′) =

t′

t

(Is +G(τ)dτ) , (1.25)

where
b

a (I +M(τ)dτ), for a given (matrix) function M , denotes the product integral

of M .

The product integral
b

a (I +M(τ)dτ) represents a generalization of the usual (finite)
product, just like the usual integral generalizes the summation operator. The next result
is sometimes useful for the numerical evaluation of the product integral.13

Theorem 1.9 The product integral
b

a (I +M(τ)dτ) can be expressed as the following

infinite Péano series

b

a

(I +M(τ)dτ) = I +
∞∑

p=1

∫
. . .

∫

a6τ1<...<τp6b

Mdτ1 . . .Mdτp. (1.26)

An important particular case of a continuous-time Markov chain arises when the
transition intensities, that is, the individual entries of the Generator matrix, are
constant.

13For an exposition on product integration, and a more detailed treatment of the results presented

here, see Gill (2001), Andersen et al. (1993, Section II.6) and Goodman and Johansen (1973).
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Definition 1.17 (Homogeneous chains):

A Markov Chain {S(t); t > t0} with transition probabilities matrix P (t, t′) is called

homogeneous iff

P (t, t′) = P (t0, t0 + (t′ − t)) ,∀t′ > t > t0. (1.27)

This means that the transition probabilities matrix does not depend on historical time,
but only on the amount of time elapsed between the initial and final moments. In such
case, we can define for every displacement τ > 0, Pτ = P (t0, t0 + τ).

Generator and Transition matrices for Homogeneous Chains

For homogeneous continuous-time Markov-Chains the Transition Probabilities matrix,
(1.19), as seen, is function only of the displacement τ between the initial and final time
points, accordingly, if limτ↓0 Pτ = Is, the Generator matrix (1.20) is now a constant
matrix

G =
d

dτ
Pτ |τ=0 . (1.28)

The Kolmogorov Equations assume a particularly simple form.

Theorem 1.10 For a Homogeneous Continuous-time Markov Chain where the

Transition matrix is a continuous function of τ the Generator and Transition matrices

are related by the following ordinary differential equations (Kolmogorov equations),

d

dτ
Pτ = PτG = GPτ . (1.29)

Theorem 1.11 The Transition Probabilities matrix is recoverable from the Generator

matrix by finding the unique solution to the Kolmogorov DEs that satisfies the auxiliary

condition P0 = Is. This solution, known as the matrix Exponential function, is explicitly

given by:

Pτ = exp [τG] or equivalently

Pτ =
+∞∑

n=0

τn

n!
Gn.
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Continuous-time Semi-Markov Processes

Continuous-time Finite State-Space Markov processes have a very limited amount of
memory. Only the current state is recorded at any given moment. This may be far too
restrictive to model many real-life problems.
A slightly larger class of continuous-time finite state-space processes, which include the
Markov chains as a special case, is the class of continuous-time semi-Markov processes.
Semi-Markov processes keep track not only of the present state, but also of the elapsed
duration (or holding time) in that state. For this class of processes equation (1.18) is
replaced by

P [Sn+1 = j,Xn+1 ≤ τ | (S0, T0) , . . . , (Sn, Tn) = (i, t)] = Qij (t, τ) , (1.30)

In intuitive terms, these processes are characterized by the joint distribution Qij (t, τ) of
the destination state j and holding time Xn = Tn − Tn−1 on the current state i, given
that we know this last one, as well as the precise moment t where the system entered this
state.
This means that for a Continuous-time semi-Markov Chain the entries of the generator
matrix are stochastic processes (instead of deterministic functions of time) which
depend deterministically on the backward-recurrence time. Non-homogeneous
semi-Markov processes are used in Chapter 2 of this thesis for the nonparametric
analysis of Agency credit rating data.

1.4 Observation Driven Point Process Models

Here I briefly review the main specifications proposed in the financial literature for
dealing with point processes that evolve with after-effects. The focus in this section is
on observation driven models. For all the different specifications in this section, it is
assumed that all relevant information is available to the Statistician.
There are two main approaches14 for modeling a point process evolving with after-effects.

1. Specifying directly the forward-occurrence density of a conditionally orderly
process, that is, the probability density function of the next inter-arrival time (or
duration), conditional upon some particular filtration. This approach is somewhat
limited. First, because the conditioning information set is only updated at each
occurrence time, it is not possible to assess the impact of covariates varying
between event-times. As a consequence, and strictly speaking, ‘duration models’
can only be applied to univariate point processes. This is due to the fact that the
occurrence of events of a different type during a duration cannot be included in

14Remark: In principle, it would also be possible to parameterize directly the survivor function, but

apparently, not so many authors have followed this approach. This approach has exactly the same

limitations as the one resulting from the use of the forward occurrence density.
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the internal filtration of the model. This problem can be circumvented by using a
marked ‘duration model’ for the pooled counting process N(t) =

∑S
s=1Ns(t)

associated with a S−dimensional PP. In this context, the mark Mn would
correspond to the specific event type (i.e. M = 1, . . . , S ). However, not many
authors seem to have taken this path (see also Bowsher, 2007).

2. Specifying directly the Conditional Intensity of the point process. This is a far
more flexible approach. The filtration is updated continuously, allowing both the
inclusion of general time-varying covariates and the occurrence of events of several
different types (i.e. making it possible to model multivariate PPs).

1.4.1 The ACD class of models

This class of processes, introduced by Engle and Russell (1998), is a good example of the
first approach mentioned above. The basic underlying idea consist in specifying directly
the next duration as the product of a parametric (scaling) function of past durations by
an i.i.d. noise process with positive support. It is in fact a particular case of the
Multiplicative Error Model introduced in Engle (2002). Therefore, this model has the
same general structure as the GARCH model. It is, in fact, an example of a self-exciting
point process model where the conditional intensity function explicitly depends on the
backward-recurrence time (1.14).

Econometric specification

Let {N(t);T1, T2, . . . , TN(t)} denote the past history of a (univariate) conditionally
orderly point process over the interval [t0, t], the durations are given by τn = Tn − Tn−1.
Let ψn be the conditional expectation of τn given the past sequence τ1, . . . , τn−1 of
inter-arrival times. That is,

ψn ≡ E [τn | τn−1, . . . , τ1] = ψn (τn−1, . . . , τ1; θψ) , (1.31)

the ACD class of models consists of parameterizations of (1.31) jointly with the
assumption

τn = ψnεn. (1.32)

The innovations process is assumed to be

{εn} ∼ i.i.d. with density p (ε; θε) . (1.33)

Additionally, ε has unit mean, and θψ and θε are fixed unknown vectors of parameters.
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Clearly, this definition allows a broad class of point process models. By using different
functional forms in (1.31) and allowing different distributions for the multiplicative error
term (1.33) we can arrive at different particular ACD models.
The conditional intensity function implied by this mechanism can be deduced as follows.
Let

λ0 (ε) = −
p (ε; θε)∫∞

ε
p(τ ; θε)dτ

, (1.34)

denote the hazard function corresponding to the density (1.33). Note that, as the
durations are obtained as modulated versions of i.i.d. random draws from this density,
the corresponding hazard function can be thought of as a baseline hazard (in the spirit
of the proportional hazards model of Cox, 1972, in particular, the expected value of the
standardized durations εn is 1). Now, consider a deformation of the time-axis, such that
in the new, transformed, time-axis we read the standardized durations

εn =
τn
ψn
.

The image of the original PP over this new, transformed, time-axis constitutes a
Renewal process, due to the i.i.d nature of the standardized durations. Accordingly, the
corresponding conditional intensity process is

λ∗ (t∗) = λ0

(
t∗ − t∗N̄(t∗)

)
, (1.35)

where t∗ denotes time measured over the transformed time-axis. This implies the
following intensity over the original time-axis

λ (t) = λ0

(
t− tN̄(t)

ψN̄(t)+1

)
1

ψN̄(t)+1

. (1.36)

The previous argument also shows that we can think of the ACD model as an
Accelerated Failure Time (AFT) model. The past of the process changes the speed at
which time will flow over the next duration (through the scaling effect that ψn imposes
to the ‘natural’ durations εn). In contrast, in classic AFT models this change in ‘speed’
is driven by exogenous covariates.
In computational terms, this specification raises two problems. First, the admissible
class of parameterizations of (1.31) is restricted to either strictly positive functions of
(τn−1, . . . , τ1; θψ) (for any θψ), or to values of θψ that keep ψn (τn−1, . . . , τ1; θψ) strictly
positive for all possible durations τn−1, . . . , τ1. In the later case, numerically maximizing
the implied likelihood may be problematic. Second, p (ε; θε) is restricted to densities
with strictly positive support.
The simplest ACD model possible corresponds to a homogeneous Poisson Point Process
with intensity

λ (t) =
1

ψ
,

by setting (1.31) identical to a constant, and using a standard Exponential density for
(1.33).
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In most empirical applications of this model, (1.31) is simply taken to be a linear
function of a finite number of past (observed) durations and past conditional expected
durations. The so called ACD(p,q) model consists of (1.32) jointly with the following
linear parameterization of (1.31),

ψn = ω + α(B)τn−1 + β(B)ψn−1, (1.37)

where B denotes the usual lag operator, and

α(B) = α1 + α2B + . . .+ αp−1B
p−1,

β(B) = β1 + β2B + . . .+ βq−1B
q−1.

Note that this general ACD(p,q) model has ‘full memory’, in contrast to a finite
memory PP, due to the autoregressive polynomial β (B). This can be seen by noticing
the similarity of (1.37) with the equation defining an Autoregressive Moving Average
(ARMA) process. However, this similarity also shows that the impact of one specific
duration, under suitable location of the complex roots of the β(B) polynomial, will fade
out exponentially. Therefore, specification (1.37) is a ‘short-memory’ duration model.
This similarity also implies that we can obtain a finite p-memory Self-Exciting PP by
taking the β(B) polynomial identical to zero.
A convenient property of the (linear) ACD(p,q) model is that it allows a straightforward
analytical computation of several unconditional moments of the generated duration
sequences, by taking expectations on both sides of (1.37).
In the original article by Engle and Russell (1998), most of the emphasis was placed on
two particular choices for the innovations process (1.33). First of these, the EACD(p,q)
model is obtained by using an Exponential distribution for (1.33) jointly with the linear
specification (1.37) for the conditional duration (1.31). A particularly simple form is the
EACD(1,1)

ψn = ω + ατn−1 + βψn−1. (1.38)

In this model the unconditional mean duration is

µ =
ω

1 − α− β
,

and the conditional and unconditional variances of the durations are given by

V [τn | τn−1, . . . , τ1] = ψ2
i ,

µ2

(
1 − β2 − 2αβ

1 − β2 − 2αβ − 2α2

)
= σ2.

Accordingly, this model will exhibit excess dispersion in the corresponding unconditional
distribution of the generated durations whenever α > 0, this is a feature often observed
in duration data sets.
The alternative particular parameterization, the WACD(p,q) model, uses a Weibull
distribution for the innovations process (1.33) together with the linear process (1.37).
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The hazard function associated with a Weibull distribution, with parameters γ and κ, is
given by

λ(τ) = γκγτ γ−1. (1.39)

Other possible distributions for the innovations are the Generalized Gamma,
Log-normal and Log-Logistic distributions (see for example Kalbfleisch and Prentice,
2002, section 2).
A further extension of the basic ACD specification consists in including the values of
marks associated with the previous m event-points in the mean equation (1.37). That is,

ψn = ω + α(B)tn−1 + β(B)ψn−1 + γ′ (B) zn−1, (1.40)

with γ(B) = γ1 + γ2B + . . .+ γm−1B
m−1 and z denotes a vector of marks. Again the

need to insure a positive ψn requires the use of (non-trivial) constraints over the
parameters in (1.40).
It is equally possible to include deterministic calendar effects, like ‘time-of-day’ effects
for transaction data. This can be achieved by assuming that the conditional expected
duration is affected by a deterministic function of the corresponding starting moment.
For example, using the multiplicative form

E [τn | τn−1, . . . , τ1] = ϕ(Tn−1; θϕ)ψn (τ̃n−1, . . . , τ̃1; θψ) ,

where τ̃n = τn/ϕ(Tn−1; θϕ) corresponds to the “diurnally adjusted” durations.

A plethora of different extensions and variations on the basic ACD(p,q) model have
been proposed in the literature. Next, I provide a brief description of the main ideas
behind some of these specifications.

1. The class of Log-ACD models, introduced by Bauwens and Giot (2000)
circumvents one of the problems connected with the linear ACD(1,1) model,
namely the need for imposing constraints over the model parameters to insure the
positivity of ψn, by resorting to the logarithmic transformation. That is, equation
(1.38) is replaced by

lnψn = ω + α ln τn−1 + β lnψn−1. (1.41)

2. Generalizing the class of Log-ACD models, Fernandes and Grammig (2006)
proposed the Augmented ACD (AACD) by using a Box-Cox transformation.
Therefore (1.41) is replaced by

ψδn − 1

δ
= ω + αψδn−1 [|εn−1 − b| − c|εn−1 − b|]ν + β

ψδn−1 − 1

δ
, (1.42)

where δ > 0, ν > 0, b and c are unknown parameters. The factor
[|εn−1 − b| − c|εn−1 − b|]ν appearing in (1.42) is the so-called “news impact
function.”

3. In order to circumvent the ‘short-memory’ characteristics associated with the
linear conditional duration process (1.37), Koulikov (2002), introduces a class of
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long-memory positive weakly stationary random variables. Equation (1.38) is
replaced by

ψn = ω + α(1 − βB)−1(1 −B)−d(τn−1 − ψn−1), (1.43)

where 0 < d < 1 and the negative fractional power of the back-differencing
operator can be obtained from the expansion (1 −B)−d = 1 +

∑∞
j=1 cjB

j. The

coefficients cj of this expansion can be obtained recursively from cj = cj−1
j−1+d
j

,
starting from c1 = d.

4. A Threshold ACD (TACD) model was proposed by Zhang et al. (2001). The main
idea behind this specification, is to use an observable variable (for example the
previous duration) to select one of P different regimes. Each regime has its own
conditional mean equation (1.38) and error distribution (1.33). Regime j is chosen
if (for example) τn−1 ∈ [rn−1, rn), where 0 < r0 < r1 < . . . < rJ = ∞ are the
threshold parameters. For fixed values of the threshold parameters the remaining
parameters of the TACD model can be estimated by ML. Performing a grid-search
over the threshold values is a feasible solution for obtaining the corresponding ML
estimates.

5. Meitz and Teräsvirta (2006) introduce a class of Smooth Transition ACD
(STACD) models. In contrast with the (discrete) regime switching TACD model,
where the DGP ‘jumps’ between several different regimes, durations in the STACD
model result of a continuous ‘mixture’ of several different conditional distributions.
A particular case of this specification is as follows. The conditional duration is
given by

ψn = ω + βψn−1 + ατn−1 + (ω′ + α′)G(ln τn−1), (1.44)

with ω′ α′ denoting additional parameters and G(.) is the so-called ‘transition
function.’ In general G(.) can be any non-negative, bounded real function of one
real variable. Usually G(.) takes values between 0 and 1. A particular choice for
the transition function is the logistic form

G(ln τn−1; ζ, r1, . . . , rJ) =

[
1 + exp

(
−ζ

J∏

j=1

ln τn−1 − rj

)]−1

(1.45)

where ζ > 0, r1 ≤ . . . ≤ rJ are unknown parameters. The integer J is normally
chosen a priori and determines the shape of G. The STACD model encompasses
several particular cases of the TACD model. A further extension would consist in
extending the scope of the transition function in order to include the lagged
conditional duration term βψn−1, yielding a Time-Varying ACD (TVACD) model.

6. Drost and Werker (2004) propose a semi-parametric class of ACD models by
relaxing both the distributional and i.i.d. assumptions behind the innovations
process (1.33). That is, while the conditional mean is specified as a parametric
function (as for the other ACD models), the conditional distribution of the noise
process εn is estimated directly from the data using a combination of kernel
density and Nadaraya-Watson regression estimators.
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Estimation and Inference

Observation driven ACD models belong to the class of Self-Exciting point processes.
Therefore, the Likelihood associated with a particular ACD specification can be obtained
by combining the general result (1.11) with the particular form of (1.36) implied by the
chosen innovations density (1.33) and the precise parameterization (1.31) of ψn.
However, the construction of the precise data Likelihood implied by some of the more
complex ACD specifications can be difficult. More important still, if the assumed
distribution for the noise process is mis-specified, and unless this one belongs to the
Exponential family (see Gouriéroux et al., 1984), the derived estimators will not be
consistent. Engle and Russell (1998) show that the estimators of the ACD parameters
derived from the Exponential noise distribution satisfy the Quasi-ML(QML) properties.
Therefore these estimators are consistent even under mis-specification of the noise
distribution. Drost and Werker (2004) showed that the QML estimators based on the
Gamma distribution are equally consistent but provide no efficiency gains over the ones
derived from the Exponential distribution. This essentially means that, for obtaining
the pseudo-Likelihood function implied by a particular ACD-type model, we can
combine the result (1.11) with the particular conditional mean function (1.31) used,
assuming the innovations to be i.i.d. Exponential. The estimators resulting from the
maximization of this pseudo-Likelihood will be consistent.
Recently, Peiris et al. (2008) show that the estimation of both Exponential and Weibull
ACD models is also feasible under the Estimating Functions approach of Godambe
(1985).
Dynamic ‘mixture’ ACD models (for example, the STACD) on the contrary, cannot be
estimated by ML due to the path dependence of conditional durations (a similar
problem arises for Markov-Switching GARCH models, see Gray, 1996). This class of
models requires more sophisticated estimation methods.

1.4.2 The ACI class of models

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, while the original ACD specification of
Engle and Russell (1998) models directly the forward-occurrence density (of a univariate
point process) as a function of past observed durations, the Autoregressive Conditional
Intensity model of Russell (1999) models directly the conditional intensity process (1.8).
The added flexibility that results from the intensity approach makes it feasible dealing
with multivariate point processes. Additionally, the ACI mechanism allows the inclusion
of time-varying covariates in a regression framework. The basic idea of this model
consists in using a Vector Autoregressive Moving Average (VARMA) process for
describing the dependence of the (vector) conditional intensity on the past of the
multivariate point process.
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Econometric specification

Consider a set of S distinct (right-continuous) counting processes Ns(t), with
s = 1, . . . , S, defined on a given filtered probability space (Ω,F , {Ft} ,P), which are
observed over the interval [0, T ]. Assume that the pooled counting process
N(t) =

∑S
s=1Ns(t) is orderly and the compensator Λs(t) associated with Ns(t) is

absolutely continuous. The corresponding intensity process is denoted by λs(t).

The ACI mechanism parameterizes each individual intensity component as

λs(t) = qs(t) exp(β′
sw(t) + φsN̄(t)+1)hs(Ū(t)), (1.46)

where qs(t) is a deterministic function of (chronological) time, intended, for example, for
modeling high-frequency (“intra-daily”) seasonality effects. Typically, qs(t) is specified
as a low-order spline function. The p dimensional vector w(t) contains a collection of
time-varying covariates relevant to all event types, while βs stores the regression
coefficients corresponding to the sth point process. The multivariate baseline hazard
function hs introduces dependence on the vector Ū(t) = (Ū1(t), . . . , ŪS(t)). The
quantities Ū s(t) = t− ts

N̄s(t)
are the amount of time elapsed, i.e. the duration, since the

last occurrence of an event of each type (known in the Point Processes literature as the
backward-recurrence time). Therefore, it is possible to assess the impact over the sth

point process of the duration with respect to the last event, both of that same or of a
different type. Note that, for each s = 1, . . . , S fixed, the point tsNs(t)

satisfies

∆Ns(t) = 1, and ∆Ns(τ) = 0 for every τ in the interval
(
tsNs(t)

, t
)

whenever this is a

non-degenerate one. This multivariate baseline hazard function hs can, take different
possible parametric forms. For example the product of S Weibull or Burr hazards (see
for example Hautsch, 2004).
Although a general VARMA structure is possible, most commonly, φn = (φ1

n, . . . , φ
S
n)

′ is
defined as a Vector Autoregressive (VAR) process of order one,

φn+1 = Aφn +Bιnι
′
nξn, and φ1 = 0, (1.47)

where ιn = (∆N1(tn), . . . ,∆NS(tn))
′ is a random selection vector, A = (ars) and

B = (brs) are (S × S) matrices of unknown parameters.15 The vector ξn = (ξ1
n, . . . , ξ

S
n )

contains the innovations corresponding to each intensity process. Later in this section I
shall discuss in detail two possible specifications for the noise process.
The A matrix determines the degree of persistence of each shock to the process φ.
When the last event was of the sth type we have ιn = es,where es denotes the sth column
of the identity matrix IS, therefore, the sth column of B is used for re-scaling the
(univariate) innovation ι′nξn = ξsn. This means that the instantaneous impact of an event

15Note that the matrix A can be made dependent on ιn, according to A = [A1 . . . AS ] (ιn ⊗ IS), such

that, when the last event was of type s, the S×S matrix As is used as the VAR(1) coefficient (⊗ denotes

the Kronecker product and IS is the identity matrix of order S). This adds extra flexibility to the model

by allowing a rich set of dependence patterns among the different components of the multivariate PP.
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of type s over the intensity process of type r equals brsξ
s
n, that is

∂φrn+1

∂ξsn
= brs.

The eigenvalues of the matrix of persistence parameters A are required to lie inside the
unit circle in order for the process φ to be mean reverting to its unconditional mean of
zero (see proposition 2 and ensuing discussion in Russell, 1999).
The (vector-valued) noise process ξn can be defined in, essentially, two different ways,
both resulting from a suitable application of the random time change theorem. In the
original 1999 article by Russell the vector of innovations ξn is defined as

ξn = (1 − Λ1(t
1
N1(tn)−1, t

1
N1(tn)), . . . , 1 − ΛS(t

S
NS(tn)−1, t

S
NS(tn)))

′, (1.48)

where Λs(a, b) =
∫ b
a
λs(t)dt. That is, the innovation associated with each point process,

consists of the increment in the corresponding compensated counting process16 over the
interval defined by the two most recent events of that type. Therefore, ξsn is a
Martingale difference sequence. When the last event was of the sth type, only the sth

component of ξn is used for updating the vector φ. In this case, ξsn > 0 (or ξsn < 0)
means that the model over predicted (respectively, under predicted) the time length
between two consecutive events of type s. Direct application of the random time change
theorem implies that the sequence of (scalar) innovations ι′nξn is an i.i.d. Exp(1) noise
re-centered in zero.
The alternative solution for defining the innovations ξn was suggested in Bowsher
(2007). Instead of using the increments in the compensated counting processes of each
type, the idea consists in using the increments in the pooled (compensated) counting
process. That is,

ξn = (1 − Λn)1S, (1.49)

where 1S denotes an S column vector of ones and {Λn} denotes the sequence of
increments in the compensator associated with the pooled process,

Λn =
S∑

s=1

Λs(tn−1, tn), n = 1, . . . , N(T ). (1.50)

In this case ι′nξn > 0 (< 0) means that the model over predicted (under predicted) the
time length between any two consecutive events (i.e. regardless of their type). As
previously mentioned, due to the random time change theorem, Λn is an i.i.d. Exp(1)
noise while ι′nξn has zero mean. The computation of the ACI residuals, in both cases, is
straightforward.

Maximum Likelihood estimation and Inference

As it was seen in Subsection 1.3.1, the Likelihood associated to a sample path from a
general univariate Self-Exciting point process is readily available (see equation (1.11)).

16that is, the Martingale process Ms(t) = Ns(t) − Λs(t).
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For the present case of a multivariate ACI process the key consists in applying the result
(1.11) to the pooled counting process. This leads to

L (λ(θ) | FT ) =
S∏

s=1

exp

[∫ t

t0

lnλs(τ ; θ)dN(τ) −

∫ t

t0

λs(τ ; θ)dτ

]
, (1.51)

where θ denotes the full vector of parameters associated with a particular ACI
specification. The computation of ML estimates has to be done using some numerical
optimization algorithm, as, in general, there are no closed-form expressions obtainable
from (1.51).
ML-based inference procedures are directly available.
Additionally, due to the fact that under correct specification of the ACI model, the
sequence of residuals ξsn, with s = 1, . . . , S and n = 1, . . . , Ns(T ) are i.i.d. unit
Exponential distributed, we can use a Ljung-Box test over the autocorrelations of the
estimated residuals as a diagnostic check on the adequacy of the estimated model. An
additional ‘goodness-of-fit’ test is the excess-dispersion test introduced by Engle and
Russell (1998).

1.4.3 Generalized Hawkes models

This intensity-based class of self-exciting multivariate point processes was proposed by
Bowsher (2007), adapting and extending the seminal work of Hawkes (1971) to the
analysis of financial data. Accordingly, Bowsher (2007) describes a simple data
transformation for dealing with the fact that financial transaction data is not
continuously recorded in time, due to the presence of the overnight period when
financial markets are closed. The generalized Hawkes (g-Hawkes) model also allows the
inclusion of exogenous variables in a regression framework that enables the assessment
of their impact over the intensity of each univariate component of the multivariate PP.
I start by describing the original, univariate, Hawkes (1971) model, this is then followed
by the generalized counterpart introduced in Bowsher (2007) and then, finally, the full
multivariate g-Hawkes model.

The Univariate Hawkes model

This is a case of a ‘full-memory’ self-exciting point process. The entire past history of
the process over [t0, t) determines the present value of the conditional intensity process.
Hawkes (1971) introduced the following particular parameterization of the intensity
process

λ
(
t | N(t), T1, T2, . . . , TN(t)

)
= ω +

∫ t

0

π (t− u) dN(u) (1.52)
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where t denotes calendar time, T1, T2, . . . , TN(t) are the previous occurrence times and
ω > 0 is an unknown parameter. The integrand, π (.), is a fixed function of time termed
the infectivity measure in the classical literature due to the first applications of this
model in epidemiology. The most common parameterization of π was first suggested by
Hawkes (1971)

π (τ) =
K∑

k=1

αk exp(−βkτ), (1.53)

where αk ≥ 0 and βk ≥ 0 are model parameters. The order of the process K is either set
a priori or chosen using model selection criteria.
This model was initially used in the field of seismology, see for example Vere-Jones and
Ozaki (1982) and Ogata and Katsura (1986). The main feature of this model, besides its
full memory, is the fact that the marginal impact of one event recorded at calendar time
tn is independent of the remaining history of the PP. The amount of time elapsed since
tn is the only factor determining the impact of this event over the current value of the
conditional hazard rate; regardless of the number of events recorded between tn and t.
This property of the Hawkes model, as argued in Engle and Russell (1998), may render
it inadequate for the purpose of analyzing financial transactions data. In fact some
authors argue that financial markets evolve in transaction instead of chronological time.
In contrast with this view, Bowsher (2007) adapts the Hawkes specification for modeling
financial transaction data. The g-Hawkes model makes use of a simple data
transformation, designed for dealing with the overnight periods when no activity takes
place on the financial markets. The transformed time axis is defined in the following
way, the origin is set at 9:30 a.m. of the first recorded trading day. The overnight
periods are then removed from the time axis, such that only the l working hours of each
trading day (6.5 hours for most financial markets) are retained. This means that
moment x (expressed in hours measured after 9:30 a.m.) in trading day d (an integer
number) will appear as time-point l × (d− 1) + x in the final data set. Formally, we
have the following partition of the time axis

(0,+∞) = (0, x1] ∪ (x1, x2] ∪ . . . ∪ (xd−1, xd] ∪ . . . , (1.54)

where xd = d× l (d = 0, 1, 2, . . .). With this partition in place, Bowsher (2007) proposes
a special Hawkes-type specification for the conditional intensity process.

The Univariate g-HawkesE(K) model

Consider a self-exciting, conditionally orderly point process defined over [0,∞) and
equipped with the above-mentioned partition. Let the conditional intensity process of
this PP follow the parameterization

λ
(
t | N(t), T1, T2, . . . , TN(t)

)
= µ (t) +

K∑

k=1

∼

λk (t) , (1.55)
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where µ (t) is a strictly positive deterministic function of time (designed to

accommodate deterministic intra-daily patterns). Each stochastic component
∼

λk is

obtained recursively. Starting from
∼

λk(0) = 0, the recursion step is given by

∼

λk (t) = πk
∼

λk (xd−1) exp [−ρk (t− xd−1)] +

∫

[xd−1,t)

αk exp [−βk (t− u)] dN(u), (1.56)

when xd−1 < t 6 xd. Additionally, the following sign restrictions need to be imposed,
πk > 0, αk > 0, ρk > 0 and βk > 0. Equations (1.55) and (1.56) mean that, added to the
deterministic function µ(t), there are K stochastic components which account for both a
‘spillover effect’ from the trading intensity of the previous trading day (obtained from
the first term on the right-hand side of (1.56)), and the past trading intensity on that
day (given by the second term). Both effects have an associated exponential ‘rate of
memory loss.’ Inside a specific trading day one individual event leads to a ‘jump’ of
amplitude

∑K
k=1 αk in the intensity λ. This increase will eventually fade out at

exponential rate. More precisely, at the rate of exp
[
−t×

(
min
k
βk

)]
. With regard to the

‘spillover’ term on the right-hand side in equation (1.56), it should be noted that the
value of each stochastic component at the closing time on day d− 1, included in λ(t)

with xd−1 < t 6 xd, ‘fades out’ at the (distinct) rate exp
[
−t×

(
min
k
ρk

)]
.

The basic self-excitement mechanism of the g-HawkesE(K) model, built using weighted
exponential response-functions, is easily extended to the multivariate case by including
terms that account for possible cross-effects between the different components of the
multivariate PP. Again, for simplicity of exposition and following Bowsher (2007) only
the bivariate case is described. Constructing the general multivariate case is nonetheless
straightforward. In particular, I introduce in this chapter an innovative notation for
describing the bivariate g-Hawkes that lends itself to a trivial generalization for handling
the general multivariate case.

The Bivariate g-HawkesE(K) model

Consider two distinct, conditionally orderly, point processes with associated intensity
processes λ1 (t) and λ2 (t) assembled into a (column) vector λ (t) = (λ1 (t) , λ2 (t))

′

. The
bivariate g-HawkesE(k) model assumes this vector intensity follows the
parameterization:

λ (t) = µ (t) +M (t)1K , (1.57)

where µ(t) = (µ1(t), µ2(t))
′ is a bidimensional deterministic function of time. The

matrix M(t) = (mij(t)), i, j = 1, 2 has entry mij(t) =
∑K

k=1

∼

λ
(k)

ij (t). Each individual

stochastic component
∼

λ
(k)

ij (t) is defined similarly to the univariate case. That is,
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∼

λ
(k)

ij (0) = 0, and then

∼

λ
(k)

ij (t) = π
(k)
ij

∼

λ
(k)

ij (xd−1) exp
[
−ρ

(k)
ij (t− xd−1)

]
+

∫

[xd−1,t)

α
(k)
ij exp

[
−β

(k)
ij (t− u)

]
dNj(u),

(1.58)

when xd−1 < t 6 xd. The following restrictions are required, π
(k)
ij > 0, α

(k)
ij > 0, ρ

(k)
ij > 0

and β
(k)
ij > 0. Nj(u) stands for the counting process associated with the jth component

of the PP. The bivariate version basically adds the facility for cross-effects between the
occurrence of events and the intensities of the different component PP.

Maximum Likelihood Estimation

The data Likelihood implied by this class of models follows directly from equation (1.11)
and the specification of the conditional intensity process (1.57). This leads to a general
Likelihood expression similar to (1.51). However, the structure of the transformation of
the time-axis (1.54), allows writing the likelihood as a product of daily contributions.
This decomposition in turn, allows the use of the recursive specification (1.58) in order
to compute the log-likelihood in an efficient way. Additionally, the special parametric
forms in (1.58) mean that the integral of the path of each sth intensity component
(appearing in (1.51)) can be computed analytically, see Bowsher (2007) for details.

1.5 Parameter Driven Point Process Models

In this section the focus is placed on point process models with unobserved components.
The common feature across the different specifications in this section, is that the
internal filtration generated by all these models can be decomposed as Ft = Fo

t ∪ F∗
t ,

where Fo
t corresponds to the observable information set, while F∗

t denotes the history of
the unobserved components. The dynamic behavior of these models is driven not only
by an observable filtration but also by latent components, thus combining aspects from
both self-exciting and doubly stochastic point processes. The richer dynamic structure
of this class of models provides added flexibility for describing the patterns in empirical
point processes. This added flexibility, however, comes at a cost. ML estimation for this
class of models is hindered by the need to integrate out the effect of the unobserved
components. This is a common and well-known problem for parameter driven nonlinear
or non-Gaussian dynamic statistical models. The data-density typically involves a
high-dimensional integral, which has (due to the unavailability of exact closed-form
solutions) to be evaluated either using simulation or other approximate methods.
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1.5.1 Parameter driven ACD models

As seen in Subsection 1.4.1, the class of ACD models constitutes, by historical reasons,
one of the main point process models used in the financial literature. Many different
extensions and variations on the original specification of Engle and Russell (1998) have
been proposed. Some of these were already mentioned in Subsection 1.4.1. Here I focus
on those particular extensions of the ACD model that include latent components.

The Markov Switching ACD model

As mentioned in Subsection 1.4.1 ACD models are characterized by a particular shape
for the conditional duration (1.31), the multiplicative error structure (1.32) and a
particular set of stochastic assumptions for the noise process εn.
One particular extension of the basic ACD model mentioned in Subsection 1.4.1 was the
TACD model of Zhang et al. (2001). The main characteristic of the TACD specification
consists in combining different ‘regimes,’ i.e. the durations are generated according to
several different conditional mean functions and innovation distributions. The particular
regime used to generate the next duration is chosen according to the value of the
previous observed duration. An alternative way to shift between several different
regimes is a (hidden) Markov switching mechanism. That is, the particular regime
(among J possible regimes) generating the next conditional duration ψn+1 is chosen
according to the value of an unobserved discrete random variable rn+1 (with finite
support J = {1, . . . , J}) following a (discrete) Markov chain. This is the main idea
behind the Markov Switching ACD (MSACD) model introduced by Hujer et al. (2002).
The MSACD model is characterized by the multiplicative error structure (1.32)
(implying E[εn] = 1), the conditional mean depends directly on the unobserved regime
variable rn

ψn+1 =
J∑

j=1

P[rn+1 = j|Fn; θ]ψ
(j)
n+1, (1.59)

where P[rn+1 = j|Fn; θ] is the probability that the next regime will be in state j, given
the information set available at time Tn. The regime-specific conditional mean

ψ
(j)
n+1 = E[τn+1|rn+1 = j,Fn; θ],

is normally specified according to an autoregressive specification of the form (1.37).
As mentioned the latent stochastic process {rn} follows a homogeneous (discrete)
Markov chain, characterized by the 1-step transition matrix P , with entries
pij = P[rn+1 = j|rn = i]. As with the conditional mean duration, the next conditional
error distribution depends only on the current state rn and the (observable) information
set Fn. That is, εn+1 is drawn from f(εn+1|rn+1 = j,Fn; θ).
There are two possible ways in which to specify the regime-specific conditional expected
duration ψ

(j)
n+1. First, ψ

(j)
n+1 can be regressed only on previous expected durations and

observed durations corresponding to that same regime j. Alternatively, ψ
(j)
n+1 can be
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written as an autoregressive function of both previous expected and observed durations
regardless of the specific regime. This second possibility raises the problem of path
dependence, that is, ψ

(j)
n+1 becomes dependent on the unobserved past trajectory

r1, . . . , rn. This requires a computationally expensive procedure, as all Jn possible past
trajectories need to be considered. A simplifying aggregation procedure for this case was
suggested by Gray (1996), in the context of Markov switching GARCH models (see also
Hujer et al., 2002).
The data Likelihood for the MSACD class of models is given by the average conditional
likelihood of the observable variables, taken over all possible trajectories (r1, . . . , rN(T ))
of the latent Markov chain. Evaluation of this Likelihood function is computationally
demanding. Hujer et al. (2002) suggest a feasible procedure making use of the
Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm of Dempster et al. (1977).

The Stochastic Conditional Duration model

The relationship between the Stochastic Conditional Duration (SCD) and the ACD
models is similar to that between the Stochastic Volatility (SV) and GARCH models.
Instead of specifying the expected conditional duration (1.31) as a function of previous
observed durations, as in the ACD model, this expected duration is modeled as a latent
stochastic process.
While the multiplicative error structure (1.32) is retained, the conditional expected
duration equation (1.37) is replaced by

lnψn = ω + β lnψn−1 + ηn, with |β| < 1, (1.60)

where the latent noise process, ηn ∼ N(0, σ2), is assumed independent of εn, given Fn−1.
The initial value of the latent conditional mean log-duration process, that is lnψ0, is
drawn from the ‘steady state’ distribution of lnψn.

The SCD model implies a marginal distribution for the durations τn that results from
mixing the (assumed) log-Normal distribution of ψn with the chosen distribution for εn.
In general, it is not possible to compute these distributions (i.e. the unconditional one
and the one conditional upon Fn) analytically given a choice of a parametric family of
distributions for εn. It is, however, possible to obtain these distributions by numerical
integration (see Bauwens and Veredas, 2004).
In what follows I assume that the distribution of εn has finite moments of all orders.
These moments are denoted by

gp = E [εpi ] , p = 1, 2, . . .

Two possible choices are the standard Weibull distribution W (γ, 1) and the standard
Gamma distribution G (ν, 1) for which

gp = Γ

(
1 +

p

γ

)
(Weibull) ,

gp =
Γ (ν + p)

Γ (ν)
(Gamma) .
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The sequence of durations τn constitutes a strictly stationary process under the
restriction |β| < 1, which also implies the stationarity of the latent factor ψ. The
unconditional moments of these processes are given by17

µψ = exp

[
ω

1 − β
+

1

2

(
σ2

1 − β2

)]
,

µτ = g1µψ,

σ2
ψ = µ2

Ψ

[
exp

(
σ2

1 − β2

)
− 1

]
,

σ2
τ = µ2

t

[
g2

g2
1

exp

(
σ2

1 − β2

)
− 1

]
.

The SCD model is able to generate a sequence of durations τn exhibiting excess
dispersion if

σ2

1 − β2
> ln

(
2
g2
1

g2

)
.

For Weibull distributed innovations, this condition holds if γ ≤ 1 (ν ≤ 1 for the Gamma
case) and σ2 > 0 (even if β = 0).
The theoretical autocorrelation function (ACF) of the sequence of durations τn is given
by

ρp =
exp

(
σ2βp

1−β2

)
− 1

g2
g21

exp
(

σ2

1−β2

)
− 1

.

This result implies that the ACF decreases geometrically with s. Therefore, the SCD
model is, just like the ACD, a ‘short-memory’ duration process.

As seen on Section 1.3.1 Doubly Stochastic Poisson Processes are not easy to estimate
using Maximum Likelihood. Following Harvey et al. (1994) and Ruiz (1994), Bauwens
and Veredas (2004) propose a Quasi-Maximum Likelihood (QML) approach obtained
from the application of the Kalman filter to the state space representation of the SCD
model

ln τn = µ+ ψn + ξn (observation equation), (1.61)

lnψn = ω + β lnψn−1 + ηn (state equation), (1.62)

where ξn = ln εn − µ, and µ =E[ln εn].
The Kalman filter would provide the exact Likelihood for this state space model (SSM)
if the ξn disturbances were Normally distributed. Because this is not the case (unless
the distribution of ε is taken to be log-Normal), maximizing the likelihood obtained
from application of the Kalman filter to the SSM given by equations 1.61 and 1.62 is a
pseudo ML and not a full ML procedure.

17See Bauwens and Veredas, (2004) for a proof of these results.
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More recently, Bauwens and Galli (2007) describe the details of applying the Efficient
Importance Sampling (EIS) algorithm of Richard and Zhang (2007) to the estimation of
SCD models. As it would be expected, they find that (at the cost of an increased
computational effort) the simulation-based EIS algorithm provides more accurate
estimates of the model parameters, when compared with the original QML procedure
suggested in Bauwens and Veredas (2004).

1.5.2 Stochastic Conditional Intensity processes

Introduced in Bauwens and Hautsch (2006a), this class of ‘intensity based’ point process
models can be considered a parameter driven extension of the ACI model of Russell
(1999). As it is the case with the SCD and ACD models, the SCI specification results
from enlarging the filtration generated by the original ACI model with the σ-algebra
generated by a single latent (univariate) stochastic process. That is, although the model
can be applied to an arbitrary S-dimensional point process, it is assumed that a
common latent factor influences (multiplicatively) the conditional intensity process of
each individual component.
More formally, consider a set of S distinct (right-continuous) counting processes Ns(t),
with s = 1, . . . , S, defined on a given filtered probability space (Ω,F , {Ft} ,P), and
observed over the interval [0, T ]. Assuming that the pooled counting process
N(t) =

∑S
s=1Ns(t) is orderly and the compensator Λs(t) associated with Ns(t) is

absolutely continuous, there is a corresponding intensity process, denoted by λs(t). In
the broadest sense possible, the SCI class of models consists of all possible parametric
specifications for the vector of intensities (λs(t)), where each component can be written
multiplicatively as

λs(t) = λos(t) exp(σsψ(t)), (1.63)

with ψ(t) denoting a univariate unobserved stochastic process with piecewise-constant
càglàd sample paths. In fact, the unobserved process cannot be identified between
successive events of the pooled process (recall theorem 1.5). Only the integral of this
latent process over a complete spell (tn−1, tn] of the pooled process and its boundary
values ψ(tn) are identifiable. Accordingly, it is reasonable to consider a process with
piecewise-constant càglàd sample paths (only ‘jumping’ at the occurrence times tn, with
n = 1, . . . , N(T )) as an approximation to the ‘true’ dynamic unobserved heterogeneity
process. Clearly, the trajectories of such a process can be indexed by the left-continuous
counting process N̄(t) associated with the pooled process. Finally, for this class of
models, the latent information set F∗

t mentioned previously, corresponds to the history
of the process ψ(t). And therefore, it is updated only at the occurrence times of the
pooled counting process N(t).
The observable intensity component λos(t) can, in general, be any predictable process of
the observable filtration Fo

t . In contrast with F∗
t , F

o
t can be updated continuously.

In practice, specific parametric processes have to be chosen for modeling both the latent
and the observable components of λs. In Bauwens and Hautsch (2006a), the observable
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intensity factor λos is modeled as an ACI process,18 while an AR(1) specification driven
by Gaussian innovations was chosen for the common latent process. That is

ψN̄(t)+1 = ρψN̄(t) + εN̄(t)+1, εN̄(t)+1 ∼ NIID(0, 1). (1.64)

The latent innovations process is assumed to be independent of the series of increments
in the compensator of the pooled process (2.4). This assumption is required to insure
valid intensity components λs. The stationarity of the latent AR(1) process (obtained
when | ρ |< 1) is a necessary condition for the stationarity of the SCI model.
Note that σs represents the conditional standard deviation of the sth log-intensity
component lnψs given F. For this reason, the latent innovations εn have unit variance
(1.64).
The component-specific standard deviation σs means that a shock εn to the common
unobserved factor will have a different impact over each individual component of the
S-variate PP.

As mentioned above, the observable part of the intensity function for a SCI model λos,
can be parameterized using the ACI mechanism, Bauwens and Hautsch (2006a) suggest
the use of a product of Burr hazard functions for the baseline hazard function hs
discussed in Subsection refsec1.3.2.
There is, however, one critical difference between the (original) ACI specification and
the parameterization of the observable component of the intensity process in the SCI
model, as suggested by Bauwens and Hautsch (2006a). If the innovations process ξn is
computed following either (1.48) or (1.49) then, in both cases, ξn will be a function of
previous values of the latent component.
Recall that in the ACI model, the innovation associated with each individual counting
process Ns(t), at an occurrence time Tn of the pooled process N(t), was either the
increment in the sth compensated counting process over the last complete spell of the
associated point process, or the increment in the pooled compensated counting process.
However, when an unobserved component ψ is added to the intensity processes, both Λn

and Λs(t
s
Ns(tn)−1, t

s
Ns(tn)) become dependent on one or more past values of this latent

factor. Clearly, this means that one cannot separate the computation of the ACI
residuals from the problem of filtering the (latent) process ψ. In order to separate the
computation of the innovations ξn from the filtering problem for ψ, Bauwens and
Hautsch (2006a) suggest an alternative specification for the ACI innovations. The basic
idea is to compute the ACI innovations process ξ based only on the observable intensity
components λos. This simplifies considerably the computation of the (redefined) ACI
residuals, but at the cost of seriously hindering the determination of their exact
distribution (which is still unknown). Under the approach of Russell (1999), Bauwens
and Hautsch (2006a) suggest the following definition for the ACI residuals,

ξn = (−γ − ln Λo
1(t

1
N1(tn)−1, t

1
N1(tn)), . . . ,−γ − ln Λo

S(t
S
NS(tn)−1, t

S
NS(tn)))

′, (1.65)

where γ ≈ 0, 5772 denotes the Euler-Mascheroni constant and Λo
s(a, b) =

∫ b
a
λos(t)dt. The

alternative specification for the noise process suggested by Bauwens and Hautsch

18See Subsection 1.4.2 for the details of this multivariate point process model.
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(2006a), follows the approach suggested by Bowsher (2007)

ξn = (−γ − ln
S∑

s=1

Λo
s(tn−1, tn))1S. (1.66)

Clearly, in this last case, ξn does not depend on the type of the most recently observed
event.
The reason for taking the natural logarithm (apart from leading to an eventual increase
in the numerical stability of the corresponding computations) is understandable mainly
in the univariate case (i.e. S = 1). Only in this case it is possible to write the
(univariate) disturbance term ξn as

ξn = −γ + σ1ψn − ln Λ1(tn−1, tn). (1.67)

That is, because under correct model specification Λ1(tn−1, tn) is Exp(1) distributed, ξn
is the sum of a re-centered standard Gumbel (minimum) random variable19 with the
latent factor. However in the general (multivariate) case, the log transformation does
not lead to a clear decomposition similar to (1.67). This is true both for the Russell and
Bowsher specifications of the ACI innovations.20

Estimation and Inference for the SCI model

The main challenge in estimating this type of models comes from the presence of the
latent factor, which must be ‘integrated out’ of the conditional (upon the true path of
the latent process) likelihood function. The data Likelihood implied by the SCI model
can be obtained by combining the results (1.15) and (1.51). That is, if the complete path

of the latent process ΨN̄(T )+1 = {ψi}
N̄(T )+1
i=1 would be known, then (1.51) would provide

the data-Likelihood for the SCI model when (1.63) is used. Let L
(
θ | Fo

T ,ΨN̄(T )+1

)

denote this conditional Likelihood. Because ΨN̄(T )+1 is unknown, the likelihood becomes

L(θ | Fo
T ) =

∫
L
(
θ | Fo

T ,ΨN̄(T )+1

)
p(ΨN̄(T )+1)dΨN̄(T )+1, (1.68)

where and p(ΨN̄(T )+1) denotes the (unconditional) density function of ΨN̄(T )+1.
Several different approaches are available for evaluating the high-dimensional integral in
(1.68). In Chapter 5 of this thesis, three different methods are applied to a multi-state
extension of the SCI model introduced in Chapter 3. Bauwens and Hautsch (2006a)
apply the simulation-based EIS algorithm of Richard and Zhang (2007) and Liesenfeld
and Richard (2002).
Inference in parameter driven models is not only limited to the estimation and
evaluation of hypothesis concerning the unknown parameters of the model. A central
issue is the so-called signal extraction problem. This consists in two closely related

19A standard Gumbel (minimum) r.v. has mean equal to −γ and variance equal to π
6

2.
20Further note that equation (15) on page 458 of the article is clearly inconsistent.
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problems, the filtering and the smoothing problems. Usually, the filtering problem
consists in obtaining the conditional expectations E[ψn+1|F

o
tn ], with n = 1, . . . , N̄(T ), of

the latent stochastic process given past observations up to (and including) the previous
moment tn. The smoothing problem, on the other hand, consists in obtaining the
conditional expectations E[ψn|F

o
T ], with n = 1, . . . , N̄(T ) + 1, of the latent stochastic

process given all observations. The different feasible estimation methods that can be
applied for evaluating the Likelihood (1.68) can also deal with these signal extraction
problems.

1.6 Conclusion

This chapter provided a short overview of the core econometrics literature dealing with
irregularly spaced data. The main concepts and results from the theory of point
processes were also briefly recalled, in order to provide the adequate background for
understanding the underpinnings of the models surveyed.
Statistical models for point processes, like other dynamic statistical models, can be
classified as either observation or parameter driven models. Most of the econometric
models for point processes, in the literature, are observation driven. This is mostly due
to the impact that the ACD model of Engle and Russell (1998) has had over the
financial econometrics literature. Nevertheless, an increasing literature (to which this
thesis aims to make a contribution) on point process models with unobserved
components has recently appeared. This particular stream of literature started with the
introduction by Hujer et al. (2002) of a parameter driven extension of the ACD model.
The main obstacle to the wider use of these more flexible econometric models is, clearly,
the complexity and computational load associated with their estimation. This issue is
addressed in the remaining chapter of this thesis.





Chapter 2

Nonparametric Analysis of Agency

Credit Rating Data

2.1 Summary

This chapter proposes procedures for estimating the time-dependent transition matrices
for the general class of finite non-homogeneous continuous-time semi-Markov processes.
The existence, and Fréchet differentiability, of a unique solution for the system of
Volterra integral equations which relates the transition matrix with the subdensity
functions is established. Therefore, it is possible to estimate the realized transition
probabilities consistently from window-censored event-history data. An implementation
of the method is presented, based on nonparametric estimators of the conditional hazard
rate functions in the general and separable (multiplicative) cases. The resulting
estimators are used for dealing with a central issue in credit risk. The problem of
obtaining estimates of the historical corporate default and rating migration probabilities
is addressed using a dataset of corporate credit ratings from Standard & Poor’s. The
contents of this chapter are based mostly on Monteiro, Smirnov and Lucas (2006).

2.2 Introduction

The Semi-Markov Process (SMP) introduced independently by Lévy (1954) and Smith
(1955) is a generalization of the Markov process. The SMP with a finite state space can
be thought of as a Markov chain (MC) with a random transformation of the time scale
(Pyke, 1961a). In particular this means that the sojourn times in each state can have
arbitrary distributions that may also depend on the next state to be visited. Therefore
SMP’s are more flexible than the homogeneous MC as a tool for the statistical analysis
of transition data.
Stochastic processes evolving in continuous time with jumps over a (finite) set of states
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(also known in the Finance literature as transition or ‘migration’ models) constitute the
most natural class of econometric models to consider for modeling corporate credit
rating and default data, see for example Kavvathas (2000), Lando and Skødeberg (2002)
and D’Amico et al. (2004).
The literature on semi-Markov processes has focused mainly on the time-homogeneous
case, examples are Pyke (1961a and 1961b), Limnios and Ouhbi (1999 and 2005) and
Alvarez (2005). However, in the field of credit risk, several empirical studies have
explicitly shown that the time-homogeneity assumption is strongly rejected (Kavvathas,
2000, Lando and Skødeberg 2002, Koopman et al. 2005). Additionally, Kavvathas
(2000) and Lando and Skødeberg (2002) also present some evidence that the empirical
distribution function (d.f.) of the sojourn times (or duration) of debt issuers in each
rating class seems to display negative duration dependence. If the resulting ‘maturity’
effect is severe, then a given rating class will, in fact, be heterogeneous with respect to
the associated default probabilities according to the time spent by the issuer in that
rating. This chapter, in particular, answers the following question: what is the impact
on the rating migration probabilities (including the default probabilities) of this known
non-Markovian feature of credit rating data? The chapter addresses this issue through
its main methodological contribution. General computational procedures for estimating
the transition matrices accounting both for the presence of duration dependence and
time-inhomogeneity effects are developed. These procedures are applicable to any
statistical model inside the class of finite non-homogeneous semi-Markov processes
(NHSMP) in continuous time, and do not depend on the particular estimation
methodology used.
The NHSMP was defined for the first time in Iosifescu Manu (1972). The discrete-time
finite state case was treated in De Dominicis and Janssen (1984). However, to the best
of my knowledge, this chapter provides for the first time a formal proof of the existence
and uniqueness of the corresponding (continuous-time) transition probabilities in any
finite time window. A computationally efficient numerical procedure for obtaining the
transition matrices from knowledge of the matrix of subdensity functions is derived, and
its convergence formally proved. Additionally it is shown that this procedure preserves
the consistency of any such estimator of the subdensity functions that may be used as
input in an empirical application.
Such a consistent estimator for the subdensity functions can be constructed (for
example) using nonparametric estimators of the conditional hazard rate functions. Two
leading references on this topic are Nielsen and Linton (1995) and Linton et al. (2003).
Using the class of piecewise-constant hazard rate estimators, an implementation of this
new methodology is applied to analyze the CreditPro 7.0 dataset from Standard &
Poor’s - containing the detailed rating histories of more than 7300 U.S. firms recorded at
a daily frequency and over a period of almost 25 years. The historical (realized) issuer
rating migration probabilities are estimated considering 7 distinct rating classes. This
leads to some interesting empirical findings. First, large differences in estimated default
(and transition) probabilities are found - with respect to what is obtained using the
Aalen-Johansen estimator (Aalen and Johansen, 1978). Second, when estimating
separable hazard functions, and in contrast with Lando and Skødeberg (2002), the
baseline hazard is not found to be monotonically decreasing with the elapsed duration.
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Instead, for the great majority of rating classes, there is strong evidence of
non-monotonic behavior. After an initial period of increase in the downgrade and
default rates, which leads to a peak located around 30 months (for downgrade
movements) or 3 years (for default events) after the date when the current rating was
issued, the intensity of this type of rating events decreases significantly. In a similar way
for upward rating movements the peak in the hazard rates is located, roughly, three
years after the rating was issued.
Transition matrices are a capital input for many credit risk management methodologies
like, for example, J.P. Morgan’s Credit Metrics or McKinsey’s Credit Portfolio View. In
order to ‘backtest’ a particular credit risk model and rating system, it is of paramount
importance that one is able to consistently estimate, ex-post, the empirical transition
probabilities. These should be estimated accounting for the main statistical features of
that rating system and in a robust manner. This is so regardless of whether the final
aim is assessing compliance with the Basle II norms, or comparing two or more
competing models in the development stage. The nonparametric Aalen-Johansen
estimator frequently used for this purpose in the literature (see for example the studies
by Lando and Skødeberg 2002, Jafry and Schuermann 2004, or Koopman et al. 2008)
allows for time-inhomogeneity but is built upon the unrealistic Markov property. This
assumption, as mentioned, has been strongly rejected empirically (Kavvathas, 2000,
Lando and Skødeberg 2002).1

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.3 reviews informally the main definitions
and some important results from the literature on non-homogeneous semi-Markov
Processes. Section 2.4 presents the simple class of piecewise-constant nonparametric
estimators of the hazard rate functions, both in the general and separable
(multiplicative) cases. The explicit formulas of the nonparametric estimators of the
semi-Markov kernel implied by the estimators of the hazard rate functions presented in
the previous section are introduced in Section 2.5. Additionally the problem of
obtaining the empirical semi-Markov transition probabilities using window-censored
event-history data is formulated rigorously, and solved. A simulation study is conducted
in section 2.6 to assess the small-sample behavior of the hazard rate estimators
employed. The empirical results are reported in section 2.7. Section 2.8 concludes the
chapter. The appendix details the proofs of the theorems in section 2.5.

1Note that the results reported in Jafry and Schuermann (2004) concern only the comparison of

estimated transition matrices either through the use of standard matrix norms or their proposed metric,

the “ average of the singular values of the mobility matrix. ” Comparisons, across different estimation

methods or chronological periods, of estimated transition matrices, as a whole, may not capture relevant

differences for particular transition probabilities (for example the default probabilities) for a given rating

class. Therefore, for risk management purposes, the extra-computational cost implied by an estimation

procedure which accounts for the time-inhomogeneity is not material.
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2.3 Non-homogeneous Semi-Markov Processes

This section briefly recalls the main definitions and results from the theory of
non-homogeneous Markov Renewal Processes (NHMRP) which are directly relevant to
the problem under study in this chapter.
Consider an arbitrary bivariate stochastic process (S, T ) = (Sn, Tn)n∈N0

defined on a
complete, filtered, probability space (Ω,F , {Ft} ,P), describing the evolution in time of
a given discrete-event system. Directly linked to this process I explicitly consider four
other processes. The process (Sn)n∈N0

, gives the sequence of states visited by the
system, and takes values in the set S = {1, 2, . . . , s}, (s <∞), termed the state space.
The nondecreasing random sequence (Tn)n≥0 is built from the consecutive transition

times in the set R
+
0 . The bivariate process (Sn, Xn)n∈N0

where Xn = Tn − Tn−1 is the
sojourn time in state Sn−1.

2

Finally I consider the continuous-time càdlàg process S (t), t ∈ R
+
0 that records the

current state of the observational unit (or system).
Let Q = (Qij) be a matrix-valued function of two arguments, Q is called a matrix of
subdistribution functions (s.d.f.) if each entry

Qij : R
+
0 × R̄

+
0 → [0, 1]

is a nondecreasing measurable function of the second argument and satisfies

s∑

j=1

Qij (t,∞) = lim
τ→∞

s∑

j=1

Qij (t, τ) = 1, (2.1)

for every t ∈ R
+
0 . The s-valued function g = (gi), with components

gi : R
+
0 → [0, 1]

is termed the (time-varying) vector of initial probabilities if it satisfies

s∑

i=1

gi (t) = 1,∀t ∈ R
+
0 . (2.2)

The bivariate process (Sn, Xn)n∈N0
is said to be a NHMRP, and the associated process

S (t), t ∈ R
+
0 a NHSMP, if the following assumptions hold

P [Sn+1 = j,Xn+1 ≤ τ | (S0, T0) , . . . , (Sn, Tn) = (i, t)] = Qij (t, τ) , (2.3)

and
P [S0 = i | T0 = t0] = gi (t0) . (2.4)

The matrix of s.d.f. (Qij) is called in this context the semi-Markov kernel, and together
with the vector of initial probabilities completely determines the stochastic behavior of
the NHSMP.3 Unlike in De Dominicis and Janssen (1984) I define the non-homogeneous

2By convention X0 = T0 = 0 and S−1 is left unspecified.
3I will always assume that Qii (t, τ) = 0, ∀i ∈ S
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semi-Markov kernel using as arguments not the last and next transition times, Tn = t
and Tn+1 = t+ τ , but instead the last transition time and the duration τ until the next
transition. In this way the two underlying time-scales are made explicit: the
chronological time-scale t and the ‘age’ (or duration) scale τ . Note that I assume the
non-homogeneous semi-Markov kernel to be independent of the past number of recorded
transitions.
Define for every t ∈ R

+
0

pij (t) = lim
τ→∞

Qij (t, τ) , (2.5)

and

Hi (t, τ) =
s∑

j=1

Qij (t, τ) . (2.6)

Due to Condition (2.1), Hi (t, τ) is a d.f. on R̄
+
0 with respect to the second argument τ .

This can be interpreted as the d.f. of the sojourn times in state i that start at time t.
Under conditions (2.3) and (2.4) the process (Sn)n∈N0

is a non-homogeneous (discrete
time) Markov chain with transition probabilities pij (Tn), this is called the embedded
Markov chain. The d.f. of the sojourn times in state i starting at time t that finish with
a transition to state j is given by

Fij (t, τ) =

{
p−1
ij (t) ·Qij (t, τ) , pij (t) > 0

0 , otherwise.
(2.7)

It is considered throughout this chapter that Qij (t, τ), as a function of the second
argument τ , is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue’s measure. In this case
the partial derivative of Qij (t, τ) with respect to τ is well defined and I denote it by
qij (t, τ),

qij (t, τ) =
∂Qij (t, τ)

∂τ
.

In the current credit risk context it is clearly reasonable to consider that the
semi-Markov kernel satisfies the additional condition

Qij (t, 0) = 0,∀t ∈ R
+
0 ,

that is, that there is no probability mass at zero. This assumption is used in section 2.5
for deriving our numerical procedure for computing the transition probabilities.
The hazard rate function associated with a transition to state j at time t+ τ in the case
where the unit has entered state i at time t is defined by

ρij (t, τ) = lim
h↓0

1

h
P [Sn+1 = j, τ < Xn+1 ≤ τ + h | (S0, T0) , . . . , (Sn, Tn) = (i, t) , Xn+1 > τ ]

(2.8)
Using assumption (2.3), we can obtain the deterministic function ρij as

ρij (t, τ) =

{
qij(t,τ)

1−Hi(t,τ)
, pij (t) > 0 and Hi (t, τ) < 1

0 , otherwise.
(2.9)
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Inverting this last equation we can also obtain the semi-Markov kernel (2.3) from the
hazard rate functions,

Qij (t, τ) =

∫ τ

0

exp [−Λi (t, u)] ρij (t, u) du, (2.10)

where

Λi (t, τ) =
s∑

j=1

∫ τ

0

ρij (t, u) du, (2.11)

is the total integrated hazard ‘out’ of state i, that is the total cumulative ‘force’ of
transition for leaving state i, this relates directly to the d.f. of sojourn times in state i.4

This one-to-one mapping between the semi-Markov kernel and the corresponding hazard
rate functions means that if we can estimate the latter ones we are also able to obtain
estimates of the former.

2.3.1 Associated counting processes and their intensities

I now define the counting processes (c.p.) associated with the process (S, T ). Let

N (u) = sup
n

{ n : Tn ≤ u} , u > t0, (2.12)

denote the right-continuous c.p. recording the total number of transitions experienced
by the statistical unit in the interval (t0, u]. I denote by N̄ (u) the corresponding
left-continuous c.p. For each pair of states i and j two c.p. can be similarly defined, the
right-continuous process

Nij (u) = nr.of direct transitions from state i to state j in (t0, u] , (2.13)

and the corresponding left-continuous c.p., which I denote by N̄ij. The set of
right-continuous c.p. are related by

N (u) =
∑

i6=j

Nij (u) ,

and a similar equality holds for their left-continuous counterparts.
The history of the (S, T ) process over a given interval [t0, u] can be completely
determined by the sample path of the multivariate c.p. N = (Nij)

s
i,j=1 over this interval,

together with information on the initial state S0. That is the internal filtration
associated with the process (S, T ) equals the internal filtration associated with the
process N enlarged with the σ-algebra generated by the random variable S0.
Throughout this chapter I consider that the compensator of the (right-continuous) c.p.
Nij is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue’s measure. Therefore there is a

4In fact the survival probability in state i, that is, Si (t, τ) = 1−Hi (t, τ) is directly given by Si (t, τ) =

exp [−Λi (t, τ)].
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corresponding caglad intensity process λij given by

λij (u) = lim
h↓0

1

h
P
[
N̄ij(u+ h) − N̄ij(u) > 0 | Fu−

]

= Yi (u) ρij
(
TN̄(u), Ū (u)

)
, (2.14)

where

Yi (u) =

{
1 , SN̄(u) = i
0 , otherwise,

(2.15)

is an exposure indicator and
Ū (u) = u− TN̄(u)

is a left-continuous version of the backward-recurrence time, that is, the elapsed duration
in the current state.

2.3.2 Transition probabilities

For continuous-time Markov chains it is well known that the matrix of transition
probabilities over a given time window (t, t+ τ ] denoted by

Pij (t, t+ τ) = P [S (t+ τ) = j | S (t) = i] , τ > 0 (2.16)

is the unique solution to the Kolmogorov system of ‘backward’ and ‘forward’ PDEs
(Goodman and Johansen, 1973). In the current context, and due to the presence of
duration dependence, we are interested in the following ‘age-specific’ or ‘left-truncated’
transition probabilities,

p∗ij (t, τ0, τ) = P [S (t+ τ) = j | U (t+ τ0) = τ0, S (t+ τ0) = i] ; τ − τ0 > 0. (2.17)

That is, from a risk management perspective, I am interested in estimating the
probability of finding a particular unit5 in state j by time t+ τ when it is known that at
time t+ τ0 the unit is in state i, and the elapsed duration in that state is precisely τ0
units of time.
For obtaining these ‘left-truncated’ transition probabilities we must start by considering
the related ‘renewal’ transition probabilities

pij (t, τ) = P
[
S (t+ τ) = j | N (t) − N̄ (t) = 1, SN(t) = i

]
, τ > 0, (2.18)

these are the probabilities of finding the unit in state j, τ units of time after it entered
state i, given that this transition happened at (chronological) time t.
These probabilities satisfy the following system of non-homogeneous Volterra linear
integral equations of the second type on two independent variables (t and τ)

pij(t, τ) = δij(1 −Hi(t, τ)) +
s∑

k=1

∫ τ

0

pkj(t+ u, τ − u)qik(t, u)du, i, j = 1, . . . , s, (2.19)

5In the empirical application of section 2.7, the statistical units are the corporate debt-issuers rated

by Standard and Poor’s .
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where δij denotes Kronecker’s symbol. These equations are the direct counterpart to the
Kolmogorov ‘evolution’ equations in the Markov setting. For writing down an expression
for the ‘age-specific’ transition probabilities (2.17), let q∗ij (t, τ0, τ) represent the density
corresponding to the ‘left-truncated’ s.d.f. of the durations in state i starting at time t
which are larger than τ0 units of time and which end with a transition to state j, that is

Q∗
ij (t, τ0, τ) =

Qij (t, τ) −Qij (t, τ0)

1 −Qij (t, τ0)
.

The ‘age-specific’ transition probabilities in equation (2.17) are given by

p∗ij (t, τ0, τ) = δij (1 −H∗
i (t, τ0, τ)) +

s∑

k=1

∫ τ

τ0

pkj (t+ u, τ − u) q∗ik (t, τ0, u) du, (2.20)

where H∗
i (t, τ0, τ) is the d.f. function of left-truncated sojourn times in state i and is

obtained by adding the s.d.f. Q∗
ik (t, τ0, τ) with k = 1, . . . , s and pkj(., .) are the

transition probabilities defined in equation (2.18).

2.4 Nonparametric estimation

In this section, I consider the problem of estimating nonparametrically the main
quantities of interest associated with any NHSMP. Keeping in mind the size of the
Standard and Poor’s dataset, and in order to keep the required computational volume at
a manageable level, I make use of the class of kernel hazard estimators known as ‘bin
smoothers,’ this corresponds to the use of indicator functions as the underlying
smoothing kernels. Hastie and Tibshirani (1990) provide a discussion of this class of
smoothers in the context of nonparametric regression. However, it is conceptually
straightforward to use nonparametric hazard rate estimators based on other classes of
smoothing kernels as the input to the mapping yielding the transition probabilities.
Nielsen and Linton (1995) and Linton et al. (2003) are two leading references on the
general issue of conditional hazard rate estimation using kernel methods, both for the
general and separable cases.
Besides the general (non separable) case of a bivariate hazard rate function, I also
implement the separable case where the hazard rate functions defined in (2.8) have the
multiplicative form6

ρij (t, τ) = αij (τ)ψij (t+ τ) . (2.21)

This multiplicative specification for the hazard rate functions encompasses the
celebrated Proportional Hazards (PH) model of Cox (1972) for the case of a
homogeneous population. In this particular NHSMP, one posits the existence of a
time-invariant transition-specific baseline hazard αij (τ), which is multiplied by a
function of chronological time ψij (t+ τ) to yield the hazard rate. In the original PH

6The coordinates (t, τ) in the Lexis diagram represent a straight line segment departing from the point

(t, 0) to the point (t+ τ, τ) in the Cartesian (t, τ) plane.
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model, without unit-specific covariates, ψij can be seen as the combined effect of the
(common across units) time-varying regression covariates.
Specification (2.21) encompasses both the homogeneous SMP as considered for example
by Limnios and Ouhbi (1999 and 2005), and the non-homogeneous continuous-time
Markov Chain (CTMC) process. The former is obtained by setting ψij (t+ τ) ≡ 1, the
later by setting αij (τ) ≡ 1.
To identify ψij and αij simultaneously I impose the arbitrary normalization

ψij (t0) = 1. (2.22)

Therefore ψij can be interpreted as a relative ‘risk’ index regarding transitions of the ij
type. That is, as time-index of clustering effects.

2.4.1 Piecewise constant hazard rate estimators

Consider a panel of K units following independently a NHSMP characterized by a
common SM kernel as in (2.3) and arbitrary vectors of initial probabilities. I consider
estimation in the presence of left-truncation at time t = 0 and independent
right-censoring of type I at time t = T1 for the entire panel. In order to proceed some
additional notation is required. Consider for unit k (right-continuous) c.p. Nk (t) and
Nk
ij (t) defined as in (2.12) and (2.13). Also, let

N (t) =
K∑

k=1

Nk (t) ,

denote the global pooled c.p., i.e., the process counting the total number of transitions of
any type recorded across all units in the panel. Let t0 < t1 < . . . < tN(T1)+1 = T1 denote
the corresponding sequence of ‘jump’ times of the process N (t), together with the
censoring time T1.
Consider for every possible transition from state i to state j, and unit k an indicator
process defined as

∆Nk
ij(t) = Nk

ij (t) − N̄k
ij (t) ,

where N̄k
ij is the left-continuous c.p. associated with Nk

ij. Let Y k
i (t), defined as in (2.15),

denote an indicator variable taking the value 1 if unit k is in state i at time t−, where
t− t− is arbitrarily small. The Likelihood function for such a panel conditional on the
observed initial state of each unit can be written as,

L (ρ | FT1) =

N̄(T1)+1∏

m=1

K∏

k=1

∏

i6=j

{[
ρij(tm − Ūk(tm), Ūk(tm))

]∆Nk
ij(tm)

× (2.23)

exp

(
−Y k

i (tm)

∫ tm∧T1

tm−1

ρij
(
t− Ūk(t), Ūk(t)

)
dt

)}
.

I start by considering the general case where the hazard rate functions depend
simultaneously on Ūk(t+ τ) and t+ τ without imposing any parametric assumptions
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over the structure of this function. In order to obtain simple computational procedures,
I approximate this bivariate hazard rate using a piecewise constant function,

ρ∗ij (t, τ) =

Mij−1∑

p=0

Lij∑

m=0

ρijpm1(xij,p,xij,p+1] (τ) · 1(tij,m,tij,m+1] (t+ τ) . (2.24)

The sequence 0 = xij,0 < xij,1 < . . . < xij,Mij
consists of an arbitrary partition of the

interval
[
0, Xmax

ij

]
, where Xmax

ij denotes the maximum between the largest observed
duration in state i that ended with a transition to state j and the largest right-censored
duration in state i. In a similar way, the sequence 0 = tij,0 < tij,1 < . . . < tij,Lij+1 = T1

denotes an arbitrary partition of the time-window [0, T1].
Substituting (2.24) in (2.23) taking the natural logarithm and collecting terms yields the
loglikelihood function,

l (ρ∗ | FT1) =
∑

i6=j

Lij∑

m=0

Mij−1∑

p=0

(oijpm ln ρijpm − eijpmρijpm) , (2.25)

where

oijpm =
K∑

k=1

∫ T1

0

1(xij,p,xij,p+1]

(
Ūk(t)

)
· 1(tij,m,tij,m+1] (t) dNk

ij(t),

denotes the total number of transitions from state i to state j and

eijpm =
K∑

k=1

∫ T1

0

1(xij,p,xij,p+1]

(
Ūk(t)

)
· 1(tij,m,tij,m+1] (t)Y

k
i (t)dt,

is the total exposure (i.e. the cumulative length of time) observed in cell (p,m) of the
bivariate grid generated by the Cartesian product of both partitions
xij,0 = 0 < xij,1 < . . . < xij,Mij

and tij,0 = 0 < tij,1 < . . . < tij,Lij+1 = T1. The first order
conditions for maximizing the loglikelihood function (2.25) with respect to the unknown
parameters ρijpm, yield the following estimators,

ρ̂ijpm =
oijpm
eijpm

. (2.26)

The corresponding asymptotic variance can be estimated by

V̂ [ρ̂ijpm] =
oijpm
e2ijpm

. (2.27)

Similarly for the separable (multiplicative) case (2.21) I approximate both (univariate)
components of the hazard rate function ρij by two piecewise constant functions α∗

ij and
ψ∗
ij defined by,

α∗
ij (τ) =

Mij−1∑

p=0

αijp1(xij,p,xij,p+1] (τ) , (2.28)
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and

ψ∗
ij (t+ τ) =

Lij∑

m=0

ψijp1(tij,m,tij,m+1] (t+ τ) . (2.29)

Due to the scaling condition (2.22), we have ψij0 = 1. The sequences
xij,0 = 0 < xij,1 < . . . < xij,Mij

and tij,0 = t0 < tij,1 < . . . < tij,Lij+1 = T1 are similar to
the ones defined for the nonseparable case.
Substituting (2.28) and (2.29) in (2.23), taking the natural logarithm and collecting
terms yields the loglikelihood function

l (α∗, ψ∗ | FT1) =
∑

i6=j

Mij−1∑

p=0

dijp lnαijp +
∑

i6=j

Lij∑

m=1

bijm lnψijm

−
∑

i6=j

Lij∑

m=0

Mij−1∑

p=0

ψijmαijpeijpm, (2.30)

where

dijp =
K∑

k=1

∫ T1

0

1(xij,p,xij,p+1]

(
Uk (t)

)
dNk

ij(t), (2.31)

bijm =
K∑

k=1

∫ T1

0

1(tij,m,tij,m+1] (t) dNk
ij(t), (2.32)

and7 eijpm denotes again the total exposure in cell (p, l) of the bivariate grid. Now, the
loglikelihood l is strictly concave as a function of the unknown values of the step
functions α∗

ij and ψ∗
ij (denote these by the vectors ψ̃ij and α̃ij of dimensions Lij and Mij

respectively). Additionally when we let the components of the vectors ψ̃ij and α̃ij

increase to ∞ we see that l decreases to −∞, therefore there is a unique pair
(
ψ̂ij, α̂ij

)

which maximizes l. Numerical optimization of (2.30) is, under this setting, a problem
for which there are available several fast and robust algorithms. A particularly simple
computational procedure is as follows. The first order conditions for maximizing the
loglikelihood function given in (2.30) with respect to its arguments, yield the two
following sets of estimating equations,

eijψ̃ij = (dijp/αijp )− (eijp0)

e′
ijα̃ij = (bijm/ψijm ). (2.33)

The matrix eij = (eijpm) contains all the eijpm elements with p = 0, . . . ,Mij − 1 and
m = 1, . . . , Lij. Iterating these two sets of nonlinear equations starting from an arbitrary
(strictly positive) value for one of the unknowns, yields a sequence of vectors which

converges to the unique solution
(
ψ̂ij, α̂ij

)
. This is so because this procedure is

7These statistics satisfy
∑N̄ij(T1)

m=0 bijm =
∑Nij(T1)−1

p=0 dijp.
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interpretable as a gradient ascent method applied to the maximization of a concave
function.
The asymptotic variance of the resulting estimators can be estimated, for example, by
evaluating the symmetrical of the inverse of the Hessian matrix,

Hess =

[
A −eij

−e′
ij C

]
,

at the estimates resulting from the system of estimating equations (2.33), where

A = diag
(
−
dijp

α2
ijp

)
, C = diag

(
−

bijm

ψ2
ijm

)
are two diagonal matrices, and again eij = (eijpm).

2.4.2 Smoothing parameter estimation

As seen in section 2.4.1 the piecewise constant estimators for the bivariate hazard rate
ρij, and for the hazard rate components αij and ψij, depend on the chosen knots
xij,1 < . . . < xij,Mij−1 and tij,1 < . . . < tij,Lij

. Although there are many different methods
for choosing the number and location of the knots (see for example Hastie and
Tibshirani, 1990, Chapter 9) I shall employ in the empirical section of this study a
simple adaptive procedure. After fixing the total number of knots for each dimension
(Mij for the duration and Lij + 1 for the length of the time-window) I choose as knots
the corresponding empirical quantiles for that dimension.
The remaining problem consists in estimating the ‘smoothing’ matrices Lij and Mij.
However this type of problem has been extensively studied in the literature (see among
others, Tanner and Wong, 1984, Sheather and Jones, 1991 and Hall and Johnstone,
1992). In this section I adapt to the piecewise constant hazard rate estimators, a
conceptually simple data-driven procedure for choosing the smoothing parameter. This
consists of a generally applicable method, not only in the context of hazard rate
estimation but in the wider subject of curve estimation, cross-validation.
The general idea behind cross-validation is to choose the smoothing parameter(s) in
such a way as to minimize an appropriate loss function. It is in fact an attempt to
mimic the use of training and test samples for prediction. In the present case it works
by leaving out the lth spell with l = 1, . . . , N(T ), and then computing the (loglikelihood)
cross-validation function

CV ((Lij), (Mij)) =

N(T )∑

l=1

(d−l ln α̂−l + b−l ln ψ̂−l − α̂−lψ̂−le−l) (2.34)

where α̂−l and ψ̂−l denote the corresponding jackknifed estimators evaluated at the
point corresponding to the excluded spell.8

These are obtained by solving the system of equations (2.33) based on the (incomplete)
data set after removing the lth spell. The matrices (Lij) and (Mij) are chosen in order to
maximize the cross-validation function CV . It is relevant to point out that

8The statistics d−l, b−l and e−l are appropriately chosen from dijp, bijm and eijpm as in equation

(2.30), according to the excluded spell l.
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CV ((Lij), (Mij)) is separable over i, that is, its (global) optimization can be
implemented separately for each ith term (a function of 2(s− 1) integer arguments).
Due to the integer nature of the components of the matrices (Lij) and (Mij) (these

belong to the finite sets Iij = {1, . . . , Nij(T1) − 1}, where Nij(T1) =
∑K

k=1N
k
ij(T1)) this

is done simply by performing an exhaustive search. Therefore, this procedure is very
time consuming. Nevertheless, because the class of nonparametric estimators chosen
(2.33) are simple and quick to compute, this approach is still feasible.

2.5 Empirical Transition Probabilities

As shown in section 2.3 it is possible to obtain the semi-Markov kernel (2.10) from the
estimated hazard rate functions. The first required step consists in obtaining the
integrated hazard. The estimator of the integrated hazard associated with state i over a
given path (t, τ) as defined in equation (2.11) is obtained as,

Λ̂i (t, τ) =
s∑

j=1

Dij∑

n=1

ρ̂ij,n
(
τ ∧ x∗ij,n − x∗ij,n−1

)
, (2.35)

where n indexes chronologically the cells (p,m) of the ij-grid which have a nonempty
intersection with the path (t, τ) and Dij is the total number of these cells. The
estimator of the (constant) value of the hazard rate ρij over cell n is denoted by ρ̂ij,n.
Equation (2.10) suggests an estimator for the subdensity functions qij

q̂ij (t, τ) = exp
(
−Λ̂i (t, τ)

)
ρ̂ij,Dij

, (2.36)

and explicitly for the semi-Markov kernel,

Q̂ij (t, τ) =

Dij∑

n=1

[
e−ρ̂i,nx

∗

i,n−1 − e−ρ̂i,n(τ∧x∗i,n)
] ρ̂ij,n exp

[∑n−1
k=0 x

∗
i,k (ρ̂i,k+1 − ρ̂i,k)

]

ρ̂i,n
, (2.37)

where ρ̂i,n =
∑s

j=1 ρ̂ij,n. The points x∗ij,n result from the reunion of the set of points xij,p
of the partition of the duration-scale with the points tij,m− t whenever these are positive
and smaller than τ . In a similar way the points x∗i,n are obtained from the reunion of the
sets of points x∗ij,p over j = 1, . . . , s.
I now consider formally the problem of estimating the transition probabilities over a
specific time-window and for a given backward recurrence-time spent in the current
state. That is, the aim is to estimate consistently the quantity in equation (2.17). For
doing this we need to obtain the empirical ‘renewal’ transition probabilities pij by
solving the Volterra integral equations (2.19) using as input a consistent estimator of the
subdensity functions. I start by stating an existence and uniqueness theorem regarding
these transition probabilities over the time-window corresponding to the available data
(the proofs are contained in the appendix).
Let T2 = maxi,j=1,...,s{X

max
ij }. Set T (t) = min{T2, T1 − t},

T = {(t, τ) | 0 ≤ t ≤ T1, 0 ≤ τ ≤ T (t)} and T ◦ = {(t, τ) | 0 ≤ t ≤ T1, 0 ≤ τ < T (t)}.
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Consider a space Car(T ) of bounded functions f : T → R satisfying the following
conditions:

1. f(·, τ) : [0, T1 − τ ] → R is measurable for all τ ∈ [0, T2],

2. f(t, ·) : [0, T (t)] → R is continuous for almost all t ∈ [0, T1],

The space Car(T ) equipped with the norm

|f |Car = sup
T

|f(t, τ)|

is a Banach space. Consider also a Banach space Cars(T ) of matrix-valued functions
p = (p)ij, i, j = 1, . . . , s. Every component pij, i, j = 1, . . . , s, belongs to the space
Car(T ). The norm in Cars(T ) is defined by

|p|Cars = max
1≤i,j≤s

sup
(t,τ)∈T

|pij(t, τ)|.

Assume that the functions Qij : T → R, i, j = 1, . . . , s, satisfy the following conditions
(C):

1. there exist non-negative functions qij ∈ L∞(T ),9 i, j = 1, . . . , s such that

Qij(t, τ) =

∫ τ

0

qij(t, u)du, (t, τ) ∈ T ◦,

2. Qij(t, T (t)) = limτ↑T (t)Qij(t, τ) + hij(t), where hij : [0, T1] → R, i, j = 1, . . . , s, are
non-negative measurable functions,

3.
∑s

k=1Qik(t, T (t)) = 1 for all t ∈ [0, T1].

Now consider functions Pij : T → R, defined by

Pij(t, τ) = pij(t, τ) +
s∑

k=1

θ(τ − T (t))hik(t), i, j = 1, . . . , s,

where θ(·) is the Heaviside step function, and the functions pij : T → R,
i, j = 1, . . . , s, as defined in (2.18) satisfy the system of integral equations (2.19)

Theorem 2.1 (Existence and Uniqueness) Equation (2.19) has a unique solution

p̂ ∈ Cars(T ) satisfying p̂ij(t, τ) ∈ [0, 1], (t, τ) ∈ T , i, j = 1, . . . , s,
∑s

j=1 p̂ij(t, τ) = 1 and

p̂ij(t, 0) = δij, t ∈ [0, T1], i, j = 1, . . . , s. This solution is Fréchet differentiable as

function of the matrix of subdensity functions (qij).

9L∞(A)
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This theorem implies that if one could directly compute p̃ using as input estimates of
(qij) obtained from a consistent estimator, the resulting estimator of the ‘renewal’
transition matrix would also be consistent.

Corollary 2.1 (Consistency) Given a consistent estimator of the matrix of subdensity

functions (q̂ij)
P
→ (qij), let p̂ denote the solution of equation (2.19) corresponding to

(q̂ij), then

p̂
P
→ p̃.

In this corollary, it should be noted that the (implicit) running index for each sequence
q̂ij, with i, j = 1, . . . , s is the sum of the number of observed durations in state i that
ended with a transition to state j with the total number of right-censored durations
recorded in state i. That is, the number of recorded trajectories (t, τ) in state i (let this
number be denoted as mi). Therefore, to index the estimator of the whole matrix of
subdensity functions (and of the transition matrix) we can use

m = min
1≤i≤s

mi.

In practice we need to approximate numerically the solution p̂ij(t, τ) over T by means of
a finite system of algebraic equations. I now turn to this issue.
Consider qij ∈ L∞(T ) with the norm less than or equal to M > 0. Assume that there
exist a partition of the interval [0, T1], 0 = t0 < t1 < . . . < tÑ1

= T1, a partition of the
interval [0, T2], 0 = τ0 < τ1 < . . . < τÑ2

= T2, a constant L > 0, and functions q̌n1n2
ij (t, ·),

n1 = 1, . . . , Ñ1, n2 = 1, . . . , Ñ2, satisfying the Lipschitz condition

|q̌n1n2
ij (t′, τ ′) − q̌n1n2

ij (t′′, τ ′′)| ≤ L(|t′ − t′′| + |τ ′ − τ ′′|) (2.38)

for all i, j = 1, . . . , s, (t′, τ ′), (t′′, τ ′′) ∈ T ∩ [tn1−1, tn1 ] × [τn2−1, τn2 ], n1 = 1, . . . , Ñ1,
n2 = 1, . . . , Ñ2, and such that

qij(t, τ) = q̌n1n2
ij (t, τ), (t, τ) ∈ T ∩ [tn1−1, tn1) × [τn−1, τn),

with
n1 = 1, . . . , Ñ1, n2 = 1, . . . , Ñ2.

Without loss of generality there exist positive integers N1 ≥ Ñ1 and N2 ≥ Ñ2 such that
T1/N1 = T2/N2 = ∆̃, {tn | n = 1, . . . , Ñ1 − 1} ⊂ {l∆̃ | l = 1, . . . , N1 − 1}, and
{τn | n = 1, . . . , Ñ2 − 1} ⊂ {l∆̃ | l = 1, . . . , N2 − 1}. Put

αk(ξ) = s(T2L+ 2M)k(sT2M)k−1ξ, k = 1, 2, . . .

and

βn(ξ) =
αn(ξ) +

∑n−1
k=1 αk(ξ)

1 − αn(ξ) − (sT2M)n/n!
, n = 1, 2, . . . .
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Let N be a positive integer. Set ∆ = ∆̃/2N . Let m1 = 0, . . . , N1 and m2 = 0, . . . , N2.
Consider functions p̂∆

ij , i, j = 1, . . . , s, defined at the points

((m1 + l̄+ r̄/2N)∆̃, (m2 − l̄− r̄/2N)∆̃), l̄ = 0, . . . ,m2, r̄ = 0, . . . , 2N − 1, by the following
system of linear equations

p̂∆
ij((m1 + l̄ + r̄/2N)∆̃, (m2 − l̄ − r̄/2N)∆̃)

= δij(1 −Hi((m1 + l̄ + r̄/2N)∆̃, (m2 − l̄ − r̄/2N)∆̃))

+∆
s∑

k=1

m2−l̄∑

l=2

r̄−1∑

r=0

p̂∆
kj((m1 + l̄+ l+ r/2N)∆̃, (m2 − l̄− l− r/2N)∆̃)qik((m1 + l̄)∆̃, (l− 1)∆̃).

(2.39)
From a computational perspective, the remarkable feature of this numerical
approximation method consists in the fact that the resulting linear system of (matrix)
equations can be solved simply by backward substitution. Therefore, there is no need to
invert the corresponding square matrix of coefficients, which is typically very large.10 I
now provide a theoretical upper bound for the error implied by this numerical
approximation. This inequality insures not only the convergence of the method to the
true solution, but also the consistency of the estimator of the transition matrix which
results from its application using estimates of the matrix (qij) obtained from a
consistent estimator.

Theorem 2.2 (Numerical Approximation) Let n be a positive integer such that

(sT2M)n/n! < 1. If ∆̃ satisfies

αn(∆̃) < 1 −
(sT2M)n

n!
,

then for all m1 = 1, . . . , N1 and m2 = 1, . . . , N2 the following inequality holds

|p̂∆
ij(m1∆̃,m2∆̃) − p̂ij(m1∆̃,m2∆̃)| ≤ (s+ L̂)2M2T2∆ exp((s+ L̂)MT2) + βn(∆̃),

where

L̂ = max{2L∆̃ +M,LT2 +M + (LT2 + 16N2M)(1 + βn(∆̃))}
(1 + 4sMT2)

N2−1 − 1

4sMT2

.

Obtaining a consistent estimator of the ‘left-truncated’ transition probabilities (2.17)
can be easily done by evaluating numerically the expression (2.33) using the discrete set
of values p̂∆

ij .

10In section 2.7 this matrix is of order 3500
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2.6 Simulation Study

In this section I present the results of a small Monte Carlo study conducted with the
aim of assessing the small-sample behavior of the estimators of the hazard rate functions
presented in section 2.4. The simulation setup is as follows, there are 3 states
S = {1, 2, 3}, state 3 is absorbing and denotes default. I consider a time-window [0, T ]
with fixed-length T = 300 time units. At time t = 0 there are K/2 units in each one of
the two non-absorbing states. For each one of the K units I consider a set of four
intensity processes as defined in (2.14) with corresponding hazard rate functions as in
(2.21). I restrict myself to the simplest case where the baseline hazard is a constant and
the time-index is identically equal to one. This corresponds to the simple case of a
homogeneous continuous time MC. Therefore, I can test if the piecewise constant
estimators of the hazard rate functions are capable of recovering this particular case of a
SMP.
The simulation itself can be made in at least two different ways. In this chapter I
describe one of this feasible methods of simulating a panel of individual event histories
generated by K units, each one following a NHSMP. Chapter 3 presents a more general
method, one that is also valid when the semi-Markov property (2.3) is relaxed. The
simulation algorithm described in Chapter 3 allows the simulation of a panel of units
whose individual event histories are governed by an arbitrary set of Ft-predictable,
transition-specific, intensity processes λij. That is, when the value of the
transition-specific intensity processes don’t simply depend on the current state, elapsed
duration and chronological time as in (2.14) but on the entire filtration Ft.
A simulation algorithm specifically adapted to NHSM processes is as follows. Recall
that from knowledge of the hazard rate functions we are able to obtain the
subdistribution functions according to (2.10). We can then iterate the following steps
(with k = 1, . . . , K).

1. Pick one particular unit, say unit k, set t = 0 and assume its starting state at that
time is i ∈ S,

2. Draw u ∼ U[0, 1], then solve Hi(t, τ) = u with respect to τ and with the given t,

3. Draw the next state j for that unit from the Multinomial{πij(t, τ)} distribution,

where each probability πij(t, τ) =
Qij(t,τ)

Hi(t,τ)
,

4. Update t = told + τ ,

5. If the new t < T , and j is non-absorbing, then go back to step 2, otherwise go to
step 1 and choose a different unit.

When all the units have been selected, we have the full set of simulated event-histories.
That is, we have a set of sequences {(Sk0 , 0), (Sk1 , T

k
1 ), . . . , (Sk

Nk(T )
, T k

Nk(T )
)}, with

k = 1, . . . , K. I consider two cases K = 200 and K = 600 units. For both cases I
perform 500 replications of the simulations. Each replication consists in obtaining a set
of K individual event-histories, followed by the estimation of the two components of the
underlying hazard rate functions (2.21). The results are shown in figures 2.1 through 2.4.
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It should be noted that as more and more units enter the absorbing state, the lower will
be the total exposure to each one of the feasible transitions (see the discussion before
formulas (2.26) and (2.27)) over the ‘cells’ corresponding to later chronological periods.
As formula (2.27) clearly shows, the lower the total exposure in a given ‘cell’ is, the
higher the variability of the hazard rate estimator will be. Although no such simple
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Figure 2.1: Empirical distributions of the NPML estimators of the baseline hazard
200 units - the SM model and the simulation set-up are explained in the text. The true baseline hazards

appear as the thin solid line, while the corresponding MC average nonparametric estimate is represented

as the thick solid one. Also depicted are the 2 MC standard deviations from the MC average. Depicted

on the top left picture is the estimated baseline hazard for a transition from state 1 to state 2. The

top right plot corresponds to transitions from state 1 to state 3. On the lower left picture we have the

estimated baseline hazard for transitions from state 2 to state 1. Finally the lower right graph depicts

the estimated baseline hazard for transitions from state 2 to state 3.
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Figure 2.2: Empirical distributions of the NPML estimators of the baseline hazard
( 600 units - the baseline model and the simulation set-up are explained in the text. The structure of the

plot is as in figure 2.1)
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Figure 2.3: Empirical distributions of the NPML estimators of the time-index
( 200 units - the SM model and the simulation set-up are explained in the text. The true values of

the time index (constant and equal to 1) appear as the thin solid lines, while the corresponding average

nonparametric estimate is represented as the thick solid one. Also depicted are the 2 MC standard

deviations from the MC average. Depicted on the top left picture is the estimated time-inhomogeneity

index for a transition from state 1 to state 2. The top right plot corresponds to transitions from state

1 to state 3. On the lower left picture we have the estimated time index for transitions from state 2 to

state 1. Finally the lower right graph depicts the estimated time index for transitions from state 2 to

state 3.)
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Figure 2.4: Empirical distributions of the NPML estimators of the time-index
( 600 units - the baseline model and the simulation set-up are explained in the text. The structure of the

plot is as in figure 2.3.)
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formula is available for the multiplicative case (2.21) a similar effect is to be expected.
For this reason I impose a type-I right-censoring limit T = 300. This value was
empirically selected in order to keep, on average, the total exposure (to each type of
transition) in the later ‘cells’ above half of those values observed at the beginning of the
time window.
It is possible to see as the number of units increases (and therefore also the number of
recorded transitions of each type, and the total exposure to those transition-types) the
estimated components of the hazard rate functions in equation (2.21) seem to approach
the true values with decreasing variance (as it is to be expected). This effect, however,
appears stronger for the baseline hazard component α than for the time-inhomogeneity
index ψ. This may be a hint that the estimator of the index of clustering effects may
have a lower asymptotic rate of convergence, when compared with the estimator of the
baseline hazard.

2.7 Empirical Application

In this section I report the empirical results obtained with a basic SMP model for the
credit rating process. I start by considering only two rating classes, investment grade
(from BBB− up to AAA) and subinvestment or speculative grade (below BBB−),
Default is considered an absorbing state. I do not model explicitly the non-rated (N.R.)
class as a state, instead all transitions into N.R. are taken as censored observations. The
‘cells’ or ‘bins’ used for the estimation of the hazard rates were constructed using a
simple adaptive method. The number of observations is taken to be constant across
‘bins,’ while the dimensions of each ‘bin’ are random. Therefore, the ‘smoothing’
parameter (equivalent to the ‘bandwidth’ parameter in general kernel methods) is, in
this case, the number of observations used to define each bin.
By looking at the number of quarterly recorded defaults by issuers rated as
subinvestment grade level, depicted in figure 2.5, we can see, by conditioning on the age
of the rating (depicted at a yearly resolution), that most defaults take place within the
first four to five years after receiving this rating. This is to be expected, as speculative
grade rated issuers represent, by definition, risky investments.
The total exposure (measured in firm-years) in each ‘cell’ (covering one quarter in
calendar time and one year in ‘age’), figure 2.6, indicates the concentration of firms in
that interval of time with a similar rating ‘maturity.’ In this plot it is possible to see the
existence of 4 historical periods where there was a large increase in the number of firms
entering the speculative grade level (both due to the downgrade from the investment
level and to the request of a first rating). The first cohort at the start of the
time-window (1 January 1981, this cohort is somewhat special due to the fact that most
of its firms would most probably already had their rating for an - unknown to us -
period of time). A second cohort corresponding to the period starting on late 1986 and
ending on early 1990 (this large cohort was mostly due to firms being downgraded to the
subinvestment grade in this period, this conclusion results from the analysis of the grid
count of this type of event - see next graphic). A third cohort corresponding to the
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period of the middle nineties (which was mostly due to initial ratings - most likely
connected to the ‘dot-com’ boom). And finally a fourth cohort corresponding to the
period from 1999 to early 2001 also due to (new) initial ratings.
Figure 2.7 documents the recorded number of downgrade rating actions. With exception
of a high-intensity period between 1985 and 1987 the picture is here much more
homogeneous throughout time, when compared with the one depicting the recorded
defaults for subinvestment grade issuers.
The total exposure of firms in the investment level category, figure 2.8, shows that the
largest such cohort, by far, corresponds to firms which entered the DB at the left-limit
of the time-window.

Assuming a multiplicative structure for the hazard rates, it is possible to extract the
marginal impacts of both the chronological and rating ‘age’ effects. The time-index
component expresses the relative degree of ‘risk’ of a given historical period with respect
to a reference period. Due to the identifying restriction (2.22), this reference period is
the first chronological period (for the case of defaults by subinvestment grade issuers
this was the period covering from January 1981 to late 1984) in the dataset. We can
clearly see, for example, a very high intensity of defaults in late 1990, early 1991 and
then again in the early 2000’s.
With regard to the ‘rating maturity’ effect, we can clearly see that there is a peak in the
default intensity for subinvestment grade rated issuers roughly three years after they
received that rating. This non-monotonic pattern is in contrast with the results reported
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Figure 2.5: Recorded Number of Defaults: subinvestment grade rated issuers

(each grid cell covers a quarter in calendar time and one year in age-time.)
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Figure 2.6: Total Exposure: subinvestment grade rated issuers

(each grid cell covers a quarter in calendar time and one year in age-time)
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Figure 2.8: Total Exposure: investment grade rated issuers

(each grid cell covers a quarter in calendar time and one year in age-time)
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Figure 2.9: Recorded defaults, subinvestment grade rated issuers: time index
(Here I plot the estimated time index ψ. The first time period is taken as the basis for comparison,

the time index was estimated using 36 ‘time bins’ each one of these ‘bins’ encompasses 23 observations.

This choice of the number of ‘bins’ was made using (Likelihood) cross-validation. Also plotted are the

upper and lower .95 confidence bands. It is possible to see that, although the average amplitude of these

confidence bands is rather large, the time-homogeneity is strongly rejected at this level, in particular in

the period from early 96 to late 2001 the overall intensity of this type of event was significantly lower -

when compared to the reference period - from early 1981 to the middle of 1984.)
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Figure 2.10: Recorded defaults, subinvestment grade rated issuers: baseline hazard
(The topmost plot depicts the baseline hazard estimated with 52 ‘bins.’ This number was chosen by

cross-validation. In the lower pane I enforce a higher level of smoothness by choosing only 6 ‘bins,’

each cell or ‘bin’ encompasses 139 observations. Also plotted are the upper and lower .95 confidence

bands. In both cases it is possible to see that the strong non-monotonic behavior of the baseline hazard

is statistically significant at the .95 level.)
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Figure 2.11: Downgrade from investment to subinvestment grade: time index
(Here I plot the estimated time index ψ. The first time period is taken as the basis for comparison,

the time index was estimated using 36 ‘time bins’ each one of these ‘bins’ encompasses 21 observations.

This choice of the number of ‘bins’ was made using (Likelihood) cross-validation. Also plotted are the

upper and lower .95 confidence bands. It is possible to see that, although the average amplitude of these

confidence bands is rather large, the time-homogeneity is strongly rejected at this level, this takes place

for several periods in 1983, 1986, 1989 and from 1996 to 1999 the overall intensity of this type of event

was significantly lower - when compared to the reference period - from early 1981 to middle 1982.)
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Figure 2.12: Downgrade from investment to subinvestment grade: baseline hazard
(The topmost plot depicts the baseline hazard estimated with 54 ‘bins.’ This number was chosen by

cross-validation. In the lower pane I enforce a higher level of smoothness by choosing only 6 ‘bins,’

each cell or ‘bin’ encompasses 128 observations. Also plotted are the upper and lower .95 confidence

bands. In both cases it is possible to see that the strong non-monotonic behavior of the baseline hazard

is statistically significant at the .95 level.)

in Lando and Skødeberg (2002), this is most likely due to the fact that I have dropped
the parametric assumption used in that study. The Gompertz baseline hazard used in
that article is not sufficiently flexible to accommodate non-monotonic behavior, and
therefore seems to have captured only the right tail of the baseline hazard. However as
it is possible to see, (Likelihood) cross-validation seems to be undersmoothing on the
current dataset. It is well-known that cross-validation, and in particular Likelihood
cross-validation provides inefficient estimators of the ‘smoothing’ parameters in several
different nonparametric estimation set ups (see for example Li and Racine, 2007, Hall
and Marron, 1987a and Park and Marron 1990). In particular it has been pointed out
(Hall and Marron, 1987a, Park and Marron, 1990) that cross-validation frequently leads
to an estimator of the smoothing parameter that exhibits an excessive level of variability
and seems to be overly sensitive when the underlying density is not smooth (in fact
these drawbacks were one of the main motivations behind the development of the
literature dealing with the so-called ‘plug-in’ methods).
Throughout all cases, the cross-validation selection of the optimal number of ‘bins’
seems to lead to very irregular estimates of the rating ‘age’ effect. Unless there are in
fact multiple peaks in the ‘duration’ component, this finding is most likely due to the
‘undersmoothing’ characteristics of cross-validation. Therefore, using trial-and-error, I
enforced a higher degree of smoothness by choosing a lower number of ‘age bins.’ This is
denoted in figures 2.10, 2.12 and 2.14 as the ‘ad-hoc’ bandwidth selection.
Next I present the empirical transition matrices for the 7 grades rating system (the CCC
class includes all issuers with a credit rating lower than B−),
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Table 2.1: Empirical SM transition matrix for 1992
This table contains the nonparametric estimates of the one-year semi-Markov transition matrix for the year 1992. This

matrix gives the empirical probabilities (i.e. the observed frequencies) of a firm being found in each one of the 8 rating

classes (ordered through the columns of the table) at 31/12/1992 given that it received a specific credit rating (represented

by the rows of the table) at 31/12/1991.

AAA AA A BBB BB B CCC Dflt

AAA 0.98417 0.01297 0.00285 0.00005 0.00001 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

AA 0.00536 0.95795 0.03336 0.00139 0.00118 0.00070 0.00004 0.00003

A 0.00108 0.00401 0.95287 0.03726 0.00413 0.00049 0.00008 0.00008

BBB 0.00001 0.00121 0.02380 0.92771 0.04122 0.00288 0.00116 0.00237

BB 0.00000 0.00100 0.00290 0.02353 0.89034 0.06412 0.00854 0.00943

B 0.00000 0.00025 0.00127 0.00439 0.02231 0.81334 0.07894 0.07832

CCC 0.00000 0.00003 0.00014 0.00446 0.02238 0.08001 0.34470 0.53435

Table 2.2: Aalen-Johansen estimator for 1992
This table contains the nonparametric Aalen-Johansen estimates of the one-year Markov transition matrix for the year

1992. This matrix gives the empirical probabilities (i.e. the observed frequencies) of a firm being found in each one of

the 8 rating classes (ordered through the columns of the table) at 31/12/1992 given that it was in a specific credit rating

(represented by the rows of the table) at 31/12/1991.

AAA AA A BBB BB B CCC Dflt

AAA 0.92403 0.07458 0.00137 0.00005 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

AA 0.00928 0.93742 0.05191 0.00133 0.00006 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

A 0.00013 0.01540 0.93625 0.04572 0.00242 0.00009 0.00000 0.00000

BBB 0.00000 0.00061 0.06099 0.90047 0.03644 0.00140 0.00007 0.00003

BB 0.00000 0.00006 0.00584 0.11514 0.81013 0.05227 0.01102 0.00554

B 0.00000 0.00003 0.00476 0.02748 0.11240 0.73119 0.07736 0.04678

CCC 0.00000 0.00003 0.00041 0.00274 0.03017 0.09973 0.49593 0.37102

Table 2.3: Empirical SM transition matrix for 1993
This table contains the nonparametric estimates of the one-year semi-Markov transition matrix for the year 1993. This

matrix gives the empirical probabilities (i.e. the observed frequencies) of a firm being found in each one of the 8 rating

classes (ordered through the columns of the table) at 31/12/1993 given that it received a specific credit rating (represented

by the rows of the table) at 31/12/1992.

AAA AA A BBB BB B CCC Dflt

AAA 0.97629 0.02063 0.00300 0.00005 0.00002 0.00001 0.00000 0.00000

AA 0.00511 0.95637 0.03528 0.00134 0.00118 0.00072 0.00002 0.00002

A 0.00074 0.00370 0.95881 0.03336 0.00291 0.00041 0.00005 0.00006

BBB 0.00001 0.00120 0.02375 0.92131 0.04757 0.00312 0.00117 0.00203

BB 0.00000 0.00101 0.00339 0.02088 0.90965 0.05787 0.00354 0.00363

B 0.00000 0.00026 0.00136 0.00515 0.02291 0.90651 0.03219 0.03143

CCC 0.00000 0.00004 0.00020 0.00509 0.02302 0.18516 0.38943 0.39272
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Figure 2.13: Upgrade from subinvestment to investment grade: time index
(In this graphic I plot the estimated time index ψ. The first time period is taken as the basis for

comparison, the time index was estimated using 36 ‘time bins’ each one of these ‘bins’ encompasses 16

observations. Also plotted are the upper and lower .95 confidence bands. It is possible to see that the

time-homogeneity is strongly rejected at this level, this takes place for several periods like 1986, from

1988 to 1992 and from 1994 onwards the overall intensity of this type of event was significantly lower -

when compared to the reference period - from early 1981 to late 1983.)
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Figure 2.14: Upgrade from subinvestment to investment grade: baseline hazard
(The topmost plot depicts the baseline hazard estimated with 51 ‘bins.’ This number was chosen by cross-

validation. In the lower pane I enforce a higher level of smoothness by choosing only 6 ‘bins,’ each cell or

‘bin’ encompasses 96 observations. Also plotted are the upper and lower .95 confidence bands. In both

cases it is possible to see that the strong non-monotonic behavior of the baseline hazard is statistically

significant at the .95 level.)

Comparing the estimated SM ‘renewal’ transition matrix with its Markov counterpart,
obtained using the Aalen-Johansen (A-J) estimator, it is possible to see the impact of
the (estimated) non-constant baseline hazards on the transition probabilities. Several
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Table 2.4: Aalen-Johansen estimator for 1993
This table contains the nonparametric Aalen-Johansen estimate of the one-year Markov transition matrix for the year 1993.

This matrix gives the empirical probabilities (i.e. the observed frequencies) of a firm being found in each one of the 8 rating

classes (ordered through the columns of the table) at 31/12/1993 given that it was in a specific credit rating (represented

by the rows of the table) at 31/12/1992.

AAA AA A BBB BB B CCC Dflt

AAA 0.95487 0.04361 0.00149 0.00003 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

AA 0.00011 0.94244 0.05639 0.00104 0.00002 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

A 0.00333 0.00663 0.95886 0.03031 0.00084 0.00002 0.00000 0.00000

BBB 0.00009 0.00033 0.04699 0.89641 0.05163 0.00424 0.00024 0.00007

BB 0.00001 0.00620 0.00845 0.08211 0.82690 0.06865 0.00652 0.00116

B 0.00001 0.00044 0.00505 0.01420 0.12686 0.82013 0.01681 0.01651

CCC 0.00000 0.00004 0.00015 0.00179 0.03572 0.31275 0.49087 0.15866

features are apparent. First for investment grade rated issuers it is possible to see that
there is much more ‘mass’ on the main diagonal (if an issuer has just received a given
rating in the investment grade level then this issuer is much less ‘mobile’ than another
issuer - with the same rating - but with a longer ‘history’) than given by the A-J
estimator (which effectively ‘averages’ the issuers in a given rating class over the ‘age’ of
that rating). This effect is still visible for BB and B rated issuers. On the contrary for
CCC rated issuers the opposite effect is present, these issuers seem to be even more
‘mobile’ than what the A-J estimator indicates. Simultaneously the A-J estimator seems
to underestimate the probabilities of more extreme rating movements - this is
particularly true for the default probabilities - these are systematically higher than the
A-J estimator indicates, for some cases the difference corresponds to a factor larger than
two. Additionally many transition probabilities away from the main diagonal are
estimated as zero (at this number of digits) in the A-J estimator but not for the SM
case. On the contrary the A-J estimator overestimates the probability of a rating
movement of a single class. This shows clearly the large impact of the ‘rating’ age over
the transition probabilities.

In table 2.5 I check the stability of the estimated SM ‘renewal’ transition matrices
(corresponding to the year 2000) with respect to the number of points of the grid where
the integral appearing in (2.19) is to be evaluated numerically, which leads to the linear
system (2.39). There is almost no noticeable difference between the use of 500 or 2000
grid points (I therefore used 500 points for estimating the SM transition matrices).

In these two tables we can see two SM transition matrices from the year 2004. The first
is a ‘renewal’ one (like the SM transition matrices in the previous tables). At the left
point of the time window (31/12/2003) I assume there is an occurrence of a rating
action which leads to the rating displayed in the rows of the matrix. Then across the
columns, the probability that the debt issuer will be in any one of the possible 8 ratings
is shown. The second table is different. Here I assume that at the left-limit
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Table 2.5: Empirical SM transition matrices for 2000
This table contains the nonparametric estimates of the one-year semi-Markov transition matrix for the year 2000. Here I

increased the resolution of the discrete grid used to apply the numerical integration algorithm discussed in section 2.5. We

are thus able to see the impact of the number of points of the grid over the final estimates. This matrix gives the empirical

probabilities (i.e. the observed frequencies) of a firm being found in each one of the 8 rating classes (ordered through the

columns of the table) at 31/12/2000 given that it received a specific credit rating (represented by the rows of the table) at

31/12/1999.

500 points

AAA AA A BBB BB B CCC Dflt

AAA 0.98926 0.00781 0.00286 0.00005 0.00001 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

AA 0.00643 0.94603 0.04396 0.00189 0.00116 0.00073 0.00003 0.00003

A 0.00068 0.00532 0.95399 0.03659 0.00284 0.00048 0.00006 0.00011

BBB 0.00001 0.00092 0.01359 0.94701 0.02973 0.00440 0.00109 0.00347

BB 0.00000 0.00071 0.00150 0.00993 0.89104 0.08014 0.00721 0.00932

B 0.00000 0.00024 0.00062 0.00140 0.00630 0.86747 0.05977 0.06343

CCC 0.00000 0.00001 0.00004 0.00366 0.00230 0.04137 0.33102 0.60614

1000 points

AAA AA A BBB BB B CCC Dflt

AAA 0.98926 0.00781 0.00286 0.00005 0.00001 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

AA 0.00643 0.94603 0.04401 0.00189 0.00116 0.00073 0.00003 0.00003

A 0.00068 0.00533 0.95399 0.03656 0.00284 0.00048 0.00006 0.00011

BBB 0.00001 0.00092 0.01358 0.94701 0.02973 0.00440 0.00108 0.00343

BB 0.00000 0.00071 0.00150 0.00993 0.89104 0.08018 0.00721 0.00932

B 0.00000 0.00024 0.00062 0.00140 0.00630 0.86747 0.05977 0.06337

CCC 0.00000 0.00001 0.00004 0.00366 0.00230 0.04139 0.33102 0.60554

2000 points

AAA AA A BBB BB B CCC Dflt

AAA 0.98926 0.00781 0.00286 0.00005 0.00001 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

AA 0.00643 0.94603 0.04398 0.00189 0.00116 0.00073 0.00003 0.00003

A 0.00068 0.00533 0.95399 0.03657 0.00284 0.00048 0.00006 0.00011

BBB 0.00001 0.00092 0.01359 0.94701 0.02973 0.00440 0.00109 0.00343

BB 0.00000 0.00071 0.00150 0.00993 0.89104 0.08017 0.00721 0.00931

B 0.00000 0.00024 0.00062 0.00140 0.00630 0.86747 0.05977 0.06335

CCC 0.00000 0.00001 0.00004 0.00366 0.00230 0.04138 0.33102 0.60564

(31/12/2003) each debt issuer had already been one year in its current rating (displayed
in the rows). That is, the debt issuer had received its rating on 31/12/2002. The most
striking feature is the dramatic reduction in the realized default probability from CCC
rated issuers from 39 to only 9 percent.
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Table 2.6: Empirical SM transition matrices for 2004
The first table below contains the nonparametric estimates of the one-year semi-Markov transition matrix for the year

2004. This matrix gives the empirical probabilities of a debt issuer being found in each one of the 8 rating classes (ordered

through the columns of the table) at 31/12/2004 given that it received a specific credit rating (represented by the rows of

the table) at 31/12/2003. The second table contains the equivalent ‘left-truncated’ semi-Markov transition matrix. Here

the initial rating was received at 31/12/2002 and by 31/12/2003 the issuer was still in that same rating.

‘renewal’ transition matrix

AAA AA A BBB BB B CCC Dflt

AAA 0.97868 0.01821 0.00305 0.00007 0.00002 0.00001 0.00000 0.00000

AA 0.00722 0.93740 0.05120 0.00219 0.00129 0.00074 0.00003 0.00001

A 0.00067 0.00530 0.94608 0.04024 0.00715 0.00065 0.00008 0.00010

BBB 0.00006 0.00091 0.01020 0.94776 0.03308 0.00400 0.00130 0.00292

BB 0.00000 0.00071 0.00158 0.01076 0.89995 0.07767 0.00503 0.00413

B 0.00000 0.00025 0.00064 0.00170 0.00981 0.91680 0.04880 0.02203

CCC 0.00000 0.00002 0.00006 0.00448 0.00317 0.09810 0.48754 0.39976

‘left-truncated’ transition matrix

AAA AA A BBB BB B CCC Dflt

AAA 0.96332 0.03397 0.00325 0.00007 0.00003 0.00001 0.00000 0.00000

AA 0.00615 0.90949 0.07935 0.00273 0.00140 0.00069 0.00003 0.00002

A 0.00093 0.01766 0.91809 0.05869 0.00477 0.00057 0.00009 0.00014

BBB 0.00001 0.00090 0.01748 0.92622 0.04986 0.00424 0.00065 0.00085

BB 0.00000 0.00064 0.00328 0.03001 0.88430 0.07521 0.00396 0.00286

B 0.00000 0.00023 0.00050 0.00244 0.04147 0.89297 0.04299 0.01885

CCC 0.00000 0.00001 0.00005 0.00356 0.00370 0.06070 0.83702 0.09212

2.8 Conclusion

In this chapter the existence and uniqueness of the empirical non-homogeneous
semi-Markov transition matrix was established for any realistic setting. An efficient
numerical method for consistently estimating these time-dependent transition matrices
from consistent estimates of the subdensity functions was introduced and its
convergence established. A feasible implementation of the method was constructed using
piecewise-constant nonparametric estimators of the hazard rate functions. The resulting
estimators were applied to the analysis of a dataset on corporate credit ratings from
Standard & Poor’s. Large differences were found between the empirical default
probabilities obtained from the semi-Markov assumption and their Markov counterparts.
These results confirm the existence of a significant ‘aging’ or ‘maturity’ effect in Agency
credit ratings, as previously reported in the empirical finance literature. The
methodology proposed in this chapter, however, makes it possible to adequately quantify
the impact of this ‘rating maturity’ effect over the rating transition matrix. As the
transition matrix constitutes a critical input for most credit risk management
methodologies, the availability of estimators of this matrix derived from realistic
reduced-form models (that take into account most of the stylized facts of rating data) is
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crucial. This chapter represents one step in that direction.
From the theoretical results presented in this chapter it is also possible to derive
confidence intervals for the empirical transition probabilities, this however, falls outside
of the scope of this thesis and its left for future research.

2.9 Appendix

Here I use mainly the notation of section 2.5. Let 0 < T2 ≤ T1. Consider a space
Car([0, T1] × [0, T2]) of bounded functions f : [0, T1] × [0, T2] → R satisfying the
following conditions:

1. f(·, τ) : [0, T1] → R is measurable for all τ ∈ [0, T2],

2. f(t, ·) : [0, T2] → R is continuous for almost all t ∈ [0, T1],

In the theory of ordinary differential equations these functions are known as
Caratheodory functions. For a brief revision of the main properties of the functions
f ∈ Car([0, T1] × [0, T2]) see Ekeland and Temam (1976, Chapter 8).

Theorem 2.3 (Lusin) Let f ∈ Car([0, T1] × [0, T2]) and let φ : [0, T1] → [0, T2] be

measurable. Then the function t→ f(t, φ(t)) is measurable.

Theorem 2.4 (Scorza-Dragoni) A bounded function f belongs to the space

Car([0, T1] × [0, T2]) if and only if for any ǫ > 0 there exists a compact set

Kǫ ⊂ [0, T1] such that meas([0, T1] \Kǫ) < ǫ and the function f : Kǫ × [0, T2] → R is

continuous.

2.9.1 Proof of Theorem 2.1

Theorem 2.1 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.3 below. To prove Lemma 2.3 we
need some auxiliary results.

Lemma 2.1 If q ∈ L∞(T ) and p ∈ Car(T ), then the function

I(t, τ) =

∫ τ

0

p(t+ u, τ − u)q(t, u)du, (t, τ) ∈ T ,

belongs to Car(T ).

Proof. Set

p̄(t, τ) =

{
p(t, τ), (t, τ) ∈ T ,
0, (t, τ) ∈ R

2 \ T ,
q̄(t, τ) =

{
q(t, τ), (t, τ) ∈ T ,
0, (t, τ) ∈ R

2 \ T ,
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and

Ī(t, τ) =

∫ τ

0

p̄(t+ u, τ − u)q̄(t, u)du, (t, τ) ∈ T .

By Theorem 2.3 the integral exists. We have I(t, τ) = Ī(t, τ), whenever (t, τ) ∈ T .
There exist M > 0 such that |p|, |q| ≤M , and sequences of continuous functions
pn, qn : R

2 → [−M,M ] converging to p̄ and q̄, respectively, in the space L1(R
2). Put

In(t, τ) =

∫ τ

0

pn(t+ u, τ − u)qn(t, u)du, (t, τ) ∈ T .

Let τ ∈ [0, T2]. Combining the Scorza-Dragoni and the Lusin theorems we see that the
function (w, t) → p̄(w, τ − w + t) is measurable. We have

|In(t, τ) − Ī(t, τ)| ≤

∫ τ

0

|p̄(t+ u, τ − u) − pn(t+ u, τ − u)||q̄(t, u)|du

+

∫ τ

0

|q̄(t, u) − qn(t, u)||pn(t+ u, τ − u)|du

≤M

∫ τ

0

(|p̄(t+ u, τ − u) − pn(t+ u, τ − u)| + |q̄(t, u) − qn(t, u)|)du

≤M

∫ T1+τ

0

|p̄(w, τ − w + t) − pn(w, τ − w + t)|dw +M

∫ τ

0

|q̄(t, u) − qn(t, u)|du = Jn(t).

From the Fubini theorem one obtains Jn(·) ∈ L1([0, T1]) and

∫ T1

0

Jn(t)dt ≤M

∫

R2

(|p̄(α, β) − pn(α, β)| + |q̄(α, β) − qn(α, β)|)dαdβ.

This implies that the sequence Jn(·) tends to zero in the space L1([0, T1]). Therefore
there exists a subsequence Jnk

(·) converging to zero almost everywhere in [0, T1]. Since
the functions In(·, τ) are measurable, we see that the function Ī(·, τ) and, as a
consequence, the function I(·, τ) are measurable in [0, T1].
Put

p̃(t, τ) =

{
p(t, τ), (t, τ) ∈ T ,
p(t, T (t)), (t, τ) ∈ ([0, T1] × [0, T2]) \ T .

Obviously p̃ ∈ Car([0, T1] × [0, T2]). Let ǫ > 0. By the Scorza-Dragoni theorem there
exists a compact set Kǫ ⊂ [0, T1] such that meas([0, T1] \Kǫ) < ǫ/M2 and the function
p̃ : Kǫ × [0, T2] → R is continuous. Let t ∈ [0, T1]. Consider τ, τ + θ ∈ [0, T (t)]. We have

|I(t, τ + θ) − I(t, τ)|

≤

∫ τ

0

|p(t+ u, τ + θ − u) − p(t+ u, τ − u)||q(t, u)|du+ |θ|M2

≤

∫

[0,τ ]∩(Kǫ−t)

|p(t+ u, τ + θ − u) − p(t+ u, τ − u)||q(t, u)|du+ ǫ+ |θ|M2 (2.40)
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There exists η ∈]0, ǫ/M2[ such that |p(α′, β′) − p(α, β)| < ǫ/(T2M) whenever
(α′, β′), (α, β) ∈ T ∩ (R ×Kǫ). Thus the right-hand side of inequality (2.40) does not
exceed 3ǫ whenever θ ∈ (−η, η). This ends the proof. 2

For each matrix q = (qij), with qij ∈ L∞(T ) consider a linear operator A(q) defined by

(A(q)p)ij (t, τ) =
s∑

k=1

∫ τ

0

pkj(t+ u, τ − u)qik(t, u)du, i, j = 1, . . . , s.

By Lemma 2.1 A(q) transforms Cars(T ) into itself.

Lemma 2.2 Assume that |q|L∞
≤M . Then for any positive integer n the inequality

|An(q)| ≤
(sMT2)

n

n!

holds.

Proof. Indeed, we have

|An(q)p|Cars ≤ (sM)n|p|Cars

∫ τ

0

∫ τ−un−1

0

. . .

∫ τ−u1−...−un−1

0

du0 . . . dun−1. (2.41)

By induction one can easily prove the equality

∫ τ

0

∫ τ−un−1

0

. . .

∫ τ−u1−...−un−1

0

du0 . . . dun−1 =
τn

n!
.

Combining this with (2.41) we obtain the result. 2

Consider, for each matrix q as above, b(q) ∈ Cars(T ) given by

(b(q))ij(t, τ) = δij(1 −Hi(t, τ)), (t, τ) ∈ T , i, j = 1, . . . , s,

and the map B(q) : Cars(T ) → Cars(T ) defined as

B(q)p = b(q) + A(q)p. (2.42)

Let P denote the set

{p ∈ Cars(T ) : 0 ≤ pij(t, τ),
s∑

j=1

pij(t, τ) = 1, pij(t, 0) = δij, t ∈ [0, T1], i, j = 1, . . . , s},

that is, the subset of Cars(T ) defined by the transition matrices. The set P is closed.

Lemma 2.3 The equation p = B(q)p has a unique solution p̂ ∈ P.
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Proof. Let p ∈ P. Since

0 ≤ (B(q)p)ij (t, τ) ≤ δij(1 −Hi(t, τ)) +
s∑

k=1

Qik(t, τ) = δij(1 −Hi(t, τ)) +Hi(t, τ) ≤ 1

(see condition (C3)), and

s∑

j=1

{
δij(1 −Hi(t, τ)) +

s∑

k=1

∫ τ

0

pkj(t+ u, τ − u)qik(t, u)du

}
=

1 −Hi(t, τ) +
s∑

k=1

∫ τ

0

{
s∑

j=1

pkj(t+ u, τ − u)

}
qik(t, u)du = 1,

B(q) transforms P into itself. By Lemma 2.2 there exists n such that Bn(q) is
contractive. This implies the existence of a unique solution to the equation

p = B(q)p.

Now set (r(q))ij = −δijHi(t, τ)(q). Consider a map p = G(q) associating to q the
solution to the equation p = A(q)p+ b(q). Note that |p| = |G(q)| ≤ 1. Let |q| ≤M . Put

ph = A(q + h)ph + b(q + h)

and ∆p = ph − p. Then we have

∆p = A(q + h)ph + b(q + h) −A(q)p− b(q)

= A(q)∆p+ A(h)ph + r(h) = Γ(q,ph,h)(∆p).

Therefore

∆p = Γn(q,ph,h)
(∆p) = An(q)∆p+

n−1∑

k=0

Ak(q)(A(h)ph + r(h)).

Since

|An(q)| ≤ (sMT2)
n/n!,

we see that there exists the map (I −An(q))−1 whenever (sMT2)
n/n! < 1. Fix n

satisfying this condition. Then we obtain

∆p = (I −An(q))−1

n−1∑

k=0

Ak(q)(A(h)p+ r(h) + A(h)∆p). (2.43)

Observe that |∆p| ≤ |ph| + |p| ≤ 2. Since

|(I −An(q))−1| =

∣∣∣∣∣

∞∑

j=1

(An(q))j

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
∞∑

j=1

(
(sMT2)

n

n!

)j
= (1 − (sMT2)

n/n!)−1,
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from (2.43) we get

|∆p| ≤

(
4sT2(1 − (sMT2)

n/n!)−1

n−1∑

k=0

(sMT2)
k

k!

)
|h|.

Now (2.43) can be written as

G(q + h) −G(q) = ∆p = Λh+ ρ(h),

where

Λh = (I −An(q))−1

n−1∑

k=0

Ak(q)(A(h)G(q) + r(h))

is the Fréchet derivative of G at q computed at h and

|ρ(h)| ≤ (const)|h|2.

This implies the Fréchet differentiability of the G map and the end of the proof. 2

2.9.2 Proof of Corollary 2.1

The Fréchet differentiability of the G map over Ls+s∞ (T ) implies its continuity over
Ls+s∞ (T ). Therefore the conditions of the Continuous Mapping Theorem (see, for
example, theorem 18.11 in vd Vaart, 1998) are satisfied. 2

2.9.3 Proof of Theorem 2.2

Define functions

q̃ij(t, τ) = qij(t,max{0, l − 2}∆̃),

with

(t, τ) ∈ T , τ ∈ [(l − 1)∆̃, l∆̃), i, j = 1, . . . , s, l = 1, . . . , N2.

Consider the linear operator Ã∆̃ : Cars(T ) → Cars(T ) defined by

(
Ã∆̃(P )

)

ij
(t, τ) =

s∑

k=1

∫ τ

0

pkj(t+ u, τ − u)q̃ik(t, u)du, i, j = 1, . . . , s.

Obviously we have

|A(p) − Ã∆̃(p)|Cars ≤
s∑

k=1

|p|Cars
∑

{l≥1|l∆̃≤T (t)}

∫ l∆̃

(l−1)∆̃

|qij(t, u) − q̃ij(t, u)|du

+

∫ T (t)

l∆̃

|qij(t, u) − q̃ij(t, u)|du ≤ sT2L∆̃|p|Cars .
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Consider also the linear operator A∆̃ : Cars(T ) → Cars(T ) defined by

(A∆̃(P ))ij (t, τ) =
s∑

k=1

m∑

l=2

(∫ l∆̃

(l−1)∆̃

pkj(t+ u, τ − u)du

)
qik(t, (l − 1)∆̃),

(t, τ) ∈ T , τ ∈ [m∆̃, (m+ 1)∆̃), m = 1, . . . , N2 − 1, i, j = 1, . . . , s.

Since

(
Ã∆̃(P )

)

ij
(t, τ) =

s∑

k=1

m∑

l=2

(∫ l∆̃

(l−1)∆̃

pkj(t+ u, τ − u)du

)
qik(t, (l − 1)∆̃)

+
s∑

k=1

(∫ ∆̃

0

pkj(t+ u, τ − u)du

)
q̃ik(t, 0)+

s∑

k=1

(∫ τ

m∆̃

pkj(t+ u, τ − u)du

)
qik(t, (m−1)∆̃),

(t, τ) ∈ T , τ ∈ [m∆̃, (m+ 1)∆̃), m = 1, . . . , N2 − 1, i, j = 1, . . . , s,

we get
|A∆̃(p) − Ã∆̃(p)|Cars ≤ 2sM∆̃|p|Cars .

Therefore we have

|A(p) −A∆̃(p)|Cars ≤ s(T2L+ 2M)∆̃|p|Cars . (2.44)

Lemma 2.4 Let n be a positive integer such that (sT2M)n/n! < 1. If ∆̃ = T2/N2

satisfies

αn(∆̃) < 1 −
(sT2M)n

n!
, (2.45)

then the equation

p = B∆̃(p) = b+ A∆̃(p) (2.46)

has a unique solution p∆̃ ∈ Cars(T ) satisfying

|p∆̃ − p̂|Cars ≤ βn(∆̃). (2.47)

Proof. Since |A|, |A∆̃| ≤ sT2M , from (2.44) we obtain

|Ak
∆̃
−Ak| ≤ |A∆̃ −A||Ak−1

∆̃
+ Ak−2

∆̃
A + . . .+ Ak−1| ≤ αk(∆̃).

Therefore (see Lemma 2.2)

|An
∆̃
| ≤ |An

∆̃
−An| + |An| ≤ αn(∆̃) +

(sT2M)n

n!
.

From this we see that condition (2.45) implies the existence of a unique solution

p∆̃ ∈ Cars(T ) to equation (2.46). Observe that

|p∆̃ − p̂|Cars = |Bn
∆̃
(p∆̃) − Bn(p̂)|Cars ≤ |An

∆̃
(p∆̃) −An(p̂)|Cars +

∣∣∣∣∣

n−1∑

k=1

(Ak
∆̃
−Ak)b

∣∣∣∣∣
Cars
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≤ |An
∆̃
(p∆̃) −An

∆̃
(p̂)|Cars + |An

∆̃
(p̂) −An

∆̃
(p̂)|Cars +

(
n−1∑

k=1

αk(∆̃)

)
|b|Cars

≤ |An
∆̃
||p∆̃ − p̂|Cars + |An

∆̃
−An||p̂|Cars +

(
n−1∑

k=1

αk(∆̃)

)
|b|Cars .

≤

(
αn(∆̃) +

(sT2M)n

n!

)
|p∆̃ − p̂|Cars + αn(∆̃)|p̂|Cars +

(
n−1∑

k=1

αk(∆̃)

)
|b|Cars .

Since |p̂|Cars ≤ 1 and |b|Cars ≤ 1, we get (2.47). 2

Set Tm = {(t, τ) ∈ T | τ ≤ m∆̃}. From (2.46) we see that the functions

p∆̃
ij : Tm+1 → [0, 1] satisfy

p∆̃
ij(t, τ) = δij(1−Hi(t, τ))+

s∑

k=1

m∑

l=2

(∫ l∆̃

(l−1)∆̃

p∆̃
kj(t+ u, τ − u)du

)
qik(t, (l−1)∆̃), (2.48)

(t, τ) ∈ T , τ ∈ [m∆̃, (m+ 1)∆̃), i, j = 1, . . . , s,

and are completely determined by their values on the set Tm. This implies that (2.48)

allows to successively calculate the functions p∆̃
ij : T → [0, 1], i, j = 1, . . . , s, on the sets

T1 ⊂ T2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ TN2 .

Lemma 2.5 The solution p∆̃
ij to equation (2.48) is Lipschitz continuous in

[m1∆̃, (m1 + 1)∆̃) × [m2∆̃, (m2 + 1)∆̃) ∩ T , m1 = 0, . . . , N1 − 1, m2 = 0, . . . , N2 − 1,

with the constant

L̃ = max{2sL∆̃ +M, sLT2 + sM + (sLT2 + 16sN2M)|p∆̃|Cars}
(1 + 4sMT2)

N2−1 − 1

4sMT2

.

Proof. Consider (t′, τ ′), (t′′, τ ′′) ∈ [m1∆̃, (m1 + 1)∆̃) × [m2∆̃, (m2 + 1)∆̃) ∩ T , where
m2 = 0 or m2 = 1. Then we have

|p∆̃
ij(t

′, τ ′) − p∆̃
ij(t

′′, τ ′′)| = δij|Hi(t
′, τ ′) −Hi(t

′′, τ ′′)|

=
s∑

k=1

(∫ τ ′

0

qik(t
′, u)du−

∫ τ ′′

0

qik(t
′′, u)du

)

≤
s∑

k=1

∫ 2∆̃

0

|qik(t
′, u) − qik(t

′′, u)|du+ sM |τ ′ − τ ′′| ≤ L1(|t
′ − t′′| + |τ ′ − τ ′′|),

where L1 = 2sL∆̃ + sM .
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Suppose that p∆̃
ij is Lipschitzian in [m1∆̃, (m1 + 1)∆̃) × [m2∆̃, (m2 + 1)∆̃) ∩ T ,

m1 = 0, . . . , N1 − 1, m2 = 0, . . . ,m− 1, with the constant Lm−1. If
(t′, τ ′), (t′′, τ ′′) ∈ [m1∆̃, (m1 + 1)∆̃) × [m∆̃, (m+ 1)∆̃) ∩ T , we have

p∆̃
ij(t

′, τ ′) − p∆̃
ij(t

′′, τ ′′) = δij(Hi(t
′, τ ′) −Hi(t

′′, τ ′′))

+
s∑

k=1

m∑

l=2

((∫ l∆̃

(l−1)∆̃

p∆̃
kj(t

′ + u, τ ′ − u)du

)
qik(t

′, (l − 1)∆̃)

−

(∫ l∆̃

(l−1)∆̃

p∆̃
kj(t

′′ + u, τ ′′ − u)du

)
qik(t

′′, (l − 1)∆̃)

)

= δij(Hi(t
′, τ ′) −Hi(t

′′, τ ′′))

+

(∫ l∆̃

(l−1)∆̃

p∆̃
kj(t

′′ + u, τ ′′ − u))du

)
(qik(t

′, (l − 1)∆̃) − qik(t
′′, (l − 1)∆̃))

+
s∑

k=1

m∑

l=2

(∫ l∆̃

(l−1)∆̃

(p∆̃
kj(t

′ + u, τ ′ − u) − p∆̃
kj(t

′′ + u, τ ′′ − u))du

)
qik(t

′, (l − 1)∆̃).

From this we obtain
|p∆̃
ij(t

′, τ ′) − p∆̃
ij(t

′′, τ ′′)|

≤ s((m+ 1)L∆̃ +M)(|t′ − t′′| + |τ ′ − τ ′′|) + smL|p∆̃|Cars∆̃|t′ − t′′|

+M
s∑

k=1

m∑

l=2

∫ l∆̃

(l−1)∆̃

|p∆̃
kj(t

′ + u, τ ′ − u) − p∆̃
kj(t

′′ + u, τ ′′ − u)|du. (2.49)

Set

U(t′, τ ′, t′′, τ ′′) = {u | ∃ l1, l2, w, v : t′ + u+ w = t′′ + v, τ ′ − u+ w = τ ′′ − v,

(t′ + u, τ ′ − u), (t′′ + v, τ ′′ − v) ∈ [(l1 − 1)∆̃, l1∆̃] × [(l2 − 1)∆̃, l2∆̃]}.

If |t′ − t′′| + |τ ′ − τ ′′| < ∆̃/4, then from elementary geometric considerations we get

meas(U(t′, τ ′, t′′, τ ′′)) ≥ T2 − 2(|t′ − t′′| + |τ ′ − τ ′′|)N2.

Therefore for (t′, τ ′), (t′′, τ ′′) ∈ [m1∆̃, (m1 + 1)∆̃) × [m∆̃, (m+ 1)∆̃) ∩ T satisfying
|t′ − t′′| + |τ ′ − τ ′′| < ∆̃/4 we have

s∑

k=1

m∑

l=2

∫ l∆̃

(l−1)∆̃

|p∆̃
kj(t

′ + u, τ ′ − u) − p∆̃
kj(t

′′ + u, τ ′′ − u)|du

≤

s∑

k=1

(∫

U(t′,τ ′,t′′,τ ′′)

|p∆̃
kj(t

′ + u, τ ′ − u) − p∆̃
kj(t

′′ + u, τ ′′ − u)|du

+
m∑

l=2

∫

[(l−1)∆̃,l∆̃]\U(t′,τ ′,t′′,τ ′′)

|p∆̃
kj(t

′ + u, τ ′ − u) − p∆̃
kj(t

′′ + u, τ ′′ − u)|du

)
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≤ (sLm−1T2 + 4sN2|p
∆̃|Cars)(|t

′ − t′′| + |τ ′ − τ ′′|).

Combining this with (2.49) we see that the function p∆̃
kj is Lipschitzian in

[m1∆̃, (m1 + 1)∆̃) ×[m∆̃, (m+ 1)∆̃) ∩ T , with the constant

Lm = s((m+ 1)L∆̃ +M) + smL|p∆̃|Cars∆̃ + 4(sLm−1T2 + 4sN2|p
∆̃|Cars).

By induction we obtain
LN2−1 ≤ L̃

= max{2sL∆̃ +M, sLT2 + sM + (sLT2 + 16sN2M)|p∆̃|Cars}
(1 + 4sMT2)

N2−1 − 1

4sMT2

.

This ends the proof. 2

Lemma 2.6 The sequence

γ0 = 0, γν+1 = α

(
ν∑

µ=0

γµ + να

)
, ν = 0, 1, . . . ,

satisfies the inequality

γν+1 ≤ α2ν(1 + α)ν .

Proof. Set Sν =
∑ν

µ=0 γµ and σν = Sν/ν. We have Sν+1 = (1 + α)Sν + να2 and

σν+1 ≤
Sν+1

ν
= (1 + α)σν + α2.

By induction we obtain

σν ≤ α2(1 + (1 + α) + . . .+ (1 + α)ν−1) = α((1 + α)ν − 1).

Therefore
γν+1 = αν(σν + α) ≤ α2ν(1 + α)ν . 2

Let t = (m1 + l̄)∆̃ and τ = (m2 − l̄)∆̃. Observe that (see (2.48))

p∆̃
ij(t, τ) = δij(1 −Hi(t, τ)) +

s∑

k=1

m2−l̄∑

l=2

(∫ l∆̃

(l−1)∆̃

p∆̃
kj(t+ u, τ − u)du

)
qik(t, (l − 1)∆̃)

= δij(1 −Hi(t, τ))

+∆
s∑

k=1

m2−l̄∑

l=2

2N−1∑

r=0

p∆̃
kj(t+ ((l − 1) + r/2N)∆̃, τ − ((l − 1) + r/2N)∆̃)qik(t, (l − 1)∆̃)

+
s∑

k=1

m2−l̄∑

l=2

2N−1∑

r=0

ζiklr, (2.50)
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where

ζiklr =

(∫ (l−1+(r+1)/2N )∆̃

(l−1+r/2N )∆̃

p∆̃
kj(t+ u, τ − u)du

)
qik(t, (l − 1)∆̃)

−∆p∆̃
kj(t+ ((l − 1) + r/2N)∆̃, τ − ((l − 1) + r/2N)∆̃)qik(t, (l − 1)∆̃).

Put
γij(m1 + l̄ + r̄/2N ,m2 − l̄ − r̄/2N)

= |p∆̃
ij((m1 + l̄ + r̄/2N)∆̃, (m2 − l̄ − r̄/2N)∆̃)

−p̂∆
ij((m1 + l̄ + r̄/2N)∆̃, (m2 − l̄ − r̄/2N)∆̃)|

(see (2.39)). By Lemma 2.5 we have |ζijlr| ≤ L̃M∆2. Combining (2.39) and (2.50) we
obtain

γij(m1 + l̄ + r̄/2N ,m2 − l̄ − r̄/2N)

≤ ∆M
s∑

k=1

m2−l̄∑

l=2

r̄−1∑

r=0

(γkj(m1 + l̄ + r̄/2N ,m2 − l̄ − r̄/2N) + L̃∆).

Applying Lemma 2.6 with α = (s+ L̃)M∆, we get

γij(m1,m2) ≤ (s+ L̃)2M2∆2N22
N(1 + (s+ L̃)∆)N22N

≤ (s+ L̃)2M2T2∆ exp((s+ L̃)MT2).

(Here I used the well-known inequality (1 + 1/a)a ≤ exp(a).) This and the inequality

|p∆̃|Cars ≤ |p̂|Cars + |p̂− p∆̃|Cars ≤ 1 + |p̂− p∆̃|Cars

together with Lemma 2.4 imply Theorem 2.2.2







Chapter 3

The Multi-State Latent Factor

Intensity Model for Credit Rating

Transitions

3.1 Summary

This chapter introduces a new empirical reduced-form model for credit rating
transitions. It is a parametric intensity-based duration model with multiple states and
driven by exogenous covariates and latent dynamic factors. The model has a generalized
semi-Markov structure designed to accommodate many of the stylized facts of credit
rating migrations. In this chapter, parameter estimation is based on Monte Carlo
maximum likelihood methods whose details are presented. A simulation experiment is
carried out to show the effectiveness of the estimation procedure. An empirical
application is presented for transitions in a 7 grade rating system. The model includes a
common dynamic component that can be interpreted as the credit cycle. Asymmetric
effects of this cycle across rating grades and additional semi-Markov dynamics are found
to be statistically significant. Finally, an investigation is carried out on whether one
common factor suffices to capture systematic risk in rating transition data by
introducing multiple factors in the model. The contents in this chapter are mostly
derived from Koopman, Lucas and Monteiro (2008)

3.2 Introduction

Ratings play a prominent role in the credit industry. Their key purpose is to provide a
simple qualitative classification of the solidity, solvency and prospects of a debt issuer.
The importance of credit ratings has increased significantly with the introduction of the
new regulatory framework known as Basel II (BCBS, 2004). In this framework, ratings
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can be used directly to determine the size of a bank’s capital buffer. As capital
constitutes a relatively costly source of funding for a bank, ratings and rating changes
directly affect the banks’ willingness to grant credit to individual firms. Moreover, if
ratings and thus capital requirements co-vary with the business cycle, economic
fluctuations may be exacerbated by capital becoming increasingly scarce in adverse
economic conditions, precisely when it is needed most. It is clear that a good
understanding of the dynamic behavior of ratings and rating changes is therefore
important from both a regulatory and financial industry perspective.

In this chapter a new model for rating transitions is introduced. The main novelty of
the model is that rating transitions are modeled continuously in event time rather than
calendar time and are subject to common dynamic latent factors. Although the model is
relatively complex, it is shown that it can be feasibly estimated using modern
importance sampling techniques for non-Gaussian models in state space form.1

The literature on modeling credit events such as defaults and rating changes has grown
rapidly over the past 10 years. Wilson (1997a,b) modeled default rates using logistic
regressions with macroeconomic explanatory variables. Nickell, Perraudin and Varotto
(2000) and Bangia et al. (2002) show that upgrade, downgrade, and default probabilities
differ over different economic regimes, whether characterized by NBER business cycle
classifications or by GDP growth rates. Default and downgrade intensities are higher
during recessions. In the same spirit, Kavvathas (2001), Carling, Jacobson, Lindé and
Roszbach (2002), Couderc and Renault (2004), and Duffie, Saita, and Wang (2007) use
a duration approach conditional on observed macroeconomic and firm characteristics
and show that average times-to-default decrease if economic activity decreases.
Koopman and Lucas (2008) and Koopman, Lucas and Klaassen (2005) have adopted a
direct time series approach and identified the time-varying cyclical nature of default
rates over a long historical period. Also Fledelius, Lando and Nielsen (2004) corroborate
the existence of time-fluctuations for credit rating migration rates.

Whereas some of the contributions in the literature introduce observed macro-variables
to capture co-variation in default intensities between firms and industries, an alternative
approach is to estimate the common components of default risk directly from the data.
An advantage of such an approach is that one is less prone to misspecification caused by
the use of an incorrect macroeconomic proxy for the credit cycle. Couderc and Renault
(2004) tested a large number of macroeconomic variables for their predictive ability and
found five significant factors. Still, a large part of the fluctuations in systematic default
probabilities could not be accounted for. Second, by estimating the default dynamics
directly from the data, one obtains an integrated framework for capital determination
and risk management, see Koopman, Lucas and Klaassen (2005). By contrast, if
observed macroeconomic variables are used, one needs an auxiliary forecasting model for
such variables, see for example Duffie et al. (2006a,b).

Suggestions for dynamic models with latent components are Gagliardini and Gourieroux
(2004), McNeil and Wendin (2006), and Koopman, Lucas and Daniels (2005). These
models, however, are all set in a calendar time framework: rating transitions are

1In chapter 5 two other feasible estimation methodologies are presented, and compared to the one

discussed in this chapter.
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observed empirically over discrete time slots, e.g., years or quarters. The observed
frequencies are subsequently modeled by non-Gaussian time series processes. By
contrast, in this chapter a duration model with unobserved components is used. The
duration (continuous time) approach is the more natural approach in the current
context, where durations to transitions are endogenous rather than exogenous. In this
way, all the information available in the data-set is used. Lando and Skødeberg (2002)
provide a further detailed discussion of the advantages of the continuous-time approach.
The new model can be regarded as a multi-state extension of the Stochastic Conditional
Intensity (SCI) model of Bauwens and Hautsch (2003, 2006a). The SCI model is a point
process model for stock transactions in tick-time. Durations in the SCI model are the
time to the next trade. By contrast, in the current model it is not only the time to the
next rating event that is unknown, but also the type of event that is going to occur, e.g.,
upgrade, downgrade, or default. In that sense, the model introduced in this chapter is
set in the so-called competing risks framework. Given a firm’s initial rating, there are
multiple states for the firm’s next rating. Each of these states has its own duration
process and only the minimum of those is observed. This leads to a more complicated
likelihood structure than considered by Bauwens and Hautsch (2003, 2006a).

The likelihood function of the new model contains a high dimensional integral involving
the latent common risk factor. In this way, this parameter driven model differs from
well-known observation driven counterparts like the Autoregressive Conditional
Duration model (ACD) of Engle and Russell (1998), or the Autoregressive Conditional
Intensity model (ACI) of Russell (1999). In this chapter, the likelihood of this new
model is evaluated using a multivariate extension of the Monte Carlo techniques that
are developed by Durbin and Koopman (1997, 2001). The effectiveness of the method is
demonstrated by means of a simulation experiment.

The model is estimated for the CreditPro7.0 data set from Standard & Poor’s,
containing all issuer ratings over the period 1981 – 2005. In the present study firms are
classified into 7 standard rating categories and a dynamic model for upgrades,
downgrades, and defaults is specified using all available data. This yields a data set
including almost 7000 firms and almost 14000 informative rating events (more than
25000 if sample extension and attrition are also taken into account). The analysis leads
to some interesting empirical findings. First, there is significant evidence of a persistent
common component in rating transitions. It is further shown that the impact of this
common component with respect to downgrade and upgrade probabilities is asymmetric.
Upgrades are idiosyncratic to a large extent, whereas downgrades and defaults tend to
cluster together in time. Further, experiments with multiple (latent) factor models cast
doubt on the suitability of (widespread) single factor models for risk management and
capital buffer determination. Finally, there is statistically significant evidence of
semi-Markov effects in transitions and defaults. Investment grade transition intensities
tend to increase over the first few years and become more stable thereafter.
Sub-investment grade companies, by contrast, show increased transition activity at short
durations, probably due to momentum effects, and at longer durations, possibly due to
debt roll-over.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.3, the model is presented. Section 3.4
contains the details of a computationally efficient estimation methodology for this model.
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Section 3.5 discusses how to obtain default probabilities over finite time periods from
the event time specification. Section 3.6 contains the results of a Monte Carlo study. In
Section 3.7 the results of the empirical study are presented. Section 3.8 concludes.

3.3 The Multi-State Latent Factor Intensity model

The multi-state latent factor intensity (MLFI) model is a multi-state generalization for
multivariate point processes of the latent factor intensity (LFI) model of Bauwens and
Hautsch (2003). Consider a set of K units (or firms) whose event-histories can be
adequately described by the history of transitions between a finite set of states. The
states in the empirical application will be the set of credit ratings for issuers as assigned
by Standard and Poor’s (S&P). The data set has a clear panel structure and consists of
the exact dates, and the corresponding type, of the rating changes recorded for each firm
in the sample. In order to account for unobserved dependence between the transition
histories in a parsimonious way, a common factor ψ(t)is introduced. In this modeling
framework it is assumed that conditional on ψ(t), rating events are independent across
firms (i.e., along the cross section dimension). This assumption is standard in the credit
risk literature and is used to prevent the model’s corresponding joint state-space
becoming quickly unmanageable due to its size. Gagliardini and Gourieroux (2004)
provide a short discussion of this curse of dimensionality problem.
The multi-state feature of the model is represented as a set S of transition types,
S = {1, 2, . . . , S}. For example, in the case of three rating classes (AAA,AA,A), s = 1
denotes a downgrade from AAA to AA, s = 2 from AAA to A, s = 3 an upgrade from
AA to AAA, . . ., up to s = S = 6 an upgrade from A to AA. Next, define the
right-continuous counting processes Nk(t) and N(t) (their left-continuous counterparts
are denoted as N̄k(t) and N̄(t)). The processes N(t) and N̄(t) make a jump of unit size
at each time there is a rating event for one of the K units.2 Similarly, Nk(t) (and N̄k(t))
jumps at the times there is a credit event for unit k such that

N(t) =
K∑

k=1

Nk(t),

with a similar relationship holding for their left-continuous counterparts. These point
processes are marked because at each event time we also observe the transition type of
the unit, i.e., the specific type of upgrade or downgrade. In fact, the counting process
Nk(t) (and N̄k(t)) can be expressed as the sum of S counting processes Nk

s (t) (and
N̄k
s (t) respectively) that keep track of the total number of transitions of type s for firm

k. It follows that

Nk(t) =
S∑

s=1

Nk
s (t), N(t) =

K∑

k=1

Nk(t) =
S∑

s=1

K∑

k=1

Nk
s (t),

2It is assumed that there are no simultaneous rating transitions. In practice the S&P’s database is

recorded at a daily frequency. This means multiple rating actions can be observed on a single day (for

distinct firms). The likelihood specification in Section 3.4 incorporates this phenomenon.
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and similarly for their left-continuous counterparts. Corresponding to each of these
point processes Nk

s (t) it is assumed there is a finite stochastic intensity λ̃sk(t). In
practical terms this intensity describes the instantaneous probability of unit k
experiencing a type s rating transition at time t conditional on the information available
just before time t. Naturally, such transition intensities are only defined at time t if the
unit actually is ‘at risk’ for transition type s at t− < t, where t− t− is arbitrarily small.
For example, the downgrade intensity from AAA to AA for firm k at time t is only
defined if firm k actually has an AAA rating just prior to t. The intensity for each point
process3 λ̃ks(t) can be (informally) defined by

λ̃ks(t) = lim
∆↓0

P
[
Nk
s ((t+ ∆)−) −Nk

s (t−) > 0 | Ft−
]

∆
,

see for example Andersen et al. (1993, p. 51). The conditional information up to (but
not including) time t is represented by Ft− = ∪τ<tFτ for an appropriate filtration Fτ .
Define Y k

s (t) as a dummy variable that takes the value one if unit k is ‘at risk’ for
transition type s ∈ S at time t−, and zero otherwise. Note that unit k can be at risk for
multiple transition types at the same time. For example, both the AAA to AA and the
AAA to A transitions may be at risk simultaneously. Obvious reasons for a transition
type not to be at risk for firm k at time t are that unit k has the incorrect current initial
rating, has defaulted, or dropped out of the sample earlier for other reasons.
The main assumption used to build the parametric intensity processes

λ̃ks(t) = λks(t)Y
k
s (t)

is the log-linearity of the instantaneous hazard rate λks(t) conditional on the observed
path of any relevant covariates. The model specification for the conditional hazard λks(t)
is thus given by

λks(t) = exp
[
ηs + γ′sw

k(t) + αsψ(t)
]
·Hk

s (t), (3.1)

with s = 1, . . . , S and k = 1, . . . , K, where (i) scalar ηs, m× 1 vector γs, and scalar αs
are fixed unknown coefficients, (ii) m× 1 vector wk(t) contains explanatory variables
(covariates), (iii) scalar ψ(t) represents a latent dynamic factor, and (iv) scalar function
Hk
s (t) represents the generalized baseline hazard function, which can be used to model

duration dependence of the multivariate type (i.e. dependence on the quantity of time
elapsed since the previous rating transitions). This specification encompasses for
example the homogeneous continuous-time Markov chain model that is frequently used
in the empirical credit risk literature, see, for example, Kavvathas (2001) and Lando and
Skødeberg (2002). Note that λks(t) is assumed to be defined only if the corresponding
Y k
s (t) = 1.

A more detailed discussion of the intensity specification (3.1) follows below. The
parameter ηs represents the reference-level log-hazard of transition type s. It is
independent of time and common across all units k = 1, . . . , K. The parameter vector γs

3Nk
s (t) is assumed to be a conditionally orderly process, i.e., it satisfies

P
[
Nk

s ((t+ ∆)−) −Nk
s (t−) > 1 | Ft−

]
= o (∆)P

[
Nk

s ((t+ ∆)−) −Nk
s (t−) = 1 | Ft−

]
, such that the

probability of a jump larger than 1 in Nk
s (t) can be discarded.
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and scalar αs measure the sensitivity of unit k’s log-hazard for transition type s with
respect to observed covariates wk(t) and the unobserved process ψ(t), respectively. The
m-dimensional vector of covariates wk(t), is taken as fixed given F0 and can contain, as
in Duffie, Saita and Wang (2007), unit-specific information such as leverage and
profitability ratios, industry dummies, stock volatilities or statistics depending on the
rating process.4 Further, wk(t) can include macroeconomic information such as
economic growth rates, interest rate levels and term structure variables. In this case
subscript k can be dropped from the notation. Note that phenomena like rating
momentum can also be included in wk(t) such that past downgrades and upgrades make
subsequent downgrades and upgrades more likely, respectively.

The coefficients αs depend on the transition type s ∈ S. This implies that αs can
depend on both the origin and the destination state. In the empirical literature it is
common practice to let αs parameters depend on the origin state, i.e., the initial rating,
only. Here, however, the impact of the common risk factor ψ(t) depends on the type of
transition, and therefore on the destination state as well. For example, upgrades might
be less subject to common risk factors than downgrades, see Gagliardini and Gourieroux
(2005). Restrictions on αs can be tested explicitly using the maximum likelihood based
procedure of Section 3.4.

Following the empirical work in the credit risk literature, all intensities are assumed to
be subject to the same unobserved dynamic common factor ψ(t). Relaxing this
assumption by making ψ(t), for example, rating or industry specific is conceptually
straightforward in this modeling framework. The latent process might even be unit
specific as in Bauwens and Hautsch (2003, 2006a). In the case of rating transition data,
however, specifying unit-specific processes is not really feasible. The number of rating
events for an individual firm is usually too small, even over a prolonged period of time.
This is a direct consequence of the rating agencies’ policy to provide stable ratings to
the investment community.

Assume that ψ(t) only changes at observed event times tn for n = 1, . . . , N̄(T ) where T
denotes the time index of the last observation (right-censoring of type I). The
specification of ψ(t) as a stochastic process with piecewise constant (left-continuous)
sample paths is intuitive since the intensity of the pooled process (pooled over firms and
transition types) is not identified between two consecutive events. Moreover, in the
context of credit rating transitions, ψ(t) is intended to capture low-frequency
co-movements in the vector of migration intensities. In the empirical illustration of
Section 3.7, the average duration of the pooled process is 1.2 days. Therefore, no serious
bias will arise from disregarding possible changes in the macroeconomic variables over
the almost bi-daily spells of the pooled process.

Let ψn = ψ(tn) denote the value of the common risk factor ψ(t) over the interval
t ∈ (tn−1, tn]. In order to capture serial correlation in the intensity of the pooled process,
the dynamic process for ψn can be specified, for example, by a first order autoregressive

4The possible endogenous nature of a selection of (time-varying) covariates leads to an inference

procedure that can no longer be interpreted as full (conditional) maximum likelihood. In such case

a partial likelihood inference framework results from treating as either fixed or defined any internal

covariates, see Lancaster (1990) and Kalbfleisch and Prentice (1980, 2002).
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(AR) equation
ψn = ρτnψn−1 + σnεn, (3.2)

where εn is a set of i.i.d. N(0, 1) innovations, the AR parameter ρ ∈ [−1, 1], and where
σn may depend on the length τn of the interval (tn−1, tn). The specification in (3.2) has
small changes in ψ(t) over short spells. This is in line with the interpretation of ψ(t) as
an economy wide risk factor, which one would not expect to vary wildly at high
frequencies. As not all αs parameters from (3.1) and σn can be identified simultaneously,
σn is normalized to

σ2
n =

{
(1 − ρ2τn/D)/(1 − ρ2/D) for −1 < ρ < 1,
τn for ρ = 1,

(3.3)

in the empirical work of Section 3.7, with tn measured in days of a D = 260 day business
year. This brings ψ(t) close to an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (for |ρ| < 1) or Brownian Motion
(for ρ = 1) process observed at the event days tn. More general dynamic specifications
for ψn can be easily incorporated in the state space framework of the next subsection.
For example, different AR processes can be considered for specific rating transitions. See
also the empirical application in Section 3.7.
The baseline hazard Hk

s (t) is specified by the deterministic function

Hk
s (t) = Hs(t− tk0 , t− tk1 , . . . , t− tkNk(t)), (3.4)

where t− tkn denotes the backward-recurrence time of unit k with respect to its past ith
transition moment. The function Hsk(·) can be any non-negative function of its
arguments. The inclusion of Hk

s (t) introduces duration dependence into the model and,
therefore, relaxes the Markov assumption. More precisely, if Hk

s (t) is allowed to depend
only on t− tk

Nk(t)
, then each unit follows a semi-Markov process. In the general case a

generalized semi-Markov process is obtained, see Glynn (1988). Possible choices for
Hk
s (t) include the hazard function of a multivariate Weibull distribution, given by

Hs(x0, . . . , xN) =
N∑

n=0

asix
bs−1
n , (3.5)

with xn ≥ 0 and fixed coefficients asi > 0 and bs > 0 for n = 0, 1, . . . , N . Another valid
alternative is the self-excitation mechanism introduced by Hawkes (1971) and also
considered for the LFI model by Bauwens and Hautsch (2003).
It should be noted that k’s observed duration or spell tk

Nk(t)
− tk

Nk(t)−1
is the minimum of∑

s Y
k
s (t) latent durations corresponding to the set of feasible transitions ‘at risk’ for unit

k at time t. Here the standard practice of assuming that the latent duration processes
are mutually independent conditional on the common factor ψ(t) is adopted.5 See van
den Berg (2001) for a detailed discussion of identification problems in this setting.
To complete the model specification, an additional set of identifying assumptions for the
parameters is required. The global identification of intensity specification (3.1) requires

5If no exogenous covariates are included, as in the empirical illustration of Section 3.7, this is an

innocuous assumption, see Tsiatis (1975, Theorem 2).
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a sign restriction for αs. Changing the sign simultaneously for all αs’s and for the
complete path of ψ(t) clearly yields the same path for the intensity λ̃ks(t). Therefore, the
restriction αs < 0 for s = S is enforced.
For a vector of unknown parameters θ, the likelihood function conditional on the initial
ratings, pre-sample event histories,6 and on the complete path of the unobserved

process, as defined by ΨN̄(T )+1 = {ψn}
N̄(T )+1
i=1 , can be written as

L
(
θ | FT ,ΨN̄(T )+1

)
=

N̄(T )+1∏

n=1

K∏

k=1

S∏

s=1

exp

(
∆Nk

s (tn) ln{λks(tn)} − Y k
s (tn)

∫ tn∧T

tn−1

λks(t)dt

)
,

(3.6)
where dummy variable ∆Nk

s (t) = Nk
s (t) − N̄k

s (t) is one if unit k at time t experiences a
rating event of type s, and zero otherwise, and FT denotes the relevant observable
filtration. The likelihood function (3.6) has an intuitive interpretation. Unit k only
contributes to the (conditional) likelihood if it is at risk, that is if Y k

s (tn) = 1. In this
case, the likelihood contains the probability of survival of unit k in its current state over
each spell of the pooled point process if there was no rating event for this unit at risk.
When rating event n takes place at the end of the spell of the pooled process for firm k,
that is if ∆Nk

s (tn) = 1, the survival probability is multiplied by the hazard rate to yield
the probability density of the rating event.
The likelihood in (3.6) can be decomposed in a likelihood of a spell length in the pooled
point process, and a likelihood of the associated mark. The spell length follows from the
cumulated (over all s and k) intensities at risk, Y k

s (t)λks(t). The mark then follows from
the multinomial distribution with probabilities

Y k
s (t)λks(t)/

∑

s,k

Y k
s (t)λks(t)

for firm k experiencing rating event type s. See also Section 3.6. This is the most
general specification.7 More restrictive specifications can of course be accommodated as
well. For example, one might take the ordered nature of ratings into account by
restricting the αs parameters to depend on the initial/input rating only, and not on the
output rating. In this chapter, however, I stick to the more general specification.
In order to estimate the parameter vector θ, the conditional likelihood function must be
integrated with respect to the complete path ΨN̄(T )+1 of the unobserved process ψ(t).
The maximum likelihood problem becomes

max
θ
L(θ | FT ), (3.7)

6A discussion of the initial conditions problem in event-history models is provided by van den Berg

(2001).
7Given the close resemblance of the process for the marks with qualitative response models, well-

known problems for those classes of models like (in)dependence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA), will be an

issue here as well, at least for the general multinomial specification. Though not the issue of this chapter,

the current methodology is also applicable in more general classes of point process models that are less

subject to such problems. Moreover, in the current application to credit risk modeling within a 7 grade

ratings system, IIA is not a key issue.
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where

L(θ | FT ) =

∫
L
(
θ | FT ,ΨN̄(T )+1

)
p(ΨN̄(T )+1)dΨN̄(T )+1, (3.8)

and p(ΨN̄(T )+1) denotes the density function of ΨN̄(T )+1.

3.4 Monte Carlo Maximum Likelihood Estimation

The main difficulty with maximum likelihood estimation in (3.8) is the computation of
the high-dimensional integral. In a typical application such as the one in the next
section, this integral is much more than 4000 dimensional. McNeil and Wendin (2006)
address a similar problem by adopting a Bayesian perspective, albeit in a lower
dimensional space (around 50). Bauwens and Hautsch (2003, 2006a) adopt the
simulated maximum likelihood method of Liesenfeld and Richard (2003) and Richard
and Zhang (2007) for the estimation of a single-state LFI model.

By contrast, in this chapter, the general method of Monte Carlo maximum likelihood is
used to estimate a multi-state LFI (MLFI) model. To overcome the inefficiency problem
of direct Monte Carlo estimation of the high-dimensional integral in (3.8) a combination
of importance sampling and the Kalman filter and smoother is used, as described in
Durbin and Koopman (Part II, 2001). It is shown that the methodology can be made
applicable for high-dimensional problems. In this section, the model is formulated in
state space form in Subsection 3.4.1. The Monte Carlo simulation method for likelihood
evaluation is discussed in Subsection 3.4.2.

3.4.1 State Space representation

The MLFI model considers the following three sources of stochastic variation: (i) the
duration between events in the pooled process, denoted by τn = tn − tn−1; (ii) the
transition types s being at risk at t−n for unit k, denoted by Y k

s (tn); (iii) the specific
transition type s at time tn for unit k, denoted by ∆Nk

s (tn). These stochastic variables
are collected in the vector zn for n = 1, . . . , N̄(T ) + 1, where zn is defined as

zn =
{
τn , Y

1
1 (tn) , . . . , Y

K
S (tn) , ∆N1

1 (tn) , . . . , ∆NK
S (tn)

}′
.

The vector zn can be constructed (or observed) at each event n = 1, . . . , N̄(T ) + 1. The
analogue of the observation equation for zn is implied by the non-Gaussian conditional
likelihood in (3.6). In particular, for the ith event time of the pooled process, the
conditional log-density is

ln p(zn|ψn,Ft−n
) =

S∑

s=1

K∑

k=1

∆Nk
s (tn) ln{λks(tn)} − Y k

s (tn)

∫ tn∧T

tn−1

λks(t)dt, (3.9)

for n = 1, . . . , N̄(T ) + 1.
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The intensity specification (3.1) can be formulated more generally via vector xn that
contains latent processes and fixed effects. That is,

λks(t) = exp (Zsknxn) ·H
k
s (t), for tn−1 < t ≤ tn, (3.10)

where Zskn is a fixed and known ‘selection’ vector, for s = 1, . . . , S, k = 1, . . . , K, and
n = 1, . . . , N̄(T ) + 1. In case Hk

s (t) = 1, intensity λks(t) is constant for tn−1 < t ≤ tn. To
show that specifications (3.1) and (3.10) can be equivalent, consider

xn = {η1 , . . . , ηS , γ
′
1 , . . . , γ

′
S , ψ(tn)}

′
,

Zskn =
{
e′s , e

′
s ⊗ wk(tn)

′ , αs
}
,

where es is the s-th column of IS. It follows that Zsknxn = ηs + γ′sw
k(tn) + αsψn. If

another specification for λks(t) is considered, the specifications for Zskn and xn need to
be adjusted accordingly.
The vector xn can contain both fixed unknown coefficients and dynamic latent
processes. Therefore xn is modeled by the general Markovian process

xn = Fnxn−1 + R̃nηn, ηn ∼ NIID(0, Qn), n = 1, . . . , N̄(T ) + 1, (3.11)

with initial condition x0 ∼ N(a, P ). The vector a and the matrix processes Fn, R̃n, Qn

and P are predictable with respect to the observable filtration Ft and may also depend
on the parameter vector θ. If the vector xn only consists of fixed unknown coefficients,
then set a = 0, Fn = R̃n = I, Qn = 0 and P = κI, where κ is the so-called diffuse prior
constant. Usually, κ is set to some large value in numerical software, see Harvey (1989,
pp. 367-8). Exact solutions for κ→ ∞ are available as well, see Durbin and Koopman
(2001, Ch. 4). If the vector xn only contains the latent autoregressive process (3.2), that
is xn = ψn, one should set a = 0, Fn = ρτn , R̃n = 1, Qn = σ2

n and P = (1 − ρ2)−1. A
combination of unknown coefficients and latent time series processes can be
incorporated in (3.11) in a straightforward way. For example, in the case of (3.1) with
wk(t) = 0, we have xn = (η1 , . . . , ηS , ψn)

′ with a = 0,

Fn =

[
IS 0
0 ρτn

]
, R̃n =

[
0
1

]
, Qn = σ2

n, P =

[
κIS 0
0 (1 − ρ2)−1

]
.

In case multiple latent factors or higher order dynamics of the latent factors are part of
the model, the state vector xn can be extended in a natural way. The state space
matrices need to be adjusted accordingly. A general framework for the MLFI model can
be summarized by the observation log-density for zn conditional on the state xn. This is
given by (3.9) where λks(t) is given by (3.10) for tn−1 < t ≤ tn, and where xn is modeled
by (3.11) with n = 1, . . . , N̄(T ) + 1. This set of equations makes up a nonlinear
non-Gaussian state space model as considered by Shephard and Pitt (1997) and Durbin
and Koopman (1997, 2001). Importance sampling methods enable the evaluation of the
likelihood function but also the estimation of xn and the computation of the
corresponding standard errors for n = 1, . . . , N̄(T ) + 1. The details of these methods are
given in Subsection 3.4.2.
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The high dimension of the state vector xn should be noted, since it includes the scalars
η1, . . . , ηS, where S can be as large as 49 = 72 in a 7 ratings system. However, the state
space analysis can accommodate this aspect of the model in a feasible way since it relies
on computationally efficient methods such as the Kalman filter and associated
algorithms. Furthermore, it leads to a significant reduction of the size of the parameter
vector θ. Since θ needs to be estimated via the numerical optimization of the likelihood,
computation time is also reduced as a result. The remaining parameters in θ are ρ and
the αss. These coefficients can be placed in the state vector xn as well although in this
case the model becomes nonlinear in the state equation. The linear Markovian process
(3.11) modeling of the state vector xn is not applicable anymore. The treatment of
nonlinear state processes is more involved and computationally more demanding. The
details of the estimation procedures for xn and θ in the current framework are presented
in the next subsection.

3.4.2 Monte Carlo likelihood evaluation

Given the statistical model specification of the previous subsection, the likelihood
function (3.8) can be reformulated by

L(θ | FT ) =

∫





N̄(T )+1∏

n=1

p (zn |xn,Fn−1 )




 p(x | FT )dx, (3.12)

where p (zn |xn,Fn−1 ) is given by (3.9) and the model for x =
(
x′1, . . . , x

′
N̄(T )+1

)′
is

implied by (3.11). Both p (zn |xn,Fn−1 ) and p(x|FT ) depend on the parameter vector θ
for n = 1, . . . , N̄(T ) + 1. An exact analytical expression for (3.12) does not exist and
therefore we must rely on numerical techniques for the evaluation of (3.12). In this
chapter, the technique of Monte Carlo integration with importance sampling
acceleration is employed. The basic idea is simple. First, we simulate M paths of x from
p(x|FT ) denoted by x1, . . . ,xM where M is a large number. Second, we compute the
Monte Carlo estimator of (3.12) given by

L̂(θ | FT ) = M−1

M∑

m=1






N̄(T )+1∏

n=1

p (zn |x
m
n ,Fn−1 )




 (3.13)

where xmn is the ith element from xm. The estimator (3.13) is poor since xm is simulated
‘unconditionally’ and is therefore likely to make little contribution to the likelihood. A

more efficient approach is to simulate from p(x|z,FT ), with z =
(
z′1, . . . , z

′
N̄(T )+1

)′
, but

this is not feasible since no analytical expression exists for this density. The idea of
importance sampling is to replace p(x|z,FT ) by the more convenient Gaussian density
pG(x|z,FT ) for simulating x’s. The basic algorithm is then adjusted as follows. First,
simulate M paths of x from pG(x|z,FT ) denoted by x1, . . . ,xM where M is a large
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number. Second, compute the Monte Carlo estimator of (3.12) as given by

L̂(θ | FT ) = M−1

M∑

m=1






N̄(T )+1∏

n=1

p (zn |x
m
n ,Fn−1 )





p(xm|FT )

pG(xm|z,FT )

= pG(z|FT )M−1

M∑

m=1






N̄(T )+1∏

n=1

p (zn |x
m
n ,Fn−1 )





1

pG(z|xm,FT )
, (3.14)

since pG(x|FT ) = p(x|FT ) and pG(x|z,FT ) = pG(z|x,FT ) pG(x|FT )/pG(z|FT ). This
estimator is referred as the Monte Carlo likelihood. The construction of pG(x|z,FT ) and
the evaluation of the different densities is described in detail below.

Step 1: Simulate paths of x from pG(x|z,FT )

To build a device for simulating from the conditional Gaussian density pG(x|z,FT ), an
approximating linear Gaussian model needs to be formulated that represents the joint
density pG(x, z|FT ). This density for the linear Gaussian model ideally resembles the
true density p(x, z|FT ) as close as possible because samples generated from the
conditional Gaussian density pG(x|z,FT ) may then be similar to samples from the
conditional density p(x|z,FT ). An appropriate linear Gaussian model can be obtained
using the method described in Durbin and Koopman (2001, section 11.4) and is based on
the linearization of the observational log-density using a second-order Taylor expansion.
In the context of the model described in Subsection 3.4.1, the basic idea is to construct
a linear Gaussian state space model for the series of rating event indicators at event n as
given by {

∆N1
1 (tn), . . . ,∆N

1
S(tn),∆N

2
1 (tn), . . . ,∆N

K
S (tn)

}
.

The rating event is triggered by the signal Zsknxn = ηs + γ′sw
k(tn) + αsψn which

determines the intensity λks(t) for tn−1 < t ≤ tn, see Subsection 3.4.1. To establish an
approximating Gaussian model that relates the signal Zsknxn to ∆Nk

s (tn), consider the
linear Gaussian observation equation

∆Nk
s (tn) = cskn + Zsknxn + ξskn, ξskn ∼ NIID (0, Cskn) , (3.15)

for s = 1, . . . , S, k = 1, . . . , K and n = 1, . . . , N̄(T ) + 1, where scalar constant cskn and
scalar variance Cskn are considered as auxiliary and unknown variables that need to be
constructed in a consistent fashion as is shown below. The observation ∆Nk

s (tn) is linear
in vector xn and modeled by the linear Gaussian process (3.11). Therefore, observation
equation (3.15) and the dynamic latent process (3.11) make up a standard linear
Gaussian state space model, see Durbin and Koopman (2001, part I) for a detailed
discussion on this class of models.
The constant cskn and variance Cskn of the observation equation (3.15) are constructed
in such a way that the conditional density of the model of interest p(z|x,FT ) and the
conditional density of the approximating model pG(∆N |x,FT ) have the same mode for
x, where ∆N = (∆N1

1 (t1), . . . ,∆N
K
S (tN))′. The joint solution for cskn and Cskn to
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obtain the mode denoted by x̄ can be obtained recursively, see the treatment in Durbin
and Koopman (2001, Chapter 11).
The implementation of this procedure is relatively simple. An initial guess for the mode
x̄ needs to be found that is denoted by x̂(0). The linear Gaussian model (3.15) is
constructed for j = 0 by

cskn = ∆Nk
s (tn) − Zsknx̂

(j)
n − CsknZskn∇ ln p(z|x,FT )n,

Cskn = − [Zskn∇
2 ln p(z|x,FT )nZ

′
skn]

−1
,

(3.16)

where

∇ ln p(z|x,FT )n =
∂ ln p(z|x,FT )

∂xn

∣∣∣∣
x=x(j)

,

∇2 ln p(z|x,FT )n =
∂2 ln p(z|x,FT )

∂xn∂x′n

∣∣∣∣
x=x(j)

.

A new guess of the mode for x is obtained by estimating the conditional mean of x
conditional on ∆N for the approximating linear Gaussian state space model (3.15) and
(3.11). The conditional mean of x can be computed by the Kalman filter and smoothing
(KFS) algorithm. More formally, the KFS method computes EG(x|∆N) where EG(·) is
with respect to the approximating linear Gaussian model. It is well-known that the
mode and the mean are equivalent in a Gaussian model. The new estimate of x is
denoted by x̂(j+1). New guesses for the mode are obtained by the KFS based on (3.16)
for j = 1, 2, . . . until convergence is reached according to some metric. Usually
convergence takes place after 5 to 10 iterations.
The approximating linear Gaussian model consists of (3.11) and (3.15), with joint
density pG(x, z|FT ) and where (3.16) is evaluated at x = x̂ with x̂ as the estimated
mode. This model is adopted to generate conditional samples for x from pG(x|z,FT ).
Direct sampling from such a high-dimensional Gaussian density requires many
high-dimensional matrix operations. These numerical problems can be overcome
because the model is formulated as a linear Gaussian state space model. Therefore, the
simulation smoothing algorithms of de Jong and Shephard (1995) or Durbin and
Koopman (2002) can be used to generate conditional samples for x, denoted as xm for
m = 1, . . . ,M .

Step 2: Compute the Monte Carlo likelihood (3.14)

Given a set of simulated samples from pG(x|z,FT ) ≡ pG(x|∆N,FT ) and denoted by xm,
the computation of the Monte Carlo likelihood (3.14) is relatively simple. The Gaussian
density pG(z|x,FT ) ≡ pG(∆N |x,FT ) is conditional on x and its expression is
well-known for the linear model (3.15). Further, the observation density of interest
p(zn|xn,Fn−1) is given by equation (3.9) and can also be computed straightforwardly.
The Monte Carlo likelihood is then maximized with respect to θ for a particular choice
of M . The maximization can be carried out by a numerical optimization procedure. For
example, a quasi-Newton method can be used for this purpose. To ensure a likelihood
surface that is continuous (or smooth) in θ, the same random numbers are used for the
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sampling in Step 1 of the M signals from pG(x|z,FT ). The optimization procedure
requires an initial estimate of θ that is chosen ideally in the neighborhood of its final
estimate.8

Step 3: Smoothed estimates of the state vector

The state vector xn contains fixed unknown coefficients and dynamic latent processes.
Estimating the state vector for each n leads to estimates of regression parameters and
latent processes such as ψn. A straightforward estimate of the state vector, given the
data, is obtained by weighting each simulated state vector xmn by its contribution to the
likelihood function, that is

x̂n|N̄(T )+1 =

(
M∑

m=1

wm × xmn

)/(
M∑

m=1

wm

)
, (3.17)

where

wm =






N(T )∏

i=1

p (zn |x
m
n ,Fn−1 )






/
pG(z|xm,FT ). (3.18)

Standard errors for x̂n|N̄(T )+1 are obtained by taking the square root of

[{
M∑

m=1

wm × (xmn )2

}/(
M∑

m=1

wm

)]
− (x̂n|N̄(T )+1)

2. (3.19)

3.5 Implied Transition Matrices

I now turn to the issue of estimating the transition matrix given the Monte Carlo
maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters. Typical examples include 1-year
transition matrices as the ones published by Standard & Poor’s and Moody’s. I start by
recalling the connection for unit k between the infinitesimal generator matrix Gk(t) and
the implied matrix Pk of transition probabilities for a continuous-time finite-state
Markov process. The case of semi-Markov processes is dealt with later on.9 The matrix
Gk(t) contains the hazard rates for each origin and destination state combination. In
particular, the (i, j)th element of Gk(t) equals λks(t) for s corresponding to a transition
from origin state i to destination state j. The diagonal elements of Gk(t) are such that
the rows of Gk(t) sum to zero. Consider an interval [T, T + ∆]. Then the matrix of

8In the Appendix to Chapter 5, I provide some simple estimators that may be used for this purpose.
9For a Markov chain, the entries of the generator matrix are either constants or (deterministic) func-

tions of time. However, for generalized semi-Markov processes the entries of the generator matrix are, in

general, stochastic processes.
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transition probabilities over the interval [T, T + ∆] is given by the product integral10

Pk (T, T + ∆) =

T+∆

T

(IS +Gk(t)dt) . (3.20)

For the MLFI model, a parametric form for Gk(t) conditional on observed regressors and
an unobserved factor is assumed. In Aalen and Johansen (1978), by contrast, Gk(t) is
left completely unspecified under the assumption that duration and self-excitation
effects are absent. Therefore the Aalen-Johansen estimator is used in the empirical
section as a benchmark for evaluating model adequacy. I assume that the elements of
Gk(t) are adapted to the observable filtration Ft. In this situation Pk(T, T + ∆)
becomes a random variable, and we want to compute its expectation conditional on FT .
This expectation can be interpreted as the transition matrix over the interval [T, T + ∆],

P̄k (T, T + ∆) = E [Pk (T, T + ∆) | FT ] = E




T+∆

T

(I +Gk(t)dt)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
FT



 . (3.21)

To estimate the conditional expectation in (3.21), I suggest two approximating schemes.
In the first scheme, a large number of high frequency (say daily) paths from the process
ψ(t) are generated, compare (3.2) and (3.3) in Section 3.3. Using these paths, a
consistent estimator for P̄k(T, T + ∆) is given by

ˆ̄Pk (T, T + ∆) =
1

M

M∑

m=1

T+∆

T

(I +Gm
k (t)dt) , (3.22)

where Gm
k (t) denotes unit k’s realized matrix of intensities for replication m. This

approximation skips the fact that in the empirical model specification, ψ(t) only jumps
at event times. This last assumption, however, is not material in the model’s
specification, and jumps at higher frequencies (such as every day) are easily allowed for.
The second scheme to obtain estimates of annual transition probabilities uses the
bootstrap. Here, I build on the empirical model’s assumption that the common factor
ψ(t) only jumps at event times. The starting point is the set of estimates of the
unknown model parameters and the smoothed estimates of the latent process, E[ψn|FT ]
for n = 1, . . . , N̄(T ) + 1. Next, I simulate a large number M of possible future sample
paths over the [T, T + ∆] interval for the full panel of K firms as well as for the
unobserved risk factor ψn.

11

10See Gill (2001) for an exposition on product integration. The product integral is the continuous

counterpart of the standard, discrete product operator, just as the integral is the continuous counterpart

of the summation operator. Informally, the product integral of a function f(t) over the interval [T, T +∆]

is
T+∆

T (1+df(t)) = limN→∞

∏N
n=1(1+f(tn)−f(tn−1)) for a partition T = t0 < t1 < . . . < tn = T+∆.

11If weakly exogenous covariates were included in equation (3.1), then an auxiliary model is needed to

forecast the future path of these covariates (as mentioned in the introduction). One resulting possibility

is the estimation of scenario forecasts.
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The pooled process over [T, T + ∆] for replication m provides a partition
T = tm0 < tm1 < . . . < tmn = T + ∆, over which the product integral can be factored, see
Andersen et al. (1993, p. 91). For the empirical model in Section 3.7 these calculations
become particularly manageable.
The estimates of P̄k[T, T + ∆] can be used to compute several interesting risk measures.
For example, one can compute the average transition probabilities over a specific time
interval for a portfolio of firms,

P̄ [T, T + ∆] = K−1

K∑

k=1

P̄k[T, T + ∆].

One can also compute (non-linear) functions of the default probabilities in P̄k[T, T + ∆]
to obtain direct estimates of capital requirements according to the official Basel II
regulations. This is especially interesting if one does not average over simulations of
ψ(t), but considers quantiles instead. See the forecasting exercise in Section 3.7. This
also allows one to consider stress scenarios in terms of extreme ψ(t) realizations.
So far, I have discussed how to obtain estimates of transition matrices for Markov
processes. If we move on to semi-Markov processes, the equations become more
involved. In the current case of semi-Markov behavior and a common risk factor ψ(t),
the relevant equations are worked out in Monteiro, Smirnov, and Lucas (2006). If we
follow the first approximation scheme above, we then have to solve a system of Volterra
integral equations for a fixed path of ψ(t) to obtain the transition matrix. This matrix
subsequently has to be averaged over different simulated paths of ψ. Alternatively, one
could follow the second approach and simulate the complete panel of firms to obtain a
realized path of ψ that only jumps at event times. This could then be used in the
Volterra equations to obtain a transition matrix. The resulting matrix again would have
to be averaged over many replications. Working out the finite sample properties of these
different approaches is beyond the scope of the current work. Here the focus is placed on
estimating the empirical dynamics of systematic credit risk. I leave the implication of
these dynamics for one-year default probabilities and risk measures for future research.

3.6 Simulation Results

To assess the performance of the Monte Carlo maximum likelihood method in a
controlled environment, a simulation experiment is carried out. The modeling
framework resembles closely one of the model specifications in the empirical study of
Section 3.7. In both cases 7 rating classes are considered. The states can be interpreted
as the familiar grades AAA, AA, A, BBB, . . . , CCC, and default. Default is modeled as
an absorbing state. In the simulation section, the intensities are restricted to

λks(t) = Y k
s (t) · exp [ηs + αsψ(t)] ,

where ψ(t) is a step function that jumps at the endogenous event times tn as in (3.2).
The firm heterogeneity in this specification enters through the different parameters ηs
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for the different transition types s = 1, . . . , S. Another source of heterogeneity is the
latent process ψ(t) that can be interpreted as the (unobserved) macroeconomic effect.
The benchmark model in this simulation exercise abstracts from duration dependence
by setting Hk

s (t) ≡ 1. This assumption is relaxed in the empirical section. Further
parsimony is introduced by setting αs = αdown < 0 for downgrades, and αs = αup > 0 for
upgrades. The parameter values used for the simulation can be found in the first column
of Table 3.1.
Note that the number of parameters, even in this simple model specification, is large.
For 7 rating classes, we have 49 possible rating transitions. Given the underlying data
generating process (DGP) in this simulation study, some of the transitions are extremely
unlikely, e.g., from AAA to default. As a result, in a particular simulation run there
may be no transitions of this type. In such cases, the corresponding ηs parameter is not
estimated. This means that not all ηs parameters can be estimated for every simulation.
Table 3.1 only reports the simulation results for those ηs parameters for which a
reasonable (50 out of 500) number of simulations exists for at least one of the four data
generating processes (DGPs) presented in Table 3.1. The model settings considered are
K = 70 and K = 700 combined with autoregressive parameters ρ = 1 and ρ = 0.9.
For both K = 70 and K = 700, a panel of firms and rating transitions is generated as
follows. At time t0 = 0, the sample contains an equal number of firms in each rating
category. The unobserved process ψ(t) is initialized at zero. Given the parameters, this
completely specifies the intensities up to the event date t1. For the time interval
(tn−1, tn], the intensity of the pooled process is defined by

λ∗(tn) =
K∑

k=1

S∑

s=1

λks(tn), (3.23)

with λ∗(t1) applicable over the first spell (t0, t1]. The length of any spell in the pooled
process can therefore be drawn from the exponential distribution with intensity
parameter λ∗(tn). Given the durations of the spells (tn−1, tn] for n = 1, . . . , N̄(T ) + 1,
the firm experiencing a rating event is drawn from the univariate
Multinomial{π1(tn), . . . , πK(tn)} distribution where the probability of drawing unit k is
given by

πk(tn) = [λ∗(tn)]
−1

S∑

s=1

λks(tn), k = 1, . . . , K. (3.24)

Next, the type of rating event for unit k is drawn from the multinomial distribution
with the probability of state s being drawn for unit k given by

πsk(tn) =

[
S∑

s=1

λks(tn)

]−1

λks(tn), (3.25)

for s = 1, . . . , S and k = 1, . . . , K. If the event is a default, the dummy variable Y k
s (t)

jumps to zero. Finally, the unobserved common risk factor ψn = ψ(tn) is updated using
(3.2) with ρ = 1 or ρ = 0.9 and where the disturbances εn, n = 1, . . . , N̄(T ) + 1, are
drawn from a standard normal distribution. This process is repeated until all units have
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entered the absorbing default state, or until the event time tn exceeds the maximum
period of 25 years. For each panel size, 500 replications of the simulations were
performed. All calculations in this chapter were performed using the Ox matrix
programming language of Doornik (2002) and the estimation and smoothing routines in
the package SsfPack of Koopman, Shephard and Doornik (1999).

The simulation results for the Monte Carlo maximum likelihood procedure discussed in
Section 3.4 are shown in Table 3.1. I first concentrate on the model with a random walk
factor (ρ = 1). We see that many of the parameters are estimated accurately for a panel
with 70 firms. The parameters that are estimated less accurately, correspond to larger
rating transitions (e.g, AAA to BB or AA to CCC). As the larger rating transitions are
much less likely, the Monte Carlo averages of the corresponding ηs parameters are based
on less replications and, therefore, less accurate themselves. By contrast, the presented
averages for the smaller rating transitions are all very close to the true parameter values.
The accuracy of the ηs parameters increases further if the number of units is increased
to K = 700. This is due to the fact that for a larger panel, we will observe more types of
transitions in the same period of 25 years. The increase in precision also holds for the αs
parameters. By considering the average estimate, it appears that the estimator for αs is
somewhat biased toward zero. This implies the magnitude of the common risk factor is
underestimated. Consequently, it is more difficult to find significant evidence of such a
factor in the empirical section later on. The strength of the common factor actually
found in the empirical section might thus be a lower bound on its true value.

If a stationary specification for ψ with ρ = 0.9 is considered, the results are similar.
Parameters for small rating transitions are estimated accurately. Parameters for the
larger rating transitions are more difficult to estimate for the smaller panel due to the
limited number of observations. For the large panel, the bias in the estimates of αs
appears smaller than for a non-stationary ψ(t). For the stationary model, one has to
estimate the additional AR(1) parameter ρ. For the small panel of K = 70, the average
estimate is near its true value of 0.9. The slight negative finite-sample bias is well-known
from the linear model context. If the panel size increases to K = 700, the estimate of ρ
remains stable, while its Monte Carlo standard deviation decreases somewhat. The mild
improvement is largely due to the parameterization chosen. The cross-sectional
dimension of the panel was increased while keeping T at 25 years. This increases the
number of event times, without increasing the calendar time available. Given the scaling
of the parameters of the autoregressive process with the length of the spell intervals,
there is limited additional information on the long-term dynamics of the AR process.
There is only a moderate precision gain caused by a more precise estimate of the signal
given the increased number of events.
As explained in Section 3.4 (Step 3), we can use smoothing techniques to obtain an
estimate of the unobserved ψ(t) factor. Figure 3.1 illustrates the result for a single
‘representative’ simulation. For this simulation, the true value of ψ(t) was plotted
against its estimated (smoothed) counterpart using the Durbin-Koopman importance
sampling scheme. The 95% confidence bounds are also provided. The algorithm clearly
performs adequately in recovering the characteristics of the true, unobserved ψ(t)
process from the observed data. As expected, the true ψ(t) is much more volatile at
high frequencies than its smoothed counterpart. Local and global peaks and troughs of
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the series, however, appear correctly positioned in calendar time. The true process also
falls inside the 95% confidence interval most of the time.
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Figure 3.1: True versus smoothed estimate of ψ(t)
The baseline model and the simulation set-up are the same as explained in the note to Table 3.1. The

thick, solid curve is the smoothed estimate of ψ(t). The thin solid curve is the true ψ(t) path in a typical

simulation. The dotted lines give the 95% confidence band of the smoothed ψ(t).
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Table 3.1: Monte Carlo Results
This table contains parameter estimates for the MLFI model, λk

s(t) = Y k
s (t) · exp[ηs + αsψ(t)], for

k = 1, . . . ,K with K the number of units, s = 1, . . . , 49. The true parameters are taken in accordance
with the empirical results in Section 3.7, with different loading αs for up and down-grades, model C in
Table 3.3. There are 7 rating classes. Initial ratings are distributed evenly over these classes. The model is
estimated for K = 70 and K = 700, both with a random walk common factor ψ and with a stationary AR,
parameter ρ = 0.9. The maximum time T is set to 25 years, unless the complete sample has defaulted at
an earlier stage. 500 replications were performed for each parameter combination. Monte-Carlo averages
and standard errors (in parentheses) are presented for those parameters that have a sufficient number of
occurrences over all simulations.

True K=70 K=700 K=70 K=700
ρtrue = 1 ρtrue = 1 ρtrue = 0.9 ρtrue = 0.9

ηAAA→AA -3.47 -3.48 (0.79) -3.51 (0.27) -3.55 (0.88) -3.50 (0.16)
ηAAA→A -5.88 -5.20 (1.36) -5.99 (0.64) -5.35 (1.32) -6.04 (0.51)
ηAAA→BBB -8.38 -5.39 (1.10) -7.67 (1.02) -5.52 (1.37) -7.72 (0.93)
ηAAA→BB -7.55 -5.73 (1.10) -7.36 (1.08) -5.64 (0.89) -7.44 (0.75)
ηAA→AAA -5.04 -4.81 (0.93) -5.05 (0.23) -4.84 (1.00) -5.07 (0.15)
ηAA→A -3.04 -3.10 (0.80) -3.07 (0.26) -3.12 (0.63) -3.08 (0.14)
ηAA→BBB -5.84 -5.38 (1.40) -5.92 (0.55) -5.49 (1.38) -6.00 (0.41)
ηAA→BB -8.47 -5.65 (1.23) -8.01 (1.00) -5.74 (1.30) -8.06 (0.72)
ηAA→B -7.59 -5.78 (1.44) -7.49 (1.08) -5.54 (1.32) -7.65 (0.83)
ηAA→CCC -9.63 -6.03 (1.57) -8.03 (0.90) -5.50 (1.05) -8.20 (0.69)
ηA→AAA -7.06 -6.27 (1.65) -7.03 (0.50) -5.93 (0.82) -7.22 (0.59)
ηA→AA -3.96 -3.99 (0.63) -3.93 (0.10) -3.96 (0.56) -3.96 (0.08)
ηA→BBB -3.38 -3.49 (0.78) -3.41 (0.25) -3.49 (0.72) -3.40 (0.14)
ηA→BB -6.18 -5.91 (1.41) -6.30 (0.52) -5.80 (1.32) -6.27 (0.33)
ηA→B -6.89 -6.34 (1.65) -6.95 (0.73) -6.16 (1.23) -7.06 (0.56)
ηA→D -7.75 -6.52 (1.69) -7.77 (0.98) -6.34 (1.28) -7.86 (0.78)
ηBBB→AAA -8.78 -6.17 (1.18) -8.09 (0.92) -5.91 (0.74) -8.02 (0.64)
ηBBB→AA -5.88 -5.66 (1.15) -5.94 (0.36) -5.39 (0.87) -6.00 (0.26)
ηBBB→A -3.08 -3.12 (0.42) -3.06 (0.08) -3.06 (0.29) -3.07 (0.05)
ηBBB→BB -3.41 -3.50 (0.84) -3.44 (0.26) -3.49 (0.64) -3.43 (0.15)
ηBBB→B -5.81 -5.61 (1.31) -5.87 (0.54) -5.68 (1.26) -5.90 (0.35)
ηBBB→CCC -7.94 -6.51 (1.26) -7.89 (0.92) -6.23 (1.02) -7.92 (0.79)
ηBBB→D -6.51 -6.19 (1.25) -6.61 (0.56) -5.97 (1.39) -6.65 (0.52)
ηBB→AAA -7.62 -5.60 (1.15) -7.36 (0.81) -5.41 (0.96) -7.45 (0.68)
ηBB→AA -6.75 -5.46 (0.92) -6.74 (0.79) -5.27 (1.12) -6.91 (0.71)
ηBB→A -5.20 -4.86 (1.11) -5.26 (0.28) -4.93 (0.94) -5.24 (0.20)
ηBB→BBB -2.61 -2.60 (0.35) -2.61 (0.08) -2.59 (0.28) -2.59 (0.05)
ηBB→B -3.02 -3.13 (0.85) -3.06 (0.27) -3.12 (0.75) -3.05 (0.14)
ηBB→CCC -5.83 -5.53 (1.63) -5.87 (0.51) -5.32 (1.48) -5.94 (0.43)
ηBB→D -5.51 -5.26 (1.17) -5.61 (0.49) -5.26 (1.30) -5.66 (0.34)
ηB→AA -7.06 -5.04 (0.76) -6.98 (0.84) -5.12 (1.15) -7.10 (0.70)
ηB→A -6.14 -5.03 (1.10) -6.24 (0.65) -4.90 (1.17) -6.41 (0.60)
ηB→BBB -5.37 -4.79 (1.10) -5.47 (0.46) -4.86 (0.96) -5.44 (0.28)
ηB→BB -2.64 -2.65 (0.48) -2.62 (0.08) -2.59 (0.28) -2.63 (0.05)
ηB→CCC -3.14 -3.23 (0.93) -3.19 (0.28) -3.22 (0.75) -3.17 (0.16)
ηB→D -3.97 -4.03 (0.89) -4.02 (0.33) -4.03 (1.03) -4.01 (0.18)
ηCCC→A -5.24 -3.40 (1.00) -5.21 (0.75) -3.63 (1.11) -5.30 (0.70)
ηCCC→BBB -4.84 -3.48 (1.12) -4.89 (0.74) -3.49 (0.86) -5.05 (0.62)
ηCCC→BB -4.12 -3.42 (0.90) -4.24 (0.45) -3.36 (1.03) -4.30 (0.43)
ηCCC→B -1.74 -1.76 (0.57) -1.73 (0.10) -1.79 (0.51) -1.72 (0.05)
ηCCC→D -1.24 -1.37 (0.73) -1.29 (0.22) -1.32 (0.55) -1.28 (0.14)

αup 1.60 1.43 (0.81) 1.47 (0.36) 1.46 (1.40) 1.56 (0.36)
αdown -3.20 -2.64 (1.05) -2.90 (0.64) -2.83 (1.41) -3.12 (0.63)

ρ 0.85 (0.20) 0.83 (0.15)
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3.7 Empirical Results

3.7.1 Data

The data consist of rating transitions obtained from Standard & Poor’s. The rating
histories of all issuers are recorded in the CreditPro 7.0 database. The sample period is
from the end of 1980 (the left-truncation time point) until June 2005. The durations of
the pooled process were expressed as a fraction of the business year. Note that there
may be multiple rating events on a single day. This is captured by the variables ∆Nk

s (tn)
in (3.6). The rating histories in the data set distinguish between more than 18 different
rating classes. To illustrate this methodology, only seven broad classes were considered,
namely AAA, AA, A, BBB, BB, B, CCC (and lower), and default. This produces 49
possible rating transitions. Out of these 49, 42 are observed in the current sample. In
terms of model (3.9), we therefore have S = 42, K is almost 7000, and N > 25000 (or
14000 if the ψ(t) process does not jump at transitions involving the non-rated class).
Even with these sample sizes, the model can be implemented on a standard desktop PC.

New firms enter the sample when they receive a rating for the first time. Firms leave the
sample when they enter the default state or when their rating is withdrawn. However,
S&P continues to track firms whose ratings are withdrawn. It is indicated in the
database when such firms default at a later stage. This should substantially mitigate
any biases caused by strategic behavior of firms in maintaining a rating at S&P. If a firm
first enters the non-rated class and later defaults, the transition to the non-rating class
is skipped. In total, we observe 7000 firms, though many of these firms are only
observed over part of the sample. The number of rated firms increases over time.
Accounting for attrition (defaults and transitions to non-rated) and sample extension,
the time series average of the number of firms available at any moment is around 2200.

As the clustering effect of defaults is the main interest, I first clean the database for
alternative forms of clustering. Two filters were used. First, the data is inspected in
order to look for firms that have long histories of coincident rating increases and
decreases. Typical examples of these are firms that have merged during the time of the
database. In such cases, one of the two firms is excluded from the dataset from the time
of the merger onwards. Second, there appeared to be some policy of the rating agencies
in clustering re-ratings, e.g., centered around meeting times of the committee. To
account for this, the ‘number of events per day’ was Winsorized to 3 by replacing
∆Nk

s (tn) by ∆Nk
s (tn) · min(3,∆Ns(tn))/∆Ns(tn), with ∆Ns(tn) =

∑
k ∆Nk

s (tn).
Experiments with Winsorizing values between 1 and 5 yielded similar results. The
Winsorizing procedure has the largest effect on the estimation of the dynamics of the
latent component, summarized by the AR parameter ρ. Erratic clustering due to rating
agencies’ policies, e.g., around committee meetings, corrupts the dynamics of ψ and
causes a downward bias in the estimate of ρ. This effect is mitigated considerably by the
Winsorizing procedure. In future research, these anomalous clustering effects can be
dealt with differently, e.g., by trying to model them explicitly.

Some descriptive features of the data are as follows. The pooled process has a high
intensity of migrations, resulting in an average duration between transitions, ‘births,’ or
withdrawals of 1.2 days. There is a large number of downgrades and upgrades. The
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counts of transition events is given in Table 3.4. It is clear that most transitions take
place to adjacent rating categories. Some of the transitions are very rare, e.g., large
down-grades or up-grades. In order to check the sensitivity of the results to these rare
events, a robustness check was also performed. This consisted in considering only those
transition types with more than 20 recorded events. The results are not sensitive to this.
The data are visualized in Figure 3.2. In order to keep the number of graphs
manageable, the ratings were, temporarily, further clustered into investment grade
(AAA–BBB) and sub-investment grade (BB–CCC). The upper two plots in Figure 3.2
show the number of investment grade downgrades and defaults on a daily basis since
December 31, 1980, respectively. We can see that downgrades and defaults tend to
cluster in time. This follows from the concentration of vertical lines, which originate
dark and bright areas along the horizontal (time) axis. The lower two plots in Figure 3.2
contain the number of sub-investment grade upgrades and downgrades on any given day,
respectively. Interestingly, the plots complement each other. When downgrades and
defaults cluster, upgrades are more sparse, and vise versa. This suggests that the model
specification used with a single common risk factor ψ(t) might already captures the
most salient features of the data. However, multiple factor models were also estimated
at a later stage in the analysis.
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Figure 3.2: Daily number of rating actions and recorded defaults
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3.7.2 Homogeneous continuous-time Markov chain model

To get a first impression of the adequacy of the empirical model specification, a MLFI
model without any latent dynamics was considered. In this case, the model has
λks(t) = exp(ηs) and the MLFI model reduces to a simple homogeneous continuous-time
Markov chain (HCTMC) model. The maximum likelihood (ML) estimator of ηs for the
HCTMC model has a closed-form expression and is given by12

η̂s = ln




N̄(T )+1∑

n=1

K∑

k=1

∆Nk
s (tn)



− ln




N̄(T )+1∑

n=1

K∑

k=1

τnY
k
s (tn)



 . (3.26)

Table 3.2 presents the parameter estimates based on (3.26) as well as the estimates
obtained by using the Monte Carlo methods of Section 3.4. As expected, the parameter
estimates are almost identical for all transition types for which the number of
observations is sufficiently large. But even for the transition types with only one
observation, the importance sampling estimates (SML) never differ more than 10% from
their closed form counterparts. This is well within a bound of two standard errors. As
stated before, a robustness check was also performed by including only the transition
types with 20 observations or more. Here the differences between the sampling and
analytic approach appear negligible. Also note that the estimate of the likelihood differs
by less than 0.01% from its analytic counterpart. Again, this difference shrinks to zero if
only transition types with more than 20 observations are used.

12These estimators may also be used to obtain starting values for the corresponding parameters in the
general specification (3.1). See also the footnote at the end of section refsec3.2.3
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Table 3.2: Parameter estimates of the HCTMC model
This table presents estimates of a homogeneous continuous-time Markov chain (HCTMC) model with
intensities λk

s(t) = exp(ηs). The transition types are sorted on their number of observations. The first
two columns provide the rating transition type. The third column indicates the number of steps taken
for this transition type in the 7 grade system. The fourth column contains the number of observations
for this transition type. The column headed ML-η̂s contains the closed form maximum likelihood (ML)
estimates from (3.26). Its ML asymptotic standard error is in parentheses in column six. The Monte
Carlo maximum likelihood estimates SML-η̂s and their simulated standard errors (using 100 samples)
follow in columns seven and eight. The column ∆η̂s and ∆s.e. give the difference between the ML and
SML estimates, and between their standard errors, respectively.

From To #steps #obs ML-η̂s SML-η̂s ∆η̂s ∆s.e.
B → CCC 1 855 -2.50 (0.04) -2.50 (0.03) 0.00 0.00

BB → B 1 769 -2.39 (0.04) -2.40 (0.03) 0.00 0.01
A → BBB 1 714 -2.86 (0.04) -2.86 (0.04) 0.00 0.00

CCC → D 1 678 -0.53 (0.04) -0.52 (0.04) -0.01 0.00
BBB → BB 1 605 -2.93 (0.04) -2.94 (0.04) 0.01 0.00

B → BB 1 524 -2.94 (0.04) -2.96 (0.04) 0.02 0.00
AA → A 1 475 -2.55 (0.05) -2.56 (0.04) 0.00 0.00
BB → BBB 1 467 -2.89 (0.05) -2.88 (0.04) -0.01 0.00

BBB → A 1 457 -3.20 (0.05) -3.21 (0.05) 0.01 0.00
B → D 2 349 -3.35 (0.05) -3.34 (0.06) -0.01 0.00
A → AA 1 219 -4.06 (0.07) -4.07 (0.07) 0.01 0.00

CCC → B 1 135 -2.12 (0.09) -2.11 (0.08) -0.01 0.01

AAA → AA 1 95 -2.96 (0.10) -2.97 (0.10) 0.00 0.01
BB → D 3 65 -4.85 (0.12) -4.88 (0.10) 0.03 0.03

BBB → B 2 53 -5.34 (0.14) -5.32 (0.14) -0.02 0.00
BB → CCC 2 48 -5.16 (0.14) -5.18 (0.13) 0.02 0.02
A → BB 2 40 -5.72 (0.16) -5.70 (0.15) -0.02 0.01

BB → A 2 36 -5.44 (0.17) -5.46 (0.17) 0.02 -0.01
AA → AAA 1 34 -5.14 (0.17) -5.14 (0.11) 0.00 0.06
B → BBB 2 34 -5.67 (0.17) -5.63 (0.16) -0.04 0.01

BBB → AA 2 27 -6.02 (0.19) -6.01 (0.15) 0.00 0.04
AA → BBB 2 25 -5.45 (0.20) -5.38 (0.20) -0.07 0.00
BBB → D 4 24 -6.13 (0.20) -6.04 (0.21) -0.10 -0.01

A → B 3 19 -6.46 (0.23) -6.44 (0.22) -0.02 0.00
B → A 3 16 -6.43 (0.25) -6.43 (0.24) 0.01 0.01

CCC → BB 2 13 -4.46 (0.28) -4.49 (0.27) 0.03 0.01
A → AAA 2 10 -7.11 (0.32) -7.16 (0.30) 0.06 0.02

A → D 5 9 -7.21 (0.33) -7.31 (0.33) 0.10 0.01
AAA → A 2 8 -5.39 (0.35) -5.40 (0.26) 0.01 0.09
BB → AA 3 8 -6.95 (0.35) -7.06 (0.31) 0.11 0.04

CCC → BBB 3 8 -4.95 (0.35) -5.17 (0.36) 0.22 -0.01
BBB → CCC 3 6 -7.52 (0.41) -7.48 (0.40) -0.04 0.01

B → AA 4 6 -7.41 (0.41) -7.38 (0.36) -0.03 0.05
AA → B 4 5 -7.06 (0.45) -7.20 (0.45) 0.14 0.00
CCC → A 4 5 -5.42 (0.45) -5.59 (0.40) 0.17 0.05
BB → AAA 4 4 -7.64 (0.50) -7.93 (0.61) 0.29 -0.11

AAA → BB 4 2 -6.78 (0.71) -7.14 (0.73) 0.36 -0.03
AA → BB 3 2 -7.97 (0.71) -7.97 (0.59) -0.01 0.12
BBB → AAA 3 2 -8.62 (0.71) -8.93 (0.88) 0.32 -0.17
AAA → BBB 3 1 -7.47 (1.00) -7.88 (0.91) 0.40 0.09
AA → CCC 5 1 -8.67 (1.00) -9.43 (1.15) 0.76 -0.15
CCC → AAA 6 1 -7.03 (1.00) -7.63 (1.03) 0.61 -0.03

log-likelihood -25582.7 -25584.4 1.7 (<0.01%)
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3.7.3 Estimation results for the MLFI model

This empirical exercise starts with the introduction of a single random walk component
ψn capturing systematic credit risk. This implies the AR parameter ρ is set to unity.
The estimation results are in Table 3.3, model B. Due to the restriction ρ = 1, ψ(t1) and
ηs for s = 1, . . . , S(= 42) are not jointly identified. Therefore the starting value of the
latent process ψ(t) is set to ψ1 = ψ(t1) = 0. This means that ψ(t) can be interpreted as
a relative credit index compared to its starting level in December 31, 1980.
For the intensity specification (3.1) in model B, I set αs = −ᾱ < 0 for downgrades and
αs = ᾱ > 0 for upgrades. Since ψn is interpreted as the (unobserved) credit cycle, these
sign restrictions on αs imply an increase in the probability of downgrades and defaults if
ψn is negative, and a simultaneous decrease in the probability of rating upgrades.
Conversely, if ψn is positive, it leads to an increase in the probability of firms being
upgraded. The sign restrictions are relaxed later on.
It is worth mentioning here that all models reported in Table 3.3 have an additional 42
(unreported) ηs parameters that need to be estimated. This is the number of non-zeros
in Table 3.4. Given space constraints, I do not report them here. They are however a
part of the estimation problem as sketched in Section 3.4.
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Table 3.3: Parameter estimates of the MLFI model
This table contains the parameter estimates ρs and α̃s = 100αs of the MLFI model, λk

s(t) = Y k
s (t) exp[ηs+

αsψs(t) + hs(usk(t))], for k = 1, . . . ,K with K the number of firms, s ∈ S = {AAA → AA,AAA →
A, . . . , CCC → B,CCC → Dflt}, the 49 different possible rating transitions for the 7 rating classes
AAA, . . . , CCC. The factor ψis = ψs(tn) follows an AR(1) process ψsi = ρτn

s ψs,i−1 +σsiεsi, with εn i.i.d.
standard normal random variables, tn for i = 1, . . . , N(T ) the event times of the pooled process measured

in fractions of the 260 day business year (instead of in days as in (3.3)), and σ2
si = (1−ρ

2τn/260
s )/(1−ρ

2/260
s ).

For identification, ψs0 = 0. The log baseline hazard function hs depends on the time spent in the current
rating and follows a cubic spline function with knots at 0, 1, 3, and 10 years. Given the presence of the
ηs factor, the restriction hs(0) = 0 is imposed. Spline values at spell lengths exceeding 10 years are set
to the spline value at 10 years. The ηs are allowed to be different for all transition types (yielding almost
49 parameter estimates that are not presented here). The log baseline hazard hs only differs between
investment grade (AAA-BBB) and sub-investment (BB-CCC) grade firms (and has 3 parameters per
spline). I allow for a different αs for within investment grade upgrades (IIup) and downgrades (IIdown),
within sub-investment grade upgrades (SSup) and downgrades (SSdown), and across investment-sub-
investment grade upgrades (SIup) and downgrades (ISdown). A similar block structure is imposed on
the ψs and ρs when passing to multi-factor models. For models A–E, the latent component(s) ψs(t) are
random walks, i.e., ρs ≡ 1. Standard errors (in parentheses) and log-likelihood values are based on 1,000
importance samples.

Model II II IS SI SS SS log-lik #spline #α #ρ #ψ
up down down up up down pars pars pars fact.

A α̃ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -25584.4 0 0 0 0

B α̃ 2.56 -2.56 -2.56 2.56 2.56 -2.56 -25236.4 0 1 0 1
(0.36) (0.36) (0.36) (0.36) (0.36) (0.36)

C α̃ 1.61 -3.13 -3.13 1.61 1.61 -3.13 -25217.7 0 2 0 1
(0.29) (0.46) (0.46) (0.29) (0.29) (0.46)

D α̃ 0.84 -2.82 -2.54 1.92 2.17 -3.27 -25209.8 0 6 0 1
(0.33) (0.47) (0.47) (0.42) (0.44) (0.48)

E α̃ 1.93 -4.37 -2.26 1.27 3.72 -3.32 -25097.2 0 6 0 6
(0.64) (0.83) (0.53) (0.40) (0.85) (0.56)

F α̃ 3.11 -3.11 -3.11 3.11 3.11 -3.11 -25231.9 0 1 1 1
(0.56) (0.56) (0.56) (0.56) (0.56) (0.56)

ρ 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38
(0.17) (0.17) (0.17) (0.17) (0.17) (0.17)

G α̃ 1.03 -3.41 -3.09 2.30 2.64 -3.93 -25205.7 0 6 1 1
(0.43) (0.75) (0.74) (0.59) (0.64) (0.80)

ρ 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37
(0.20) (0.20) (0.20) (0.20) (0.20) (0.20)

H α̃ 2.29 -8.17 -2.65 1.42 6.81 -3.93 -25072.0 0 6 6 6
(0.79) (1.80) (0.77) (0.52) (1.77) (0.80)

ρ 0.80 0.04 0.79 0.92 0.10 0.43
(0.19) (0.05) (0.20) (0.14) (0.10) (0.20)

I α̃ 2.07 -7.80 -2.50 1.43 6.95 -3.93 -24995.1 6 6 6 6
(0.73) (1.51) (0.66) (0.53) (2.04) (0.80)

ρ 0.82 0.05 0.92 0.93 0.09 0.40
(0.17) (0.05) (0.15) (0.14) (0.12) (0.19)
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The likelihood increase from model A (no common factor) to model B (a single common
random walk ψ(t)) is large: almost 350 points upon adding one parameter. There seems
to be ample evidence of a systematic credit risk component in the data at hand. This
also appears from the standard error of the estimate of αs.
The above result, however, hinges on the assumption of a single sensitivity parameter
for all transition types. This may not hold empirically. For example, upgrades can be
less sensitive to common risk factors than downgrades and defaults, see the discussion in
Kavvathas (2001). As a first interesting refinement of model B, I allow in model C the
single systematic credit risk factor ψ(t) to have a different impact on downgrade
intensities compared to upgrade intensities. Again the αs coefficient of downgrades is
restricted to be negative. For the upgrade αs, no sign restriction is imposed. The
improvement of model C compared to B is again found to be statistically significant: an
almost 18 point increase with one additional parameter. The sign of the upgrade αs is
intuitive. The ψ(t) factor has the opposite effect on downgrade versus upgrade
intensities. Moreover, the systematic risk in downgrade intensities appears to be
significantly higher than in upgrades. The αs for upgrades (1.61) is about half of that
for downgrades (3.13). This result is in line with the results of Das et al. (2002) and
Kavvathas (2001) based on observed macroeconomic variables as proxies for the
common risk factor.
Given the significant difference between systematic risk in upgrades and downgrades, a
further distinction is made. I allow for a different systematic risk sensitivity for
investment grade (AAA–BBB) companies that (i) upgrade, (ii) downgrade to investment
grade, and (iii) downgrade to sub-investment grade. Similarly, for sub-investment grade
companies I allow for a different sensitivity for downgrades, upgrades within the
sub-investment grade class, and upgrades to the investment grade class. The results are
presented as model D in Table 3.3. The likelihood increase from model C to D is again
statistically significant: a 7.9 points increase upon adding 4 parameters. This gives a
likelihood ratio test statistic of 15.8 with p-value 0.003. Again, the largest systematic
credit risk sensitivity is observed for sub-investment grade downgrades and defaults,
followed by small and large investment grade downgrades. The smallest systematic risk
exposure appears to be for investment grade upgrades. Though still significant, it is less
than 50% of any of the other sensitivities.
The left-hand panel in Figure 3.2 presents the smoothed estimate of the factor ψ(t) for
model D. The factor is obviously low (so credit risk is high) in the mid 80s, early 90s,
and early 2000s. Given the 95% confidence bands, at each of these three episodes the
credit risk factor is significantly negative. Given the signs of the αs coefficients, this
implies that downgrade and default intensities were significantly higher in those periods.
The converse holds for the upgrade intensities.
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Figure 3.3: Smoothed credit cycle ψn with 95% confidence band for model D and G
The left-hand panel contains the smoothed estimate of ψn for a model with a single common random

walk component (model D). The right-hand panel gives the smoothed estimate for a model with a single
common AR(1) credit risk component (model G).
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In order to investigate whether a single risk factor suffices to model systematic credit
risk, I allow for a different factor ψs(t) for each of the 6 blocks used in model D. The
results are presented as model E. The likelihood increases by about 110 points from
model D to E. This cannot be a formal test, however, as the models are non-nested. The
results are, however, highly suggestive of different systematic risk factors being relevant
for different transition types. This also appears from the smoothed estimates of the
common risk factors to be presented later. By looking at the sensitivity parameters αs,
we can get a first idea of which transition types might show a deviating systematic risk
exposure. For investment grade companies, we can see large increases in the (absolute)
magnitude of the αs coefficients compared to model D for rating migrations within the
investment grade class. This signals that some clustering may take place, but that the
clustering need not coincide with the systematic default risk component. The same
holds for limited sub-investment grade upgrades, i.e., within the sub-investment grade
class. The coefficient almost doubles compared to model D. In short, the results are
suggestive of a difference in clustering effects between defaults and large rating
movements on the one hand, and limited re-ratings on the other hand. The difference
might perhaps be attributable to the through-the-cycle policy of rating agencies. Here
large rating movements and especially defaults might be attributable to economic up
and down-turns, whereas limited re-ratings might be more company, industry, or rating
policy specific, thus causing a different type of clustering.
So far, a unit root restriction has been imposed on the latent component(s) ψ(t) . Given
the short average spell length of 1.2 days, this should give a good in-sample description
of the systematic risk factor. Out-of-sample, however, the restriction of a unit root may
be less realistic. It implies that even when the credit risk factor is very low, it can still
move up or down with equal probability. This may result in over-estimates of credit
Value-at-Risks (VaRs) for risk management purposes. To check the sensitivity of the
results to the unit root assumption, all models were re-estimated using latent stationary
AR(1) processes. The specification in (3.2) and (3.3) in Section 3.3 is used. The
autoregressive parameter and the innovation variance are now tuned automatically to
the spell length. Short durations have a high persistence parameter and a small
innovation variance. By using this specification and the data at hand, the ρ parameter
can readily be interpreted as an autoregressive parameter at an ‘annual’ (260 business
days) frequency.
The results for the single factor model with stationary latent component and common
sensitivity parameter αs are presented as model F. The likelihood increases by 4.5 points
compared to model B upon adding one parameter. One cannot say, however, whether
this is statistically significant, because this is a unit root test in a class of non-linear
models. Working out the precise statistical properties of this test is beyond the scope of
the current thesis. A similar increase of 4.1 points is seen for the case with unrestricted
αss, compare model G to D.

The estimated value of the AR parameter in models F (0.38) and G (0.37) is very
similar. The estimates are much smaller than those in Koopman and Lucas (2008). The
latter, however, are not based on an intensity framework and use annual default counts.
The estimates in McNeil and Wendin (2006) are based on quarterly counts and are also
somewhat higher, around 0.6 to 0.7. Comparing models G and D, we can see that the
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reduced persistence of ψ by the lower autoregressive parameter causes the sensitivity
coefficients αs to increase. This is due to the fact that the model also tries to match the
unconditional in-sample variance in default intensities.

A graph of the smoothed AR(1) factor for model G is presented in the right-hand panel
of Figure 3.3. Comparing this to the smoothed estimate for the random walk model in
the left-hand panel (model D), we notice that the characteristics of the two paths in
terms of peaks and troughs are roughly similar. There are three main differences: the
location, scale, and standard error bands. It must be kept in mind, however, that ψ(t)
enters the intensity process as ηs + αsψ(t). The location and scale effect is thus partly
off-set by the differences in estimates of αs and ηs between the models. On average, the
ηs in model D is about 0.4 lower than in model G for downgrades and defaults. For
upgrades, the average difference is -0.2. Similarly, the increase in the (absolute)
magnitude of the αss from model D to G off-sets the smaller scale for the stationary
ψ(t) factor in model G. As a result, given the sign differences in αs between upgrades
and downgrades, the difference in impact of the systematic risk factor between models D
and G appears negligible.

Model H is again a multiple factor model. The six ψ factors now all follow separate
(independent) stationary autoregressive processes with parameters ρs. Again we can see
the familiar effect that lower persistence in ψ is matched by a higher αs. More
interestingly, however, are the differences in the estimated autoregressive parameters
between transition types. The persistence of the sub-investment grade downgrade factor
(0.40) is similar as in model G. The persistence in within investment grade downgrades
and within sub-investment grade upgrades, however, is virtually absent. The common
factor here does not appear to be sticky at all. Though not apparent immediately, this
implies that there is not really a systematic credit risk factor for these types of
transitions. If ρs is close to zero, the ψ factor essentially collapses to another source of
firm (and time) specific error given its frequency of updating (i.e., at every event).
Consequently, the durations in the pooled process are completely idiosyncratic, though
no longer (conditionally) exponential. By contrast, we see that the persistence of the
common factor for large up or downgrades is high (0.93 and 0.92). This again underlines
the earlier finding that the common risk factors may be different across the different
transition types. This is also visualized in Figure 3.4. The default and downgrade
factors ψ(t) for ISdown and SSdown clearly reveal a different pattern from the upgrades,
IIup and SIup.

To conclude the set of model specifications, I also consider a semi-Markov model. In
particular, the intensities are allowed to depend on the time spent in the current rating.
This effect is captured through the baseline hazard functions Hk

s in (3.1). A different
baseline hazard is allowed for investment grade versus sub-investment grade companies.
The baseline hazards are flexibly parameterized by cubic splines with knots at 0, 1, 3,
and 6 years. The spline passes through (0,0) in order to identify both the spline
parameters and the ηs coefficients. The results are presented as model I in Table 3.3.
The increase in likelihood from model H to I is again statistically significant: 76.9 points
upon adding 6 parameters. The persistence parameters ρ and sensitivity parameters αs
are very similar between the two models.

Figure 3.5 presents the log baseline hazard functions (cubic splines) capturing the
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semi-Markov behavior in model I. There is a clear difference between the investment
grade and sub-investment grade splines. During the initial two years, the default
intensity of investment grade firms sharply increases. After that, the intensity again
slowly decreases. For sub-investment grade companies, the pattern is more volatile. Two
peaks can be distinguished. First, firms with very short durations in the sub-investment
grade ratings have high re-ratings and default intensities. This is probably due to the
rating momentum effect: firms that have been downgraded recently are more likely to
downgrade in the near future because of the smooth rating revision policy by rating
agencies. A second peak emerges after 3 to 5 years. Here, default typically occurs
because initial debt taken by these companies has to be rolled over. This causes a peak
in defaults because of some sub-investment quality firms getting into financial distress at
that time.
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Figure 3.4: Smoothed credit cycles ψs(tn) with 95% confidence band for model I
This figure contains the smoothed estimates of ψs(tn) for a model with 6 independent AR(1) systematic
credit risk factors. The 6 factors describe the systematic credit risk in upgrades from investment grade
to investment grade (upper-left: IIup), downgrades from investment grade to investment grade (upper-
middle: IIdown), downgrades from investment grade to sub-investment grade and default (upper-right:
ISdown), upgrades from sub-investment grade to investment grade (lower-left: SIup), upgrades from sub-
investment grade to sub-investment grade (lower-middle: SSup), and downgrades from sub-investment
grade to sub-investment grade and default (lower-right: SSdown).
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Figure 3.5: Log baseline hazard functions
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3.7.4 Forecasting transition probabilities

To illustrate the impact of fluctuations in the estimated latent risk component for the
implied 1-year transition/default probabilities, a recursive (partially) out-of-sample
forecasting exercise is carried out. The details of the forecasting study are as follows. I
consider the data windows Dec 1980–June 1992, Dec 1980–June 1993, . . . , Dec
1980–June 2005. For each data window, the parameters ηs, the smoothed risk factor
estimate ψ̂ and its covariance matrix are estimated. The values of the loadings αs and
ρs are kept fixed at their estimates from Table 3.3 in this illustration. This reduces the
computations needed. Note that in the forecasting exercise, the Winsorizing procedure
is not applied to the realizations in the forecasting period, as it was done during the
estimation stage.

Given the estimates in a specific year, I simulate daily paths of the common risk
factor(s) ψs(t) over the subsequent year, starting with a draw from the smoothed
distribution. For each path ψ, the product integral in (3.20) is computed. This gives a
conditional (on ψ) annual transition matrix. Finally, the 99% quantile of the default
probabilities from these simulated transition matrices is computd for each initial rating
category. The 99% quantile is taken over the different simulated paths of ψ. This is
done for models A, D, E, G, and H from Table 3.3. As mentioned in Section 3.5, if a
semi-Markov specification were to be used (like model I), computing the annual
transition matrix would be much more involved and dependent on the current portfolio
composition. The details for the semi-Markov case were presented in Chapter 2 and in
Monteiro et al. (2006).

To benchmark all model forecasts, the nonparametric Aalen-Johansen (AJ) estimator of
the transition probabilities is computed over each year. This empirical transition matrix
can be seen in the current context as a proxy for the ‘true’ or realized13 transition
probabilities, see Lando and Skødeberg (2002). Figures 3.6 and 3.7 presents the results.

The forecasts from the MLFI model move much more in accordance with the
nonparametric ex-post AJ estimates than the HCTMC model (HMC). Note that though
the HMC does not include a dynamic component,the forecasts still adapt over the years
due to the recursive nature of the estimation procedure for ηs. The changes are
nevertheless insufficient to keep up with the changes in the true default rates (see AJ
curve).

The 99% quantiles for the MLFI models with 1 or 6 AR risk factors appear reasonable
upper bounds for all initial rating categories except single A. By contrast, the forecasted
default probabilities for the non-stationary models are much larger. This is due to the
random walk nature of the factors. Even if the common risk factor is already very low
(so default probabilities are high), it is still equally likely that the factor goes further
down or up. Excessively large forecasts for default probabilities are the result and these
subsequently lead to inefficient (though highly prudent) capital buffers at most times.
For the stationary risk factors, low factors tend to mean revert, resulting in less extreme
estimates of future default probabilities. This comes at the cost of an increased

13The term realized is chosen deliberately here. Its well-known analogue is the nonparametric com-
putation of realized volatility in the empirical finance literature, see Andersen, Bollerslev, Diebold and
Labys (2003). The AJ estimator is its counterpart in the context of transition models.
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Figure 3.6: Forecasted Investment Grade default probabilities
Using a recursive state estimation procedure with extending data window from Dec 1980–June 1992

to Dec 1980–June 2005. Transition probabilities are estimated using the methodology of Section 3.5
for the MLFI model and the homogeneous continuous-time Markov chain (HMC) model. The MLFI
specifications used from Table 3.3 are models D (1 common random walk (RW) factor), G (1 common
autoregressive (AR) factor), E (6 independent RW factors), and H (6 independent AR factors). The
Aalen-Johansen (AJ) estimates for each year are also plotted as a proxy for the observed transition rates.
There are 4 plots for the rating categories AAA, AA, A, and BBB, respectively.

probability of violating the 99% quantile bounds around early 2000s for some initial
rating categories.

An interesting feature of the MLFI specifications is its increase in predicted default
probabilities before the actual crash. This holds in many cases, especially around the
record default years in the early 2000s. The HMC model with recursively estimated
parameters, however, obviously lags the dynamic pattern in defaults. This suggests that
for risk management purposes, models that account for the dynamic pattern in
systematic risk factors are very important.

The forecasting procedure introduced in this chapter produces much more than only the
default rates. Also all re-rating probabilities are available. To get a (parsimonious)
impression of how well the different models perform with respect to all the remaining
transition probabilities, a summary statistic of the transition matrix is needed. Jafry
and Schuermann (2004) discuss a number of metrics to compare the forecasts of
transition matrices. In particular, they propose the average of the singular values of the
difference between the transition matrix and the identity matrix. The value of this
metric over time was computed for the different model specifications used. The results
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Figure 3.7: Forecasted Sub-Investment Grade default probabilities
See the note to Figure 3.6 for further explanation. There are 3 plots for the rating categories BB, B, and
CCC, respectively. The lower right-hand plot provides the average singular value measure for transition
matrices as proposed in Jafry and Schuermann (2004) as a general measure for the forecasting accuracy
of transition matrices.

are in the lower-right panel of Figure 3.7. Again, we see a much larger resemblance
between the dynamics of the AJ realizations with the MLFI specifications compared to
the HMC model. It appears that the random walk models are the only ones able to
explain the large increase in singular values in the early 2000s. As seen earlier, however,
this comes at the cost of very prudent capital standards in other years.

It is clear that the current forecasting exercise can be extended further. Different
specifications for the MLFI could be tried. Also, the semi-Markov property could be
included at the cost of a significant increase in the required computations in line with
what was seen in Chapter 2. Moreover, dollar based metrics could be easily developed.
For example, given the conditional forecasts of transition matrices from the product
integral expression, one can construct (conditional) forecasts of capital requirements in
line with the New Basle Capital Accord, see also Jafry and Schuermann (2004).

3.8 Conclusion

In this chapter I have motivated and introduced a multi-state latent factor intensity
(MLFI) model for credit rating transitions. The model can be regarded as a
generalization of the latent factor intensity point process introduced in Bauwens and
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Hautsch (2003, 2006a) to a situation with multiple origin and destination states.
However, the econometric issues related to this generalization are intricate and the
computational consequences are severe. Details of the estimation of the MLFI model,
using the Durbin and Koopman (1997, 2001) Monte Carlo maximum likelihood
methodology, were discussed. The Durbin-Koopman methodology consists of a
combination of importance sampling techniques and Kalman filtering and smoothing
algorithms. It was shown that this procedure can be extended successfully to the
multivariate class of non-Gaussian models introduced in this chapter. A simulation
study was carried out to show that the estimation procedure works well in recovering
the parameters of the MLFI model. Finally, the model was applied to a real-world
dataset of credit rating migrations. A significant common risk factor in credit rating
migrations has been found. The impact of this risk factor is higher for downgrades than
for upgrades. This empirical finding suggests that upgrades are more subject to
idiosyncratic shocks than downgrades. This result is consistent with the conclusions in
the earlier studies of Kavvathas (2001) and Das et al. (2002). Furthermore, the empirical
results in this chapter pointed toward important potential differences in the systematic
risk of different transition types. This can have important implications for single factor
models for risk management, as they are currently widely employed in the industry.
Generalizations with respect to the current empirical specification are easily
incorporated in the structure of the MLFI model. For example, the general specification
allows for the inclusion of observed firm-specific and economic variables as in Duffie et
al. (2006b), self-exciting processes, and additional dynamic components. In chapter 4
the MLFI model is used to investigate the macroeconomic determinants of aggregate
credit cycles.
A further interesting feature of the model is that it produces a high-frequency credit
cycle index estimated directly from default and rating migration data. Finally, within
the model specification proposed in this chapter it is possible to estimate and test the
number of latent factors driving the default and rating migration intensities. The
implementation of the model for credit risk simulations is straightforward given the
integrated structure of the model. The dynamics of the common risk factor are
estimated simultaneously with the development of default events conditional on this
common risk factor. Therefore, they can also be easily integrated in a forecasting
exercise as the one presented in Section 3.7.
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Table 3.4: Event counts
This table contains the number of events over the sample period
from (row) a specific rating to a new (column) rating. D denotes
default.

From To
AAA AA A BBB BB B CCC D

AAA 95 8 1 2 0 0 0
AA 34 475 25 2 5 1 0
A 10 219 714 40 19 0 9

BBB 2 27 457 605 53 6 24
BB 4 8 36 467 769 48 65
B 0 6 16 34 524 855 349

CCC 1 0 5 8 13 135 678





Chapter 4

Empirical Credit Cycles and Macro

Fundamentals

4.1 Summary

This chapter studies the relation between the credit cycle and macro economic
fundamentals under the intensity based framework set out in Chapter 3. Using rating
transition and default data of U.S. corporates from Standard and Poor’s over the period
1980–2005 the credit cycle is directly estimated from the micro rating data. This cycle is
then related to the business cycle, bank lending conditions, and financial market
variables. In line with earlier studies, these variables appear to explain part of the credit
cycle. As the main contribution to the existing credit risk literature, this chapter tests
for the correct dynamic specification of these models. In all cases, the hypothesis of
correct dynamic specification is strongly rejected. Moreover, accounting for dynamic
mis-specification, many of the variables thought to explain the credit cycle, turn out to
be insignificant. The main exceptions are GDP growth, and to some extent stock
returns and stock return volatilities. Their economic significance appears low, however.
This raises the puzzle of what macro economic fundamentals explain default and rating
dynamics. This chapter is derived from Koopman et al. (2007)

4.2 Introduction

Systematic credit risk factors play a dominant role in current credit risk management.
Traditionally, credit scoring methodologies focus on assessing the credit risk of
individual counterparties, as in Altman (1983, 2000). Though important, at the
portfolio level most of the idiosyncratic risks can be diversified and only the systematic
credit risk components remain, see, e.g., Lucas et al. (2002), Schönbucher (2001), Frey
and McNeil (2003). This also holds if bond or loan portfolios are repackaged into new
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products like Collateralized Debt Obligations (CDOs). In order to assess the credit risk
at the portfolio level, it is important to model the correct dynamics of systematic credit
risk components.

In this chapter, the methodology introduced in chapter 3 is used to estimate the credit
cycle directly from rating and default data at the micro level using intensity models with
unobserved common risk factors. The data used are rating and default transitions for
U.S. corporates rated by Standard and Poor’s and observed over December 1980 to June
2005. The credit cycle is conditioned on a number of macro economic fundamentals,
reflecting the state of the business cycle, bank lending conditions, and financial market
conditions. In line with results by for example Couderc and Renault (2005), these
variables appear to capture part of the credit cycle dynamics. The models, however,
turn out to be dynamically mis-specified as there is strong remaining autocorrelation in
the intensities. When this aspect is accounted for, many of the familiar macro variables
become insignificant, giving way to a significant unobserved common risk factor. The
results are robust to a variety of specifications of the model. The main puzzle that
emerges is what macro fundamentals drive systematic default and (re-)rating behavior.

The formal testing procedure for dynamic mis-specification introduced in this chapter
constitutes a powerful tool in the empirical modeling of intensities. For example, in this
chapter rating and default transition intensities are conditioned on both observed macro
fundamentals and on an unobserved credit cycle component. If the fundamentals
explain the credit cycle completely, the unobserved component should drop from the
analysis. This can be tested using standard likelihood ratio tests. The computation of
the likelihood ratio test, however, is not trivial because the latent component must be
integrated out of the likelihood. The previous chapter has described the importance
sampling methodology that makes these types of tests possible.

Empirically, the relation between default rates and growth has been addressed in a
number of studies. Fama (1986) and Wilson (1997) regress default rates on observed
macro variables and find cyclicality in probabilities of default (PDs), particularly in the
case of economic downturns when PDs increase significantly. Koopman and Lucas
(2005) concentrate on the time series dimension of PDs and present evidence of
co-cyclicality between GDP and default rates. Kavvathas (2001) shows the influence of
the term structure of interest rates over the rating migration (including default)
intensities using parametric and semi-parametric duration models. Carling et al. (2002)
employ the semi-parametric duration model of Cox (1972) conditioning on both firm
specific and macroeconomic variables to analyze a dataset on business loans. Duffie,
Saita and Wang (2006a) also incorporate firm specific information in their duration
models. Their results indicate that both the level of real economic activity and the term
structure of interest rates are important determinants of default risk. A commonality
between the papers based on the intensity framework for credit risk is that hardly any
attention is paid to the correct specification of the model. This is particularly relevant
given the demonstrated stickiness of aggregate rating migrations and defaults.

The empirical results in this chapter show that for a large set of plausible macro
fundamentals, many of these fundamentals appear to describe rating and default
behavior. If an additional unobserved common risk factor is included, however, most of
the variables become statistically insignificant. At first sight, it appears that
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downgrades, up-grades, and defaults are all driven by different sets of macro
fundamentals. If the model is further refined to allow for three unobserved risk factors,
however, the only relevant macros turn out to be GDP growth, and to some extent stock
market returns and stock return volatilities. GDP has the significant and expected
impact on both upgrade intensities (positive), and downgrade and default intensities
(negative). The stock market variables only appear relevant for the upgrade intensities.
In line with the basic structural model of Merton (1974), returns have a positive impact
on upgrade intensities, whereas volatilities have a negative effect. More importantly,
however, is that in all cases there is a significant unobserved component present in the
model. This component is not captured by the macro variables included.

In terms of the related literature, the empirical analysis conducted in this chapter is
most closely related to the work by Couderc and Renault (2005) and Duffie, Eckner,
Horel, and Saita (2006b). Nevertheless, there are a number of important distinctions.
First, the modeling framework, introduced in the previous chapter, is significantly
different from that of Couderc and Renault (2005). In this chapter a parameter driven
dynamic intensity model that conditions the observed default and rating transition rates
on observable macro fundamentals is used. Couderc and Renault focus more on the
macro variables only or on an observation driven autoregressive conditional duration
(ACD) model for defaults. Second, Couderc and Renault condition intensities on the
value of fundamentals at the start of the company’s rating. In contrast, in the analysis
conducted in this chapter, the intensities are allowed to change over time due to both
changes in observables and unobservables. This is an explicit advantage of the intensity
framework over an approach starting directly from durations. Duffie et al. (2006b) have
a similar intensity framework to the one used in this chapter. They employ a different
estimation methodology than the Simulated Maximum Likelihood (SML) approach
employed in this chapter. Also, their specification search over explanatory macro
variables is different. Third, to estimate the credit cycle in this chapter, not only
information from observed defaults, but also from rating downgrades and upgrades is
taken into account. In this way it is possible to test to what extent rating changes
co-vary with the business cycle. The analysis conducted in this chapter, therefore,
addresses some of the concerns in the pro-cyclicality debate as well. Bangia, Diebold
and Schuermann (2000) and Nickel, Perraudin and Varotto (2000) show that changes in
the macroeconomic environment have significant effects on firms’ credit rating
transitions. Ferri, Liu and Majnoni (2000) and Kräussl (2003) provide empirical
evidence that credit rating agencies behave cyclically, especially when assessing credit
risk of sovereign borrowers. The proliferation of credit risk models may accentuate the
pro-cyclical tendencies of banking with potential sharp macro economic consequences.
For instance, if credit risk models are overly pessimistic during economic downturns,
then even the most expansionary monetary policy may not sufficiently encourage
commercial banks to lend to perceived high default risk borrowers. If, as this paper
shows, the relation between systematic credit risk and business cycles is only limited,
pro-cyclicality concerns might be put into a more moderated perspective.

The chapter is set up as follows. In Section 4.3, the data are described in detail. The
empirical results can be found in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 concludes.
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4.3 Data

The data come from several sources. For rating transition and default data, the source is
the CreditPro 7.0 data set of Standard and Poor’s over the period December 1980 to
June 2005. The data set contains the rating histories of all firms rated by Standard and
Poor’s. A sub-sample consisting of all U.S. firms was selected for the analysis using only
a broad rating category classification of investment grade (BBB- and above) and
subinvestment grade (BB+ and below). This extent of pooling is chosen in order to get
a sufficiently clear picture of the systematic dynamics in the data. Disaggregating over a
more finely grained rating system will not materially affect the systematic dynamics, but
only cause differences in the levels (ηs) of the default and rating migration intensities.
Therefore, the analysis in this chapter sticks to the simpler two-grade rating system, as
this makes the presentation of the estimation results in Section 4.4 more compact.

All days on which there was a rating or default event define the sample. Events are
defined as (i) one of the firms in the database experiencing a rating transition (given the
rating classes) or default, (ii) a firm becoming non-rated, (iii) a firm entering the
sample. All three types of events result in a change in the intensity of the pooled
process. This results in 4,437 event days over the period.

There are three further modifications made to the data. First, weekends are removed
from the data and durations are measured in terms of working days. Some of the rating
events are recorded in the data base during the weekends. All these rating events are
transferred to the Friday preceding the weekend.1 Second, if firms enter the data base or
if their rating is withdrawn, this is treated as a non-informative event. For example, if
the rating is withdrawn, only the fact that the company has survived up to the point of
the rating withdrawal is used. The main exception is when the company defaults at
some later stage after the rating withdrawal. These defaults are recorded in the
database. If there is a default following a rating withdrawal, the withdrawal event is
discarded and the default treated as a default from its last recorded rating category.
Third, I try to eliminate rating clustering as much as possible. If companies merge or
are taken over, ratings of the merged companies move in lock-step for the remainder of
their history in the data base. Eliminating this type of dependence is important,
because it may result in an over-estimation of the systematic component in the credit
and default risk. To reduce this potential bias, I subsequently look for firms that have
(the maximum of) 11 down to 3 rating events precisely on the same day. If two such
firms are found, the most recent rating events of one of these are discarded and
substituted by a rating withdrawal.

The 9 macroeconomic variables in this study are taken from the data base of the Federal
Reserve Bank of St. Louis (FRED). The dataset of explanatory variables includes both
current information and forward looking indicators such as interest rate-based measures
and stock market variables. Variables are grouped in three categories: business cycle,
bank lending conditions, and financial market variables.

The business cycle block contains the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). The data is

1The fact that rating decisions taken on a Friday are recorded during weekends is a technical admin-

istration issue in the S&P data base.
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converted to annual growth rates, observed quarterly. Bangia, Diebold and Schuermann
(2000) and Nickell, Perraudin and Varotto (2000) find evidence of macro economic
effects on corporate rating transitions. They show that corporate defaults are more
likely during downturns in economic activity. As a signal of current macro economic
conditions, one can, therefore, expect that the variable real GDP growth and its four
ingredients are negatively correlated with short-term default probabilities. Industrial
production, manufacturer’s orders, and capacity utilization, are not considered as
explanatory variables since they are already captured in GDP developments.
Employment series and personal income growth are also not considered in this analysis
since they are lagging the business cycle.

Besides general economic variables, it is reasonable to expect that indicators of current
bank lending conditions should prove valuable in explaining default intensities. Four
different bank lending conditions variables are included in the empirical analysis:
commercial and industrial loans outstanding, money supply / M2 growth rate, discount
rate, and the quality spread. The series commercial and industrial loans outstanding
measures the volume of business loans held by banks, and commercial paper issued by
non-financial companies. The series tend to peak during recessions, when many firms
need additional outside funding to replace declining or even negative cash flow. One can
expect this series to positively correlate with default intensities as higher borrowing is
an indicator of economic difficulties. The series M2 growth rate measures the aggregate
money supply in the economy. It is either directly or indirectly affected by both Federal
Reserve policy (usually showing an inverse relationship with interest rates) and private
demand for credit and liquidity. It is expected that a lower M2 growth rate and, thus,
less credit supply by commercial banks, lower market liquidity should be associated with
higher default intensities. Short-term interest rates have a long history of use as
predictors of output changes. It is likely that the higher the discount rate, the more
expensive it is for companies to take a fresh credit, and therefore the more likely it is for
them to default. Stock and Watson (1989) show that the quality spread is a potent
predictor of output growth. The quality spread is measured in this study as the
difference between interest rates on BBB and AAA corporate bonds. It is likely that the
higher this quality spread becomes, the harder the bank lending conditions, and
therefore the higher the default rates.

The financial market variables considered in the analysis are the returns on the S&P500,
the volatility of the S&P500 returns, and the interest rate spread. A simple model of
stock price valuation is that stock prices equal the discounted expected value of future
earnings. This implies that short- and mid-term economic performance should be
positively correlated with the returns on the S&P500. In addition, an increase in equity
prices tends to decrease firm leverage. It is sensible to expect that when the stock
market index S&P500 plummets, the default intensities will rise. In a traditional Merton
(1974)-type model, the two drivers of default probability are leverage and the volatility
of firms’ assets. (The volatility of equity returns is used here as a proxy for the volatility
of firms’ assets.) One can expect the (daily) realized annual volatility of the S&P500
returns computed over the last 260 trading days to be positively correlated with the
default intensities. Various studies have shown that the interest rate spread has
significant predictive power for output growth, in particular at horizons of one or two
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years. The term spread series measures the difference between the 10-year Treasury
bond rate and the Federal funds rate. It is felt to be a reliable indicator of the stance of
monetary policy and general financial conditions, because it rises (falls) when short rates
are relatively low (high). When the term spread becomes negative, i.e. short rates are
higher than long rates, and the yield curve inverts, its record as an indicator of
recessions is particularly strong. It is sensible to expect a positive impact on default
intensities since higher interest rate levels imply higher cost of borrowing.

4.4 Empirical results

4.4.1 No macro fundamentals

The model introduced in chapter 3 is first implemented without any macro
fundamentals to obtain a preliminary estimate of the credit cycle present in the data
set. The results are presented in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1. Five different models are
estimated. In model 0a, no systematic credit risk component is present. All defaults and
rating migrations are idiosyncratically driven. The next step consists in introducing the
common factor ψ(t). First, in model 0b the loading is restricted to be the same for all
transition types. The increase in likelihood from model 0a to model 0b clearly signals
that there is common risk in default and rating migrations. The next step consists in
relaxing the assumption of a common loading across transition types. Model 0c allows
for a different sensitivity to the common risk factor between investment grade and
sub-investment grade companies. The likelihood increases by 3.8 points upon adding
one parameter. This is statistically significant at the 1% level. If one allows a different
sensitivity to ψ(t) for every transition type, the results for model 0e show that the
increase in likelihood is again significant: 17.3 points for 2 additional parameters. The
values of the parameter estimates are also interesting. In particular, default intensities
appear much more sensitive to systematic risk factors than upgrades and downgrades,
whereas downgrades are slightly more sensitive than upgrades. This is in line with
earlier empirical results, see for example Kavvathas (2001) and Das et al. (2002) and
Lucas and Klaassen (2006). The estimated component ψ(t) visualized in Figure 4.1
shows the clear troughs in the mid 1980s, early 1990s, and early 2000s. As the number
of investment grade defaults is very small, the precision of αs for this transition type is
low. To limit the number of parameters, I test whether it is possible to pool the
investment grade and sub-investment grade defaults. Model 0d restricts the loadings for
investment grade and sub-investment grade transitions to default to be the same,
αI→D = αSI→D. The reduction in likelihood compared to model 0e is insignificant.
Therefore, sensitivity parameters to systemic risk factors (i.e., αs and γs) for investment
grade and sub-investment grade defaults were pooled.2

2Also note that it is empirically very difficult, if not impossible to calibrate the sensitivity to (up to)

10 systematic risk factors separately for investment grade to default transitions, as these transitions are

very rare.
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Table 4.1: Benchmark model estimates

The table presents the estimated parameters for the benchmark model

from Chapter 3 with γs ≡ 0, i.e., without explanatory macro fundamentals

for the migration intensities. Transition types j are from investment grade

to sub-investment grade (I → S), from investment grade to default (I →

D), from sub-investment grade to investment grade (S → I), and from

sub-investment grade to default (S → D). The models 0a-0e have a

univariate common risk factor ψ(t). Model 0f has three separate common

risk factors ψs(t) for j = I → S, S → I, (I, S) → D.

Transition type j Transition type j

I → S I → D S → I S → D I → S I → D S → I S → D

Model 0a Model 0b

ηs -3.43 -6.54 -3.13 -2.56 -3.91 -7.05 -2.80 -3.10

αs -0.030 -0.030 0.030 -0.030

Log-lik = -10,384.6 Log-lik = -10,168.6

Model 0c Model 0d

ηs -3.82 -6.96 -2.69 -3.26 -3.84 -7.44 -2.85 -3.50

αs -0.022 -0.022 0.034 -0.034 -0.023 -0.043 0.019 -0.043

Log-lik = -10,162.8 Log-lik = -10,145.7

Model 0e Model 0f

ηs -3.85 -7.71 -2.84 -3.49 -3.51 -7.55 -2.82 -3.63

αs -0.023 -0.053 0.019 -0.043 -0.029 -0.042 0.014 -0.042

Log-lik = -10,145.5 Log-lik = -10,096.3

As a preliminary analysis, the smoothed estimate of the credit cycle index from
Figure 4.1 was simply regressed on the explanatory macro fundamentals presented in
Section 4.4. The regression explains up to 60%-70% of the credit cycle using the selected
macro variables. This percentage is in line with results obtained by Couderc and
Renault (2005). The regression is, however, dynamically misspecified as the Durbin
Watson statistic is very close to zero. Including an autoregressive error term in the
regression reduces this problem substantially, but at the same time renders many of the
regressors statistically insignificant. It is not straightforward, however, that such a
procedure is econometrically sound. The credit cycle from Figure 4.1 is a smoothed
estimate. The smoothing procedure by itself may introduce correlations between
observations and thus influence the regression results. Therefore, the analysis is taken
one step further by directly incorporating the macro fundamentals in the specification of
the intensities. This makes it possible to test formally for their significance before and
after the inclusion of a latent component ψ(t). The model estimates are presented in
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Figure 4.1: Smoothed estimates of the common risk factor ψ(t)
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Tables 4.2 and 4.3.

4.4.2 Macro fundamentals: GDP

Without the latent component ψ(t) (upper panel), model 1a in Table 4.2 shows that real
GDP growth is a significant determinant of all transition type intensities. The signs are
intuitively clear. Downgrade and default intensities depend negatively on growth. High
growth results in fewer defaults and downgrades. Conversely, upgrades are more
frequent if growth is high. This co-variation with the business cycle has been
demonstrated in a number of earlier papers, for example Bangia et al. (2002), Nickell et
al. (2000). The result suggest that not only defaults, but also re-ratings depend on the
business cycle. This result questions whether the rating agencies’ rating policies are
indeed through-the-cycle. Looking at the likelihood value of model 1a in Table 4.2
compared to model 0a in Table 4.1, we see a significant increase in likelihood upon
adding real GDP growth as a systematic risk factor. Comparing the likelihoods for
models 1a and 0d, however, shows that the increase due to the observed GDP growth is
much smaller than that due to the unobserved component ψ(t).
The lower-left panel of Table 4.2 presents the results for a model with both real GDP
growth and an unobserved component ψ(t). Interestingly, the results are markedly
different from those in the top panel. Default intensities still co-vary negatively with
real GDP growth. The re-rating policies, however, appear independent of the business
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Table 4.2: Intensity model with latent component and macro fundamentals
We use the latent component intensity model (1) from Chapter 3 to determine the impact of macro

fundamentals and an unobserved component (ψ(t)) on transition intensities. The explanatory variables

are divided in three blocks. Business cycle: real GDP growth. Bank lending conditions: growth in

the amount of business loan outstanding (BLOAN), M2 growth (M2), realized annual inflation (INFL),

Federal Funds rate (FFund), default spread between yields on BBB rated corporate bonds and 10-year

treasury bonds (DSPR). Financial market variables: term spread defined as 10 year minus 1 year yield

on treasury bonds (TSPR), annual realized return on the S&P500 (SP), annual realized return volatility

(using daily data) of the S&P500 (SPVOL). Significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level is denoted by ∗∗∗,

∗∗, and ∗, respectively. Transition types are from investment grade (I) to sub-investment grade (S) or

vice versa, or from either of these states into default (D).

Transition type Transition type Transition type

I → S S → I S → D I → S S → I S → D I → S S → I S → D

I → D I → D I → D

Model 1a Model 2a Model 3a

GDP -0.12∗∗∗ 0.13∗∗∗ -0.38∗∗∗

BLOAN -0.17∗∗∗ -0.13∗∗ -0.24∗∗∗

M2 0.07 -0.26∗∗∗ 0.08

INFL -0.05 -0.26∗∗∗ 0.09

FFund 0.18∗∗ 0.54∗∗∗ 0.04

DSPR 0.21∗∗∗ -0.10∗ 0.21∗∗∗

TSPR 0.05 -0.07 -0.05∗

SP -0.11∗∗ 0.01 -0.24∗∗∗

SPVOL 0.14∗∗∗ -0.28∗∗∗ 0.20∗∗∗

Log-lik = -10,278.5 Log-lik = -10,212.2 Log-lik = -10,244.4

Model 1b Model 2b Model 3b

GDP -0.07 0.07 -0.27∗∗∗

BLOAN -0.09 -0.20∗∗∗ -0.01

M2 0.09 -0.29∗∗∗ 0.09

INFL -0.03 -0.27∗∗∗ 0.03

FFund 0.13 0.60∗∗∗ -0.15

DSPR 0.18∗∗∗ -0.05 0.07

TSPR 0.04 -0.06 -0.04

SP -0.07 -0.01 -0.09

SPVOL 0.05 -0.23∗∗∗ 0.07

ψ(t) -0.022∗∗∗ 0.017∗∗∗ -0.031∗∗∗ -0.013∗∗∗ 0.011∗∗ -0.042∗∗∗ -0.020∗∗∗ 0.009∗ -0.044∗∗∗

Log-lik = -10,137.1 Log-lik = -10,105.0 Log-lik = -10,134.6
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cycle variable as both coefficients are insignificant. The unobserved systematic risk
factor ψ(t) is strongly significant for all transition types. Also note that the magnitude
of both the GDP and ψ(t) coefficients (model 1b) has decreased compared to a model
with only one source of systematic risk (models 0d and 1a). The real GDP thus explains
some, but not all variation in default intensities.
To illustrate how the model operates in more detail, Figures 4.2 and 4.3 are included. In
Figure 4.2, the estimate of the credit cycle from model 0d is plotted, this is the
specification without exogenous variables and with a univariate ψ(t) factor. In the same
graph, the result of model 1b is also presented, which is the model with the exogenous
factor (in this case GDP growth) only. The factors are multiplied by their loadings
presented in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. It is clear that GDP has some of the peaks
and troughs roughly in common with the latent component ψ(t), but there are also a
number of significant differences. For example, during the early 1980s, the GDP swings
do not at all resemble the movements in the unobserved credit cycle. Also in later years,
there are periods that the dynamics of GDP do not match those of ψ(t). In the late
1990s, GDP growth shows hardly any variation, whereas the ψ(t) clearly experiences a
trough and a sharp increase.3 Figure 4.3 continues this pattern. The first curve is the
univariate credit cycle ψ(t) estimated from model 0d. The second curve is the cycle ψ(t)
from model 1b, so where GDP growth is included as an explanatory variable. The third
curve combines the latter estimate of ψ(t) for model 1b with its loading on GDP
growth. Clearly and as expected, the first and third curve are very similar. Using the
differences between the first and second curve, we can get an idea of what part of the
credit cycle is captured by GDP growth. First, note that the proportion of credit cycle
variance explained by GDP growth is quite modest. The latent component in models 0d
and 1b are very similar. Second, GDP growth appears to explain some of the peak
default intensities near 1991 and 2000-2001. Generally speaking, however, given the
unconditional variation of ψ(t), the additional contribution of GDP is limited. So even
though the statistical significance is clear, the economic significance of GDP growth for
default dynamics is questionable.

4.4.3 Macro fundamentals: multivariate analysis

In the middle panels (model 2a, 2b) of Table 2 we can see the impact of the variables
measuring bank lending conditions. Again, the increase in likelihood compared to the
model without systematic risk (model 0a) is significant. The increase, however, is much
less than that of including a single unobserved component (model 0d). The bank
lending conditions are particularly important for the upgrade intensity. If both the bank
lending variables and ψ(t) are included (model 2b), the likelihood increases significantly.
The αs coefficients have the correct signs. For downgrade intensities, the default spread
is a significant indicator. Higher spreads signal a higher perceived default risk and result
in a larger number of downgrades. Note that if ψ(t) is excluded and the model is

3At first sight, there may appear a closer resemblance between GDP growth and the credit cycle in

the Greenspan period, so after September 1987. The model was re-estimated on this sub-sample, but the

results remained robust.
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Figure 4.2: Estimates of the common risk factor ψ(t) (models 0d and 1a)
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The figure contains the smoothed common factor risk ψ(t) estimated on both the default data and the

rating transition data. The solid curve presents the estimated latent risk factor multiplied by its default

transition loading from model 0d in Table 4.1 (-0.043). The dotted curve gives the GDP growth multiplied

by its default transition loading from model 1a (-0.38).

dynamically mis-specified, also the business loan and Federal funds rate appear
significant. For the default intensities, none of the bank lending variables appears
significant as soon as an unobserved credit risk factor is included in the analysis.
Upgrade intensities on the other hand are significantly influenced by the growth in bank
loans, M2 growth, inflation, and the Federal funds rate.

The financial markets’ variables (model 3a, 3b) again highlight the importance of
allowing for unobserved systematic risk factors. Model 3a shows that high stock returns
negatively correlate with downgrades and defaults. Stock market volatility on the other
hand positively correlates with downgrades and defaults, but negatively correlates with
upgrades. These findings are in line with the basic structural model for corporate debt
of Merton (1973). For a given default barrier, higher stock market returns (corrected for
volatility) increase the distance of the firm’s asset value to the default barrier. Higher
volatilities, on the other hand, decrease this distance measured in terms of standard
deviations. After adding ψ(t) (model 3b), however, most of the effects disappear. Only
the reduced upgrade intensity in high volatility regimes remains.

So far, the discussion has focused on each of the three different blocks of variables when
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Figure 4.3: Estimates of the common risk factor ψ(t) (models 1a and 1b)
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The figure contains the smoothed common factor risk ψ(t) estimated on both the default data and the

rating transition data. The solid curve presents the estimated latent risk factor from model 0d multiplied

by its default transition loading from Table 4.1 (-0.043). The dotted curve presents the estimated latent

risk factor from model 1b multiplied by its default transition loading from Table 4.2 (-0.031). The dashed

curve presents the composite of the dotted curve and the GDP growth from model 1b, multiplied by its

loading from Table 4.2 (-0.27).

considered in isolation. The next step is implementing a full multivariate analysis. The
empirical results are presented in Table 4.3.

The results for models 4a and 5a clearly support those in Table 4.2. By including other
systematic risk factors, the importance of GDP growth for re-rating intensities vanishes.
Only the negative correlation between default intensities and GDP growth appears
robust. Similarly the importance of the stock index returns vanishes if GDP growth is
also included as an explanatory variable (model 5a). Adding an unobserved systematic
risk factor significantly increases the likelihood for both model 4 and 5. In addition, we
can see similar changes in the significance of coefficients as in Table 4.2. In particular,
the signs, magnitudes, and significance of coefficients for models 4b and 5b can be
retraced directly to the relevant variables in models 1b-3b.

Finally, model 6 contains the full set of results. When including all variables of the 3
blocks as explanatory regressors for the intensities, the results are unaffected. Macro
fundamentals significantly explain transition and default intensities. A number of these
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Table 4.3: Intensity model with latent component and macro fundamentals

We use the latent component intensity model (1) from Chapter 3 to determine the impact of macro

fundamentals and an unobserved component (ψ(t)) on transition intensities. The explanatory variables

are divided in three blocks. Business cycle: real GDP growth. Bank lending conditions: growth in

the amount of business loan outstanding (BLOAN), M2 growth (M2), realized annual inflation (INFL),

Federal Funds rate (FFund), default spread between yields on BBB rated corporate bonds and 10-year

treasury bonds (DSPR). Financial market variables: term spread defined as 10 year minus 1 year yield

on treasury bonds (TSPR), annual realized return on the S&P500 (SP), annual realized return volatility

(using daily data) of the S&P500 (SPVOL). Significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level is denoted by ∗∗∗,

∗∗, and ∗, respectively. Transition types are from investment grade (I) to sub-investment grade (S) or

vice versa, or from either of these states into default (D).

Transition type Transition type Transition type

I → S S → I S → D I → S S → I S → D I → S S → I S → D

I → D I → D I → D

Model 4a Model 5a Model 6a

GDP 0.01 0.06 -0.34∗∗∗ -0.07 0.11∗∗ -0.34∗∗∗ 0.03 0.08 -0.36∗∗∗

BLOAN -0.17∗∗∗ -0.12∗ -0.21∗∗∗ -0.17∗∗∗ -0.13∗∗ -0.31∗∗∗

M2 0.06 -0.28∗∗∗ 0.10∗∗ 0.09 -0.19∗∗ 0.02

INFL -0.05 -0.21∗∗∗ -0.09 -0.10 -0.20∗∗ -0.15∗∗

FFund 0.19∗∗ 0.51∗∗∗ 0.07 0.23∗∗∗ 0.48∗∗∗ 0.15∗

DSPR 0.23∗∗∗ -0.06 0.02 0.18∗∗∗ -0.01 -0.08∗

TSPR 0.07∗ -0.07∗ -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.19∗∗∗

SP -0.07 -0.04 -0.02 -0.11∗∗∗ -0.02 -0.06

SPVOL 0.15∗∗∗ -0.28∗∗∗ 0.26∗∗∗ -0.03 -0.17∗∗ 0.17∗∗∗

Log-lik = -10,171.3 Log-lik = -10,195.2 Log-lik = -10,135.4

Model 4b Model 5b Model 6b

GDP 0.03 0.06 -0.27∗∗∗ -0.04 0.09∗ -0.25∗∗∗ 0.01 0.07 -0.30∗∗∗

BLOAN -0.09 -0.17∗∗ -0.04 -0.05 -0.18∗∗∗ -0.12

M2 0.04 -0.27∗∗∗ 0.04 0.09 -0.19∗∗∗ 0.04

INFL 0.01 -0.25∗∗∗ -0.05 0.04 -0.25∗∗∗ -0.05

FFund 0.14 0.57∗∗∗ -0.09 -0.05 0.58∗∗∗ -0.25

DSPR 0.21∗∗∗ -0.01 -0.04 0.17∗∗ 0.01 -0.12

TSPR 0.03 -0.06 -0.04 -0.03 0.00 -0.16

SP -0.07 -0.04 -0.03 -0.09∗ -0.02 -0.09

SPVOL 0.02 -0.25∗∗∗ 0.09 -0.07 -0.16∗∗ 0.06

ψ(t) -0.018∗∗∗ 0.011∗∗ -0.038∗∗∗ -0.026∗∗∗ 0.006 -0.034∗∗∗ -0.023∗∗∗ 0.007 -0.038∗∗∗

Log-lik = -10,098.3 Log-lik = -10,127.3 Log-lik = -10,090.8
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relations, however, is spurious and caused by dynamic mis-specification of the model.
Including an unobserved dynamic factor ψ(t) significantly increases the likelihood. This
is mainly due to the fact that default and downgrade intensities are not fully captured
by the observed macro variables. Upgrade intensities appear to be captured sufficiently
by bank lending conditions and the volatility regime, in line with our earlier discussion.
Interestingly, real GDP only explains default intensities and not re-rating intensities.
This is in line with the claimed through-the-cycle rating methodology adopted by rating
agencies. For downward rating movements, however, agencies also appear to draw
information from financial markets in the form of default spreads and (marginally) stock
returns.

4.4.4 Robustness analyses

To test for the robustness of these results, a number of sensitivity checks was performed.
First, all explanatory variables were included in lagged rather than contemporaneous
form. Both at lags of one and two years, the results remain unaltered in the sense that
models with only observed macro fundamentals appear dynamically mis-specified.
Including a latent component ψ(t) in all cases significantly increases the likelihood. If
ψ(t) is included, some of the macro variables loose their significance for specific
transition types, similar to Tables 4.2 and 4.3. The effect of lagging on the likelihood
values does not reveal a clear-cut pattern and is overall limited. Moreover, including
lagged business cycle variables in several cases produces non-intuitive signs for the
coefficients, e.g., a positive relation between past growth and current defaults or
downgrades. It was also considered including leads of the observed macro variables.
Again, however, the results are highly similar. Macro variables capture some of the
default and re-rating activity, but certainly not all.
As a further check, a non-constant baseline hazard rate was also included. The constant
ηs in equation (3.2) of Chapter 3 was substituted by ηs + γsδk(t), with δk(t) an indicator
variable that equals 1 if firm k is less than one year in its current rating category. This
non-constant base-line hazard rate allows us to capture non-Markovian behavior of
rating transitions, see Lando and Fledelius (2004).4 The results show that our findings
remain robust. Though adding the non-constant baseline hazard increases the
likelihood, it does not affect the sign, size, or significance of the macro variables and the
unobserved ψ(t).
The most puzzling fact in Table 4.3, model 6b, is the apparent block structure of the
macro variables across the transition types. This result may be caused by a similar
phenomenon as the significance of the macro variables in model 6a versus 6b. Because of
the broad rating buckets, it is likely that the ψ(t) factor is mainly capturing the default
cycle of subinvestment grade companies. The macro variables can then be used to
account for systematic effects in the upgrade and downgrade intensities. To allow for
upgrade and downgrade intensities to have their own systematic component, model (1)
in Chapter 3 is enlarged to

λks(t) = Y k
s (t) · exp (ηs + γ′sx(t) + αsψ

s(t)) , (4.1)

4The estimates of the macro variables for this variant of the model are available upon request.
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where there are now three different ψs(t) factors. The estimation results are in Table 4.4.
Model (4.1) is not nested in model (1) of Chapter 3, so the likelihoods between the
models in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 cannot be compared directly to those in Table 4.4.
Generally speaking, however, the likelihood values increase by having more ψs(t) factors.
Interestingly, the phenomenon witnessed earlier when going from the models 1a-6a to
the models 1b-6b, repeats itself when considering the models 1c-6c. In particular, the
importance of the economic variables is further reduced. Effectively, there only appear
three important variables. GDP growth explains a part of all four types of transitions.
The signs are as expected. The intensities of downgrades and defaults react negatively
to growth, whereas upgrades react positively. Furthermore, there is a marginally
significant effect of stock market returns and stock market return volatilities on upgrade
intensities. The signs are in line with the standard structural model of Merton. High
stock returns increase the distance to default and therefore increase upgrade intensities.
High volatilities, on the other hand, decrease the distance to default and therefore
decrease upgrade intensities.
Two other things worth noting in Table 4.4 concern the sizes of the αs coefficients.
Again, the upgrade intensities appear much less driven by unobserved systematic risk
than the downgrade and default intensities. In contrast to some of the results in Tables
4.2 and 4.3, however, the effect always remains significantly different from zero. The
other important difference with the earlier results is the magnitude of the αs
corresponding to investment grade downgrades. Though this coefficient is still lower
than its default intensity counterpart, they are now much closer. It is reasonable to
conclude that both downgrade and default intensities are driven to a similar extent by
common components. The commonality in all results, however, remains that the macro
variables only explain part of the credit cycle. The unobserved credit risk components
appear to be at least as important to describe the dynamics of rating intensities.
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Table 4.4: Intensity model with macro fundamentals and three latent components

We use the latent component intensity model (4.1) to determine the impact of macro fundamentals and

three unobserved components (ψs(t)) on transition intensities. The three latent processes are indepen-

dent random walks that load on the investment grade to sub-investment grade downgrade intensities,

the (reverse) upward intensities, and the default intensities (pooled over both rating types), respectively.

The explanatory variables are divided in three blocks. Business cycle: real GDP growth. Bank lending

conditions: growth in the amount of business loan outstanding (BLOAN), M2 growth (M2), realized

annual inflation (INFL), Federal Funds rate (FFund), default spread between yields on BBB rated cor-

porate bonds and 10-year treasury bonds (DSPR). Financial market variables: term spread defined as 10

year minus 1 year yield on treasury bonds (TSPR), annual realized return on the S&P500 (SP), annual

realized return volatility (using daily data) of the S&P500 (SPVOL). Significance at the 1%, 5%, and

10% level is denoted by ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗, respectively. Transition types are from investment grade (I) to

sub-investment grade (S) or vice versa, or from either of these states into default (D).

Transition type Transition type Transition type

I → S S → I S → D I → S S → I S → D I → S S → I S → D

I → D I → D I → D

Model 1c Model 2c Model 3c

GDP -0.15∗∗∗ 0.11∗∗ -0.18∗∗∗

BLOAN 0.06 -0.02 -0.04

M2 0.05 -0.14 0.11

INFL 0.10 -0.07 0.02

R -0.10 0.13 -0.07

DSPR 0.14∗ -0.06 0.14∗∗

TSPR -0.04 -0.06 0.00

SP -0.09 -0.07 -0.07

SPVOL -0.04 -0.17∗ 0.14

ψj(t) -0.027∗∗∗ 0.013∗∗∗ -0.037∗∗∗ -0.021∗∗∗ 0.014∗∗∗ -0.035∗∗∗ -0.028∗∗∗ 0.013∗∗ -0.039∗∗∗

Log-lik = -10,087.3 Log-lik = -10,089.3 Log-lik = -10,089.2

Model 4c Model 5c Model 6c

GDP -0.12∗ 0.11∗∗ -0.17∗∗ -0.13∗∗ 0.14∗∗∗ -0.17∗∗ -0.14∗ 0.15∗ -0.17∗

BLOAN -0.04 -0.02 -0.01 -0.10 -0.04 -0.14

M2 -0.02 -0.08 0.16 0.01 -0.01 0.03

INFL 0.09 -0.01 -0.05 0.09 0.02 -0.11

R -0.05 0.08 -0.07 -0.27 -0.15 -0.11

DSPR 0.09 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.02 -0.03

TSPR -0.05 -0.09∗ 0.02 -0.15 -0.16 -0.12

SP -0.08 -0.11∗ -0.04 -0.11 -0.11∗ -0.10

SPVOL -0.02 -0.16∗ 0.14 -0.11 -0.18∗∗ 0.09

ψj(t) -0.029∗∗∗ 0.014∗∗∗ -0.040∗∗∗ -0.031∗∗∗ 0.014∗∗∗ -0.037∗∗∗ -0.030∗∗∗ 0.012∗∗∗ -0.037∗∗∗

Log-lik =-10,084.8 Log-lik =-10,081.5 Log-lik =-10,078.8
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The model is again illustrated by looking at the estimated latent risk components ψs(t).
I concentrate on model 1c. The results are presented in Figure 4.4. In the top line of
graphs in Figure 4.4, the estimation results for models with a univariate latent risk
factor (model 1b) are compared with those for three risk factors. It is easily seen that
the univariate common risk factor mainly captures the dynamics of the default intensity.
The estimated ψs(t) component is for this type of transition very similar between
models 0d and 1c. Again, there are many discrepancies with the dynamics of GDP
growth. It is very interesting to see the large differences between the univariate estimate
of ψ(t) and the multivariate ψs(t) for downgrades and upgrades. Although some of the
peaks are shared between downgrade and default activity, the overall difference in
dynamics between the two series is significant. For example, the decline in downgrade
intensities during the stock market boom is much more pronounced than the decline in
default intensities. The difference is even more striking for the upgrade intensity. Not
only we can conclude that upgrade activity is much less driven by systematic factors, as
witnessed by the smaller loading coefficients αs. In addition, the estimated risk factor
ψS→I(t) shows a markedly different behavior. In the early 2000s, whereas
macroeconomic activity was already picking up and default intensities decreased, the
systematic effect in upgrade intensities remained at a very low level.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the economic significance of the results. The figure shows the
individual latent components ψs(t) with and without conditioning on the GDP growth.
Though there are some differences between the two estimates, the main feature of the
graphs is that the estimates are quite similar. Again, this underlines the fact that even
though some macro fundamentals may be statistically significant, their economic
significance for default and rating transition dynamics is much less clear-cut.
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Figure 4.4: Estimates of the common risk factor ψ(t) (model 1c)
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The figure contains the smoothed common factor risk ψs(t) for each of the transition types j = I → S

(left column), j = S → I (middle column), and j = (I, S) → D (right column). The top row of

graphs presents the (solid curve) estimated latent risk factor from model 0d multiplied by its loading

from Table 4.1, the (dotted curve) estimated latent risk factor from model 0f multiplied by its default

transition loading from Table 4.1, and the GDP growth from model 1a multiplied by its loading from

Table 4.2. The bottom row of graphs presents the (solid curve) estimated latent risk factor from model

0f multiplied by its loading from Table 4.1, the (dotted curve) estimated latent risk factor from model 1c

multiplied by its default transition loading from Table 4.4, and composite of the latent risk factor from

model 1c and the GDP growth component, both multiplied by their loading from Table 4.4.
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4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter a systematic search for the macro determinants of aggregate corporate
credit rating migrations and defaults was conducted. The main tool used for this
purpose was the novel econometric methodology introduced in chapter 3. The
framework is set in a continuous time duration model where the focus is set on the
dynamics of migration intensities. Observed migration rates were conditioned on three
sets of variables: GDP growth (for business cycle effects), bank lending conditions, and
financial markets variables. In line with previous studies it was found that the level of
economic activity, bank lending conditions, and financial markets variables are all
important determinants of default and rating migration intensities. The models,
however, appear significantly dynamically mis-specified. Once this mis-specification is
taken into account, many of the macro fundamentals fall out of the model. The prime
remaining candidate is GDP growth, and to some extent financial markets’ variables like
stock returns and stock return volatilities. The results appear robust over a variety of
model specifications. For example, the validity of these findings holds both before and
during the Greenspan era (post 1987) and when various choices of leads and lags of the
macro variables are included.
Throughout all specifications, defaults (and downgrades) were much more subject to
common risk factors than upgrades. In addition, there are significant departures between
the systematic risk components in defaults, downgrades, and upgrades themselves. The
results point out to an overly optimistic re-rating policy in the late nineties, followed by
a possibly overly pessimistic lack of upward rating revisions in the early 2000s.
The current research opens up a number of interesting alternative research questions. If
the current broad set of macro fundamentals only helps to a limited extent in explaining
default and re-rating intensities, one should look for other variables that capture
intensity dynamics. Some obvious ways forward appear to be variables capturing
industry and contagion effects. Alternatively, the model could be enlarged by the
inclusion of firm-specific variables. The latter, however, would only help if they are
correlated with any missing systematic effect in the credit risk dynamics. Finally, the
class of stochastic processes used for modeling the latent common risk components could
be enlarged from the current random walk to a more richly specified autoregressive
structure.





Chapter 5

Estimating MLFI models: Simulated

vs. Approximate Maximum

Likelihood

5.1 Summary

Likelihood-based inference for the Multi-state Latent Factor Intensity Model, introduced
in Chapter 3, is hindered by the fact that exact closed-form expressions for the implied
data density are not available. This is a common and well-known problem for most
parameter driven dynamic Econometric models. In Chapter 3 estimation of the MLFI
model was based on a combination of importance sampling and Kalman filtering
techniques, as described in Durbin and Koopman (1997, 2000). In this Chapter I review,
adapt and compare two alternative solutions for solving the same problem. While the
first method requires the use of Monte Carlo integration for evaluating the likelihood
(similarly to the method presented in Chapter 3), the second method in contrast, is
based on fully deterministic numerical procedures. A Monte Carlo study is conducted to
illustrate the use of each method, and assess its corresponding finite sample performance.

5.2 Introduction

Following the pioneering work of Hasbrouck (1991) and Engle and Russell (1998), there
has been a significant increase in the development and use of econometric models for
analyzing irregularly spaced longitudinal data. Usual applications include empirical
studies focusing on the microstructure of financial markets or on the dynamics of
corporate credit risk. Examples are Engle and Russell (1998), Bowsher (2007), Engle
and Lunde (2003), Bauwens and Veredas (2004), Kavvathas (2000), Lando and
Skødeberg (2002), Koopman et al. (2006, 2008) and Duffie et al. (2006, 2007).
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Econometric models for point processes are useful in economic contexts in which the
timing of the events under study is relevant and the interest is focused at the micro
level. It is known that the statistical properties of a time series resulting from the
aggregation (or sampling) of one or more empirical (compound) point processes over a
fixed-length time grid are strongly dependent on the size of the mesh. An excessively
large mesh will hide the characteristics of the mechanism under analysis, while a time
unit that is too small will induce artificial volatility in the resulting time series. The
problem becomes serious because, in some applications, there are no objective criteria
for choosing the appropriate length of the time unit.
As it is the case with models for time series data, statistical models for point processes
can be classified as either observation or parameter driven. Self-exciting point process
models like the Autoregressive Conditional Duration (ACD) model (and most derived
models) of Engle and Russell (1998), the Autoregressive Conditional Intensity (ACI)
model of Russell (1999) or the generalized Hawkes processes of Bowsher (2007), are all
observation driven models. Conditional on the observable history of the process, the
distribution of future observations is completely specified. Bauwens and Hautsch
(2006a) and Bauwens and Veredas (2004) have introduced two large classes of parameter
driven models for doubly stochastic point processes. These were, respectively, the
Stochastic Conditional Intensity (SCI) and the Stochastic Conditional Duration (SCD)
models. The dynamic behavior of these models is driven not only by an (appropriate)
observable filtration but also by a latent component, thus combining aspects from both
self-exciting and doubly stochastic point processes. The richer dynamic structure of this
class of models provides added flexibility for describing the patterns in empirical point
processes. This added flexibility, however, comes at a cost. Maximum Likelihood (ML)
estimation1 for this class of models is hindered by the need to integrate out the effect of
the unobserved component(s). This is a common and well-known problem for parameter
driven nonlinear or non-Gaussian dynamic statistical models. The data-density typically
involves a high-dimensional integral, which has (due to the unavailability of exact
closed-form solutions) to be evaluated either using simulation or (other) approximate
methods. In this chapter I compare the use of two feasible methods for conducting
Simulated Maximum Likelihood (SML) estimation and inference, for the Multi-state
Latent Factor Intensity Model introduced in Chapter 3, against the approximate
(numerical) ML method of Davis and Rodriguez-Yam (2005). The two SML methods I
consider are the Efficient Importance Sampling (EIS) algorithm of Richard and Zhang
(2007) and Liesenfeld and Richard (2003) and the method of Monte Carlo maximum
likelihood of Durbin and Koopman (1997, 2000).
The Multi-State Latent Factor Intensity (MLFI) model is a self-exciting and doubly
stochastic extension of a continuous-time finite state Markov process (also termed a
Markov chain in the literature). The generator matrix giving the instantaneous
transition rates between the finite set of states is not considered a deterministic function
of time, but instead, a (matrix-valued) stochastic process adapted to an appropriate
filtration and modulated by latent Gaussian dynamic processes. The MLFI model is a

1For the SCD model introduced by Bauwens and Veredas (2004) the authors suggest the use of the

Kalman filter as a quasi-Maximum Likelihood method.
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powerful tool for analyzing credit rating data, as shown in Koopman et al. (2006, 2008).
Additionally, this statistical model is of potential interest to other fields as well. In fact,
the MLFI model is interpretable as a dynamic frailty multi-state duration model.
Therefore, it is potentially of interest to those scientific areas where frailty models are
extensively used (examples include Biostatistics and Labor Economics).
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.3 reviews the general MLFI specification.
Section 5.4 describes the two distinct SML methods. In subsection 5.4.1, I discuss some
additional issues related to the estimation procedure presented in Chapter 3. The
application of the EIS method of Liesenfeld and Richard (2003) and Richard and Zhang
(2007) to the MLFI model is described in subsection 5.4.2. The approximate ML method
proposed in Davis and Rodriguez-Yam (2005) is the focus of section 5.5. Section 5.6
contains the details and results of the simulation study. Section 5.7 concludes. In the
appendix, for completeness, some crude estimators of the main parameters of the MLFI
model are presented. These ad-hoc estimators provide adequate starting values for the
numerical optimization step required by the three methods discussed in this chapter.

5.3 The class of Multi-State Latent Factor

Intensity models

Let (Ω,F , {Ft} ,P) be a given filtered probability space satisfying the usual conditions,2

with t denoting chronological time. At the heart of every dynamic statistical model with
unobserved components lies the decomposition Ft = Fo

t ∪ F∗
t , where Fo

t is the
information effectively available to the analyst (therefore including the internal filtration
of the stochastic process under consideration), while F∗

t denotes the set of remaining
(both dynamic and time-invariant) factors driving the observable processes. Consider a
set of S̃ distinct (right-continuous) counting processes Ns̃(t) defined on (Ω,F , {Ft} ,P),
with s̃ = 1, . . . , S̃, which are observed over the interval [0, T ]. Let N̄s̃(t) denote the
corresponding left-continuous counting processes. Assume that the pooled counting

process N(t) =
∑S̃

s̃=1Ns̃(t) is orderly and the compensator Λs̃(t) associated with Ns̃(t) is

absolutely continuous. The corresponding intensity process is denoted by λ̃s̃(t). The
MLFI model introduced in Koopman et al. (2008), is obtained by considering that the S̃
distinct counting processes result from recording the transitions experienced by K
statistical units as these move across a set of M possible states.3 Such a multi-state
setting is achieved by defining a set of K Fo

t -predictable vector-valued processes
Y k(t) = (Y k

s (t)), with k = 1, . . . , K and s = 1, . . . , S denoting the observational unit and

2For a brief discussion see, for example, Andersen et al. (1993)
3Therefore S̃ = M(M − 1)K and there are (M × (M − 1))! possible mappings between the set of

transition types S = {1, 2, . . . ,M(M − 1)} and the set of pairs of states M = {(1, 2), . . . , (M,M − 1)}

involved in any given transition.
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transition type respectively (S = M(M − 1)), as

Y k
s (t) =

{
1 , unit k is ‘at risk’ for a transition of type s at time t−

0 , otherwise.
(5.1)

This set of rules is defined on a case-by-case basis, depending on the exact nature of the
‘states’ in each application. Note that Y k(t) can be indexed by N̄k(t) =

∑S
s=1 N̄

k
s (t),

where N̄k
s (t) is a convenient notation for the individual, left-continuous, counting

processes N̄s̃(t) in the MLFI setting. In the context of credit ratings, a ‘state’ can,
therefore, be interpreted as either a specific credit rating (ex. AAA,AA,A,BBB and so
forth in the case of credit ratings from Standard & Poor’s) or the combination of the
present rating with the information on whether or not that rating was achieved as the
result of a downgrade (i.e. the ‘state’ BBB would be split into the states “downgraded
to the rating BBB”and “either BBB as initial rating, or upgraded to BBB”).
The intensity process λ̃ks(t) = Y k

s (t)λks(t) for unit k, associated with a transition of type
s, can be parameterized, for example, by specifying the conditional hazard rate as a
log-linear function of fixed effects, observed covariates and a latent dynamic component,

λks(t) = exp
[
ηs + γ′sw

k(t) + αsψ
s(t)
]
Hk
s (t). (5.2)

Here ηs is an unknown scalar, wk(t) is a unit-specific p-dimensional vector containing
both constant and time-varying covariates and γs is the corresponding vector of
coefficients. Component s of the vector α = (α1, . . . , αS) represents the semi-elasticity of
the intensity of events of type s with respect to the latent factor ψs(t). The function
Hk
s (t) introduces duration dependence in the model, therefore relaxing the Markov

assumption. In general,

Hk
s (t) = Hs(t− tk0 , t− tk1 , . . . , t− tkNk(t)),

where t− tki denotes the backward-recurrence time (Cox, 1962) of unit k with respect to
its past ith transition moment. In this case, the resulting multi-state stochastic process
is a generalized semi-Markov one (Glynn, 1988).
In contrast with Koopman et al. (2008), where, in the initial model specification, a
single (scalar) latent component influences the different intensity processes, here a more
general version of the MLFI model with S independent latent components is described.4

The vector-valued unobserved stochastic process ψ(t) = (ψ1(t), . . . , ψS(t))′, can change
values only at the (discrete) set of points {tn} ∈ [0, T ] satisfying the equation

∆N(t) ≡ N(t) − N̄(t) = 1,

where N̄(t) denotes the left-continuous counting process associated with N(t).
Therefore, it is possible to index the process ψ using N̄(t). In order to capture latent
first order dynamics in the observed transition process, the unobserved vector ψ is
specified by the following restricted VAR(1) equation in continuous-time5

ψN̄(t)+ι′(t)ι(t) = (ρ
∆N1(t)
1 , . . . , ρ

∆NS(t)
S )′ ⊙ ψN̄(t) + ι(t)εN̄(t)+1, (5.3)

4These are the two extreme cases. In an intermediate situation there can be any number, between 1

and S, of latent components in combination with a particular structure for the vector α of factor loadings.
5“⊙”denotes Hadamard-Schur (i.e. element-by-element) matrix multiplication.
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where ι(t) = (∆N1(t), . . . ,∆NS(t))
′ acts as a random selection vector. The

autoregressive coefficients ρs are restricted to |ρs| ≤ 1 with s = 1, . . . , S. The (scalar)
disturbances εn are an i.i.d. standard Gaussian noise. Although a first order
autoregressive specification is used throughout this thesis, it is straightforward to extend
the dynamics of the latent components, by including in (5.3) both additional lagged
values of ψ and ε.
Over a fixed interval of time, the expected variation of component s of the latent process
ψ, as defined in (5.3), is proportional to the intensity λs(t) =

∑K
k=1 λ

k
s(t) of the counting

process associated with events of that type (that is, Ns(t) =
∑K

k=1N
k
s (t)). This may not

be a desirable property, if, as in Koopman et al. (2008), the latent process is intended to
model a slow moving economy wide risk factor. An alternative specification for ψ that
behaves more in line with this interpretation is

ψN̄(t)+ι′(t)ι(t) = (ρ
τ1
N1(t)

∆N1(t)

1 , . . . , ρ
τS
NS(t)

∆NS(t)

S )′ ⊙ ψN̄(t) + σN̄(t)+1ι(t)εN̄(t)+1, (5.4)

with

σ2
N̄(t)+1 =

1 − (ι′(t)ρ)2ι′(t)τN(t)

1 − (ι′(t)ρ)2
.

The vector ρ = (ρ1, . . . , ρS)
′, stores the (calendar-time) coefficients of mean-reversion,

while the vector τn = (τ 1
N1(tn), . . . , τ

S
NS(tn))

′ contains the amount of time elapsed between

two consecutive transitions of each type.6 The disturbances εn, again form an i.i.d.
standard Gaussian noise process. The specification (5.4) has small changes in ψs(t) over
short spells τ sNs(t)

.
In order to obtain a valid intensity process, the latent innovations εn must be assumed
independent from the sequence of increments in the compensator associated with the
pooled process,

Λn =
S̃∑

s=1

Λs(tn−1, tn), n = 1, . . . , N(T ),

where Λs(a, b) =
∫ b
a
λs(t)dt. A fundamental result, underpinning both the construction

of diagnostic tests for intensity based point process models as well as their numerical
simulation, is the random time change theorem (see Brown and Nair, 1988, for a proof
of this result). This theorem states that every multivariate counting process, whose
associated (multivariate) compensator is both absolutely continuous and unbounded,
can be mapped into a vector of independent Poisson processes, each with unit intensity,
by re-scaling the time axis using the increments in the compensator. In simple terms
this implies, in the current context, that

Λn ∼ i.i.d. Exp(1).

The model specification made up of equations (5.2) and either (5.3) or (5.4) is
incomplete. Changing the sign simultaneously for each αs and for the complete path of
the corresponding component of the vector ψ(t) clearly yields the same path for all

6That is, τs
n = tsn − tsn−1 and {tsn} ⊂ R

+
0 is the set of solutions of the equation ∆Ns(t) = 1.
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intensity processes λks(t) with k = 1, . . . , K. Identification of the MLFI model therefore
requires as many sign restrictions as the number of independent components of the
latent process ψ. The sign of αs has to be set a priori (i.e. either αs > 0 or αs < 0).
Specification (5.2) nests several different models appearing in the literature. For
example, when no latent dynamic factors ψs(t) are included, and there are neither
duration (Hs(t) ≡ 0) nor covariate (γs ≡ 0) effects, specification (5.2) becomes the
standard Homogeneous Continuous-Time Markov Chain model used frequently in the
Credit Risk literature (Jarrow et al. 1997, Lando and Skødeberg 2002).
As seen in Koopman et al. (2008), for a vector of unknown parameters θ, the likelihood
function conditional on the initial ratings, pre-sample event histories, and on the

complete path of the unobserved process, as defined by ΨN̄(T )+1 = {ψi}
N̄(T )+1
i=1 , can be

written as

L
(
θ | Fo

T ,ΨN̄(T )

)
=

N̄(T )+1∏

n=1

K∏

k=1

S∏

s=1

exp

(
∆Nk

s (tn) ln{λks(tn)} − Y k
s (tn)

∫ tn∧T

tn−1

λks(t)dt

)
.

(5.5)
In order to estimate the parameter vector θ, the conditional likelihood function must be
integrated with respect to the complete path ΨN̄(T )+1 of the unobserved process ψ(t).
The maximum likelihood problem becomes

max
θ
L(θ | Fo

T ), (5.6)

where

L(θ | Fo
T ) =

∫
L
(
θ | Fo

T ,ΨN̄(T )+1

)
p(ΨN̄(T )+)dΨN̄(T )+1, (5.7)

and p(ΨN̄(T )+1) denotes the (unconditional) density function of ΨN̄(T )+1.

5.4 Simulated Maximum Likelihood estimation

This section starts by recalling the basic concepts of SML estimation and inference using
Importance Sampling acceleration techniques. Some basic ideas from state space
modeling are also briefly discussed. This provides the adequate background to the
description of the Durbin-Koopman methodology in subsection 5.4.1. This is then
followed, in subsection 5.4.2 by the description of the EIS algorithm.
The realization that many of the relevant factors underlying most economic settings are
inherently unobservable, leads to the specification of models with latent random
variables. The data density implied by these models, therefore, contains an integral
which is interpretable as an expectation taken over the density of the unobserved
variables. In general terms, assume that the statistical model specifies, up to an
unknown parameter vector θ, the conditional density of the observational vector z given
the latent vector x, which in many contexts can be interpreted as a ‘structural’ density.
This conditional density is denoted as

p (z|x; θ) . (5.8)
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The unconditional data density then follows from p (z|x; θ) and the assumed density for
x, denoted by p (x|θ)

p (z|θ) =

∫
p (z|x; θ) p (x|θ) dµ(x) = Ex [p (z|x; θ)] . (5.9)

The basic idea of simulated maximum likelihood consists in employing Monte Carlo
integration to evaluate this integral, by sampling from the density p (x|θ), termed the
natural sampler. In fact, in the current context, the Weak Law of Large Numbers states
that, as M ↑ ∞,

M−1

M∑

m=1

p (z|xm; θ)
P
→ Ex [p (z|x; θ)] ,

where {xm}, m = 1, . . . ,M denotes an i.i.d. sample from p (x|θ). Accordingly it is
possible to perform (approximate) Maximum Likelihood estimation and inference for
statistical models with unobserved components using the Monte Carlo estimator

L̂NS (θ) = M−1

M∑

m=1

p (z|xm; θ) , (5.10)

as a proxy for the exact likelihood function L (θ) = p (z|θ). The problem with this
approach is that the rate of convergence of the estimator in (5.10) is very slow due to
the fact that the latent vector x is sampled directly from the statistical formulation of
the model without taking into account the observed data. Therefore for most random
draws xm obtained from the natural sampler, the corresponding contribution to the data
likelihood made by p (z|xm; θ) will be very small, thus requiring many random draws. In
other words, the direct Monte Carlo estimator given by equation (5.10) is highly
inefficient.7

The above reasoning suggests that it may be possible to improve the efficiency of the
whole approach by switching from the natural sampler to an auxiliary conditional
density s (x|z; θ0) that takes into account the information on x, which is contained in the
observed data vector z. This is the central idea of Importance Sampling. Assume such
an auxiliary sampler is given, the data density implied by the statistical model (5.9) can
then be written as

p (z|θ) =

∫
p (z|x; θ) p (x|θ)

s (x|z; θ0)
s (x|z; θ0) dµ(x),

and use as an estimator of the data likelihood

L̂IS (θ) = M−1

M∑

m=1

p (z|xm; θ)
p (xm|θ)

s (xm|z; θ0)
, (5.11)

7Because the optimization of the likelihood function has to be implemented using some numerical

algorithm, the high degree of variability of the direct MC estimator leads to the (numerical) instability

of the optimization algorithm. This means that, in practice, the MC estimator simply does not work.
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where {xm}, m = 1, . . . ,M denotes an i.i.d. sample from the auxiliary density
s (x|z; θ0). The critical question is how to construct such an auxiliary density.
Obviously, the ‘ideal’ auxiliary sampler is the conditional density of the latent vector
given the data, as implied by the model itself, i.e. the ‘posterior’ density

p (x|z; θ) . (5.12)

In fact if it would be feasible to plug this density, as the auxiliary sampler, inside the
estimator (5.11) this would yield

L̂IS (θ) = p (z|θ) ,

that is, the MC likelihood estimator would become exact (a degenerate random variable
equal to the quantity being estimated a.s.). Unfortunately, sampling directly from
p (x|z; θ) is not feasible because there is no analytical expression for this density, by
exactly the same reason as for the data density p (z|θ) itself.8

Departing from the same basic idea the two methods described in this section follow,
basically, different directions in order to construct an auxiliary sampler that
approximates as much as possible the ideal auxiliary sampler p (x|z; θ). In fact the
framework in which both methods are placed is somewhat more specific than what has
been discussed so far. Until this point no mention was made regarding the source of the
multivariate nature of both the observation vector z and the state vector x. Therefore,
both pure cross-sectional, pure time series as well as mixed (i.e. panel data or repeated
cross-sections) models with unobserved components were covered by the previous
discussion. However, as the main focus of this chapter is the estimation of doubly
stochastic point process models, I will not mention any methods for dealing with pure
cross-sectional models. In fact, the three methodologies discussed both here and in
Chapter 3 were initially developed in the context of dynamic models. The longitudinal
dimension is the main source (although not the only one) of the multidimensionality of
both z and x.

5.4.1 The Durbin-Koopman methodology

The Monte Carlo Maximum Likelihood methodology of Durbin and Koopman (1997)
was developed for handling nonlinear and/or non-Gaussian models in state space form.
Therefore, this section starts by briefly reviewing the main notions and concepts of
(generalized) state space modeling. The main concept is that of the state of a dynamic
system. The state is defined as the smallest vector, such that, the knowledge of its value
at time t = t0 together with knowledge of the path of the input vector for any t ≥ t0
determines completely the behavior of the system at any time t ≥ t0.

9

8obviously p (x|z; θ) = p(z|x;θ)p(x|θ)
p(z|θ) and therefore sampling from this density would require having

already solved the integral appearing in the data density, which is the source of the whole problem.
9This is the classical definition for deterministic dynamic systems. However, random dynamic systems

can be thought of as deterministic systems subject to a random input. In this case, “knowledge”of the

input vector means knowledge of its probability law. Similarly, the wording “behavior of the system

”refers to the (conditional) density of both the output and state vectors
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Denote by zn = (z′1, . . . , z
′
n)

′ the (observed) history of the vector process z up to the
present moment tn (zi represents the value of this vector at time ti, i = 1, . . . , N).
Similarly, let xn = (x′1, . . . , x

′
n)

′ denote the (unobserved) past values of the state vector
x. The general non-Gaussian state space model is characterized by the two following
properties (subsumed in the observation and state equations),

p(zn|xn,xn−1, zn−1, θ) = p(zn|xn, θ) = f(zn;xn, θ), (5.13)

and
p(xn+1|xn,xn−1, zn, θ) = p(xn+1|xn, θ) = h(xn+1;xn, θ), (5.14)

where the functions f and h are non-degenerate probability densities (with respect to
the first argument) dependent on the parameter and state vectors θ and xn.
The joint density of the complete data (i.e. observable vector and latent state variables),
due to the Markovian property in equations (5.13) and (5.14), can be written as,

p(zN ,xN |θ) =

(
N∏

n=1

f(zn;xn, θ)

)(
N∏

n=2

h(xn;xn−1, θ)

)
p(x1|θ). (5.15)

Therefore, the observable data density is,

p(zN |θ) =

∫
p(zN ,xN |θ)dµ(xN), (5.16)

which falls under the general setting described in equation (5.9). The central idea of the
Durbin-Koopman (DK) methodology consists in building a Gaussian linear State Space
Model (SSM) for zN in order to obtain a feasible (Gaussian) auxiliary sampler
g (xN |zN , θg). Assuming a model was already built, the density of the observable data,
equation (5.16), can be re-written as10

p(zN |θ) = g(zN |θg)

∫
p(zN ,xN |θ)

g (zN ,xN |θg)
g (xN |zN , θg) dxN . (5.17)

It is interesting to note that in this setting, the density of the observable data is
expressed as the product of an (approximating) Gaussian density, that can easily be
computed using the Kalman filter, by an adjusting factor, that can be estimated by
simulation. The closer the joint importance density g (zN ,xN |θg) is to the non-Gaussian
density p (zN ,xN) the smaller will be the simulated sample required to attain a given
accuracy level.
The parameters θg of the approximating linear Gaussian SSM are appropriately chosen
to ensure that the mode of the implied posterior density g (xN |zN , θg) equals the ‘true’
posterior mode x∗ = (x∗′1 , . . . , x

∗′
N)′ (i.e. the mode of the non-Gaussian posterior density

p (xN |zN , θ)). This can be achieved using the procedure described in Durbin and

10For simplicity of exposition I shall assume from now on that xN is continuously distributed over R
Nq

(as it is the case for the MLFI model), with q the dimension of the state vector x, and µ is the Lebesgue

measure.
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Koopman (2001, Chapter 11), which, for the MLFI model, is based on the linearization
of the observational log-density using a second-order Taylor polynomial. The details of
the application of this procedure to the class of MLFI models are reviewed later in this
section.
I now proceed by explicitly expressing the MLFI model, as described in section 5.3, in
state space form. Consider the vector

zn = (τn , Y
1
1 (tn) , . . . , Y

K
S (tn) , ι

1(tn)
′ , . . . , ιK(tn)

′)′.

The vector zn contains all observable information on the S̃ point processes at the
event-point tn (ιk(tn) = (∆Nk

1 (tn), . . . ,∆N
k
S(tn))

′ is unit k’s random selection vector).
The observational log-density is

ln p(zn|ψn,F
o
t−n

) =
S∑

s=1

K∑

k=1

∆Nk
s (tn) ln{λks(tn)} − Y k

s (tn)

∫ tn

tn−1

λks(t)dt, (5.18)

for n = 1, . . . , N (set N = N̄(T ) + 1).
All fixed unknown coefficients entering the conditional hazard (5.2), jointly with the
latent dynamic process ψ, can be placed in the state vector,

xn = (η1, . . . , ηS, γ
′
1, . . . , γ

′
S, ψ

′(tn))
′. (5.19)

By defining the deterministic (row vector) coefficients

Zk
sn = (e′s, e

′
s ⊗ wk(tn)

′, αs),

the conditional hazard rate entering (5.18) can be written as λks(t) = exp
(
Zk
snxn

)
·Hk

s (t).
In this context, Zk

snxn is the signal corresponding to the element ∆Nk
s (tn) of ιk(tn). The

state vector xn can be modeled by the linear Markovian process

xn = Fnxn−1 +Rnεn, εn ∼ NIID(0, Qn), n = 1, 2, . . . , N̄(T ), (5.20)

with initial condition x0 ∼ N(a, P ). The vector a and the matrix processes Fn, Rn, Qn

and P are predictable with respect to the observable filtration Fo
tn and may depend on

the parameter vector θ. If the vector xn only consists of fixed unknown coefficients, we
set a = 0, Fn = Rn = I, Qn = 0 and P = κI, where κ is the so-called diffuse prior
constant. Usually, κ is set to some large value in numerical software, see Harvey (1989,
pp. 367-8). Exact solutions for κ→ ∞ are available as well, see Durbin and Koopman
(2001, Ch. 4). If the vector xn only contains the latent autoregressive process (for
example under equation 5.3), that is xn = ψn, we set a = 0,

Fn = diag(ρ
∆N1(tn)
1 , . . . , ρ

∆NS(tn)
S ), Rn = ι(tn), Qn = 1 and

P = diag((1 − ρ2
1)

−1, . . . , (1 − ρ2
S)

−1). Here diag(d1, . . . , dS) denotes a square diagonal
matrix of order S, containing the vector (d1, . . . , dS) on the main diagonal. A
combination of unknown coefficients and latent time series processes can be
incorporated in (5.20) in a straightforward way. For example, in the case of (5.3) with
wk(t) ≡ 0, we have xn = (η1 , . . . , ηS , ψn)

′ with a = 0, and

Fn =

[
IS 0

0 diag(ρ
∆N1(tn)
1 , . . . , ρ

∆NS(tn)
S )

]
, Rn =

[
0

ι(tn)

]
, Qn = 1,
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P =

[
κIS 0
0 diag((1 − ρ2

1)
−1, . . . , (1 − ρ2

S)
−1)

]
.

Equations (5.20) and (5.18) constitute a nonlinear, non-Gaussian state space model.

5.4.2 The Efficient Importance Sampling algorithm

This section discusses the application of the EIS technique of Liesenfeld and Richard
(2003) and Richard and Zhang (2007) to the estimation of MLFI models. The EIS
algorithm is slightly more general than the DK methodology, in the sense that instead of
assuming the model under study has the structure described in (5.13) and (5.14) it is
only required that

p(zn|xn,xn−1, zn−1) = p(zn|xn, zn−1). (5.21)

Therefore, the latent vector x no longer represents the full state vector of the system
under study. Instead, under the current approach x simply represents a set of relevant
unobserved processes. Additionally, (5.21) implies that the mechanism through which
the latent processes affect the observables is Markovian (i.e. memoryless), in the sense
that dependence of observables on unobservables is strictly a contemporaneous
phenomenon. Under these assumptions the observable data density can be written as

p(zN |θ) =

∫ [ N∏

n=2

p(zn|xn, zn−1)p(xn|xn−1, zn−1)

]
p(z1|x1)p(x1)dxN . (5.22)

The initial conditions are expressed by p(z1|x1)p(x1). The natural Monte Carlo
estimator of the likelihood function L(θ|zN) = p(zN |θ), as discussed in (5.10), in the
current context is given by

L̂NS(θ|zN) = M−1

M∑

m=1

[
p(z1|x

m
1 )

N∏

n=2

p(zn|x
m
n , zn−1)

]
, (5.23)

where, for every m = 1, . . . ,M , the sequence {xmn }
N
n=1 denotes a trajectory drawn from

the natural samplers

p(x1), p(x2|x1, z1), . . . , p(xN |xN−1, zN−1). (5.24)

However, as already mentioned, this estimator of the likelihood function is very
inefficient. The latent variables are sampled directly from the statistical specification of
the model without taking into account the relevant information contained in the
observed values of z. As mentioned at the beginning of this section, one solution is to
sample the latent vector xN conditionally on the observations zN using an auxiliary
density. The EIS algorithm aims to construct a sequence of auxiliary samplers

s(x1|ϕ1), s(x2|x1;ϕ2) . . . , s(xN |xN−1;ϕN), (5.25)

selected from a given parametric family of densities and indexed by the auxiliary
parameters ϕ1, . . . , ϕN .
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Recalling the discussion at the beginning of section 5.4, it becomes clear that if it would
be possible to obtain a sequence of auxiliary samplers (5.25) such that its product
s(x1|ϕ1)

∏N
n=2 s(xn|xn−1;ϕn) is proportional (as a function of xN) to the product of the

factors in (5.22) involving zN , then the unbiased MC estimator (5.11) would be equal
a.s. to the likelihood of the observable data i.e. the MC variance of this estimator would
be zero. Therefore, the tuning parameters ϕ are to be chosen in a such a way as to
minimize (inside the chosen family of s densities, that is) the MC variance of the
importance sampling MC estimator of the likelihood (5.11). In the current context, this
estimator can be written as,

L̂IS(θ|zN) = M−1

M∑

m=1

[
p(z1|x

m
1 )p(xm1 )

s(xm1 |ϕ1)

N∏

n=2

p(zn|x
m
n , zn−1)p(x

m
n |x

m
n−1, zn−1)

s(xmn |x
m
n−1;ϕn)

]
, (5.26)

where xmN denotes a full trajectory drawn from the importance samplers (5.25).
Minimizing the MC variance of (5.26) can be achieved by trying to ‘match’ the product
in the numerator with that in the denominator. That is, minimizing the difference
between the numerator and the product of the denominator by a constant. This
minimization problem (which has to be solved for each θ) takes place in a very
high-dimensional space. The key idea behind the EIS algorithm consists in breaking this
problem down into a set of low-dimensional minimization subproblems. The structure of
the likelihood, as seen in the ‘one-step ahead’ factorization (5.22), suggests decomposing
the large minimization problem into a sequence of subproblems, one for each time
period. Note, however, that for any given values of zN and θ, the integral of

p(zn|xn, zn−1)p(xn|xn−1, zn−1)

with respect to xn does depend upon xn−1, while that of s(xn|xn−1;ϕn) equals 1 by
definition. This shows that it is not possible to secure a ‘good match’ between the
factors in the numerator and in the denominator period by period, independently from
one another.
This problem was solved in Liesenfeld and Richard (2003) and Richard and Zhang
(2007) by explicitly writing the importance samplers s(xn|xn−1;ϕn) as the ratio of a
density kernel κ(xn;ϕn) and the corresponding integrating constant χ(xn−1;ϕn), that is,

s(xn|xn−1;ϕn) =
κ(xn;ϕn)

χ(xn−1;ϕn)
,

with χ(xn−1;ϕn) =
∫
κ(xn;ϕn)dxn. Noticing that making κ(xn;ϕn) as close as possible

to being proportional to p(zn|xn, zn−1)p(xn|xn−1, zn−1) would leave χ(xn−1;ϕn)
unaccounted for, suggests sending it back to moment’s n− 1 minimization problem. The
presence of the (n+ 1)th integrating constant at the nth optimization problem binds
together the entire sequence.
In practice, the auxiliary samplers are obtained by recursively solving a sequence of
low-dimensional least squares problems (with n = N, . . . , 1) of the form,

ϕ̂n(θ) = argmin
ϕn

M∑

m=1

{
ln

[
p(zn|x

m
n , zn−1)p(x

m
n |x

m
n−1, zn−1)χ(x; ϕ̂n+1)

cnκ(xmn ;ϕn)

]}2

, (5.27)
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with the auxiliary condition χ(xmN ; ϕ̂N+1) = 1.
Summarizing, the EIS algorithm works through the following 3 steps:

1. Generate M trajectories xmN , m = 1, . . . ,M , drawn from the natural samplers
(5.24).

2. For each n (from N to 1) estimate the parameters ϕn of the auxiliary regression
(5.27) by least-squares (over the sample made up of the M observations obtained
in the previous step).

3. Generate M trajectories xmN , m = 1, . . . ,M , from the auxiliary samplers (5.25)
corresponding to the sequence of auxiliary parameters ϕn with n = 1, . . . , N .

The last 2 steps should be iterated until the estimates of the auxiliary parameters ϕn
converge, according to some metric. After convergence, the last set of trajectories xmN
are used to estimate the likelihood with the EIS estimator (5.26). Liesenfeld and
Richard (2003) state that convergence typically takes around 5 iterations.
Application of the EIS algorithm to the MLFI class of models is feasible as the one-step
ahead observational density (5.18) falls under the scope of condition (5.21). The latent
vector xN , with N = N̄(T ) + 1, can be equated to the full path of the latent process
ΨN̄(T ). While the one-step-ahead latent density p(xn|xn−1, zn−1) is independent of both
zn−1 and xn−2, and is given by either (5.3) or (5.4). As for the Durbin-Koopman
method, all draws from the auxiliary samplers should be obtained using the technique of
CRN.
The final element required to apply the EIS algorithm to the estimation of the MLFI
model is the choice of the auxiliary samplers (5.25). The density of the latent vector xN
in the MLFI model is Gaussian, this suggests using Gaussian densities as the
importance densities (5.25). Because the class of Gaussian densities is closed under
multiplication, and our objective is ‘matching’ the denominator with the numerator in
(5.26), the natural samplers are to be included in s(xn|xn−1;ϕn). In fact, the auxiliary
samplers for the MLFI model are similar to those used in Liesenfeld and Richard (2003)
for the Stochastic Volatility (SV) model, and in Bauwens and Hautsch (2006a) for the
(single-state) Stochastic Conditional Intensity model. The mean µ̃n and variance σ̃2

n of
these Gaussian auxiliary samplers at time-step n are given by

σ̃2
n = (1/σ2

n − 2ϕ2,n)
−1

µ̃n = (
µn
σ2
n

+ ϕ1,n)σ̃
2
n, (5.28)

where µn and σ2
n represent the conditional mean and variance, respectively, of each

component s (s = 1, . . . , S) of the latent process ψ over the spell
(
tsn, t

s
n+1

]
.11 The

auxiliary parameters ϕ1,n and ϕ2,n are obtained from the least squares problems (5.27).
Under the current choice for the importance samplers, these minimization problems are
linear over the auxiliary parameters ϕ and are, therefore, solvable by the ordinary least
squares method (subject to a positivity constraint over σ̃2

n).

11See also the footnote on page 190.
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Computationally, the first step of the EIS algorithm in the very first iteration is still
inefficient. Furthermore, when the natural samplers correspond to an integrated process
of at least order one, drawing long trajectories from such a process may lead to
numerical instability.
In fact, instead of drawing the initial set of trajectories from the natural samplers, we
can use a sequence of samplers that already takes into account the observed data.
Expressing the observational density (5.18) as a second order Taylor polynomial in
ψ(t) = (ψ(t) − E[ψ(t)]), provides the moments of a sequence of auxiliary Gaussian
samplers that can be used as the initial samplers.
Besides obtaining estimates of the parameter vector θ, by maximizing the MC estimator
of the likelihood function (5.26), it is also important to be able to obtain smoothed and
filtered estimates of the latent vector xN . In general terms, we are interested in
computing filtered estimates of an arbitrary function φ of the latent process x,

E [φ (xn) |zn−1] =

∫
φ (xn) p (xn|zn−1,xn−1, θ) p (zn−1,xn−1|θ) dxn∫

L (θ|zn−1,xn−1) dxn−1

, (5.29)

with n = 1, . . . , N . The dependence in θ is removed by inserting in its place the
corresponding SML estimate. The denominator in the ratio of integrals above is simply
the Likelihood associated with the first n− 1 components of zN . Accordingly it can be
estimated using the MC estimator (5.26) with the obvious modification.
The numerator can be estimated with

M−1

M∑

m=1

{
φ (xmn )

n−1∏

i=1

p(zi|x
m
i , z(i−1))p(x

m
i |x

m
(i−1), z(i−1))

s(xmi |x
m
(i−1);ϕi)

}
(5.30)

where xmn−2 denotes a trajectory drawn from the sequence of auxiliary samplers
associated with L (θ|Zn−1) and xmn is a draw from

p(xn|x
m
n−1, zn−1).

This procedure is computationally demanding, as it requires tuning a new sequence of
auxiliary samplers for each n.
We can of course also obtain smoothed estimates of any functional Φ of x. The
corresponding procedure being less demanding in computational terms than the one
outlined above for the filtered estimates,

E [Φ(xN)|zN ] =

∫
Φ (xN)

∏N
n=1 p(zn|xn, zn−1)p(xn|xn−1, z(i−1))dxN

L (θ | zN)
.

The denominator is simply the unconditional data likelihood associated with θ. As
before, this dependence is eliminated by inserting in its place the ML estimate. We can
estimate the integral in the numerator by using the same set of random draws from the
auxiliary samplers (obtained at the end of the EIS iterations) which were already used
to estimate the unconditional likelihood at the ML estimate of θ. This is done using

M−1

M∑

m=1

[
Φ (xmN)

N∏

n=1

p(zn|x
m
n , zn−1)p(x

m
n |x

m
n−1, zn−1)

s(xmn |x
m
n−1;ϕn)

]
, (5.31)
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where xmN denotes one full trajectory drawn from the auxiliary samplers (5.25)

associated with θ̂ML. In this discussion, and for simplicity, the initial conditions were
left implicit. That is I assumed

p(z1|x
m
1 , z(0))p(x

m
1 |x

m
(0), z(0)) ≡ p(z1|x1)p(x1), s(xm1 |x

m
(0);ϕ1) ≡ s(x1|ϕ1).

5.5 Approximate Maximum Likelihood estimation

This section reviews the approximate Maximum Likelihood approach introduced in
Davis and Rodriguez-Yam (2005) and adapts it to the estimation of MLFI models. The
main idea of this method is to construct a closed-form approximation to the integral in
the true data likelihood (5.9) by approximating the structural density (5.8) using a
second order Taylor expansion centered on the mode of the posterior density (5.12). The
main advantage of this method is its (relative) computational simplicity and resulting
speed. No use is made of Monte Carlo integration techniques. The closed-form
approximation to the data density can be directly maximized (numerically) to yield
approximate ML estimates.
Being only an approximate method implies that on top of the (unavoidable) sampling
error there is an additional error term in the resulting estimators. However, the same
holds with all MC based methods, in particular the ones covered in this thesis. The only
difference resides in the fact that while the later resort to (pseudo) random number
generators to construct their (pseudo random) approximation to the likelihood function,
the present method relies completely on deterministic numerical methods for achieving
the same objective. Theoretically, the effectiveness of this method depends on whether
or not the posterior density implied by the model is approximately Gaussian.
The second limitation of the method is that it can only be applied to the special case
where the state transition density (5.14) is Normal. However this still covers a very large
class of non-Gaussian (observation) state space models. The MLFI is one such case.
Consider the model described in equations (5.13) and (5.14). Assume that the state
equation (5.14) takes the linear Gaussian form presented in (5.20). Under this setting
the joint density of the ‘complete data,’ equation (5.15), becomes

p(zN ,xN |θ) = p(zN |xN ; θ)
|V|1/2

(2π)N/2
exp [−(xN − µ)′V(xN − µ)/2] , (5.32)

where V−1 = cov {xN} and µ = E [xN ]. The covariance cov {xN}, its inverse V and the
mean of the state vector (5.20) can all be computed analytically.
Let l(θ; zN |xN) = ln p(zN |xN ; θ). The loglikelihood associated with the complete data
resulting from (5.32) is

l(θ; zN ,xN) = l(θ; zN |xN) +
1

2
ln |V| −

N

2
ln(2π) −

1

2
(xN − µ)′V(xN − µ). (5.33)

Denote the gradient12 of l(θ; zN |xN) evaluated at the so-called posterior mode of the

12Here I represent the gradient as a column and not as a row-vector as it is usual.
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state vector, i.e. the mode x∗ = x∗(zN ; θ) of p(xN |zN ; θ), by

k∗ ≡
∂

∂xN
l(θ; zN |xN)|xN=x∗ .

Note that x∗ solves the nonlinear (vector) equation

∂

∂xN
l(θ; zN ,xN) = 0, (5.34)

leading to k∗ = V(x∗ − µ). Let R(xN ;x∗) denote the error associated with the second
order Taylor expansion of l(θ; zN |xN) centered on x∗,

l(θ; zN |xN) = l∗ + (xN − x∗)′k∗ −
1

2
(xN − x∗)′K∗(xN − x∗)

+R(xN ;x∗), (5.35)

where l∗ = l(θ; zN |xN)|xN=x∗ and

K∗ ≡ −
∂

∂xN∂(xN)′
l(θ; zN |xN)|xN=x∗ .

Substituting (5.35) in (5.33) and grouping all the terms containing xN into a single
quadratic form yields,

l(θ; zN ,xN) = −
N

2
ln(2π) +

1

2
ln |V| + l∗ −

1

2
(x∗ − µ)′V(x∗ − µ)

−
1

2
(xN − x∗)′(K∗ + V)(xN − x∗) +R(xN ;x∗). (5.36)

Recalling that

p(xN |zN ; θ) =
p(zN ,xN |θ)∫
p(zN ,xN |θ)dxN

,

let pa(xN |zN ; θ) denote the (approximate) posterior density based on the loglikelihood
given in (5.36) when the error term R(xN ;x∗) is dropped. It follows that pa is a
Gaussian density with mean x∗ and covariance matrix (K∗ + V)−1.
The likelihood associated with the observable data, equation (5.16), can be written as

L(θ; zN) =
|V|

1
2

|K∗ + V|
1
2

el
∗− 1

2
(x∗−µ)′V(x∗−µ)

∫
pa(xN |zN ; θ)eR(xN ;x∗)dxN .

= La(θ; zN)Erra(θ; zN), (5.37)

where La(θ; zN) is the approximation to the (true) likelihood function L(θ; zN),

La(θ; zN) =
|V|

1
2

|K∗ + V|
1
2

exp

[
l∗ −

1

2
(x∗ − µ)′V(x∗ − µ)

]
, (5.38)

that is obtained when the factor exp [R(xN ;x∗)] is dropped in the integral in (5.37).
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The approximation error implied is

Erra(θ; zN) =

∫
pa(xN |zN ; θ)eR(xN ;x∗)dxN = Epa

[
eR(xN ;x∗)|zN

]
. (5.39)

If pa(xN |zN ; θ) is highly concentrated around x∗, then this multiplier is close to one.
Numerical maximization of (5.38) with respect to θ yields the (approximate) ML
estimate of the parameter. An (informal) assessment of the quality of this
approximation is given by inspecting the ‘size’ (expressed in terms of a matrix norm) of
the matrix (K∗ + V)−1 at the optimum.
In order to make the closed-form approximation (5.38) to the true likelihood function
(5.37) operational, it is necessary to know (at least approximately) the value of the
posterior mode x∗. Applying the Newton-Raphson algorithm to the nonlinear equation
(5.34) leads to the following recursive scheme

xi+1 = (Ki + V)−1
(
ki + Kixi + Vµ

)
, (5.40)

where

ki ≡
∂

∂xN
l(θ; zN |xN)|xN=xi and Ki = −

∂

∂xN∂(xN)′
l(θ; zN |xN)|xN=xi . (5.41)

If the number of observations N is small, it is possible to use directly both the recursion
(5.40) and the approximation (5.38). However if N is large, inverting the symmetric
matrix Γ = Ki + V appearing in (5.40) and computing the determinant |K∗ + V| in
(5.38) directly would be awkward. The solution to this problem consists in employing
recursive computational procedures for the inversion of symmetrical positive definite
matrices. One such procedure can be derived from the innovations algorithm.13 The
innovations algorithm provides the following particular case of the LU decomposition of
Γ,

Γ = LDL′, (5.42)

where D = diag(ν0, . . . , νN−1) and L is the sum of the identity with a strictly lower
triangular matrix. The innovations algorithm enables the recursive computation of the
components of both D and L.
Setting W i = (ki + Kixi + Vµ), we can write (5.40) as

xi+1 = Γ−1W i = (L′)−1ζ i,

where the normalized residuals ζ i = D−1L−1W i are directly obtained from the output of
the innovations algorithm. Because L is a lower triangular matrix, xi+1 is obtainable by
solving the linear system L′xi+1 = ζ i by backward substitution. The determinant of Γ
equals |D| =

∏N−1
j=0 νj. Therefore, it is possible to implement the Newton-Raphson

scheme for obtaining the posterior mode x∗ without the need to invert directly a square
matrix of order N × S × (p+ 2) at each and every iteration.

13For any given time series {Xn} with finite second moments and zero mean, the innovations algo-

rithm provides a recursive method for computing X̂n|n−1 = E[Xn|X1, . . . ,Xn−1] from knowledge of the

autocovariance function of {Xn}, see Proposition 5.2.2. in Brockwell and Davis (1991).
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In the particular case where the observation density belongs to the Exponential family,
the approximation to the posterior density pa(xN |zN ; θ) coincides with the importance
sampler obtained using the DK methodology.
As before, our interest is not limited to the estimation of the parameter vector θ but
also to the estimation of the full path xN of the latent process given all the observations
zN . The mean of the posterior density p(xN |zN ; θ) is normally termed the smoothed
state vector,

E [xN |zN ; θ] =
1

L(θ; zN)

∫
xNp(zN ,xN |θ)dxN . (5.43)

Unlike the case of the parameter vector, estimation of the smoothed state vector
requires the use of Monte Carlo integration with importance sampling. However, the
procedure is relatively simple, because the importance sampling density pa(xN |zN ; θ)
was already obtained during the estimation of the θ vector. The Monte Carlo estimator
of the smoothed state vector is,

M−1

L̂(θ; zN)

M∑

m=1

xmN
p(zN ,x

m
N |θ)

pa(xmN |zN ; θ)
. (5.44)

Where the (observable) data density estimator in the denominator is,

L̂(θ; zN) = M−1

M∑

m=1

p(zN ,x
m
N |θ)

pa(xmN |zN ; θ)
. (5.45)

The common random samples xmN , with m = 1, . . . ,M , in both estimators (5.45) and
(5.44), are drawn from pa(xN |zN ; θ). The dependence on the unknown parameter vector
θ is removed by inserting in its place the (approximate) ML estimate obtained from
maximizing (5.38). Because in a Gaussian model the mean and the mode coincide, a
second method for assessing the quality of the approximation pa(xN |zN ; θ) to the exact
posterior density consists in inspecting the difference between the posterior mode x∗ and
the posterior mean of the state vector (5.44).

5.6 Simulation setup and results

In order to illustrate the three different estimation procedures discussed in this chapter,
I conducted a Monte Carlo study. This section discusses the set up of this simulation
study and reports the corresponding results. Three different MLFI models were
considered, each with four non-absorbing states (in the context of the empirical
application in Koopman et al. 2007, 2008, these are interpretable as four different credit
rating classes) and an absorbing one (modeling the default state). In all three cases
there is a single unobserved intensity component ψ, no covariates and no duration
dependence (i.e. Hk

s (s) ≡ 1). That is, for each statistical unit in the sample, the
intensity specification (5.2) is restricted to

λ̃ks(t) = Y k
s (t) exp [ηs + αsψs(t)] s = 1, . . . , 16, (5.46)
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for the counting processes associated with all possible transitions from a non-absorbing
state to another state (absorbing or not). The intensity processes are set to λ̃ks(t) = 0 for
s = 17, . . . , 20, for transitions from the absorbing state to the four non-absorbing ones.
I consider three different univariate specifications for the latent process. In the first two
cases, the latent process ψ is specified as a standard univariate AR(1). The first AR(1)
specification (model A) has a fixed autoregressive coefficient ρ = 0.9 corresponding to a
case where the latent dynamics of the rating process are fairly persistent. In the second
case (model B), an autoregressive coefficient of 0.5 is used, corresponding to a situation
where the latent dynamics are less clear. In both these cases the latent disturbances are
i.i.d. standard Normal. Finally, in the third model, model C, the latent process follows
an autoregressive process with both a time-varying autocorrelation coefficient and a
time-varying innovations variance, by using

ψn+1 = ρτnψn +

√
1 − ρ2τn

(1 − ρ2)
εn, εn+1 ∼ NIID(0, 1), (5.47)

where I set ρ = 0.9. This brings the behavior of the latent ‘credit cycle’ ψ close to that
of an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process sampled at the (discrete) set of ‘event moments’ {tn}.
Unit (debt issuer) heterogeneity enters the three different model specifications through
the different ηs and αs parameters used for the different transition types s = 1, . . . , 16.
The parameter values chosen for the simulations appear in the first column of
Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. Following the empirical application (and corresponding results)
in Koopman et al. (2006, 2008), the constant baseline hazard parameters η were chosen
in order to yield the typical structure seen in credit rating transition matrices. In this
setting, the transitions corresponding to both large downgrades and upgrades typically
have low intensity. This is expressed in lower values of η than those corresponding to
those transitions between pairs of adjacent states (ratings). With regard to the
sensitivity parameters α, on the contrary, I chose values that are fairly lower (in
absolute terms) than the values reported in table 4 of Koopman et al. (2008). For a
fixed (non-constant) path of the latent process ψ, the degree of clustering in observed
transitions is directly proportional to the size (in absolute value) of the α parameters.
Clearly, a faint signal is harder to recover than a strong one. Therefore, I chose the α’s
in order to yield a challenging signal extraction exercise.
ML estimation of the MLFI class of models is particularly demanding computationally,
not only because the data density has no (exact) closed form, but also due to the large
number of unknown parameters. These last ones have (at least the sensitivity αs
parameters and the autoregressive ρs coefficients, see discussion below) to be obtained
through the numerical optimization of the loglikelihood function, regardless of whether
this last one is estimated using MC methods or approximated using deterministic
numerical methods. In any realistic real-world application of the model, it is essential
not only to allow one distinct baseline intensity ηs parameter for each type of transition
but there should also be a reasonable number of independent sensitivity αs parameters.
In order to make the simulation set up reasonably realistic, I allow a distinct αs
parameter for each different transition type s = 1, . . . , 16. This means that for all three
models there is a total of 33 parameters to be estimated.
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One difference between the three methods reviewed in this chapter results from the need
to use numerical optimization algorithms (for example quasi-Newton methods). Under
the DK methodology discussed in Koopman et al. (2008) and reviewed in
subsection 5.4.1, the size of the parameter vector is reduced to just 17, because the ηs
parameters are loaded into the state vector x. Due to the similarities between the MLFI
and the basic SV models, I implement directly both the EIS algorithm, as discussed in
Liesenfeld and Richard (2003), and the (deterministic) numerical procedure of Davis and
Rodriguez-Yam (2005). This leads to a parameter vector of size 33. Nevertheless, the
EIS algorithm can be slightly modified to treat fixed effects (like the ηs parameters) as
part of the latent vector x (Richard and Zhang, 2007).
The data generating process (dgp) in all three models makes some of the transitions
extremely unlikely (for example from rating class ‘1’ to ‘Default’). This means that in
some of the simulated datasets there are no transitions of this type. In such cases both
the ηs and αs parameters are not identified and, therefore, cannot be estimated.
Additionally, when there is a single transition of a given type, the corresponding αs
parameter is not identified as well. This means that not all ηs and αs parameters can be
estimated for every replication. Over a given simulated dataset, I chose to estimate both
parameters only for those transition types for which at least three events were recorded.
Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 report only the parameters for which a reasonable number of
replications exist (at least 20 out of a total of 100 replications performed). This number
is indicated in superscript and between parenthesis in the columns containing the MC
averages.
For all three model specifications I consider K = 100 units (i.e. debt issuers) being
observed over 30 periods of time. A panel of units and state (rating) transitions is
generated as follows. At time t0 = 0, the sample contains an equal number of units in
each state (rating category). The unobserved process ψ(t) is initialized at zero. Given
the parameters, this completely specifies the intensities up to the event date t1. For the
time interval (ti−1, ti], the intensity of the pooled process is defined by

λ∗(ti) =
K∑

k=1

S∑

s=1

λsk(ti), (5.48)

with λ∗(t1) applicable over the first spell (t0, t1]. The length of any spell in the pooled
process can therefore be drawn from the exponential distribution with intensity
parameter λ∗(ti). Given the durations of the spells (ti−1, ti] for i = 1, . . . , N(T ), the firm
experiencing a rating event is drawn from the univariate Multinomial{π1(ti), . . . , πK(ti)}
distribution where the probability of drawing unit k is given by

πk(ti) = [λ∗(ti)]
−1

S∑

s=1

λsk(ti), k = 1, . . . , K. (5.49)

Next, the type of rating event for unit k is drawn from the multinomial distribution
with the probability of state s being drawn for unit k given by

πsk(ti) =

[
S∑

s=1

λsk(ti)

]−1

λsk(ti), (5.50)
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for s = 1, . . . , S and k = 1, . . . , K. If the event is a default, the dummy variable Rik(t)
jumps to zero. Finally, the unobserved common risk factor ψi = ψ(ti) is updated using
either (5.3) (with ρ = 0.9, in the case of model A, or ρ = 0.5 for model B), or (5.4). In
the later case I set ρ = 0.9. The disturbances εi, i = 1, . . . , N(T ), are drawn from a
standard normal distribution in all three cases. This process is repeated until all units
have entered the absorbing default state, or until the event time ti exceeds the
maximum number of time-periods (30).
The combination of parameters in the dgp with the number of units and the size of the
time-window leads, typically, to a number of events per simulation between 500 and 600.
A rather imperfect14 assessment of the computational efficiency of each one of the three
methods is provided by the average amount of time required to estimate the unknown
parameters in any given replication (using the quasi-Newton BFGS algorithm). These
were, for model A, 15 minutes for the Durbin and Koopman (1997, 2000) SML
methodology, 50 minutes for the approximate ML algorithm of Davis and
Rodriguez-Yam (2005), and finally 90 minutes required in average by the EIS algorithm
of Liesenfeld and Richard (2003) and Richard and Zhang (2007).15

All computations were made with the Ox matrix programming language of Doornik
(2002) version 3.30. The DK methodology was implemented using the routines
contained in the package SsfPack version beta 3.05.
I start by discussing the results obtained for model A. These are presented in Table 5.1,
in the next page.

14It must be stressed that while both the EIS and DY algorithms were directly implemented in a high-

level language (Ox version 3.30), the Ox implementation of the DK methodology makes extensive use of

the numerical routines contained in the package SsfPack (implemented in the lower level C language).

Therefore, the comparison results reported in this chapter, with regard to computational times when

including the DK methodology, cannot be considered as a benchmark. The simulations were conducted

on a standard desktop computer with 1 Gb of RAM and based around an Intel Pentium IV processor

with a clock speed of 3.4 GHz running under Windows XP Professional version 2002 (Service Pack 2).
15For the Ox implementation of the DY-AML algorithm, a relative change threshold of 10−4 was

used to assess convergence of the Newton-Raphson algorithm. To insure convergence of the auxiliary

regression coefficients, 5 EIS iterations were used, starting from the 2nd order Taylor polynomial samplers.

Convergence of the numerical approximation to the posterior mode in the DK-SML algorithm was gauged

using a tolerance of 10−7.
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Table 5.1: Monte Carlo Results I: persistent AR(1)

This table contains parameter estimates for the MLFI model, λsk(t) = Y k
s (t) · exp[ηs + αsψ(t)], for

k = 1, . . . ,K with the number of units K = 100, and the number of transition types s = 1, . . . , 16. The

true parameters are presented in the first column. There are 4 rating classes (plus default). Initial ratings

are distributed evenly over these classes. Here I estimate the model with a single latent stationary AR(1)

process ψ, with AR parameter ρ = 0.9. The maximum time T is set to 30 time-units, unless the complete

sample has entered into the absorbing (default) state at an earlier stage. I performed 100 replications

for each estimation method using the same simulated datasets (DK-SML indicates the Durbin-Koopman

SML methodology, EIS-SML corresponds to the SML technique of Liesenfeld and Richard and DY-AML

denotes the Davis-Yam approximate ML procedure). Superscript numbers between parentheses, in the

column containing the mean values, indicate the number of valid estimates used to compute the Monte

Carlo statistics over all simulations.

Parameter True DK-SML EIS-SML DY-AML

Value Mean Std.Error Mean Std.Error Mean Std.Error

η1→2 -3.47 -3.55 (0.20) -3.47 (0.16) -3.51 (0.13)

η1→3 -5.88 -6.25(96) (0.80) -6.11(96) (0.89) -6.20(96) (0.86)

η2→1 -5.04 -5.18 (0.49) -5.13 (0.39) -5.72 (1.50)

η2→3 -3.04 -3.17 (0.21) -3.06 (0.14) -3.09 (0.14)

η2→4 -5.84 -6.32(97) (0.82) -5.94(97) (0.50) -6.06(97) (0.95)

η2→D -7 -7.03(25) (1.12) -6.96(25) (0.44) -6.52(25) (0.35)

η3→2 -4.5 -4.58 (0.49) -4.65 (0.38) -5.09 (1.47)

η3→4 -3.1 -3.19 (0.19) -3.13 (0.13) -3.14 (0.12)

η3→D -2.5 -2.61 (0.16) -2.52 (0.13) -2.54 (0.11)

η4→3 -5.2 -5.77(91) (1.48) -5.96(91) (2.40) -6.76(91) (3.60)

η4→D -1.7 -1.69 (0.24) -1.75 (0.24) -1.84 (0.24)

α1→3 -0.1 -0.12(96) (0.24) -0.22(96) (0.31) -0.46(96) (1.02)

α2→1 0.1 -0.11(56) (1.20) 0.15 (0.20) 0.63 (1.32)

α2→3 -0.2 -0.14 (0.43) -0.24 (0.09) -0.22 (0.12)

α2→4 -0.08 -0.26(97) (0.26) -0.17(97) (0.23) -0.26(97) (0.78)

α2→D -0.01 0.05(25) (0.61) -0.17(25) (0.26) -0.12(25) (0.21)

α3→2 0.12 0.68(75) (2.15) 0.18 (0.16) 0.63 (1.34)

α3→4 -0.1 -0.18 (0.40) -0.12 (0.09) -0.11 (0.11)

α3→D -0.2 -0.13 (0.26) -0.23 (0.07) -0.20 (0.12)

α4→3 0.1 0.56(56) (1.74) 0.30(91) (0.38) 0.86(91) (1.51)

α4→D -0.5 -0.26 (0.71) -0.56 (0.11) -0.65 (0.33)

ρ 0.90 0.79 (0.20) 0.87 (0.03) 0.77 (0.24)
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For the majority of the baseline hazard parameters η, the most accurate estimates were
provided by the EIS algorithm. This was also the case with respect to the mean MC
bias, which was the smallest amongst the three methods. The second smallest MC bias
was obtained with the Durbin-Koopman procedure, attaining the Davis-Yam algorithm
the worst result in this respect. However, globally, the MC variance of the EIS
algorithm was slightly worse than that resulting from the Durbin-Koopman method. In
global terms, as measured by the Mean Squared Error (MSE), the most accurate η
estimates were obtained with the Durbin-Koopman method, followed by the EIS
algorithm. The worst MSE for these eleven parameters was attained with the
Davis-Yam procedure. A different picture emerges with respect to the estimation of the
semi-elasticities α, which are clearly the hardest parameters to estimate. Here results
were somewhat mixed. For the majority of the α parameters the estimates with smaller
MC bias were obtained with the EIS algorithm, followed by the Davis-Yam algorithm.
However, this last method presented the worst average bias over the eleven α
parameters for which there were at least 20 valid estimates. Nevertheless, the
Durbin-Koopman presented, globally, the largest MC variance across the sensitivity
parameters. This resulted in the less accurate estimates of the α parameters across the
three different methods (as expressed by the MSE). The EIS algorithm was the method
attaining the lowest MSE. Of particular importance is the bias and variance of the
estimates of the latent autoregressive parameter ρ. Clearly the best estimates were
obtained with the EIS algorithm. The Durbin-Koopman and Davis-Yam methods
providing almost an equivalent level of accuracy (slightly better in the case of the DK
method). The contrast between the results obtained with the DK method for the η and
α parameters may indicate that this method is more effective at smoothing the state
vector than estimating likelihood parameters. The simulation results for model B are
presented in the next table, table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Monte Carlo Results II: transitory AR(1)

This table contains parameter estimates for the MLFI model, λsk(t) = Y k
s (t) · exp[ηs + αsψ(t)], for

k = 1, . . . ,K with the number of units K = 100, , and the number of transition types s = 1, . . . , 16. The

true parameters are presented in the first column. There are 4 rating classes (plus default). Initial ratings

are distributed evenly over these classes. Here I estimate the model with a single latent stationary AR(1)

process ψ, with a somewhat low AR parameter of ρ = 0.5. The maximum time T is set to 30 time-units,

unless the complete sample has entered into the absorbing (default) state at an earlier stage. I performed

100 replications for each estimation method using the same simulated datasets (DK-SML indicates the

Durbin-Koopman SML methodology, EIS-SML corresponds to the SML technique of Liesenfeld and

Richard and DY-AML denotes the Davis-Yam approximate ML procedure). Monte-Carlo averages and

standard errors (in parentheses) are presented for those parameters that have a sufficient number of

occurrences over all simulations. Superscript numbers between parentheses, in the column containing the

mean values, indicate the number of valid estimates used to compute both Monte Carlo statistics over

all simulations.

Parameter True DK-SML EIS-SML DY-AML

Value Mean Std.Error Mean Std.Error Mean Std.Error

η1→2 -3.47 -3.56 (0.21) -3.48 (0.14) -3.63 (0.67)

η1→3 -5.88 -6.18(94) (0.70) -6.30(94) (0.93) -6.66(94) (1.59)

η2→1 -5.04 -5.20 (0.49) -5.39 (0.74) -6.78 (2.20)

η2→3 -3.04 -3.09 (0.16) -3.06 (0.11) -3.18 (0.28)

η2→4 -5.84 -6.15(96) (0.72) -6.09(96) (0.64) -6.72(96) (1.87)

η2→D -7 -7.20(32) (1.03) -7.96(32) (3.00) -7.75(32) (2.13)

η3→2 -4.5 -4.63 (0.52) -4.99 (0.80) -7.22 (2.14)

η3→4 -3.1 -3.22 (0.24) -3.14 (0.13) -3.39 (0.93)

η3→D -2.5 -2.57 (0.16) -2.51 (0.10) -2.61 (0.24)

η4→3 -5.2 -5.65(85) (1.00) -6.16(85) (1.52) -6.32(85) (1.92)

η4→D -1.7 -1.70 (0.12) -1.72 (0.10) -1.83 (0.19)

α1→3 -0.1 -0.09(94) (0.44) -0.50(94) (0.72) -0.01(76) (0.06)

α2→1 0.1 -0.09(71) (0.97) 0.41 (0.63) 0.49 (1.34)

α2→3 -0.2 -0.12 (0.61) -0.28 (0.27) -0.27 (0.62)

α2→4 -0.08 -0.20(96) (0.36) -0.41(96) (0.63) -0.03(77) (0.08)

α2→D -0.01 -0.23(32) (0.81) -0.56(32) (0.92) -0.03(23) (0.07)

α3→2 0.12 0.26(71) (1.44) 0.52 (0.69) 0.44(41) (1.27)

α3→4 -0.1 -0.11 (0.60) -0.24 (0.31) -0.16(96) (0.80)

α3→D -0.2 -0.23 (0.40) -0.23 (0.21) -0.17 (0.47)

α4→3 0.1 0.11(64) (0.93) 0.63 (0.86) 0.42(70) (1.23)

α4→D -0.5 -0.47 (0.94) -0.46 (0.23) -0.57 (0.57)

ρ 0.50 0.56 (0.26) 0.46 (0.28) 0.06 (0.12)
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Model B represents, clearly, the bigger challenge for the three estimation methods. The
method that performed best overall, as assessed by the average MSE, was clearly the
Durbin-Koopman approach. I start by looking at the estimates of the eleven η
parameters. Here the EIS algorithm and the DK method performed similarly, in the
sense that there were equal number of cases where each method provided the most
accurate MC mean estimate and the smallest MC variance. Nevertheless, the average
MSE attained by the DK method over these parameters was smaller than that from the
EIS algorithm. The Davis-Yam procedure performed poorly in both respects. With
regard to the semi-elasticity parameters α, the EIS algorithm presented the lowest
average MSE amongst the three methods. The DK method attained the second lowest
average MSE. However, for most of these eleven parameters the lowest MC bias was
achieved using this method, while the EIS algorithm provided the lowest MC variance in
most of the cases. The Davis-Yam procedure generated the largest MC variance in most
cases, the same being true globally. Again these patterns provide some evidence that the
DK methodology performs better smoothing the state vector than providing estimates
of the nonlinear model parameters. Particularly interesting were the results concerning
the autoregressive parameter ρ. Despite performing worse for most of the remaining
model parameters, when compared to model A, the EIS algorithm again delivered the
smaller MC bias for the ρ parameter. However, the corresponding MC variance was the
largest amongst the three methods. Nevertheless this resulted in a MSE almost identical
to that obtained with the DK methodology. The Davis-Yam procedure performed
particularly bad with regard to the MC bias of the ρ estimates (with low MC variance).
This led to a very large MSE. Finally, Table 5.3 below presents the results for model C.
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Table 5.3: Monte Carlo Results III: discretized O-U process

This table contains parameter estimates for the MLFI model, λsk(t) = Y k
s (t) · exp[ηs + αsψ(t)], for

k = 1, . . . ,K with the number of units K = 100, , and the number of transition types s = 1, . . . , 16.

The true parameters are presented in the first column. There are 4 rating classes (plus default). Initial

ratings are distributed evenly over these classes. Here I estimate the model with a single latent discretized

O-U process ψ (the details of this specification are presented in the text), with parameter ρ = 0.9. The

maximum time T is set to 30 time-units, unless the complete sample has entered into the absorbing

(default) state at an earlier stage. I performed 100 replications for each estimation method using the same

simulated datasets (DK-SML indicates the Durbin-Koopman SML methodology, EIS-SML corresponds

to the SML technique of Liesenfeld and Richard and DY-AML denotes the Davis-Yam approximate ML

procedure) as far as possible.a Monte-Carlo averages and standard errors (in parentheses) are presented

for those parameters that have a sufficient number of occurrences over all simulations. Superscript

numbers between parentheses indicate the number of valid estimates used to compute the Monte Carlo

statistics over all simulations.

aIn 4 out of the 100 common simulated datasets the Ox implementation of the DY-AML method

collapsed numerically (providing no estimates). In these cases estimation was performed over 4 distinct

simulated datasets.

Parameter True DK-SML EIS-SML DY-AML

Value Mean Std.Error Mean Std.Error Mean Std.Error

η1→2 -3.47 -3.49 (0.29) -3.44 (0.16) -3.54 (0.22)

η1→3 -5.88 -6.47(93) (2.15) -5.92(93) (0.43) -6.18(93) (0.64)

η2→1 -5.04 -5.27 (0.56) -5.15 (0.32) -5.05 (0.31)

η2→3 -3.04 -3.12 (0.42) -2.97 (0.26) -3.19 (0.18)

η2→4 -5.84 -6.17 (1.42) -6.13 (1.70) -6.33 (2.56)

η2→D -7 -6.66(35) (1.40) -6.53(35) (0.63) -6.62(35) (0.42)

η3→2 -4.5 -4.72 (0.64) -4.58 (0.42) -4.47 (0.33)

η3→4 -3.1 -3.22 (0.52) -3.11 (0.19) -3.22 (0.19)

η3→D -2.5 -2.53 (0.32) -2.44 (0.24) -2.65 (0.19)

η4→3 -5.2 -5.32(78) (0.95) -5.11(78) (0.44) -5.15(78) (0.79)

η4→D -1.7 -1.58 (0.45) -1.52 (0.62) -2.04 (0.34)

α1→2 -0.08 -0.079 (0.004) -0.05 (0.08) -0.09 (0.11)

α1→3 -0.1 -0.08(93) (0.19) -0.18(93) (0.31) -0.23(93) (0.29)

α2→1 0.1 -0.033 (2.01) 0.11 (0.17) 0.15 (0.20)

α2→3 -0.2 -0.13 (0.36) -0.07 (0.10) -0.19 (0.09)

α2→4 -0.08 -0.18 (0.15) -0.16 (0.27) -0.17 (0.25)

α2→D -0.01 -0.11(35) (0.41) -0.19(35) (0.34) -0.19(35) ( 0.30)

α3→2 0.12 0.29 (2.23) 0.19 (0.34) 0.17 (0.23)

α3→4 -0.1 -0.09 (0.42) -0.07 (0.11) -0.13 (0.12)

α3→D -0.2 -0.15 (0.20) -0.08 (0.11) -0.20 (0.09)

α4→3 0.1 0.31(78) (1.11) 0.14(78) (0.23) 0.29(78) (0.65)

α4→D -0.5 -0.27 (0.81) -0.18 (0.46) -0.49 (0.14)

ρ 0.90 0.73 (0.28) 0.75 (0.29) 0.79 (0.22)
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Model C, presents perhaps the greatest computational challenge amongst the three
models. The time-varying latent autoregressive coefficient and innovations variance leads
to a slight increase in the complexity of the computations. This increased complexity in
turn, can make the different algorithms slightly less robust to the accumulation of
numerical errors. The most striking result, for this model, was the good performance of
the Davis-Yam algorithm. The performance of this algorithm was particularly good
when estimating the semi-elasticity parameters α. The average MSE (over the eleven α
parameters) was the smallest amongst the three different methods, the same being true
of the total squared MC bias. Additionally, for most of these parameters the MC bias
and variance attained by this method were the smaller of the three methods. Looking at
the η parameters, the EIS algorithm yielded the smaller average MSE. Simultaneously,
this method was the most accurate and less variable across most of these parameters.
Overall the best average MSE was delivered by the EIS algorithm, followed by the
Davis-Yam procedure and then the Durbin-Koopman method. Finally the best
estimates of the latent autoregressive coefficient ρ were provided by, in this order, the
Davis-Yam procedure, the EIS algorithm and the Durbin-Koopman method.
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Figure 5.1: Signal Extraction: Durbin-Koopman Method
This graphic illustrates the signal extraction capabilities of the Durbin-Koopman SML methodology,

when applied to the MLFI model

λsk(t) = Y k
s (t) · exp[ηs + αsψ(t)],

for k = 1, . . . ,K with the number of units K = 100, and the number of transition types s = 1, . . . , 16.

A simulated dataset was generated over a time-window of length 30. The precise simulation set up is

explained in section 5.6. The horizontal axis represents (calendar) time. There is a single latent discretized

O-U process ψ (the details of this specification are presented in the text). The true parameters of the

model are presented in the first column of table 5.3. The thick solid line is the true path of the underlying

ψ variable, while the thin solid line represents the estimated values.
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Finally, I present a comparison of the signal extraction algorithms associated with the
three different estimation methods. In the first step I fix a representative simulated
dataset generated under the set up of model C, jointly with the underlying (true) path
of the latent process ψ. The next step consists in estimating both the model parameters
and the posterior mean of the state vector using each of the three methods. By
comparing the estimated path of the latent factor with the (true) underlying one, we
can assess the relative performance of each method in recovering the latent process ψ(t).
In figure 5.1 we can see the smoothed state vector (jointly with the corresponding 0.95
confidence bands) obtained from the Durbin-Koopman procedure, using equations (17)
and (19) from Chapter 3. It is possible to see that the estimated (smoothed) path of the
process ψ(t) follows the true underlying values reasonably well. There are, however,
some points where opposite local optima of both trajectories overlap (for example at
moments t = 5, t = 11 and t = 19). The number of violations of the 0.95 confidence
bands seems fairly reasonable.
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Figure 5.2: Signal Extraction: EIS Algorithm
This graphic illustrates the signal extraction capabilities of the EIS algorithm, when applied to the MLFI

model

λsk(t) = Y k
s (t) · exp[ηs + αsψ(t)],

for k = 1, . . . ,K with the number of units K = 100, and the number of transition types s = 1, . . . , 16.

A simulated dataset was generated over a time-window of length 30. The precise simulation set up is

explained in section 5.6. The horizontal axis represents (calendar) time. There is a single latent discretized

O-U process ψ (the details of this specification are presented in the text). The true parameters of the

model are presented in the first column of table 5.3. The thick solid line is the true path of the underlying

ψ variable, while the thin solid line represents the estimated values.
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Figure 5.2 depicts the smoothed path of the latent process ψ obtained using the EIS
algorithm. This can be obtained using formula (5.31) with the identity Φ(xN) ≡ xN .
Although 5 EIS iterations seem to yield satisfactory estimates of the model parameters
(as documented by the MC results contained in tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3), the reliability of
the corresponding estimates of the latent process ψ is very low. This is due to the fact
that, typically, under a low number of EIS iterations, the resulting number of significant
importance sampling weights16 is low (usually only one or two). Not only this implies a
high degree of variability for the resulting estimates of the posterior mean, but also that
the estimates of the posterior variance are non-reliable (in the worst case, a value of zero
is obtained). After several unsuccessful attempts at obtaining (reasonable) smoothed
estimates of the latent process using 5 EIS iterations I decided to increase this number
to 25. Figures 5.2 and 5.4 were obtained with 25 EIS iterations. Further, I have
investigated the speed of convergence of the EIS iterations as measured by convergence
of the auxiliary regression parameters ϕn. In order to achieve an accuracy of at least
10−3 in ϕn approximately 90 EIS iterations were required. An accuracy of 10−5 for
example, required approximately 156 EIS iterations. This is in sharp contrast with the
results reported in Richard and Zhang (2007, sections 3.1 and 5) for several simpler
models. Nevertheless, throughout all simulation experiments, convergence was always
attained. The speed of convergence, however, seems to be very slow for the current
target densities (5.18) when using Gaussian importance samplers. The question of
whether it is possible to choose a different, more efficient, class of auxiliary samplers for
the problem at hand is, however, outside of the scope of the current paper and is left for
future research.
As it is possible to see in figure 5.2, using 25 EIS iterations of the Gaussian importance
samplers, the smoothed estimates of the latent process ψ are very accurate. The
posterior mode of ψ follows closely the true underlying values. The 0.95 confidence
bands are very informative, clearly identifying periods of large up and down movements
of the latent process. The number of violations is reasonable. The clear down-side of
using an increased number of EIS iterations is the required computational time.
Obtaining the results reported in figure 5.2, required more than two hours in a desktop
PC built around an Intel Pentium IV processor running at 3.4 GHz under Windows XP
Professional SP2.

16That is, importance sampling weights significantly larger than zero.
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Figure 5.3: Signal Extraction: Approximate ML Method
This graphic illustrates the signal extraction capabilities of the Davis-Yam approximate ML procedure,

when applied to the MLFI model

λsk(t) = Y k
s (t) · exp[ηs + αsψ(t)],

for k = 1, . . . ,K with the number of units K = 100, and the number of transition types s = 1, . . . , 16.

A simulated dataset was generated over a time-window of length 30. The precise simulation set up is

explained in section 5.6. The horizontal axis represents (calendar) time. There is a single latent discretized

O-U process ψ (the details of this specification are presented in the text). The true parameters of the

model are presented in the first column of table 5.3. The thick solid line is the true path of the underlying

ψ variable, while the thin solid line represents the estimated values.
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As seen in section 5.5, the approximate Gaussian density pa(xN |zN ; θ) is interpretable as
an importance density. Therefore we can obtain smoothed estimates of the state process
by using formula (5.44). Figure 5.3 presents the resulting path of the latent process ψ
jointly with its posterior mode (i.e. the mode of pa). The confidence bands were
obtained using the posterior variance of the approximate posterior density pa, and can
be used to assess (jointly with the difference between the posterior mode and mean of ψ)
whether or not the (exact) posterior density of the latent process ψ reasonably resembles
a Gaussian density. The answer seems negative for this particular sample. In fact not
only the confidence bands are reasonably wide, but there is also a noticeable difference
between the posterior mode and the (estimated) posterior mean (in sharp contrast with
the results for the SV model reported in figures 5 and 6 in Davis and Rodriguez-Yam,
2005). Nevertheless the smoothed path of the latent process follows fairly well the true
values. The number of violations of the 0.95 confidence bands is low. Additionally, the
local optima from both trajectories coincides frequently. As it is to expect, the posterior
mode excessively smoothes the true path of the latent process.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of Signal Extraction algorithms
This picture presents a direct comparison between the signal extraction capabilities of the three different

estimation methods covered in this chapter, when applied to the MLFI model

λsk(t) = Y k
s (t) · exp[ηs + αsψ(t)],

for k = 1, . . . ,K with the number of units K = 100, and the number of transition types s = 1, . . . , 16.

There is a single latent discretized O-U process ψ (the details of this specification are presented in the

text). The true parameters of the model are presented in the first column of table 5.3. The three differ-

ent estimation algorithms were applied to the same simulated dataset (DK-SML indicates the Durbin-

Koopman SML methodology, EIS-SML corresponds to the SML technique of Liesenfeld and Richard and

DY-SML denotes the simulation-based smoothing procedure derived from the Davis-Yam approximate

ML algorithm). The thick solid line is the true path of the underlying ψ variable. The precise simulation

set up is explained in section 5.6.
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Finally, figure 5.4 directly compares the output of the three different smoothing
procedures. The smoothed estimates of the latent process (jointly with the posterior
mode from the DY procedure) are plotted against the true trajectory. In this graphic
the confidence bands are omitted to enhance visibility. The main feature of this figure is
the low accuracy of the EIS estimate of the latent process. The EIS smoothed estimate
of ψ seriously under-estimates the true trajectory around period t = 8 and
over-estimates it between periods t = 24 and t = 27 and again after time t = 29. The
posterior mode of ψ obtained from the DY procedure follows the true trajectory much
more accurately, although it presents an excessive degree of smoothing.

5.7 Conclusion

This chapter reviewed three feasible methodologies for conducting maximum likelihood
estimation of parameter driven dynamic statistical models. I described in detail how to
apply each method to the class of Multi-state Latent Factor Intensity models,
introduced in Chapter 3. A Monte Carlo study was conducted to assess the behavior of
these estimation methods when applied to a relatively complex econometric model.
Two of the methods reviewed require the use of Monte Carlo integration with
importance sampling techniques. In order to construct the importance density, one of
these methods, the EIS algorithm, requires solving recursively a sequence of
low-dimensional least squares problems. Implementing this procedure is relatively
simple. Furthermore, the simulation study revealed that this method provides very
accurate parameter estimates. However, this method is computationally heavy. It was
always the slower of the three methods under study. More importantly, as a signal
extraction procedure, the EIS algorithm did not perform satisfactorily during the
simulation study. The other simulation based approach, the Durbin-Koopman
methodology, requires constructing a linear Gaussian model for the complete data (i.e.
observed data plus state variables). This is somewhat complex, as this is done by
solving iteratively a high-dimensional nonlinear equation, using at every step the
Kalman filtering and smoothing recursions associated with the approximating Gaussian
model. Nevertheless, the resulting estimation and signal extraction procedures appear to
be computationally efficient. The third method avoids the need for using Monte Carlo
integration by resorting to a closed-form approximation to the loglikelihood function
implied by the model. This led, in some cases, to a noticeable Monte Carlo bias. The
Monte Carlo squared bias and variance of the DK methodology, in general terms, were
larger than their EIS counterparts. In this respect the closed-form Likelihood
approximation of Davis and Rodriguez-Yam (2005) seems to yield the larger estimation
errors. However, overall results were mixed. Furthermore, the signal extraction
procedure directly derived from the DY method delivers reasonable estimates of the
latent process.
Finally, this chapter shows that, although relatively complex and computationally
demanding, the estimation of Multi-state Latent Factor Intensity Models is clearly
feasible, even when there is a large number of parameters. This opens the way for other
applications of the framework, not necessarily confined to the analysis of Agency credit
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5.8 Appendix

As seen in this chapter, the optimization of the numerical approximation (either
obtained through simulation or deterministic numerical methods) to the likelihood
implied by the MLFI model has to be done numerically. For example using
quasi-Newton methods. These numerical procedures require an initial estimate of the
parameter vector θ that should ideally be located in a neighborhood of the final
estimate. In this appendix I provide some crude estimators of the unknown parameters
in the MLFI model. These naive estimators can be used to obtain sensible starting
values for the numerical (log)likelihood optimization procedure.
As it was mentioned in section 5.3, the MLFI specification includes the basic
homogeneous continuous-time Markov Chain process (HCTMC) as a special case.
Accordingly, one possible method for obtaining sensible starting values for the ηs
parameters is to use for that purpose the ML estimators of the Generator matrix from a
HCTMC, for which there are well-known closed-form formulas,

η̂s = ln

(
N∑

n=1

K∑

k=1

∆Nk
s (tn)

)
− ln

(
N∑

n=1

K∑
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τnY
k
s (tn)

)
. (5.51)

Where, we again have N = N̄(T ) + 1.
For obtaining crude estimators of the remaining model parameters consider again the
conditional likelihood implied by the MLFI model, i.e. equation (5.5). Let
δsn = ηs + αsψ

s(tn). Equating to zero the partial derivatives of the conditional
loglikelihood with respect to δsn yields

δ̂sn = ln

( ∑K
k=1 ∆Nk

s (tn)∑K
k=1 Y

k
s (tn)

∫ tn
tn−1

exp[γ′sw
k(t)]Hk

s (t)dt

)
. (5.52)

We can then proceed as follows.

1. Set γs ≡ 0, Hk
s (t) ≡ 1 in (5.52) and compute the corresponding estimates δ̂sn for

n = 1, . . . , N and s = 1, . . . , S.

2. Using (5.51) we can obtain estimates of αsψ
s(tn) as δ̂sn − η̂s.
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3. By fitting an AR(1) equation to the estimates of αsψ
s(tn) obtained in the previous

point we are able to obtain an estimate of ρs for s = 1, . . . , S.

4. An estimator of αs can be obtained as α̂s = s
√

1 − ρ̂2
s. Where s denotes the

estimator of the standard deviation of the αsψ
s(tn) estimates and ρ̂s is the

estimate of the autoregressive coefficient obtained in the previous point.

5. Regressing the full sequence αsψ
s(tn), with n = 1, . . . , N , over w(tn) (where w(tn)

denotes the set of time-varying covariates) provides crude estimators for the
‘regression’ coefficients γs

Regarding the parameters of the duration-dependence functions Hk
s (t) these can be set

to the values corresponding to the case where no such effects are present.





Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusions

This chapter concludes this thesis. A short overview of the main results from each
chapter is provided in Section 6.1. Section 6.2 contains the concluding remarks as well
as identifying some open questions deserving future research.

6.1 Summary of the Main Research Findings

This thesis has focused mostly on the development and implementation of flexible
econometric models and procedures for quantifying and estimating corporate credit risk
using rating agency data. The emphasis was placed on the development of a dynamic
statistical framework capable of using efficiently the information contained in credit
ratings. Additionally, this framework should also be able to quantify and relate the
clustering of credit events (frequently observed in these markets) to major macro
economic developments. Finally, this new model class should enable the integrated
analysis of credit rating transitions and the estimation of short-term forecasts of the
implied transition matrices.
Drawing on the conclusions of some of the literature on credit risk, I motivated in the
introduction my choice of the so-called class of reduced-form models for credit risk.
Although reduced-form models for credit risk are not strictly derived from economic
theory, they are capable of accurately reproducing the credit spreads observed in bond
markets (unlike the original, simpler, versions of structural models). The ‘black box’
approach taken by Reduced-form credit risk models is a convenient operational solution
for analyzing a complex economic phenomenon whose precise underlying mechanisms
have not yet been satisfactorily enumerated and described.
The leading empirical credit risk literature clearly shows the adequacy, for analyzing
rating and default data, of continuous-time credit risk models based on point process
theory. Therefore, Chapter 1 presented a short overview of the financial econometrics
literature dealing with empirical point processes. Although their estimation is far more
involved, in the current context there are some reasons for preferring parameter driven
models over observation driven ones. First, parameter driven models provide a more
realistic set up because they explicitly acknowledge, and accommodate, the fact that
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important factors behind observables are inherently unobservable. Additionally,
parameter driven models typically provide a parsimonious representation of a highly
parameterized, and therefore very flexible, model.
As any econometric analysis should start with an examination of the available data
using as few assumptions as possible, Chapter 2 presented a nonparametric analysis of
the S & P’s CreditPro 7.0 database on corporate credit ratings. The contributions to
the literature made in Chapter 2 are fivefold. First, a formal proof of the existence and
uniqueness of the non-homogeneous semi-Markov matrix of transition probabilities was
presented. Second, Chapter 2 introduced an efficient computational procedure for
obtaining this transition matrix from knowledge of the corresponding matrix of
transition rates, formally establishing its numerical convergence and
consistency-preserving property. Chapter 2 further introduced a set of nonparametric
estimators of the non-homogeneous semi-Markov kernel built using the class of piecewise
constant transition rate estimators. Fourth, a class of multiplicative piecewise constant
transition rate estimators for window-censored data was presented, jointly with a simple
computational procedure allowing its feasible implementation. Finally, Chapter 2
applied this full set of estimators to the S & P’s CreditPro 7.0 database. This led to
some interesting empirical findings. In line with the previous empirical literature,
statistically significant non-homogeneity and semi-Markov effects were found. As a
consequence, large deviations between the Aalen-Johansen and the new semi-Markov
estimates of the empirical transition probabilities were observed.
In Chapter 3 a new parameter driven multi-state duration model for credit rating
transitions was introduced. In its most general form, this new reduced-form credit risk
model has a generalized semi-Markov structure designed to accommodate most of the
stylized facts of credit rating data. The dynamic behavior of this new econometric model
is driven by both latent Gaussian dynamic factors and exogenous variables. This allows
the direct extraction of latent dynamic effects from rating and default data while still
correcting for the impact of both time-varying covariates and ‘duration’ effects. This
new parametric multi-state duration model was used for analyzing S & P’s CreditPro 7.0
database on credit ratings in both Chapters 3 and 4. The empirical analysis in Chapter
3 concentrated on the application of the MLFI model to the CreditPro database without
correcting for the impact of any covariates. The estimation results were consistent with
those obtained in Chapter 2 under a nonparametric set up. Significant clustering effects
were detected in rating migration and default data. If a single underlying dynamic
factor (interpretable as a ‘credit cycle’) is assumed, then it is found that the impact of
this cycle is stronger for downward rating movements (including default events) than for
upward ones. This indicates that upward rating revisions depend more on idiosyncratic
factors and less on economy wide conditions. In contrast, downward rating and default
events are much more dependent on macro economic shocks. However, when extending
the model to include multiple latent factors, evidence was found that different types of
rating migration events are driven by distinct systematic risk factors. Finally, a MLFI
model with a semi-Markov structure was considered. In particular it was found that the
time spent by a given debt-issuer in a given rating significantly impacts the probability
of both a future rating change and of the default event.
Chapter 4 further extends the introductory empirical analysis from the previous chapter.
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In this chapter, a systematic search for the determinants of default and rating
transitions was conducted using the MLFI model as the main statistical tool. Observed
transition rates were conditioned on three groups of variables: GDP growth, bank
lending conditions and financial markets variables. The main determinant of default and
downward rating transitions was found to be GDP growth. The empirical analysis
conducted in this chapter also showed that both default and downward rating
transitions are much more affected by common dynamic factors than upgrades. In all
cases, however, the impact of the macro economic variables was somewhat limited. This
raises the puzzle of what macro economic factors help explain aggregate credit cycles.
This empirical result may also point to the fundamental importance of contagion
phenomena in credit markets. The limited degree of dependence between the empirically
observed credit cycles and other macro economic factors leaves room for future research
in the field. This chapter makes a significant contribution to the previous empirical
finance literature. First, unlike several previous studies, the empirical analysis presented
was carried out using a sound econometric framework. In particular, a testing procedure
for dynamic mis-specification in the context of point process models was introduced.
As briefly discussed in Chapter 1, the estimation and inference procedures associated
with parameter driven dynamic models are significantly more complex than those
associated with observation driven models. In particular this is true for the MLFI model
introduced in Chapter 3. Chapter 5 discusses three different approaches for conducting
Likelihood-based estimation and inference for the MLFI model. Two of the methods are
based on the use of Monte Carlo integration with importance sampling techniques. The
third method, in contrast is a fully deterministic numerical one. The contributions to
the econometrics literature made by this chapter are fourfold. First, Chapter 5
formalizes, for the first time, the specification of multiple latent dynamic factors in
statistical models for duration data. Additionally, the appendix to this chapter provides
a brief discussion about the identification of such latent effects in this type of data.
Third, Chapter 5 adapts, for the first time, the numerical Likelihood approximation
method of Davis and Rodriguez-Yam (2005) to the estimation of dynamic parameter
driven duration models. Finally, a finite-sample comparison of the performance of each
one of the three estimation algorithms is presented. Although the EIS algorithm and the
Durbin-Koopman Monte Carlo ML methodology have been compared before, see Lee
and Koopman (2004), it is the first time such a comparison is made in the context of a
fairly complex point process model. This comparison was extended further by including
a feasible alternative to those two simulation-based estimation methods.
Although the simulation study conducted in Chapter 5 yielded no absolute winner, it
showed that the EIS algorithm seems to provide highly accurate estimates of both the
model parameters and smoothed latent factors. This method is, however, extremely
demanding in computational terms. The Durbin-Koopman method of Monte Carlo
maximum Likelihood seemed to be the most efficient one computationally, although
yielding a slightly lower level of accuracy. In most of the cases, the approximate
numerical maximum Likelihood method of Davis and Rodriguez-Yam was the least
accurate of all the three methods. In particular, the accuracy provided by this method
does not seem to be homogeneous over the parameter space associated with the
particular DGP. Computationally, it proved to be more efficient than the EIS algorithm.
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6.2 Concluding Remarks

One of the general Scientific views held throughout this thesis, is that when analyzing a
complex problem in economics, or other social sciences, one should keep an open mind.
In particular, the researcher should not excessively commit the empirical analysis to
econometric models that make very strong assumptions. In particular when the
situation is complex and all the elements involved are not fully grasped. Instead, one
should look at the available data using a flexible statistical model. One model that is
able to capture complex, and perhaps not so obvious, patterns in the data. And this
regardless of the (potential) economic implications of some of the empirical patterns
that these statistical models can potentially yield.
As mentioned in the previous section, the absence of a strong empirical relationship
between particular macro economic factors and the cyclical patterns observed in credit
market conditions, leaves room for further research. However, the contribution made in
Chapter 4 indicates that any further research in this field should explicitly account for
the impact of financial contagion phenomena. In fact, because this thesis shows that
there is a significant degree of idiosyncrasy in observed credit cycles, it opens up some
new questions for future research. First, what are the precise mechanisms that lead to
the cyclical behavior in observed default rates, after correcting for other macro economic
(cyclical) factors? How does contagion take place in credit markets, and most
importantly from a regulatory perspective, what type of mechanisms and safeguards can
be put in place in order to avoid or at least mitigate large credit crisis? The current
‘subprime loans’ crisis is perhaps a stark example of how credit risk can be amplified by
financial contagion effects when adequate regulatory schemes are not in place.
From a more technical viewpoint, there are several directions for future research that
stem from the work carried out in this thesis. First, in both chapters 3 and 4, extensive
‘data-cleaning’ procedures had to be carried out before applying the MLFI model to the
credit ratings database. It may be interesting to study how robust inference in the
MLFI model is if one allows for some degree of ‘(re-)rating error,’ both with respect to
the output rating and the precise timing of the revision. Second, one may want to
investigate the behavior of each of the three estimation procedures employed in this
thesis, in the presence of outliers (both with respect to the presence of a few extreme
rating transitions and extremely short or long sojourn times). Third, the empirical
analysis performed in Chapter 3 raised two important technical questions. The first
concerns the development of formal (Likelihood-based) statistical tests for the number of
independent dynamic (latent) factors in transition data. One should note that the
different underlying specifications for this type of tests are non-nested. The second
technical issue consists in deriving the precise statistical properties for the
Likelihood-based unit-root test sketched in the empirical section of Chapter 3.
In the context of Chapter 5, and in particular with regard to the use of the EIS
algorithm for conducting ML-based estimation and inference for the MLFI model, it
may be worthwhile investigating the feasibility of developing other classes of
(non-Gaussian) auxiliary samplers. This in order to increase the speed of convergence of
the EIS iterations, which would increase the computational efficiency of this algorithm.
Finally, further research should be conducted on which structures and distributional
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forms for the latent dynamic effects in duration data can be identified and (feasibly)
estimated. Further still, the impact of the particular distribution and dynamic structure
assumed for the latent process(es) over the estimators of the remaining model
parameters should be assessed.
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Samenvatting (Summary in Dutch)

De Dynamiek van het Kredietrisico: een Econometrische

Intensiteitsanalyse

Met corporate credit risk wordt het risico bedoeld dat beleggers lopen die een financiële
overeenkomst aangaan met een rechtspersoon die particulier eigendom is (doorgaans een
onderneming) en waarbij wanbetaling mogelijk is. Op basis van openbare en
niet-openbare informatie delen kredietbeoordelaars bedrijven die schuldtitels uitgeven in
een bepaalde rangorde in in zogenaamde kredietbeoordelingen of “credit ratings”. Credit
ratings hebben tot doel een eenvoudig, kwalitatief overzicht te geven van de algehele
degelijkheid, solvabiliteit en vooruitzichten van een onderneming. Verder geven ze de
belegger die een langlopende financiële relatie met een bedrijf wil aangaan, een subjectief
oordeel over de waarschijnlijkheid dat het bedrijf niet aan zijn betalingsverplichtingen
zal kunnen voldoen. Credit ratings spelen een belangrijke rol in de financiële wereld. Dat
is allereerst omdat de rente die een bedrijf voor een lening moet betalen, direct afhangt
van zijn credit rating. Daar komt bij dat Bazel II credit ratings als maatstaf gebruikt
om de omvang vast te stellen van de kapitaalbuffer die een kredietverstrekker moet
aanhouden: hoe lager de kredietwaardigheid, hoe groter de buffer. Als credit ratings
zich dus synchroon met de conjunctuurcyclus ontwikkelen, dan kan dat betekenen dat
de economie bij een neergaande conjunctuur nog verder in het slop wordt geduwd,
omdat kapitaal dan duurder wordt op een moment waarop de behoefte eraan het grootst
is. Het is daarom van belang inzicht te krijgen in de totale dynamiek van credit ratings.
Dit proefschrift reikt een nieuw econometrisch kader aan voor de analyse en
interpretatie van historische gegevens over credit ratings. Voortbouwend op het
multi-state duration framework van Kavvathas (2001) en Lando en Skødeberg (2002),
wordt een parametrische uitbreiding gëıntroduceerd van het standaard, op continue
Markovketens gebaseerde kredietrisicomodel van Jarrow et al. (1997). Met dit model
kunnen aan de hand van historische gegevens van kredietbeoordelaars zowel wanbetaling
als ratingaanpassingen empirisch gemeten en geschat worden. Omdat met het nieuwe
multi-state duration model waargenomen transitierates afhankelijk gemaakt kunnen
worden van externe variabelen, de stand van de conjunctuur bijvoorbeeld, wordt het
mogelijk vragen te beantwoorden als: in hoeverre neemt het komende jaar de



waarschijnlijkheid toe dat een als investment grade gewaardeerd bedrijf zijn
verplichtingen niet nakomt als het BBP met vijfhonderd basispunten toe- of afneemt?
Het in dit proefschrift gëıntroduceerde model is parametrisch en daardoor in staat te
analyseren of de empirische ‘kredietcycli de conjunctuurcyclus al dan niet op de voet
volgen. Deze en daarmee samenhangende vragen worden in hoofdstuk 4 behandeld.



Om een eerste indruk te krijgen van het historische gedrag van creditratings, wordt in
hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift een niet-parametrische analyse gepresenteerd van de
CreditPro 7.0-database van Standard & Poors. De historische clustering van
kredietgebeurtenissen en tijdsafhankelijke effecten blijkt statistisch significant te zijn.
Dit hoofdstuk levert diverse bijdragen aan de statistische literatuur over
semi-Markovprocessen. Allereerst bevat het een primeur, namelijk een formeel bewijs
van het bestaan en de uniciteit van de semi-Markovtransitiematrix als functie van de
waargenomen transitierates. Ten tweede biedt het een rekenmethode waarmee deze
transitiematrix kan worden verkregen en de numerieke convergentie ervan vastgesteld.
Verder wordt aangetoond dat deze methode de consistentie van de uitvalfunctieschatters
waarop zij gebaseerd is, waarborgt. Tot slot wordt een reeks niet-parametrische
schatters van de semi-Markovkern gepresenteerd. Hoofdstuk 2 bevat verder een
empirisch onderzoek naar de impact van deze niet-homogene semi-Markoveffecten op de
ratingtransitiematrices. Het is voor het eerst in de empirische financiële literatuur dat
deze impact is gekwantificeerd.
In hoofdstuk 3 en 4 wordt het nieuwe Multi-state Latent Factor Intensity (MLFI)-model
voor aanpassingen van credit ratings gëıntroduceerd en toegepast op de al eerder
genoemde database van Standard & Poors. De uitkomsten bevestigen de resultaten van
de niet-parametrische analyse uit het voorgaande hoofdstuk. Bovendien blijkt bij zowel
wanbetaling als neerwaartse aanpassingen van de credit rating een grotere mate van
clustering op te treden dan bij aanpassingen omhoog. In hoofdstuk 3 wordt verder een
nieuwe, parametrische bootstrapmethode gëıntroduceerd voor
kortetermijnvoorspellingen van credit rating transitiematrices gedurende een arbitraire
(korte) tijdshorizon. Hoofdstuk 4 geeft een systematische analyse op geaggregeerd
niveau van de macro-economische factoren die van invloed zijn op kredietcycli. Op de
empirisch verkregen ratingtransitiecijfers is een regressieanalyse uitgevoerd met drie
reeksen variabelen. De eerste reeks is gekozen om de staat van de conjunctuur te kunnen
meten, de tweede en derde reeks om de staat van respectievelijk de kredietmarkt
(kredietvoorwaarden banken) en de financiële (aandelen)markt te meten. De groei van
het BBP blijkt de macro-economische variabele te zijn die de waargenomen clustering
van ratinggebeurtenissen het best verklaart. De in dit proefschrift beschreven analyse
laat zien dat kredietcycli tot op zekere hoogte idiosyncratisch zijn.
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Het nieuwe modelkader dat in dit proefschrift wordt gëıntroduceerd, vergt nogal wat
rekenwerk. De berekening van de waarschijnlijkheid van de data volgens het
MLFI-model vereist de evaluatie van een multivariate integraal waarvan de grootte met
de omvang van de steekproef toeneemt. In het laatste hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift
vergelijk ik drie verschillende schattingsalgoritmen om dit probleem op te lossen. Uit
een simulatiestudie blijkt dat het EIS-algoritme van Richard en Zhang (2007) voor
steekproeven uit een eindige populatie de meest nauwkeurige parameterschattingen
oplevert. Deze nauwkeurigheid lijkt echter wel een prijs te hebben, namelijk een zeer
zware rekenlast. De Monte Carlomethode van Durbin en Koopman lijkt daarentegen
rekentechnisch zeer efficiënt te zijn, maar de juistheid van de verkregen schatting
(uitgedrukt als geaggregeerde gemiddelde kwadratische fout), is met deze methode
geringer dan met het EIS-algoritme. De deterministische numerieke
waarschijnlijkheidsbenadering van Davis en Rodriguez-Yam (2005) leverde gemengde
resultaten op: in één van de simulaties leverde deze de meest accurate totaalresultaten
op. In het algemeen bleef deze benaderingsmethode echter achter bij de
simulatiemethoden.
In het laatste hoofdstuk, hoofdstuk 6, worden de belangrijkste themas en de bijdragen
aan de literatuur samengevat. Ook worden kort enkele suggesties voor nader onderzoek
besproken.
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